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Authority:   Alamo      

PIF #: 12241 Program: CWSRF PPL Year: 2018 

Related PIFs:    

Project Name:  Sewer Treatment Project 

Project Type:  POTW Project Phase:  Construction 

Project Description:  The project consists of construction of a new 2.5 MGD mechanical sewer plant to replace outdated lagoon 
system; the project includes the construction of this facility. TCEQ is recommending the phase out of the lagoon system which is not 
the most efficient method o treating sewage. Mechanical plants are much more efficient and produce less odor which is better for the 
public. In the past ear, the amount of rain was extremely high and produced obnoxious odors and nuisance conditions due to the lack 
of sunshine. The odors were so bad that the possibility of losing winter visitors and business was high. The design will consist of 
preliminary treatment invovling the conversion of two lagoons into flow equalization storage basins. Secondary treatment includes new 
structure and equipment, including aeration, BNR support, piping valves and gates, and the closure of the remaining lagoons. In 
additional, included will be a solids dewatering system which will have a sludge storage tank, aeration and mixing system for the 
sludge storage tank, slide transfer pumps, a dewatering system structure.and equipment, polymer feed system equipment, a sludge 
hauling trailer, and piping, valves, and appurtenances. A disinfection system which has a chlorine contact basin, chlorine gas or 
hypochlorite feed system, a de-chlroination system, piping, valves, and appurtenances. There will also be a control and MCC building 
with HVAC, lab equipment, and furnishings. The plant will also have a new backup generator. Included will be yard piping, valves site 
work, paving, erosion control, electrical and a SCADA system. In the design of the project, the city will consider innovative and 
alternative technology and will also include "green elements". The City of Alamo owns the property where the plant will be located. The 
city will prepare an Asset Management Plan.  

 

 Start Date Completion 
Date 

Phase Cost  

Planning:   $0.00 Green Project:   Yes-BC 

Acquisition:   $0.00 Green Amount:   $562,000.00 

Design:   $0.00  

Est. 
Construction: 

  $11,250,000.00  

 

Project Rating:        

Criteria 
 

     Answer Score 

Sec. 212 - Is the work required by a schedule that is imposed by court order, EPA administrative 
order,  TCEQ enforcement order, or participation in SSO Initiative? 

Orders 30.00 

Sec. 212 - Does the project involve extending service (centralized or alternative system) to 
populated areas of an existing developed community that are not served by a centralized 
collection system? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Has a public health official found that a nuisance dangerous to public health and safety 
exists resulting from water supply and sanitation problems in the area to be served by the project? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Is a water body impacted by the proposed project listed in a Watershed Protection Plan 
that is under development or has been accepted by the TCEQ or TSSWCB? 

Accepted 10.00 

Sec. 212 - Will the project include innovative or alternative types of collection or treatment 
technology? 

Yes 15.00 

Sec. 212 - Does the project involve more stringent permit limitations? N/A 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Does the project result in regionalization?  (See specific criteria) N/A 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Does the proposed project involve a facility that requires expansion of its hydraulic 
capacity or removal of extraneous flow? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - The proposed project impacts a water body that does not meet applicable water quality 
standards. (refer to water bodies listed as Category 4a, 5a, 5b, or 5c in the latest Watershed 
Action Planning Strategy Table).  

Non-Priority 5b 20.00 

Sec. 319 - Has a public health official found that a nuisance dangerous to public health and safety 
exists resulting from water supply and sanitation problems in the area to be served by the 
proposed project? 

  

Sec. 319 - Does a threat exist to an aquifer or groundwater that may be impacted by the proposed 
project? 

  

Sec. 319 - Is a water body impacted by the proposed project listed in a Watershed Protection Plan 
that is under development or has been accepted by the TCEQ or TSSWCB? 

  



Sec. 319 - The proposed project impacts a water body that does not meet applicable water quality 
standards. (refer to water bodies listed as Category 4a, 5a, 5b, or 5c in the latest Watershed 
Action Planning Strategy Table).  

  

Sec. 319 - Does the project include stream bank restoration or contain elements of Low Impact 
Development, such as vegetated filter strips, bio-retention, rain gardens, or porous pavement? 

  

Sec. 320 - Does the project restore, protect, and enhance coastal natural resources?   

Sec. 320 - Does the project improve water quality?   

Sec. 320 - Does the project enhance public access?   

Sec. 320 - Does the project improve onshore infrastructure and environmental management?   

Sec. 320 - Does the project mitigate erosion and stabilize shorelines?   

Sec. 320 - Does the project educate the public on the importance of coastal natural resources?   

All Proj. - In the past 5 years, has an asset management plan been adopted by the entity’s 
governing body? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Is the entity planning to prepare an asset management plan as part of the proposed 
project? 

Yes 1.00 

All Proj. - Has asset management training been administered to the entity’s governing body and 
employees? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Does the proposed project address specific targets, goals, or measures in a water 
conservation or drought contingency plan that has been adopted by the entity’s governing body 
within the past 5 years? 

Yes 1.00 

All Proj. - Does the proposed project address specific goals in a system-wide or plant-wide energy 
assessment, audit, or optimization study that has been conducted within the past three years? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Does the proposed project implement elements contained in a state or regional water 
plan, integrated water resource management plan, regional facility plan, regionalization or 
consolidation plan, or TMDL implementation plan? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Entity qualifies as a disadvantaged community. Yes 10.00 

Sec. 212 - Will a majority of the funds being requested from the SRF for the project be used to 
implement measures to reduce the demand for publically owned treatment works capacity through 
water conservation, efficiency, or reuse? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - For a qualified nonprofit, will a majority of the funds being requested from the SRF for 
the project be used to assist owners and operators of small and medium POTWs? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Will a majority of the funds being requested from the SRF for the project be used to 
implement innovative approaches to manage, reduce, treat, or recapture stormwater or 
subsurface drainage water? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Will a majority of the funds being requested from the SRF for the project be used to 
implement reuse or recycling wastewater, stormwater, or subsurface drainage water? If yes, 
please explain. 

No 0.00 

       Rating: 87.00 

         
 



 

Authority:   Amarillo      

PIF #: 12242 Program: CWSRF PPL Year: 2018 

Related PIFs:    

Project Name:  Lift Station No. 32 Project (TWDB CWSRF No. 73663) 

Project Type:  POTW Project Phase:  Construction 

Project Description:  The project consists of a new 10.1 million gallon per day (MGD) lift station that will replace an existing aging lift 
station and reduce flows substantially to another. The project will also consist of approximately 15,000 linear feet of 24-inch force 
main; 2,300 linear feet of 18-inch backup force main; 4,300 linear feet of 36-inch gravity main; and 3,300 linear feet of 24-inch gravity 
main. Design of the project has been completed.  

 

 Start Date Completion 
Date 

Phase Cost  

Planning:   $0.00 Green Project:   No 

Acquisition:   $0.00 Green Amount:   $0.00 

Design:   $0.00  

Est. 
Construction: 

09/01/2017 03/01/2019 $15,764,910.00  

 

Project Rating:        

Criteria 
 

     Answer Score 

Sec. 212 - Is the work required by a schedule that is imposed by court order, EPA administrative 
order,  TCEQ enforcement order, or participation in SSO Initiative? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Does the project involve extending service (centralized or alternative system) to 
populated areas of an existing developed community that are not served by a centralized 
collection system? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Has a public health official found that a nuisance dangerous to public health and safety 
exists resulting from water supply and sanitation problems in the area to be served by the project? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Is a water body impacted by the proposed project listed in a Watershed Protection Plan 
that is under development or has been accepted by the TCEQ or TSSWCB? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Will the project include innovative or alternative types of collection or treatment 
technology? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Does the project involve more stringent permit limitations? No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Does the project result in regionalization?  (See specific criteria) No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Does the proposed project involve a facility that requires expansion of its hydraulic 
capacity or removal of extraneous flow? 

  

Sec. 212 - The proposed project impacts a water body that does not meet applicable water quality 
standards. (refer to water bodies listed as Category 4a, 5a, 5b, or 5c in the latest Watershed 
Action Planning Strategy Table).  

  

Sec. 319 - Has a public health official found that a nuisance dangerous to public health and safety 
exists resulting from water supply and sanitation problems in the area to be served by the 
proposed project? 

  

Sec. 319 - Does a threat exist to an aquifer or groundwater that may be impacted by the proposed 
project? 

  

Sec. 319 - Is a water body impacted by the proposed project listed in a Watershed Protection Plan 
that is under development or has been accepted by the TCEQ or TSSWCB? 

  

Sec. 319 - The proposed project impacts a water body that does not meet applicable water quality 
standards. (refer to water bodies listed as Category 4a, 5a, 5b, or 5c in the latest Watershed 
Action Planning Strategy Table).  

  

Sec. 319 - Does the project include stream bank restoration or contain elements of Low Impact 
Development, such as vegetated filter strips, bio-retention, rain gardens, or porous pavement? 

  

Sec. 320 - Does the project restore, protect, and enhance coastal natural resources?   

Sec. 320 - Does the project improve water quality?   

Sec. 320 - Does the project enhance public access?   



Sec. 320 - Does the project improve onshore infrastructure and environmental management?   

Sec. 320 - Does the project mitigate erosion and stabilize shorelines?   

Sec. 320 - Does the project educate the public on the importance of coastal natural resources?   

All Proj. - In the past 5 years, has an asset management plan been adopted by the entity’s 
governing body? 

Yes 5.00 

All Proj. - Is the entity planning to prepare an asset management plan as part of the proposed 
project? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Has asset management training been administered to the entity’s governing body and 
employees? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Does the proposed project address specific targets, goals, or measures in a water 
conservation or drought contingency plan that has been adopted by the entity’s governing body 
within the past 5 years? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Does the proposed project address specific goals in a system-wide or plant-wide energy 
assessment, audit, or optimization study that has been conducted within the past three years? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Does the proposed project implement elements contained in a state or regional water 
plan, integrated water resource management plan, regional facility plan, regionalization or 
consolidation plan, or TMDL implementation plan? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Entity qualifies as a disadvantaged community. No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Will a majority of the funds being requested from the SRF for the project be used to 
implement measures to reduce the demand for publically owned treatment works capacity through 
water conservation, efficiency, or reuse? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - For a qualified nonprofit, will a majority of the funds being requested from the SRF for 
the project be used to assist owners and operators of small and medium POTWs? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Will a majority of the funds being requested from the SRF for the project be used to 
implement innovative approaches to manage, reduce, treat, or recapture stormwater or 
subsurface drainage water? 

  

All Proj. - Will a majority of the funds being requested from the SRF for the project be used to 
implement reuse or recycling wastewater, stormwater, or subsurface drainage water? If yes, 
please explain. 

  

       Rating: 5.00 

         
 



 

Authority:   Angus      

PIF #: 12243 Program: CWSRF PPL Year: 2018 

Related PIFs:    

Project Name:  City of Angus Wastewater Rehabilitation 

Project Type:  POTW Project Phase:  Design & Construction 

Project Description:  The proposed project will be to remove and replace 11 manhole lids, remove and replace 1 manhole, seal pipe 
joints at 5 manholes, repair 1 pipe connection, replace 6 cleanouts, replace 1 cleanout and service line, replace 1 cleanout, 1 service 
line & cap.  

 

 Start Date Completion 
Date 

Phase Cost  

Planning:   $0.00 Green Project:   No 

Acquisition:   $0.00 Green Amount:   $0.00 

Design:  02/28/2017 $13,000.00  

Est. 
Construction: 

04/03/2017 07/31/2017 $37,760.00  

 

Project Rating:        

Criteria 
 

     Answer Score 

Sec. 212 - Is the work required by a schedule that is imposed by court order, EPA administrative 
order,  TCEQ enforcement order, or participation in SSO Initiative? 

SSO Plan 20.00 

Sec. 212 - Does the project involve extending service (centralized or alternative system) to 
populated areas of an existing developed community that are not served by a centralized 
collection system? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Has a public health official found that a nuisance dangerous to public health and safety 
exists resulting from water supply and sanitation problems in the area to be served by the project? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Is a water body impacted by the proposed project listed in a Watershed Protection Plan 
that is under development or has been accepted by the TCEQ or TSSWCB? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Will the project include innovative or alternative types of collection or treatment 
technology? 

N/A 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Does the project involve more stringent permit limitations? No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Does the project result in regionalization?  (See specific criteria) No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Does the proposed project involve a facility that requires expansion of its hydraulic 
capacity or removal of extraneous flow? 

% permitted 
capacity is ≥ 
75% and < 
90% and proj. 
improves 
problem 

20.00 

Sec. 212 - The proposed project impacts a water body that does not meet applicable water quality 
standards. (refer to water bodies listed as Category 4a, 5a, 5b, or 5c in the latest Watershed 
Action Planning Strategy Table).  

No 0.00 

Sec. 319 - Has a public health official found that a nuisance dangerous to public health and safety 
exists resulting from water supply and sanitation problems in the area to be served by the 
proposed project? 

  

Sec. 319 - Does a threat exist to an aquifer or groundwater that may be impacted by the proposed 
project? 

  

Sec. 319 - Is a water body impacted by the proposed project listed in a Watershed Protection Plan 
that is under development or has been accepted by the TCEQ or TSSWCB? 

  

Sec. 319 - The proposed project impacts a water body that does not meet applicable water quality 
standards. (refer to water bodies listed as Category 4a, 5a, 5b, or 5c in the latest Watershed 
Action Planning Strategy Table).  

  

Sec. 319 - Does the project include stream bank restoration or contain elements of Low Impact 
Development, such as vegetated filter strips, bio-retention, rain gardens, or porous pavement? 

  

Sec. 320 - Does the project restore, protect, and enhance coastal natural resources?   



Sec. 320 - Does the project improve water quality?   

Sec. 320 - Does the project enhance public access?   

Sec. 320 - Does the project improve onshore infrastructure and environmental management?   

Sec. 320 - Does the project mitigate erosion and stabilize shorelines?   

Sec. 320 - Does the project educate the public on the importance of coastal natural resources?   

All Proj. - In the past 5 years, has an asset management plan been adopted by the entity’s 
governing body? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Is the entity planning to prepare an asset management plan as part of the proposed 
project? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Has asset management training been administered to the entity’s governing body and 
employees? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Does the proposed project address specific targets, goals, or measures in a water 
conservation or drought contingency plan that has been adopted by the entity’s governing body 
within the past 5 years? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Does the proposed project address specific goals in a system-wide or plant-wide energy 
assessment, audit, or optimization study that has been conducted within the past three years? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Does the proposed project implement elements contained in a state or regional water 
plan, integrated water resource management plan, regional facility plan, regionalization or 
consolidation plan, or TMDL implementation plan? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Entity qualifies as a disadvantaged community. Yes 10.00 

Sec. 212 - Will a majority of the funds being requested from the SRF for the project be used to 
implement measures to reduce the demand for publically owned treatment works capacity through 
water conservation, efficiency, or reuse? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - For a qualified nonprofit, will a majority of the funds being requested from the SRF for 
the project be used to assist owners and operators of small and medium POTWs? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Will a majority of the funds being requested from the SRF for the project be used to 
implement innovative approaches to manage, reduce, treat, or recapture stormwater or 
subsurface drainage water? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Will a majority of the funds being requested from the SRF for the project be used to 
implement reuse or recycling wastewater, stormwater, or subsurface drainage water? If yes, 
please explain. 

No 0.00 

       Rating: 50.00 

         
 



 

Authority:   Arlington      

PIF #: 12244 Program: CWSRF PPL Year: 2018 

Related PIFs:    

Project Name:  2018 Wastewater Treatment 

Project Type:  POTW Project Phase:  Construction 

Project Description:  The City of Arlington's project includes the replacement or rehabilitation of approximately 4,050 linear feet of 
existing 24" ductile iron that is the Lake Arlington Gold Course interceptor pipeline and 2,516 linear feet of 8"-15" aerial crossings of 
local creeks in five locations throughout the city. A condition assessment of the Lake Arlington Golf Course interceptor has revealed 
that the cause of recent line collapses and SSOs is due to the deteriorated condition of the interceptor. Sharp changes in pipeline 
grade cause the release of hydrogen sulfide which has resulted in corrosion of the pipeline and manholes. An engineering evaluation 
of the pipeline will determine if rehabilitation is feasible or if replacement is required. All property is owned by the City eliminating the 
need for easement acquisition. Continuing failures of aerial crossing of local creeks has prompted the city of complete a study of the 
geomorphology of creeks where aerial crossings are located in order to analyze the risk of failure of each crossing. A total of five aerial 
crossings have been determined to be at risk of failure and must be replaced with crossings that are deigned to take into consideration 
the hydraulic characteristics of each creek.  

 

 Start Date Completion 
Date 

Phase Cost  

Planning:   $0.00 Green Project:   Yes-BC 

Acquisition:   $0.00 Green Amount:   $5,375,200.00 

Design:   $0.00  

Est. 
Construction: 

04/01/2018 03/01/2019 $5,375,200.00  

 

Project Rating:        

Criteria 
 

     Answer Score 

Sec. 212 - Is the work required by a schedule that is imposed by court order, EPA administrative 
order,  TCEQ enforcement order, or participation in SSO Initiative? 

Orders 30.00 

Sec. 212 - Does the project involve extending service (centralized or alternative system) to 
populated areas of an existing developed community that are not served by a centralized 
collection system? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Has a public health official found that a nuisance dangerous to public health and safety 
exists resulting from water supply and sanitation problems in the area to be served by the project? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Is a water body impacted by the proposed project listed in a Watershed Protection Plan 
that is under development or has been accepted by the TCEQ or TSSWCB? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Will the project include innovative or alternative types of collection or treatment 
technology? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Does the project involve more stringent permit limitations? No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Does the project result in regionalization?  (See specific criteria) No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Does the proposed project involve a facility that requires expansion of its hydraulic 
capacity or removal of extraneous flow? 

% permitted 
capacity is ≥ 
90% and proj. 
improves 
problem 

30.00 

Sec. 212 - The proposed project impacts a water body that does not meet applicable water quality 
standards. (refer to water bodies listed as Category 4a, 5a, 5b, or 5c in the latest Watershed 
Action Planning Strategy Table).  

Priority 5a 40.00 

Sec. 319 - Has a public health official found that a nuisance dangerous to public health and safety 
exists resulting from water supply and sanitation problems in the area to be served by the 
proposed project? 

  

Sec. 319 - Does a threat exist to an aquifer or groundwater that may be impacted by the proposed 
project? 

  

Sec. 319 - Is a water body impacted by the proposed project listed in a Watershed Protection Plan 
that is under development or has been accepted by the TCEQ or TSSWCB? 

  

Sec. 319 - The proposed project impacts a water body that does not meet applicable water quality 
standards. (refer to water bodies listed as Category 4a, 5a, 5b, or 5c in the latest Watershed 

  



Action Planning Strategy Table).  

Sec. 319 - Does the project include stream bank restoration or contain elements of Low Impact 
Development, such as vegetated filter strips, bio-retention, rain gardens, or porous pavement? 

  

Sec. 320 - Does the project restore, protect, and enhance coastal natural resources?   

Sec. 320 - Does the project improve water quality?   

Sec. 320 - Does the project enhance public access?   

Sec. 320 - Does the project improve onshore infrastructure and environmental management?   

Sec. 320 - Does the project mitigate erosion and stabilize shorelines?   

Sec. 320 - Does the project educate the public on the importance of coastal natural resources?   

All Proj. - In the past 5 years, has an asset management plan been adopted by the entity’s 
governing body? 

Yes 5.00 

All Proj. - Is the entity planning to prepare an asset management plan as part of the proposed 
project? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Has asset management training been administered to the entity’s governing body and 
employees? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Does the proposed project address specific targets, goals, or measures in a water 
conservation or drought contingency plan that has been adopted by the entity’s governing body 
within the past 5 years? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Does the proposed project address specific goals in a system-wide or plant-wide energy 
assessment, audit, or optimization study that has been conducted within the past three years? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Does the proposed project implement elements contained in a state or regional water 
plan, integrated water resource management plan, regional facility plan, regionalization or 
consolidation plan, or TMDL implementation plan? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Entity qualifies as a disadvantaged community. No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Will a majority of the funds being requested from the SRF for the project be used to 
implement measures to reduce the demand for publically owned treatment works capacity through 
water conservation, efficiency, or reuse? 

Yes 5.00 

Sec. 212 - For a qualified nonprofit, will a majority of the funds being requested from the SRF for 
the project be used to assist owners and operators of small and medium POTWs? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Will a majority of the funds being requested from the SRF for the project be used to 
implement innovative approaches to manage, reduce, treat, or recapture stormwater or 
subsurface drainage water? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Will a majority of the funds being requested from the SRF for the project be used to 
implement reuse or recycling wastewater, stormwater, or subsurface drainage water? If yes, 
please explain. 

No 0.00 

       Rating: 110.00 

         
 



 

Authority:   Brownsville      

PIF #: 12245 Program: CWSRF PPL Year: 2018 

Related PIFs:    

Project Name:  Brownsville Stormwater Improvements 

Project Type:  Nonpoint Source Project Phase:  Construction 

Project Description:  Located in the southernmost region of Texas, the City of Brownsville spans 146.3 sq miles with a population of 
181,487 as of the American Community Survey 5-Year Population Estimate of 2015. The city experienced a 25 percent population 
growth between 2000-2010, allowing for Brownsville to experience the benefits and risks of urban sprawl. As a whole, the City has 
made capitalizing on its resources and working diligently to solve community issues through effective cross-sectional collaboration-
thereby increasing the quality of life for residents and visitors alike the top priority. As a result, the City is proposing the following multi-
component project as means to mitigate the flooding and drainage risks facing the city and residents. These components include the 
implementation of a SCADA System, or Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition System & Programmable Logic Controller, re-lining 
of the North Main Drain, purchase and deployment of a Data Collection Truck, and the construction of a multi-purpose detention pond. 
The purpose of these components is to reduce the effects of major flooding events throughout the city through data collection, data 
sharing, infrastructure expansion, and to develop a replicable and comprehensive project. These components are described as 
Preservation-Type Projects (Components 1-6) and Mitigation-type projects (Components 7-11) regarding Stormwater. The city is 
overdue for a 100-year storm and a hurricane, and we are in a coastal location. Therefore, implementing the following projects is an 
utmost priority for the City of Brownsville.  

 

 Start Date Completion 
Date 

Phase Cost  

Planning:   $0.00 Green Project:   No 

Acquisition:  01/31/2018 $0.00 Green Amount:   $0.00 

Design:   $0.00  

Est. 
Construction: 

09/30/2017 08/30/2019 $12,150,000.00  

 

Project Rating:        

Criteria 
 

     Answer Score 

Sec. 212 - Is the work required by a schedule that is imposed by court order, EPA administrative 
order,  TCEQ enforcement order, or participation in SSO Initiative? 

  

Sec. 212 - Does the project involve extending service (centralized or alternative system) to 
populated areas of an existing developed community that are not served by a centralized 
collection system? 

  

Sec. 212 - Has a public health official found that a nuisance dangerous to public health and safety 
exists resulting from water supply and sanitation problems in the area to be served by the project? 

  

Sec. 212 - Is a water body impacted by the proposed project listed in a Watershed Protection Plan 
that is under development or has been accepted by the TCEQ or TSSWCB? 

  

Sec. 212 - Will the project include innovative or alternative types of collection or treatment 
technology? 

  

Sec. 212 - Does the project involve more stringent permit limitations?   

Sec. 212 - Does the project result in regionalization?  (See specific criteria)   

Sec. 212 - Does the proposed project involve a facility that requires expansion of its hydraulic 
capacity or removal of extraneous flow? 

  

Sec. 212 - The proposed project impacts a water body that does not meet applicable water quality 
standards. (refer to water bodies listed as Category 4a, 5a, 5b, or 5c in the latest Watershed 
Action Planning Strategy Table).  

  

Sec. 319 - Has a public health official found that a nuisance dangerous to public health and safety 
exists resulting from water supply and sanitation problems in the area to be served by the 
proposed project? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 319 - Does a threat exist to an aquifer or groundwater that may be impacted by the proposed 
project? 

Yes 20.00 

Sec. 319 - Is a water body impacted by the proposed project listed in a Watershed Protection Plan 
that is under development or has been accepted by the TCEQ or TSSWCB? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 319 - The proposed project impacts a water body that does not meet applicable water quality 
standards. (refer to water bodies listed as Category 4a, 5a, 5b, or 5c in the latest Watershed 

Non-Priority 5c 10.00 



Action Planning Strategy Table).  

Sec. 319 - Does the project include stream bank restoration or contain elements of Low Impact 
Development, such as vegetated filter strips, bio-retention, rain gardens, or porous pavement? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 320 - Does the project restore, protect, and enhance coastal natural resources?   

Sec. 320 - Does the project improve water quality?   

Sec. 320 - Does the project enhance public access?   

Sec. 320 - Does the project improve onshore infrastructure and environmental management?   

Sec. 320 - Does the project mitigate erosion and stabilize shorelines?   

Sec. 320 - Does the project educate the public on the importance of coastal natural resources?   

All Proj. - In the past 5 years, has an asset management plan been adopted by the entity’s 
governing body? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Is the entity planning to prepare an asset management plan as part of the proposed 
project? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Has asset management training been administered to the entity’s governing body and 
employees? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Does the proposed project address specific targets, goals, or measures in a water 
conservation or drought contingency plan that has been adopted by the entity’s governing body 
within the past 5 years? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Does the proposed project address specific goals in a system-wide or plant-wide energy 
assessment, audit, or optimization study that has been conducted within the past three years? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Does the proposed project implement elements contained in a state or regional water 
plan, integrated water resource management plan, regional facility plan, regionalization or 
consolidation plan, or TMDL implementation plan? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Entity qualifies as a disadvantaged community. Yes 10.00 

Sec. 212 - Will a majority of the funds being requested from the SRF for the project be used to 
implement measures to reduce the demand for publically owned treatment works capacity through 
water conservation, efficiency, or reuse? 

  

Sec. 212 - For a qualified nonprofit, will a majority of the funds being requested from the SRF for 
the project be used to assist owners and operators of small and medium POTWs? 

  

All Proj. - Will a majority of the funds being requested from the SRF for the project be used to 
implement innovative approaches to manage, reduce, treat, or recapture stormwater or 
subsurface drainage water? 

  

All Proj. - Will a majority of the funds being requested from the SRF for the project be used to 
implement reuse or recycling wastewater, stormwater, or subsurface drainage water? If yes, 
please explain. 

No 0.00 

       Rating: 40.00 

         
 



 

Authority:   Dripping Springs      

PIF #: 12246 Program: CWSRF PPL Year: 2018 

Related PIFs:    

Project Name:  City of Dripping Springs South Regional Wastewater Facilities Expansion 

Project Type:  POTW Project Phase:  P A D & Construction 

Project Description:  The City of Dripping Springs is pursuing a new Texas Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (TPDES) Permit 
for the expansion of its South Regional Wastewater System. A draft permit for expansion is pending at the TCEQ. The purpose of the 
new permit is to increase capacity of the City's South Regional Wastewater System and change its method of effluent disposal to 
accommodate growth in the Dripping Springs area. Its existing permitted capacity s a total of 348,500 GPD with 162,500 GPD being 
subsurface land application and 348,500 GPD being surface land application. The City proposed to construct a new WWTP and 
increase the capacity of its exiting WWTP, abandon the subsurface drip irrigation requirement from their existing permit, convert the 
subsurface drip irrigation areas to surface irrigation areas for 30 TAC, Chapter 210 reuse, and convert the surface irrigation areas to 
30 TAC, Chapter 210 reuse, and discharge treated effluent to Walnut Springs, a tributary to Onion Creek on an as needed basis. It is 
the intention of the City to use as much treated effluent for reuse such that discharges to Onion Creek would be very infrequent. The 
City has several existing and pending contracts with customers for reuse.  

 

 Start Date Completion 
Date 

Phase Cost  

Planning:   $561,952.00 Green Project:   Yes-BC 

Acquisition:  06/30/2019 $289,246.00 Green Amount:   $17,555,130.00 

Design:   $4,747,064.00  

Est. 
Construction: 

03/14/2019 03/23/2021 $35,192,180.00  

 

Project Rating:        

Criteria 
 

     Answer Score 

Sec. 212 - Is the work required by a schedule that is imposed by court order, EPA administrative 
order,  TCEQ enforcement order, or participation in SSO Initiative? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Does the project involve extending service (centralized or alternative system) to 
populated areas of an existing developed community that are not served by a centralized 
collection system? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Has a public health official found that a nuisance dangerous to public health and safety 
exists resulting from water supply and sanitation problems in the area to be served by the project? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Is a water body impacted by the proposed project listed in a Watershed Protection Plan 
that is under development or has been accepted by the TCEQ or TSSWCB? 

Accepted 10.00 

Sec. 212 - Will the project include innovative or alternative types of collection or treatment 
technology? 

Yes 15.00 

Sec. 212 - Does the project involve more stringent permit limitations? Yes 30.00 

Sec. 212 - Does the project result in regionalization?  (See specific criteria) Yes 10.00 

Sec. 212 - Does the proposed project involve a facility that requires expansion of its hydraulic 
capacity or removal of extraneous flow? 

N/A 0.00 

Sec. 212 - The proposed project impacts a water body that does not meet applicable water quality 
standards. (refer to water bodies listed as Category 4a, 5a, 5b, or 5c in the latest Watershed 
Action Planning Strategy Table).  

No 0.00 

Sec. 319 - Has a public health official found that a nuisance dangerous to public health and safety 
exists resulting from water supply and sanitation problems in the area to be served by the 
proposed project? 

  

Sec. 319 - Does a threat exist to an aquifer or groundwater that may be impacted by the proposed 
project? 

  

Sec. 319 - Is a water body impacted by the proposed project listed in a Watershed Protection Plan 
that is under development or has been accepted by the TCEQ or TSSWCB? 

  

Sec. 319 - The proposed project impacts a water body that does not meet applicable water quality 
standards. (refer to water bodies listed as Category 4a, 5a, 5b, or 5c in the latest Watershed 
Action Planning Strategy Table).  

  



Sec. 319 - Does the project include stream bank restoration or contain elements of Low Impact 
Development, such as vegetated filter strips, bio-retention, rain gardens, or porous pavement? 

  

Sec. 320 - Does the project restore, protect, and enhance coastal natural resources?   

Sec. 320 - Does the project improve water quality?   

Sec. 320 - Does the project enhance public access?   

Sec. 320 - Does the project improve onshore infrastructure and environmental management?   

Sec. 320 - Does the project mitigate erosion and stabilize shorelines?   

Sec. 320 - Does the project educate the public on the importance of coastal natural resources?   

All Proj. - In the past 5 years, has an asset management plan been adopted by the entity’s 
governing body? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Is the entity planning to prepare an asset management plan as part of the proposed 
project? 

Yes 1.00 

All Proj. - Has asset management training been administered to the entity’s governing body and 
employees? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Does the proposed project address specific targets, goals, or measures in a water 
conservation or drought contingency plan that has been adopted by the entity’s governing body 
within the past 5 years? 

Yes 1.00 

All Proj. - Does the proposed project address specific goals in a system-wide or plant-wide energy 
assessment, audit, or optimization study that has been conducted within the past three years? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Does the proposed project implement elements contained in a state or regional water 
plan, integrated water resource management plan, regional facility plan, regionalization or 
consolidation plan, or TMDL implementation plan? 

Yes 2.00 

All Proj. - Entity qualifies as a disadvantaged community. No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Will a majority of the funds being requested from the SRF for the project be used to 
implement measures to reduce the demand for publically owned treatment works capacity through 
water conservation, efficiency, or reuse? 

Yes 5.00 

Sec. 212 - For a qualified nonprofit, will a majority of the funds being requested from the SRF for 
the project be used to assist owners and operators of small and medium POTWs? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Will a majority of the funds being requested from the SRF for the project be used to 
implement innovative approaches to manage, reduce, treat, or recapture stormwater or 
subsurface drainage water? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Will a majority of the funds being requested from the SRF for the project be used to 
implement reuse or recycling wastewater, stormwater, or subsurface drainage water? If yes, 
please explain. 

Yes 5.00 

       Rating: 79.00 

         
 



 

Authority:   Ellinger Sewer & Water SC      

PIF #: 12247 Program: CWSRF PPL Year: 2018 

Related PIFs:    

Project Name:  East Side Lift Station Improvements 

Project Type:  POTW Project Phase:  Planning Design & Construction 

Project Description:  Install larger submersible 3 phase pumps at the East Side Lift Station to prevent ongoing clogging & other 
maintenance issues. Upgrade electrical service & components for larger pumps and bring up to current electrical code (built in early 
1970's).  

 

 Start Date Completion 
Date 

Phase Cost  

Planning:   $12,500.00 Green Project:   No 

Acquisition:   $0.00 Green Amount:   $0.00 

Design:   $10,000.00  

Est. 
Construction: 

06/01/2018 09/30/2018 $104,150.00  

 

Project Rating:        

Criteria 
 

     Answer Score 

Sec. 212 - Is the work required by a schedule that is imposed by court order, EPA administrative 
order,  TCEQ enforcement order, or participation in SSO Initiative? 

  

Sec. 212 - Does the project involve extending service (centralized or alternative system) to 
populated areas of an existing developed community that are not served by a centralized 
collection system? 

  

Sec. 212 - Has a public health official found that a nuisance dangerous to public health and safety 
exists resulting from water supply and sanitation problems in the area to be served by the project? 

  

Sec. 212 - Is a water body impacted by the proposed project listed in a Watershed Protection Plan 
that is under development or has been accepted by the TCEQ or TSSWCB? 

  

Sec. 212 - Will the project include innovative or alternative types of collection or treatment 
technology? 

  

Sec. 212 - Does the project involve more stringent permit limitations?   

Sec. 212 - Does the project result in regionalization?  (See specific criteria)   

Sec. 212 - Does the proposed project involve a facility that requires expansion of its hydraulic 
capacity or removal of extraneous flow? 

  

Sec. 212 - The proposed project impacts a water body that does not meet applicable water quality 
standards. (refer to water bodies listed as Category 4a, 5a, 5b, or 5c in the latest Watershed 
Action Planning Strategy Table).  

  

Sec. 319 - Has a public health official found that a nuisance dangerous to public health and safety 
exists resulting from water supply and sanitation problems in the area to be served by the 
proposed project? 

  

Sec. 319 - Does a threat exist to an aquifer or groundwater that may be impacted by the proposed 
project? 

  

Sec. 319 - Is a water body impacted by the proposed project listed in a Watershed Protection Plan 
that is under development or has been accepted by the TCEQ or TSSWCB? 

  

Sec. 319 - The proposed project impacts a water body that does not meet applicable water quality 
standards. (refer to water bodies listed as Category 4a, 5a, 5b, or 5c in the latest Watershed 
Action Planning Strategy Table).  

  

Sec. 319 - Does the project include stream bank restoration or contain elements of Low Impact 
Development, such as vegetated filter strips, bio-retention, rain gardens, or porous pavement? 

  

Sec. 320 - Does the project restore, protect, and enhance coastal natural resources?   

Sec. 320 - Does the project improve water quality?   

Sec. 320 - Does the project enhance public access?   

Sec. 320 - Does the project improve onshore infrastructure and environmental management?   



Sec. 320 - Does the project mitigate erosion and stabilize shorelines?   

Sec. 320 - Does the project educate the public on the importance of coastal natural resources?   

All Proj. - In the past 5 years, has an asset management plan been adopted by the entity’s 
governing body? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Is the entity planning to prepare an asset management plan as part of the proposed 
project? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Has asset management training been administered to the entity’s governing body and 
employees? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Does the proposed project address specific targets, goals, or measures in a water 
conservation or drought contingency plan that has been adopted by the entity’s governing body 
within the past 5 years? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Does the proposed project address specific goals in a system-wide or plant-wide energy 
assessment, audit, or optimization study that has been conducted within the past three years? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Does the proposed project implement elements contained in a state or regional water 
plan, integrated water resource management plan, regional facility plan, regionalization or 
consolidation plan, or TMDL implementation plan? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Entity qualifies as a disadvantaged community. Yes 10.00 

Sec. 212 - Will a majority of the funds being requested from the SRF for the project be used to 
implement measures to reduce the demand for publically owned treatment works capacity through 
water conservation, efficiency, or reuse? 

  

Sec. 212 - For a qualified nonprofit, will a majority of the funds being requested from the SRF for 
the project be used to assist owners and operators of small and medium POTWs? 

  

All Proj. - Will a majority of the funds being requested from the SRF for the project be used to 
implement innovative approaches to manage, reduce, treat, or recapture stormwater or 
subsurface drainage water? 

  

All Proj. - Will a majority of the funds being requested from the SRF for the project be used to 
implement reuse or recycling wastewater, stormwater, or subsurface drainage water? If yes, 
please explain. 

  

       Rating: 10.00 

         
 



 

Authority:   Euless      

PIF #: 12248 Program: CWSRF PPL Year: 2018 

Related PIFs:    

Project Name:  Euless Bear Creek Reclaimed Water System Phase 3 

Project Type:  POTW Project Phase:  Construction 

Project Description:  The project will extend the existing City of Euless Reclaimed Water System, which currently serves a golf 
course and athletic fields (Phase 1 system) and apartment complexes and other developments along Bear Creek Parkway (Phase 2 
system). The expansion will expand the Bear Creek Parkway Portion of the system to provide service to additional apartment 
complexes and developments (see attached mat). The most recent expansion of the system (phase 2) was funded under CWSRF 
Project #73701. 

 

 Start Date Completion 
Date 

Phase Cost  

Planning:   $0.00 Green Project:   Yes-BC 

Acquisition:  12/01/2017 $400,000.00 Green Amount:   $3,935,334.00 

Design:   $365,000.00  

Est. 
Construction: 

01/15/2018 01/15/2019 $3,935,334.00  

 

Project Rating:        

Criteria 
 

     Answer Score 

Sec. 212 - Is the work required by a schedule that is imposed by court order, EPA administrative 
order,  TCEQ enforcement order, or participation in SSO Initiative? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Does the project involve extending service (centralized or alternative system) to 
populated areas of an existing developed community that are not served by a centralized 
collection system? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Has a public health official found that a nuisance dangerous to public health and safety 
exists resulting from water supply and sanitation problems in the area to be served by the project? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Is a water body impacted by the proposed project listed in a Watershed Protection Plan 
that is under development or has been accepted by the TCEQ or TSSWCB? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Will the project include innovative or alternative types of collection or treatment 
technology? 

Yes 15.00 

Sec. 212 - Does the project involve more stringent permit limitations? No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Does the project result in regionalization?  (See specific criteria) No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Does the proposed project involve a facility that requires expansion of its hydraulic 
capacity or removal of extraneous flow? 

N/A 0.00 

Sec. 212 - The proposed project impacts a water body that does not meet applicable water quality 
standards. (refer to water bodies listed as Category 4a, 5a, 5b, or 5c in the latest Watershed 
Action Planning Strategy Table).  

No 0.00 

Sec. 319 - Has a public health official found that a nuisance dangerous to public health and safety 
exists resulting from water supply and sanitation problems in the area to be served by the 
proposed project? 

  

Sec. 319 - Does a threat exist to an aquifer or groundwater that may be impacted by the proposed 
project? 

  

Sec. 319 - Is a water body impacted by the proposed project listed in a Watershed Protection Plan 
that is under development or has been accepted by the TCEQ or TSSWCB? 

  

Sec. 319 - The proposed project impacts a water body that does not meet applicable water quality 
standards. (refer to water bodies listed as Category 4a, 5a, 5b, or 5c in the latest Watershed 
Action Planning Strategy Table).  

  

Sec. 319 - Does the project include stream bank restoration or contain elements of Low Impact 
Development, such as vegetated filter strips, bio-retention, rain gardens, or porous pavement? 

  

Sec. 320 - Does the project restore, protect, and enhance coastal natural resources?   

Sec. 320 - Does the project improve water quality?   



Sec. 320 - Does the project enhance public access?   

Sec. 320 - Does the project improve onshore infrastructure and environmental management?   

Sec. 320 - Does the project mitigate erosion and stabilize shorelines?   

Sec. 320 - Does the project educate the public on the importance of coastal natural resources?   

All Proj. - In the past 5 years, has an asset management plan been adopted by the entity’s 
governing body? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Is the entity planning to prepare an asset management plan as part of the proposed 
project? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Has asset management training been administered to the entity’s governing body and 
employees? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Does the proposed project address specific targets, goals, or measures in a water 
conservation or drought contingency plan that has been adopted by the entity’s governing body 
within the past 5 years? 

Yes 1.00 

All Proj. - Does the proposed project address specific goals in a system-wide or plant-wide energy 
assessment, audit, or optimization study that has been conducted within the past three years? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Does the proposed project implement elements contained in a state or regional water 
plan, integrated water resource management plan, regional facility plan, regionalization or 
consolidation plan, or TMDL implementation plan? 

Yes 2.00 

All Proj. - Entity qualifies as a disadvantaged community. No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Will a majority of the funds being requested from the SRF for the project be used to 
implement measures to reduce the demand for publically owned treatment works capacity through 
water conservation, efficiency, or reuse? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - For a qualified nonprofit, will a majority of the funds being requested from the SRF for 
the project be used to assist owners and operators of small and medium POTWs? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Will a majority of the funds being requested from the SRF for the project be used to 
implement innovative approaches to manage, reduce, treat, or recapture stormwater or 
subsurface drainage water? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Will a majority of the funds being requested from the SRF for the project be used to 
implement reuse or recycling wastewater, stormwater, or subsurface drainage water? If yes, 
please explain. 

Yes 5.00 

       Rating: 23.00 

         
 



 

Authority:   Falfurrias      

PIF #: 12249 Program: CWSRF PPL Year: 2018 

Related PIFs:    

Project Name:  2015 WW System Improvements Project 

Project Type:  POTW Project Phase:  Planning & Design 

Project Description:  The City of Falfurrias is seeking P & D funding to make improvements to both its wastewater collection system 
and its WWTP.  Targeted improvements to the collection system include the repair or replacement of 8 out of the 11 lift stations.  
Planned collection system improvements also include the replacement of the constantly breaking 13,300 l.f. of 12" force main that 
connects the Clancey lift station to the WWPT.  Also there is 9,250 l.f. of old concrete and clay pipe needing evaluation for repair or 
replacement.  Finally, the WWTP, needs repair at the clarifiers, addition of drying beds, and the installation of a headworks. 

 

 Start Date Completion 
Date 

Phase Cost  

Planning:   $251,000.00 Green Project:   Yes-BC 

Acquisition:   $0.00 Green Amount:   $285,000.00 

Design:   $167,500.00  

Est. 
Construction: 

  $0.00  

 

Project Rating:        

Criteria 
 

     Answer Score 

Sec. 212 - Is the work required by a schedule that is imposed by court order, EPA administrative 
order,  TCEQ enforcement order, or participation in SSO Initiative? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Does the project involve extending service (centralized or alternative system) to 
populated areas of an existing developed community that are not served by a centralized 
collection system? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Has a public health official found that a nuisance dangerous to public health and safety 
exists resulting from water supply and sanitation problems in the area to be served by the project? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Is a water body impacted by the proposed project listed in a Watershed Protection Plan 
that is under development or has been accepted by the TCEQ or TSSWCB? 

  

Sec. 212 - Will the project include innovative or alternative types of collection or treatment 
technology? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Does the project involve more stringent permit limitations? No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Does the project result in regionalization?  (See specific criteria) No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Does the proposed project involve a facility that requires expansion of its hydraulic 
capacity or removal of extraneous flow? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - The proposed project impacts a water body that does not meet applicable water quality 
standards. (refer to water bodies listed as Category 4a, 5a, 5b, or 5c in the latest Watershed 
Action Planning Strategy Table).  

N/A 0.00 

Sec. 319 - Has a public health official found that a nuisance dangerous to public health and safety 
exists resulting from water supply and sanitation problems in the area to be served by the 
proposed project? 

  

Sec. 319 - Does a threat exist to an aquifer or groundwater that may be impacted by the proposed 
project? 

  

Sec. 319 - Is a water body impacted by the proposed project listed in a Watershed Protection Plan 
that is under development or has been accepted by the TCEQ or TSSWCB? 

  

Sec. 319 - The proposed project impacts a water body that does not meet applicable water quality 
standards. (refer to water bodies listed as Category 4a, 5a, 5b, or 5c in the latest Watershed 
Action Planning Strategy Table).  

  

Sec. 319 - Does the project include stream bank restoration or contain elements of Low Impact 
Development, such as vegetated filter strips, bio-retention, rain gardens, or porous pavement? 

  

Sec. 320 - Does the project restore, protect, and enhance coastal natural resources?   

Sec. 320 - Does the project improve water quality?   



Sec. 320 - Does the project enhance public access?   

Sec. 320 - Does the project improve onshore infrastructure and environmental management?   

Sec. 320 - Does the project mitigate erosion and stabilize shorelines?   

Sec. 320 - Does the project educate the public on the importance of coastal natural resources?   

All Proj. - In the past 5 years, has an asset management plan been adopted by the entity’s 
governing body? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Is the entity planning to prepare an asset management plan as part of the proposed 
project? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Has asset management training been administered to the entity’s governing body and 
employees? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Does the proposed project address specific targets, goals, or measures in a water 
conservation or drought contingency plan that has been adopted by the entity’s governing body 
within the past 5 years? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Does the proposed project address specific goals in a system-wide or plant-wide energy 
assessment, audit, or optimization study that has been conducted within the past three years? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Does the proposed project implement elements contained in a state or regional water 
plan, integrated water resource management plan, regional facility plan, regionalization or 
consolidation plan, or TMDL implementation plan? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Entity qualifies as a disadvantaged community. Yes 10.00 

Sec. 212 - Will a majority of the funds being requested from the SRF for the project be used to 
implement measures to reduce the demand for publically owned treatment works capacity through 
water conservation, efficiency, or reuse? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - For a qualified nonprofit, will a majority of the funds being requested from the SRF for 
the project be used to assist owners and operators of small and medium POTWs? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Will a majority of the funds being requested from the SRF for the project be used to 
implement innovative approaches to manage, reduce, treat, or recapture stormwater or 
subsurface drainage water? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Will a majority of the funds being requested from the SRF for the project be used to 
implement reuse or recycling wastewater, stormwater, or subsurface drainage water? If yes, 
please explain. 

No 0.00 

       Rating: 10.00 

         
 



 

Authority:   Gatesville      

PIF #: 12250 Program: CWSRF PPL Year: 2018 

Related PIFs:    

Project Name:  Stillhouse Branch WWTF Improvements 

Project Type:  POTW Project Phase:  Design & Construction 

Project Description:  The Stillhouse Branch WWTF is in excess of 90% flow and must construct improvements.  

 

 Start Date Completion 
Date 

Phase Cost  

Planning:   $0.00 Green Project:   No 

Acquisition:   $0.00 Green Amount:   $0.00 

Design:   $980,000.00  

Est. 
Construction: 

10/01/2017 10/01/2019 $9,020,000.00  

 

Project Rating:        

Criteria 
 

     Answer Score 

Sec. 212 - Is the work required by a schedule that is imposed by court order, EPA administrative 
order,  TCEQ enforcement order, or participation in SSO Initiative? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Does the project involve extending service (centralized or alternative system) to 
populated areas of an existing developed community that are not served by a centralized 
collection system? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Has a public health official found that a nuisance dangerous to public health and safety 
exists resulting from water supply and sanitation problems in the area to be served by the project? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Is a water body impacted by the proposed project listed in a Watershed Protection Plan 
that is under development or has been accepted by the TCEQ or TSSWCB? 

Accepted 10.00 

Sec. 212 - Will the project include innovative or alternative types of collection or treatment 
technology? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Does the project involve more stringent permit limitations? No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Does the project result in regionalization?  (See specific criteria) No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Does the proposed project involve a facility that requires expansion of its hydraulic 
capacity or removal of extraneous flow? 

% permitted 
capacity is ≥ 
90% and proj. 
improves 
problem 

30.00 

Sec. 212 - The proposed project impacts a water body that does not meet applicable water quality 
standards. (refer to water bodies listed as Category 4a, 5a, 5b, or 5c in the latest Watershed 
Action Planning Strategy Table).  

Non-Priority 5b 20.00 

Sec. 319 - Has a public health official found that a nuisance dangerous to public health and safety 
exists resulting from water supply and sanitation problems in the area to be served by the 
proposed project? 

  

Sec. 319 - Does a threat exist to an aquifer or groundwater that may be impacted by the proposed 
project? 

  

Sec. 319 - Is a water body impacted by the proposed project listed in a Watershed Protection Plan 
that is under development or has been accepted by the TCEQ or TSSWCB? 

  

Sec. 319 - The proposed project impacts a water body that does not meet applicable water quality 
standards. (refer to water bodies listed as Category 4a, 5a, 5b, or 5c in the latest Watershed 
Action Planning Strategy Table).  

  

Sec. 319 - Does the project include stream bank restoration or contain elements of Low Impact 
Development, such as vegetated filter strips, bio-retention, rain gardens, or porous pavement? 

  

Sec. 320 - Does the project restore, protect, and enhance coastal natural resources?   

Sec. 320 - Does the project improve water quality?   

Sec. 320 - Does the project enhance public access?   



Sec. 320 - Does the project improve onshore infrastructure and environmental management?   

Sec. 320 - Does the project mitigate erosion and stabilize shorelines?   

Sec. 320 - Does the project educate the public on the importance of coastal natural resources?   

All Proj. - In the past 5 years, has an asset management plan been adopted by the entity’s 
governing body? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Is the entity planning to prepare an asset management plan as part of the proposed 
project? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Has asset management training been administered to the entity’s governing body and 
employees? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Does the proposed project address specific targets, goals, or measures in a water 
conservation or drought contingency plan that has been adopted by the entity’s governing body 
within the past 5 years? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Does the proposed project address specific goals in a system-wide or plant-wide energy 
assessment, audit, or optimization study that has been conducted within the past three years? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Does the proposed project implement elements contained in a state or regional water 
plan, integrated water resource management plan, regional facility plan, regionalization or 
consolidation plan, or TMDL implementation plan? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Entity qualifies as a disadvantaged community. No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Will a majority of the funds being requested from the SRF for the project be used to 
implement measures to reduce the demand for publically owned treatment works capacity through 
water conservation, efficiency, or reuse? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - For a qualified nonprofit, will a majority of the funds being requested from the SRF for 
the project be used to assist owners and operators of small and medium POTWs? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Will a majority of the funds being requested from the SRF for the project be used to 
implement innovative approaches to manage, reduce, treat, or recapture stormwater or 
subsurface drainage water? 

  

All Proj. - Will a majority of the funds being requested from the SRF for the project be used to 
implement reuse or recycling wastewater, stormwater, or subsurface drainage water? If yes, 
please explain. 

  

       Rating: 60.00 

         
 



 

Authority:   Harris Co MUD # 208      

PIF #: 12251 Program: CWSRF PPL Year: 2018 

Related PIFs:    

Project Name:  Copperfield WWTP Effluent Reuse Project 

Project Type:  POTW Project Phase:  Design & Construction 

Project Description:  The Copperfield WWTP is a regional plant that serves Harris County MUD Nos. 162, 163, 179, 186,188 and 
208.  The plant is managed collectively by the six districts through the Copperfield Joint Operations Board (CJOB). All six MUDs will 
benefit from the implementation of the Project.  The Project consist of tertiary treatment and storage at the WWTP site and a 
distribution system to supply Type 1 treated effluent for irrigation and non-potable industrial purposes.  The project is currently through 
the schematic planning phase with funding being sought for design and construction phases.  As part of this project, the asset 
management plan will be updated to reflect the new infrastructure.  Water conservation and drought contingency plans will also be 
updated. 

 

 Start Date Completion 
Date 

Phase Cost  

Planning:   $0.00 Green Project:   Yes-BC 

Acquisition:  06/01/2018 $0.00 Green Amount:   $10,120,000.00 

Design:   $860,000.00  

Est. 
Construction: 

12/01/2018 12/01/2019 $9,260,000.00  

 

Project Rating:        

Criteria 
 

     Answer Score 

Sec. 212 - Is the work required by a schedule that is imposed by court order, EPA administrative 
order,  TCEQ enforcement order, or participation in SSO Initiative? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Does the project involve extending service (centralized or alternative system) to 
populated areas of an existing developed community that are not served by a centralized 
collection system? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Has a public health official found that a nuisance dangerous to public health and safety 
exists resulting from water supply and sanitation problems in the area to be served by the project? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Is a water body impacted by the proposed project listed in a Watershed Protection Plan 
that is under development or has been accepted by the TCEQ or TSSWCB? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Will the project include innovative or alternative types of collection or treatment 
technology? 

Yes 15.00 

Sec. 212 - Does the project involve more stringent permit limitations? No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Does the project result in regionalization?  (See specific criteria) No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Does the proposed project involve a facility that requires expansion of its hydraulic 
capacity or removal of extraneous flow? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - The proposed project impacts a water body that does not meet applicable water quality 
standards. (refer to water bodies listed as Category 4a, 5a, 5b, or 5c in the latest Watershed 
Action Planning Strategy Table).  

Priority 4a 50.00 

Sec. 319 - Has a public health official found that a nuisance dangerous to public health and safety 
exists resulting from water supply and sanitation problems in the area to be served by the 
proposed project? 

  

Sec. 319 - Does a threat exist to an aquifer or groundwater that may be impacted by the proposed 
project? 

  

Sec. 319 - Is a water body impacted by the proposed project listed in a Watershed Protection Plan 
that is under development or has been accepted by the TCEQ or TSSWCB? 

  

Sec. 319 - The proposed project impacts a water body that does not meet applicable water quality 
standards. (refer to water bodies listed as Category 4a, 5a, 5b, or 5c in the latest Watershed 
Action Planning Strategy Table).  

  

Sec. 319 - Does the project include stream bank restoration or contain elements of Low Impact 
Development, such as vegetated filter strips, bio-retention, rain gardens, or porous pavement? 

  

Sec. 320 - Does the project restore, protect, and enhance coastal natural resources?   



Sec. 320 - Does the project improve water quality?   

Sec. 320 - Does the project enhance public access?   

Sec. 320 - Does the project improve onshore infrastructure and environmental management?   

Sec. 320 - Does the project mitigate erosion and stabilize shorelines?   

Sec. 320 - Does the project educate the public on the importance of coastal natural resources?   

All Proj. - In the past 5 years, has an asset management plan been adopted by the entity’s 
governing body? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Is the entity planning to prepare an asset management plan as part of the proposed 
project? 

Yes 1.00 

All Proj. - Has asset management training been administered to the entity’s governing body and 
employees? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Does the proposed project address specific targets, goals, or measures in a water 
conservation or drought contingency plan that has been adopted by the entity’s governing body 
within the past 5 years? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Does the proposed project address specific goals in a system-wide or plant-wide energy 
assessment, audit, or optimization study that has been conducted within the past three years? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Does the proposed project implement elements contained in a state or regional water 
plan, integrated water resource management plan, regional facility plan, regionalization or 
consolidation plan, or TMDL implementation plan? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Entity qualifies as a disadvantaged community. No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Will a majority of the funds being requested from the SRF for the project be used to 
implement measures to reduce the demand for publically owned treatment works capacity through 
water conservation, efficiency, or reuse? 

Yes 5.00 

Sec. 212 - For a qualified nonprofit, will a majority of the funds being requested from the SRF for 
the project be used to assist owners and operators of small and medium POTWs? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Will a majority of the funds being requested from the SRF for the project be used to 
implement innovative approaches to manage, reduce, treat, or recapture stormwater or 
subsurface drainage water? 

  

All Proj. - Will a majority of the funds being requested from the SRF for the project be used to 
implement reuse or recycling wastewater, stormwater, or subsurface drainage water? If yes, 
please explain. 

  

       Rating: 71.00 

         
 



 

Authority:   Haskell      

PIF #: 12252 Program: CWSRF PPL Year: 2018 

Related PIFs:    

Project Name:  Wastewater System Improvements 

Project Type:  POTW Project Phase:  P A D & Construction 

Project Description:  The city operates an old, inefficient activated sludge WWTP that has trouble meeting effluent discharge limits.  
Violation information is attached to this application.  Operational cost including power and sludge management continue to escalate; 
therefore, the city is proposing to replace the old WWTP with a new lagoon and pond system followed by irrigation for a no discharge 
system.  Additionally, the City is seeking to replace approximately 4 blocks of dilapidated section of wastewater line along Avenue H 
from North 8th street to North 4th street.  The City is seeking planning, acquisition, design, and construction funding. 

 

 Start Date Completion 
Date 

Phase Cost  

Planning:   $230,000.00 Green Project:   No 

Acquisition:  02/01/2019 $750,000.00 Green Amount:   $0.00 

Design:   $450,000.00  

Est. 
Construction: 

07/01/2019 07/01/2020 $4,870,000.00  

 

Project Rating:        

Criteria 
 

     Answer Score 

Sec. 212 - Is the work required by a schedule that is imposed by court order, EPA administrative 
order,  TCEQ enforcement order, or participation in SSO Initiative? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Does the project involve extending service (centralized or alternative system) to 
populated areas of an existing developed community that are not served by a centralized 
collection system? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Has a public health official found that a nuisance dangerous to public health and safety 
exists resulting from water supply and sanitation problems in the area to be served by the project? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Is a water body impacted by the proposed project listed in a Watershed Protection Plan 
that is under development or has been accepted by the TCEQ or TSSWCB? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Will the project include innovative or alternative types of collection or treatment 
technology? 

Yes 15.00 

Sec. 212 - Does the project involve more stringent permit limitations? Yes 30.00 

Sec. 212 - Does the project result in regionalization?  (See specific criteria) No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Does the proposed project involve a facility that requires expansion of its hydraulic 
capacity or removal of extraneous flow? 

N/A 0.00 

Sec. 212 - The proposed project impacts a water body that does not meet applicable water quality 
standards. (refer to water bodies listed as Category 4a, 5a, 5b, or 5c in the latest Watershed 
Action Planning Strategy Table).  

No 0.00 

Sec. 319 - Has a public health official found that a nuisance dangerous to public health and safety 
exists resulting from water supply and sanitation problems in the area to be served by the 
proposed project? 

  

Sec. 319 - Does a threat exist to an aquifer or groundwater that may be impacted by the proposed 
project? 

  

Sec. 319 - Is a water body impacted by the proposed project listed in a Watershed Protection Plan 
that is under development or has been accepted by the TCEQ or TSSWCB? 

  

Sec. 319 - The proposed project impacts a water body that does not meet applicable water quality 
standards. (refer to water bodies listed as Category 4a, 5a, 5b, or 5c in the latest Watershed 
Action Planning Strategy Table).  

  

Sec. 319 - Does the project include stream bank restoration or contain elements of Low Impact 
Development, such as vegetated filter strips, bio-retention, rain gardens, or porous pavement? 

  

Sec. 320 - Does the project restore, protect, and enhance coastal natural resources?   

Sec. 320 - Does the project improve water quality?   



Sec. 320 - Does the project enhance public access?   

Sec. 320 - Does the project improve onshore infrastructure and environmental management?   

Sec. 320 - Does the project mitigate erosion and stabilize shorelines?   

Sec. 320 - Does the project educate the public on the importance of coastal natural resources?   

All Proj. - In the past 5 years, has an asset management plan been adopted by the entity’s 
governing body? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Is the entity planning to prepare an asset management plan as part of the proposed 
project? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Has asset management training been administered to the entity’s governing body and 
employees? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Does the proposed project address specific targets, goals, or measures in a water 
conservation or drought contingency plan that has been adopted by the entity’s governing body 
within the past 5 years? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Does the proposed project address specific goals in a system-wide or plant-wide energy 
assessment, audit, or optimization study that has been conducted within the past three years? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Does the proposed project implement elements contained in a state or regional water 
plan, integrated water resource management plan, regional facility plan, regionalization or 
consolidation plan, or TMDL implementation plan? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Entity qualifies as a disadvantaged community. Yes 10.00 

Sec. 212 - Will a majority of the funds being requested from the SRF for the project be used to 
implement measures to reduce the demand for publically owned treatment works capacity through 
water conservation, efficiency, or reuse? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - For a qualified nonprofit, will a majority of the funds being requested from the SRF for 
the project be used to assist owners and operators of small and medium POTWs? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Will a majority of the funds being requested from the SRF for the project be used to 
implement innovative approaches to manage, reduce, treat, or recapture stormwater or 
subsurface drainage water? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Will a majority of the funds being requested from the SRF for the project be used to 
implement reuse or recycling wastewater, stormwater, or subsurface drainage water? If yes, 
please explain. 

No 0.00 

       Rating: 55.00 

         
 



 

Authority:   Hurst      

PIF #: 12253 Program: CWSRF PPL Year: 2018 

Related PIFs:    

Project Name:  Valley View Interceptor Replacement from SH10 to Redbud 

Project Type:  POTW Project Phase:  Construction 

Project Description:  Funding is being requested for the construction of a planned replacement of an existing 15-inch diameter 
wastewater pipeline lying between State Highway 10 and Redbud Drive, a distance of approximately 2,500 linear feet, with a planned 
28-inch diameter HDPE wastewater pipeline using combination of trenchless methods where possible and open-cut construction on 
the remaining segments.  

 

 Start Date Completion 
Date 

Phase Cost  

Planning:   $0.00 Green Project:   Yes-BC 

Acquisition:   $0.00 Green Amount:   $1,351,662.00 

Design:  02/17/2017 $0.00  

Est. 
Construction: 

01/01/2018 12/01/2018 $1,351,662.00  

 

Project Rating:        

Criteria 
 

     Answer Score 

Sec. 212 - Is the work required by a schedule that is imposed by court order, EPA administrative 
order,  TCEQ enforcement order, or participation in SSO Initiative? 

SSO Plan 20.00 

Sec. 212 - Does the project involve extending service (centralized or alternative system) to 
populated areas of an existing developed community that are not served by a centralized 
collection system? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Has a public health official found that a nuisance dangerous to public health and safety 
exists resulting from water supply and sanitation problems in the area to be served by the project? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Is a water body impacted by the proposed project listed in a Watershed Protection Plan 
that is under development or has been accepted by the TCEQ or TSSWCB? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Will the project include innovative or alternative types of collection or treatment 
technology? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Does the project involve more stringent permit limitations? N/A 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Does the project result in regionalization?  (See specific criteria) N/A 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Does the proposed project involve a facility that requires expansion of its hydraulic 
capacity or removal of extraneous flow? 

% permitted 
capacity is ≥ 
65% and < 
75% and proj. 
improves 
problem 

15.00 

Sec. 212 - The proposed project impacts a water body that does not meet applicable water quality 
standards. (refer to water bodies listed as Category 4a, 5a, 5b, or 5c in the latest Watershed 
Action Planning Strategy Table).  

Priority 5b 30.00 

Sec. 319 - Has a public health official found that a nuisance dangerous to public health and safety 
exists resulting from water supply and sanitation problems in the area to be served by the 
proposed project? 

  

Sec. 319 - Does a threat exist to an aquifer or groundwater that may be impacted by the proposed 
project? 

  

Sec. 319 - Is a water body impacted by the proposed project listed in a Watershed Protection Plan 
that is under development or has been accepted by the TCEQ or TSSWCB? 

  

Sec. 319 - The proposed project impacts a water body that does not meet applicable water quality 
standards. (refer to water bodies listed as Category 4a, 5a, 5b, or 5c in the latest Watershed 
Action Planning Strategy Table).  

  

Sec. 319 - Does the project include stream bank restoration or contain elements of Low Impact 
Development, such as vegetated filter strips, bio-retention, rain gardens, or porous pavement? 

  

Sec. 320 - Does the project restore, protect, and enhance coastal natural resources?   



Sec. 320 - Does the project improve water quality?   

Sec. 320 - Does the project enhance public access?   

Sec. 320 - Does the project improve onshore infrastructure and environmental management?   

Sec. 320 - Does the project mitigate erosion and stabilize shorelines?   

Sec. 320 - Does the project educate the public on the importance of coastal natural resources?   

All Proj. - In the past 5 years, has an asset management plan been adopted by the entity’s 
governing body? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Is the entity planning to prepare an asset management plan as part of the proposed 
project? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Has asset management training been administered to the entity’s governing body and 
employees? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Does the proposed project address specific targets, goals, or measures in a water 
conservation or drought contingency plan that has been adopted by the entity’s governing body 
within the past 5 years? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Does the proposed project address specific goals in a system-wide or plant-wide energy 
assessment, audit, or optimization study that has been conducted within the past three years? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Does the proposed project implement elements contained in a state or regional water 
plan, integrated water resource management plan, regional facility plan, regionalization or 
consolidation plan, or TMDL implementation plan? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Entity qualifies as a disadvantaged community. No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Will a majority of the funds being requested from the SRF for the project be used to 
implement measures to reduce the demand for publically owned treatment works capacity through 
water conservation, efficiency, or reuse? 

Yes 5.00 

Sec. 212 - For a qualified nonprofit, will a majority of the funds being requested from the SRF for 
the project be used to assist owners and operators of small and medium POTWs? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Will a majority of the funds being requested from the SRF for the project be used to 
implement innovative approaches to manage, reduce, treat, or recapture stormwater or 
subsurface drainage water? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Will a majority of the funds being requested from the SRF for the project be used to 
implement reuse or recycling wastewater, stormwater, or subsurface drainage water? If yes, 
please explain. 

No 0.00 

       Rating: 70.00 

         
 



 

Authority:   Ingleside      

PIF #: 12254 Program: CWSRF PPL Year: 2018 

Related PIFs:    

Project Name:  New Wastewater Treatment Plant 

Project Type:  POTW Project Phase:  P A D & Construction 

Project Description:  Funds are being requested for the planning, land acquisition, design, construction, and commissioning of a new 
wastewater treatment facility and decommissioning of the existent facility for the disadvantaged community of the City of Ingleside. 
The current wastewater plant is inefficient and aging beyond its use life. Major components of the project will consist of an automatic 
bar screen, grit removal, fine bubble aeration, double clarifiers, sludge thickener, chemical disinfection, sludge drying beds, high 
efficiency blowers, generator, new office & lab building and the decommissioning and removal of the existing treatment plant. Through 
this project the City strives to reduce energy consumption and allow for more efficient operation of the wastewater treatment plant.  

 

 Start Date Completion 
Date 

Phase Cost  

Planning:   $280,000.00 Green Project:   No 

Acquisition:  03/01/2018 $400,000.00 Green Amount:   $0.00 

Design:   $1,235,000.00  

Est. 
Construction: 

07/01/2020 07/01/2022 $18,085,000.00  

 

Project Rating:        

Criteria 
 

     Answer Score 

Sec. 212 - Is the work required by a schedule that is imposed by court order, EPA administrative 
order,  TCEQ enforcement order, or participation in SSO Initiative? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Does the project involve extending service (centralized or alternative system) to 
populated areas of an existing developed community that are not served by a centralized 
collection system? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Has a public health official found that a nuisance dangerous to public health and safety 
exists resulting from water supply and sanitation problems in the area to be served by the project? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Is a water body impacted by the proposed project listed in a Watershed Protection Plan 
that is under development or has been accepted by the TCEQ or TSSWCB? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Will the project include innovative or alternative types of collection or treatment 
technology? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Does the project involve more stringent permit limitations? No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Does the project result in regionalization?  (See specific criteria) No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Does the proposed project involve a facility that requires expansion of its hydraulic 
capacity or removal of extraneous flow? 

% permitted 
capacity is ≥ 
65% and < 
75% and proj. 
improves 
problem 

15.00 

Sec. 212 - The proposed project impacts a water body that does not meet applicable water quality 
standards. (refer to water bodies listed as Category 4a, 5a, 5b, or 5c in the latest Watershed 
Action Planning Strategy Table).  

  

Sec. 319 - Has a public health official found that a nuisance dangerous to public health and safety 
exists resulting from water supply and sanitation problems in the area to be served by the 
proposed project? 

  

Sec. 319 - Does a threat exist to an aquifer or groundwater that may be impacted by the proposed 
project? 

  

Sec. 319 - Is a water body impacted by the proposed project listed in a Watershed Protection Plan 
that is under development or has been accepted by the TCEQ or TSSWCB? 

  

Sec. 319 - The proposed project impacts a water body that does not meet applicable water quality 
standards. (refer to water bodies listed as Category 4a, 5a, 5b, or 5c in the latest Watershed 
Action Planning Strategy Table).  

  



Sec. 319 - Does the project include stream bank restoration or contain elements of Low Impact 
Development, such as vegetated filter strips, bio-retention, rain gardens, or porous pavement? 

  

Sec. 320 - Does the project restore, protect, and enhance coastal natural resources?   

Sec. 320 - Does the project improve water quality?   

Sec. 320 - Does the project enhance public access?   

Sec. 320 - Does the project improve onshore infrastructure and environmental management?   

Sec. 320 - Does the project mitigate erosion and stabilize shorelines?   

Sec. 320 - Does the project educate the public on the importance of coastal natural resources?   

All Proj. - In the past 5 years, has an asset management plan been adopted by the entity’s 
governing body? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Is the entity planning to prepare an asset management plan as part of the proposed 
project? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Has asset management training been administered to the entity’s governing body and 
employees? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Does the proposed project address specific targets, goals, or measures in a water 
conservation or drought contingency plan that has been adopted by the entity’s governing body 
within the past 5 years? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Does the proposed project address specific goals in a system-wide or plant-wide energy 
assessment, audit, or optimization study that has been conducted within the past three years? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Does the proposed project implement elements contained in a state or regional water 
plan, integrated water resource management plan, regional facility plan, regionalization or 
consolidation plan, or TMDL implementation plan? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Entity qualifies as a disadvantaged community. No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Will a majority of the funds being requested from the SRF for the project be used to 
implement measures to reduce the demand for publically owned treatment works capacity through 
water conservation, efficiency, or reuse? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - For a qualified nonprofit, will a majority of the funds being requested from the SRF for 
the project be used to assist owners and operators of small and medium POTWs? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Will a majority of the funds being requested from the SRF for the project be used to 
implement innovative approaches to manage, reduce, treat, or recapture stormwater or 
subsurface drainage water? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Will a majority of the funds being requested from the SRF for the project be used to 
implement reuse or recycling wastewater, stormwater, or subsurface drainage water? If yes, 
please explain. 

No 0.00 

       Rating: 15.00 

         
 



 

Authority:   Joaquin      

PIF #: 12255 Program: CWSRF PPL Year: 2018 

Related PIFs:    

Project Name:  WWTP Rehabilitation 

Project Type:  POTW Project Phase:  Planning Design & Construction 

Project Description:  Project proposes to demolish the existing WWTP package treatment units and replace with new WWTP 
package treatment units.  Existing units are in excess of 25 years old and beyond their useful life.  Existing metal structures are rusting 
and beyond rehabilitation.  Additionally the City installed a reverse osmosis (RO) water treatment system for existing water wells and 
the waste stream generated is approximately 50,000 gpd which is driving the WWTP effluent above 75% of the permitted flow and 
causing treatment issues. 

 

 Start Date Completion 
Date 

Phase Cost  

Planning:   $85,000.00 Green Project:   No 

Acquisition:   $0.00 Green Amount:   $0.00 

Design:   $275,000.00  

Est. 
Construction: 

04/01/2019 04/01/2020 $3,555,000.00  

 

Project Rating:        

Criteria 
 

     Answer Score 

Sec. 212 - Is the work required by a schedule that is imposed by court order, EPA administrative 
order,  TCEQ enforcement order, or participation in SSO Initiative? 

Orders 30.00 

Sec. 212 - Does the project involve extending service (centralized or alternative system) to 
populated areas of an existing developed community that are not served by a centralized 
collection system? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Has a public health official found that a nuisance dangerous to public health and safety 
exists resulting from water supply and sanitation problems in the area to be served by the project? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Is a water body impacted by the proposed project listed in a Watershed Protection Plan 
that is under development or has been accepted by the TCEQ or TSSWCB? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Will the project include innovative or alternative types of collection or treatment 
technology? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Does the project involve more stringent permit limitations? No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Does the project result in regionalization?  (See specific criteria) No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Does the proposed project involve a facility that requires expansion of its hydraulic 
capacity or removal of extraneous flow? 

% permitted 
capacity is ≥ 
65% and < 
75% and proj. 
improves 
problem 

15.00 

Sec. 212 - The proposed project impacts a water body that does not meet applicable water quality 
standards. (refer to water bodies listed as Category 4a, 5a, 5b, or 5c in the latest Watershed 
Action Planning Strategy Table).  

No 0.00 

Sec. 319 - Has a public health official found that a nuisance dangerous to public health and safety 
exists resulting from water supply and sanitation problems in the area to be served by the 
proposed project? 

  

Sec. 319 - Does a threat exist to an aquifer or groundwater that may be impacted by the proposed 
project? 

  

Sec. 319 - Is a water body impacted by the proposed project listed in a Watershed Protection Plan 
that is under development or has been accepted by the TCEQ or TSSWCB? 

  

Sec. 319 - The proposed project impacts a water body that does not meet applicable water quality 
standards. (refer to water bodies listed as Category 4a, 5a, 5b, or 5c in the latest Watershed 
Action Planning Strategy Table).  

  

Sec. 319 - Does the project include stream bank restoration or contain elements of Low Impact 
Development, such as vegetated filter strips, bio-retention, rain gardens, or porous pavement? 

  



Sec. 320 - Does the project restore, protect, and enhance coastal natural resources?   

Sec. 320 - Does the project improve water quality?   

Sec. 320 - Does the project enhance public access?   

Sec. 320 - Does the project improve onshore infrastructure and environmental management?   

Sec. 320 - Does the project mitigate erosion and stabilize shorelines?   

Sec. 320 - Does the project educate the public on the importance of coastal natural resources?   

All Proj. - In the past 5 years, has an asset management plan been adopted by the entity’s 
governing body? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Is the entity planning to prepare an asset management plan as part of the proposed 
project? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Has asset management training been administered to the entity’s governing body and 
employees? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Does the proposed project address specific targets, goals, or measures in a water 
conservation or drought contingency plan that has been adopted by the entity’s governing body 
within the past 5 years? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Does the proposed project address specific goals in a system-wide or plant-wide energy 
assessment, audit, or optimization study that has been conducted within the past three years? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Does the proposed project implement elements contained in a state or regional water 
plan, integrated water resource management plan, regional facility plan, regionalization or 
consolidation plan, or TMDL implementation plan? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Entity qualifies as a disadvantaged community. Yes 10.00 

Sec. 212 - Will a majority of the funds being requested from the SRF for the project be used to 
implement measures to reduce the demand for publically owned treatment works capacity through 
water conservation, efficiency, or reuse? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - For a qualified nonprofit, will a majority of the funds being requested from the SRF for 
the project be used to assist owners and operators of small and medium POTWs? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Will a majority of the funds being requested from the SRF for the project be used to 
implement innovative approaches to manage, reduce, treat, or recapture stormwater or 
subsurface drainage water? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Will a majority of the funds being requested from the SRF for the project be used to 
implement reuse or recycling wastewater, stormwater, or subsurface drainage water? If yes, 
please explain. 

No 0.00 

       Rating: 55.00 

         
 



 

Authority:   Kennard      

PIF #: 12256 Program: CWSRF PPL Year: 2018 

Related PIFs:    

Project Name:  City of Kennard WWTP 

Project Type:  POTW Project Phase:  Planning Design & Construction 

Project Description:  Proposed project will rehabilitate existing wastewater including removal of sludge from existing ponds to restore 
original treatment capacity. 

 

 Start Date Completion 
Date 

Phase Cost  

Planning:   $25,000.00 Green Project:   No 

Acquisition:   $0.00 Green Amount:   $0.00 

Design:   $40,000.00  

Est. 
Construction: 

05/01/2018 10/01/2018 $610,000.00  

 

Project Rating:        

Criteria 
 

     Answer Score 

Sec. 212 - Is the work required by a schedule that is imposed by court order, EPA administrative 
order,  TCEQ enforcement order, or participation in SSO Initiative? 

Orders 30.00 

Sec. 212 - Does the project involve extending service (centralized or alternative system) to 
populated areas of an existing developed community that are not served by a centralized 
collection system? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Has a public health official found that a nuisance dangerous to public health and safety 
exists resulting from water supply and sanitation problems in the area to be served by the project? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Is a water body impacted by the proposed project listed in a Watershed Protection Plan 
that is under development or has been accepted by the TCEQ or TSSWCB? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Will the project include innovative or alternative types of collection or treatment 
technology? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Does the project involve more stringent permit limitations? No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Does the project result in regionalization?  (See specific criteria) No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Does the proposed project involve a facility that requires expansion of its hydraulic 
capacity or removal of extraneous flow? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - The proposed project impacts a water body that does not meet applicable water quality 
standards. (refer to water bodies listed as Category 4a, 5a, 5b, or 5c in the latest Watershed 
Action Planning Strategy Table).  

No 0.00 

Sec. 319 - Has a public health official found that a nuisance dangerous to public health and safety 
exists resulting from water supply and sanitation problems in the area to be served by the 
proposed project? 

  

Sec. 319 - Does a threat exist to an aquifer or groundwater that may be impacted by the proposed 
project? 

  

Sec. 319 - Is a water body impacted by the proposed project listed in a Watershed Protection Plan 
that is under development or has been accepted by the TCEQ or TSSWCB? 

  

Sec. 319 - The proposed project impacts a water body that does not meet applicable water quality 
standards. (refer to water bodies listed as Category 4a, 5a, 5b, or 5c in the latest Watershed 
Action Planning Strategy Table).  

  

Sec. 319 - Does the project include stream bank restoration or contain elements of Low Impact 
Development, such as vegetated filter strips, bio-retention, rain gardens, or porous pavement? 

  

Sec. 320 - Does the project restore, protect, and enhance coastal natural resources?   

Sec. 320 - Does the project improve water quality?   

Sec. 320 - Does the project enhance public access?   

Sec. 320 - Does the project improve onshore infrastructure and environmental management?   



Sec. 320 - Does the project mitigate erosion and stabilize shorelines?   

Sec. 320 - Does the project educate the public on the importance of coastal natural resources?   

All Proj. - In the past 5 years, has an asset management plan been adopted by the entity’s 
governing body? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Is the entity planning to prepare an asset management plan as part of the proposed 
project? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Has asset management training been administered to the entity’s governing body and 
employees? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Does the proposed project address specific targets, goals, or measures in a water 
conservation or drought contingency plan that has been adopted by the entity’s governing body 
within the past 5 years? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Does the proposed project address specific goals in a system-wide or plant-wide energy 
assessment, audit, or optimization study that has been conducted within the past three years? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Does the proposed project implement elements contained in a state or regional water 
plan, integrated water resource management plan, regional facility plan, regionalization or 
consolidation plan, or TMDL implementation plan? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Entity qualifies as a disadvantaged community. Yes 10.00 

Sec. 212 - Will a majority of the funds being requested from the SRF for the project be used to 
implement measures to reduce the demand for publically owned treatment works capacity through 
water conservation, efficiency, or reuse? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - For a qualified nonprofit, will a majority of the funds being requested from the SRF for 
the project be used to assist owners and operators of small and medium POTWs? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Will a majority of the funds being requested from the SRF for the project be used to 
implement innovative approaches to manage, reduce, treat, or recapture stormwater or 
subsurface drainage water? 

  

All Proj. - Will a majority of the funds being requested from the SRF for the project be used to 
implement reuse or recycling wastewater, stormwater, or subsurface drainage water? If yes, 
please explain. 

  

       Rating: 40.00 

         
 



 

Authority:   Llano      

PIF #: 12257 Program: CWSRF PPL Year: 2018 

Related PIFs:    

Project Name:  Main Street Trunk Line Replacement 

Project Type:  POTW Project Phase:  Construction 

Project Description:  The Main Street Trunk Line Replacement is the highest priority wastewater project for the City of Llano. On 
June 2nd, 2016, a concrete pipe along the western portion of this gravity sewer main collapsed, causing major sewage backup along 
Oatman and East Haynie Streets. Currently, the collapsed section of lineshown in the photos below has been replaced, but the line is 
not installed at the proper grading. The eastern portion of this line carries all of the City’s sewage to the wastewater treatment 
plant.This gravity sewer line is improperly graded. In some locations, sewage is being conveyed uphill.Renovation of this line will 
require complete re-grading and replacement of over 7,000 feet of pipe and the replacement of 30 wastewater manholes. In addition 
to repairing the collapsed segment of the line and correcting grading issues, the project will result in increased system reliability 
through the replacement of deteriorating concrete piping, replacement of a brick manhole, and the upsizing of lines that do not meet 
current system demand. The project will also reduce the occurrence of inflow and infiltration in the City’s collection system. The photos 
below show visual evidence of the collapsed concrete pipe and debris that overflowed a manhole from the collapsed wastewater line. 

 

 Start Date Completion 
Date 

Phase Cost  

Planning:   $0.00 Green Project:   Yes-BC 

Acquisition:  04/01/2017 $0.00 Green Amount:   $3,325,270.00 

Design:  09/01/2016 $0.00  

Est. 
Construction: 

09/01/2017 09/01/2018 $3,325,270.00  

 

Project Rating:        

Criteria 
 

     Answer Score 

Sec. 212 - Is the work required by a schedule that is imposed by court order, EPA administrative 
order,  TCEQ enforcement order, or participation in SSO Initiative? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Does the project involve extending service (centralized or alternative system) to 
populated areas of an existing developed community that are not served by a centralized 
collection system? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Has a public health official found that a nuisance dangerous to public health and safety 
exists resulting from water supply and sanitation problems in the area to be served by the project? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Is a water body impacted by the proposed project listed in a Watershed Protection Plan 
that is under development or has been accepted by the TCEQ or TSSWCB? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Will the project include innovative or alternative types of collection or treatment 
technology? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Does the project involve more stringent permit limitations? No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Does the project result in regionalization?  (See specific criteria) No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Does the proposed project involve a facility that requires expansion of its hydraulic 
capacity or removal of extraneous flow? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - The proposed project impacts a water body that does not meet applicable water quality 
standards. (refer to water bodies listed as Category 4a, 5a, 5b, or 5c in the latest Watershed 
Action Planning Strategy Table).  

No 0.00 

Sec. 319 - Has a public health official found that a nuisance dangerous to public health and safety 
exists resulting from water supply and sanitation problems in the area to be served by the 
proposed project? 

  

Sec. 319 - Does a threat exist to an aquifer or groundwater that may be impacted by the proposed 
project? 

  

Sec. 319 - Is a water body impacted by the proposed project listed in a Watershed Protection Plan 
that is under development or has been accepted by the TCEQ or TSSWCB? 

  

Sec. 319 - The proposed project impacts a water body that does not meet applicable water quality 
standards. (refer to water bodies listed as Category 4a, 5a, 5b, or 5c in the latest Watershed 
Action Planning Strategy Table).  

  



Sec. 319 - Does the project include stream bank restoration or contain elements of Low Impact 
Development, such as vegetated filter strips, bio-retention, rain gardens, or porous pavement? 

  

Sec. 320 - Does the project restore, protect, and enhance coastal natural resources?   

Sec. 320 - Does the project improve water quality?   

Sec. 320 - Does the project enhance public access?   

Sec. 320 - Does the project improve onshore infrastructure and environmental management?   

Sec. 320 - Does the project mitigate erosion and stabilize shorelines?   

Sec. 320 - Does the project educate the public on the importance of coastal natural resources?   

All Proj. - In the past 5 years, has an asset management plan been adopted by the entity’s 
governing body? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Is the entity planning to prepare an asset management plan as part of the proposed 
project? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Has asset management training been administered to the entity’s governing body and 
employees? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Does the proposed project address specific targets, goals, or measures in a water 
conservation or drought contingency plan that has been adopted by the entity’s governing body 
within the past 5 years? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Does the proposed project address specific goals in a system-wide or plant-wide energy 
assessment, audit, or optimization study that has been conducted within the past three years? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Does the proposed project implement elements contained in a state or regional water 
plan, integrated water resource management plan, regional facility plan, regionalization or 
consolidation plan, or TMDL implementation plan? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Entity qualifies as a disadvantaged community. Yes 10.00 

Sec. 212 - Will a majority of the funds being requested from the SRF for the project be used to 
implement measures to reduce the demand for publically owned treatment works capacity through 
water conservation, efficiency, or reuse? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - For a qualified nonprofit, will a majority of the funds being requested from the SRF for 
the project be used to assist owners and operators of small and medium POTWs? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Will a majority of the funds being requested from the SRF for the project be used to 
implement innovative approaches to manage, reduce, treat, or recapture stormwater or 
subsurface drainage water? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Will a majority of the funds being requested from the SRF for the project be used to 
implement reuse or recycling wastewater, stormwater, or subsurface drainage water? If yes, 
please explain. 

No 0.00 

       Rating: 10.00 

         
 



 

Authority:   Llano      

PIF #: 12258 Program: CWSRF PPL Year: 2018 

Related PIFs:   12257                                              

Project Name:  WWTP Filtration System 

Project Type:  POTW Project Phase:  Construction 

Project Description:  The proposed project includes obtaining construction funding for the construction of an alum chemical feed 
system and tertiary filtration system for the City of Llano’s existing 0.60 MGD wastewater treatment plant. The existing WWTP has an 
irrigation permit with three irrigation storage ponds that do not meetTCEQ pond lining requirements. Due to this TCEQ violation and 
the prohibitive costs of re-lining the storage ponds, the City of Llano has applied for a TPDES discharge permit with the TCEQ to 
change their plant permit from an irrigation permit to a discharge permit.The proposed effluent limits from the TCEQ for this discharge 
permit are more stringent than the existing irrigation permit effluent limits. Consequently, the alum feed system and tertiary filters will 
need to be added in order to meet these proposed TCEQ limits (10 mg/L BOD, 15 mg/L TSS, 3 mg/L NH3-N, and 2.5lbs/day total 
P).The City’s existing three irrigation storage ponds do not meet the pond lining requirements for a wastewater treatment plant, but 
they do meet the pond lining requirements for Type 1 reuse storage ponds. By upgrading the wastewater treatment plant facilities, the 
City of Llano WWTP will be able to produce Type 1 quality reuse water and obtain a reuse authorization to use or sell reuse water in 
the City.Currently, the City of Llano uses an irrigation system to irrigate approximately 184 acres of land on the WWTP site property. 
The City will continue to use this irrigation system under the reuse permit when the proposed plant facility upgrades are completed. 
The proposed project will improve the water quality of water used for irrigation on the plant site, which sits directly adjacent to the 
Llano River. Consequently, the proposed upgrades to improve effluent water quality should also improve the water quality of storm 
water runoff from the plant site property into the Llano River when rainfall events occur, as well as improve the quality of water that 
would be discharged to the Llano River under the proposed TCEQ discharge permit. 

 

 Start Date Completion 
Date 

Phase Cost  

Planning:   $0.00 Green Project:   Yes-BC 

Acquisition:   $0.00 Green Amount:   $720,000.00 

Design:  09/01/2016 $0.00  

Est. 
Construction: 

09/01/2017 03/01/2018 $720,000.00  

 

Project Rating:        

Criteria 
 

     Answer Score 

Sec. 212 - Is the work required by a schedule that is imposed by court order, EPA administrative 
order,  TCEQ enforcement order, or participation in SSO Initiative? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Does the project involve extending service (centralized or alternative system) to 
populated areas of an existing developed community that are not served by a centralized 
collection system? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Has a public health official found that a nuisance dangerous to public health and safety 
exists resulting from water supply and sanitation problems in the area to be served by the project? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Is a water body impacted by the proposed project listed in a Watershed Protection Plan 
that is under development or has been accepted by the TCEQ or TSSWCB? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Will the project include innovative or alternative types of collection or treatment 
technology? 

Yes 15.00 

Sec. 212 - Does the project involve more stringent permit limitations? Yes 30.00 

Sec. 212 - Does the project result in regionalization?  (See specific criteria) No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Does the proposed project involve a facility that requires expansion of its hydraulic 
capacity or removal of extraneous flow? 

N/A 0.00 

Sec. 212 - The proposed project impacts a water body that does not meet applicable water quality 
standards. (refer to water bodies listed as Category 4a, 5a, 5b, or 5c in the latest Watershed 
Action Planning Strategy Table).  

No 0.00 

Sec. 319 - Has a public health official found that a nuisance dangerous to public health and safety 
exists resulting from water supply and sanitation problems in the area to be served by the 
proposed project? 

  

Sec. 319 - Does a threat exist to an aquifer or groundwater that may be impacted by the proposed 
project? 

  

Sec. 319 - Is a water body impacted by the proposed project listed in a Watershed Protection Plan   



that is under development or has been accepted by the TCEQ or TSSWCB? 

Sec. 319 - The proposed project impacts a water body that does not meet applicable water quality 
standards. (refer to water bodies listed as Category 4a, 5a, 5b, or 5c in the latest Watershed 
Action Planning Strategy Table).  

  

Sec. 319 - Does the project include stream bank restoration or contain elements of Low Impact 
Development, such as vegetated filter strips, bio-retention, rain gardens, or porous pavement? 

  

Sec. 320 - Does the project restore, protect, and enhance coastal natural resources?   

Sec. 320 - Does the project improve water quality?   

Sec. 320 - Does the project enhance public access?   

Sec. 320 - Does the project improve onshore infrastructure and environmental management?   

Sec. 320 - Does the project mitigate erosion and stabilize shorelines?   

Sec. 320 - Does the project educate the public on the importance of coastal natural resources?   

All Proj. - In the past 5 years, has an asset management plan been adopted by the entity’s 
governing body? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Is the entity planning to prepare an asset management plan as part of the proposed 
project? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Has asset management training been administered to the entity’s governing body and 
employees? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Does the proposed project address specific targets, goals, or measures in a water 
conservation or drought contingency plan that has been adopted by the entity’s governing body 
within the past 5 years? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Does the proposed project address specific goals in a system-wide or plant-wide energy 
assessment, audit, or optimization study that has been conducted within the past three years? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Does the proposed project implement elements contained in a state or regional water 
plan, integrated water resource management plan, regional facility plan, regionalization or 
consolidation plan, or TMDL implementation plan? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Entity qualifies as a disadvantaged community. Yes 10.00 

Sec. 212 - Will a majority of the funds being requested from the SRF for the project be used to 
implement measures to reduce the demand for publically owned treatment works capacity through 
water conservation, efficiency, or reuse? 

Yes 5.00 

Sec. 212 - For a qualified nonprofit, will a majority of the funds being requested from the SRF for 
the project be used to assist owners and operators of small and medium POTWs? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Will a majority of the funds being requested from the SRF for the project be used to 
implement innovative approaches to manage, reduce, treat, or recapture stormwater or 
subsurface drainage water? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Will a majority of the funds being requested from the SRF for the project be used to 
implement reuse or recycling wastewater, stormwater, or subsurface drainage water? If yes, 
please explain. 

Yes 5.00 

       Rating: 65.00 

         
 



 

Authority:   Lower Valley WD      

PIF #: 12259 Program: CWSRF PPL Year: 2018 

Related PIFs:    

Project Name:  McAdoo Acres Yard Line Extension Project 

Project Type:  POTW Project Phase:  Construction 

Project Description:  This first-time wastewater project will benefit approximately 116 households in the City of Socorro. The project 
consists of approximately 116, 4-inch sanitary sewer services/household services reconnections, decommissioning of approximately 
116 septic systems in the project area. This will complete a system previously funded by the CWSRF in 2007.  

 

 Start Date Completion 
Date 

Phase Cost  

Planning:   $0.00 Green Project:   No 

Acquisition:  05/01/2017 $0.00 Green Amount:   $0.00 

Design:   $0.00  

Est. 
Construction: 

11/01/2017 12/01/2018 $4,017,703.00  

 

Project Rating:        

Criteria 
 

     Answer Score 

Sec. 212 - Is the work required by a schedule that is imposed by court order, EPA administrative 
order,  TCEQ enforcement order, or participation in SSO Initiative? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Does the project involve extending service (centralized or alternative system) to 
populated areas of an existing developed community that are not served by a centralized 
collection system? 

Yes 11.00 

Sec. 212 - Has a public health official found that a nuisance dangerous to public health and safety 
exists resulting from water supply and sanitation problems in the area to be served by the project? 

Yes 30.00 

Sec. 212 - Is a water body impacted by the proposed project listed in a Watershed Protection Plan 
that is under development or has been accepted by the TCEQ or TSSWCB? 

  

Sec. 212 - Will the project include innovative or alternative types of collection or treatment 
technology? 

  

Sec. 212 - Does the project involve more stringent permit limitations?   

Sec. 212 - Does the project result in regionalization?  (See specific criteria)   

Sec. 212 - Does the proposed project involve a facility that requires expansion of its hydraulic 
capacity or removal of extraneous flow? 

  

Sec. 212 - The proposed project impacts a water body that does not meet applicable water quality 
standards. (refer to water bodies listed as Category 4a, 5a, 5b, or 5c in the latest Watershed 
Action Planning Strategy Table).  

  

Sec. 319 - Has a public health official found that a nuisance dangerous to public health and safety 
exists resulting from water supply and sanitation problems in the area to be served by the 
proposed project? 

  

Sec. 319 - Does a threat exist to an aquifer or groundwater that may be impacted by the proposed 
project? 

  

Sec. 319 - Is a water body impacted by the proposed project listed in a Watershed Protection Plan 
that is under development or has been accepted by the TCEQ or TSSWCB? 

  

Sec. 319 - The proposed project impacts a water body that does not meet applicable water quality 
standards. (refer to water bodies listed as Category 4a, 5a, 5b, or 5c in the latest Watershed 
Action Planning Strategy Table).  

  

Sec. 319 - Does the project include stream bank restoration or contain elements of Low Impact 
Development, such as vegetated filter strips, bio-retention, rain gardens, or porous pavement? 

  

Sec. 320 - Does the project restore, protect, and enhance coastal natural resources?   

Sec. 320 - Does the project improve water quality?   

Sec. 320 - Does the project enhance public access?   

Sec. 320 - Does the project improve onshore infrastructure and environmental management?   



Sec. 320 - Does the project mitigate erosion and stabilize shorelines?   

Sec. 320 - Does the project educate the public on the importance of coastal natural resources?   

All Proj. - In the past 5 years, has an asset management plan been adopted by the entity’s 
governing body? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Is the entity planning to prepare an asset management plan as part of the proposed 
project? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Has asset management training been administered to the entity’s governing body and 
employees? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Does the proposed project address specific targets, goals, or measures in a water 
conservation or drought contingency plan that has been adopted by the entity’s governing body 
within the past 5 years? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Does the proposed project address specific goals in a system-wide or plant-wide energy 
assessment, audit, or optimization study that has been conducted within the past three years? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Does the proposed project implement elements contained in a state or regional water 
plan, integrated water resource management plan, regional facility plan, regionalization or 
consolidation plan, or TMDL implementation plan? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Entity qualifies as a disadvantaged community. No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Will a majority of the funds being requested from the SRF for the project be used to 
implement measures to reduce the demand for publically owned treatment works capacity through 
water conservation, efficiency, or reuse? 

  

Sec. 212 - For a qualified nonprofit, will a majority of the funds being requested from the SRF for 
the project be used to assist owners and operators of small and medium POTWs? 

  

All Proj. - Will a majority of the funds being requested from the SRF for the project be used to 
implement innovative approaches to manage, reduce, treat, or recapture stormwater or 
subsurface drainage water? 

  

All Proj. - Will a majority of the funds being requested from the SRF for the project be used to 
implement reuse or recycling wastewater, stormwater, or subsurface drainage water? If yes, 
please explain. 

  

       Rating: 41.00 

         
 



 

Authority:   Lower Valley WD      

PIF #: 12260 Program: CWSRF PPL Year: 2018 

Related PIFs:    

Project Name:  Rosa Azul Wastewater Project 

Project Type:  POTW Project Phase:  Construction 

Project Description:  The project consists of approximately 32,000 linear feet of 8-inch diameter sanitary sewer approved pipe (PVC 
SDR-35); approximately 81, 48-inch diameter pre-cast manholes; approximately 258 linear feet of steel casing by jacking/boring 
methods; approximately 361 sanitary sewer service connections; dewatering operations; pavement removal and replacement; trench 
safety system for approximately 31,800 linear feet of pipeline; videotaping of project site before and after construction; traffic control 
plan; decommissioning of approximately 261 septic system in the project area and yard lines to approximately 261 homes.  

 

 Start Date Completion 
Date 

Phase Cost  

Planning:   $0.00 Green Project:   No 

Acquisition:  05/01/2017 $0.00 Green Amount:   $0.00 

Design:   $0.00  

Est. 
Construction: 

11/01/2017 12/01/2018 $4,017,703.00  

 

Project Rating:        

Criteria 
 

     Answer Score 

Sec. 212 - Is the work required by a schedule that is imposed by court order, EPA administrative 
order,  TCEQ enforcement order, or participation in SSO Initiative? 

  

Sec. 212 - Does the project involve extending service (centralized or alternative system) to 
populated areas of an existing developed community that are not served by a centralized 
collection system? 

  

Sec. 212 - Has a public health official found that a nuisance dangerous to public health and safety 
exists resulting from water supply and sanitation problems in the area to be served by the project? 

  

Sec. 212 - Is a water body impacted by the proposed project listed in a Watershed Protection Plan 
that is under development or has been accepted by the TCEQ or TSSWCB? 

  

Sec. 212 - Will the project include innovative or alternative types of collection or treatment 
technology? 

  

Sec. 212 - Does the project involve more stringent permit limitations?   

Sec. 212 - Does the project result in regionalization?  (See specific criteria)   

Sec. 212 - Does the proposed project involve a facility that requires expansion of its hydraulic 
capacity or removal of extraneous flow? 

  

Sec. 212 - The proposed project impacts a water body that does not meet applicable water quality 
standards. (refer to water bodies listed as Category 4a, 5a, 5b, or 5c in the latest Watershed 
Action Planning Strategy Table).  

  

Sec. 319 - Has a public health official found that a nuisance dangerous to public health and safety 
exists resulting from water supply and sanitation problems in the area to be served by the 
proposed project? 

  

Sec. 319 - Does a threat exist to an aquifer or groundwater that may be impacted by the proposed 
project? 

  

Sec. 319 - Is a water body impacted by the proposed project listed in a Watershed Protection Plan 
that is under development or has been accepted by the TCEQ or TSSWCB? 

  

Sec. 319 - The proposed project impacts a water body that does not meet applicable water quality 
standards. (refer to water bodies listed as Category 4a, 5a, 5b, or 5c in the latest Watershed 
Action Planning Strategy Table).  

  

Sec. 319 - Does the project include stream bank restoration or contain elements of Low Impact 
Development, such as vegetated filter strips, bio-retention, rain gardens, or porous pavement? 

  

Sec. 320 - Does the project restore, protect, and enhance coastal natural resources?   

Sec. 320 - Does the project improve water quality?   



Sec. 320 - Does the project enhance public access?   

Sec. 320 - Does the project improve onshore infrastructure and environmental management?   

Sec. 320 - Does the project mitigate erosion and stabilize shorelines?   

Sec. 320 - Does the project educate the public on the importance of coastal natural resources?   

All Proj. - In the past 5 years, has an asset management plan been adopted by the entity’s 
governing body? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Is the entity planning to prepare an asset management plan as part of the proposed 
project? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Has asset management training been administered to the entity’s governing body and 
employees? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Does the proposed project address specific targets, goals, or measures in a water 
conservation or drought contingency plan that has been adopted by the entity’s governing body 
within the past 5 years? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Does the proposed project address specific goals in a system-wide or plant-wide energy 
assessment, audit, or optimization study that has been conducted within the past three years? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Does the proposed project implement elements contained in a state or regional water 
plan, integrated water resource management plan, regional facility plan, regionalization or 
consolidation plan, or TMDL implementation plan? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Entity qualifies as a disadvantaged community. No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Will a majority of the funds being requested from the SRF for the project be used to 
implement measures to reduce the demand for publically owned treatment works capacity through 
water conservation, efficiency, or reuse? 

  

Sec. 212 - For a qualified nonprofit, will a majority of the funds being requested from the SRF for 
the project be used to assist owners and operators of small and medium POTWs? 

  

All Proj. - Will a majority of the funds being requested from the SRF for the project be used to 
implement innovative approaches to manage, reduce, treat, or recapture stormwater or 
subsurface drainage water? 

  

All Proj. - Will a majority of the funds being requested from the SRF for the project be used to 
implement reuse or recycling wastewater, stormwater, or subsurface drainage water? If yes, 
please explain. 

  

       Rating: 0.00 

         
 



 

Authority:   Madisonville      

PIF #: 12261 Program: CWSRF PPL Year: 2018 

Related PIFs:    

Project Name:  Lift Station No. 8 Replacement 

Project Type:  POTW Project Phase:  Planning Design & Construction 

Project Description:  Replacement of an exiting lift station which has reached capacity. Funding is being sought for design and 
construction. There is an informal plan maintained on a spreadsheet by the Financial Director that depreciates assets, but no formal 
plan adopted. A formal plan could be instituted when required by funding.  

 

 Start Date Completion 
Date 

Phase Cost  

Planning:   $60,000.00 Green Project:   No 

Acquisition:   $0.00 Green Amount:   $0.00 

Design:   $40,000.00  

Est. 
Construction: 

10/01/2018 05/01/2019 $408,000.00  

 

Project Rating:        

Criteria 
 

     Answer Score 

Sec. 212 - Is the work required by a schedule that is imposed by court order, EPA administrative 
order,  TCEQ enforcement order, or participation in SSO Initiative? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Does the project involve extending service (centralized or alternative system) to 
populated areas of an existing developed community that are not served by a centralized 
collection system? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Has a public health official found that a nuisance dangerous to public health and safety 
exists resulting from water supply and sanitation problems in the area to be served by the project? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Is a water body impacted by the proposed project listed in a Watershed Protection Plan 
that is under development or has been accepted by the TCEQ or TSSWCB? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Will the project include innovative or alternative types of collection or treatment 
technology? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Does the project involve more stringent permit limitations? No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Does the project result in regionalization?  (See specific criteria) No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Does the proposed project involve a facility that requires expansion of its hydraulic 
capacity or removal of extraneous flow? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - The proposed project impacts a water body that does not meet applicable water quality 
standards. (refer to water bodies listed as Category 4a, 5a, 5b, or 5c in the latest Watershed 
Action Planning Strategy Table).  

No 0.00 

Sec. 319 - Has a public health official found that a nuisance dangerous to public health and safety 
exists resulting from water supply and sanitation problems in the area to be served by the 
proposed project? 

  

Sec. 319 - Does a threat exist to an aquifer or groundwater that may be impacted by the proposed 
project? 

  

Sec. 319 - Is a water body impacted by the proposed project listed in a Watershed Protection Plan 
that is under development or has been accepted by the TCEQ or TSSWCB? 

  

Sec. 319 - The proposed project impacts a water body that does not meet applicable water quality 
standards. (refer to water bodies listed as Category 4a, 5a, 5b, or 5c in the latest Watershed 
Action Planning Strategy Table).  

  

Sec. 319 - Does the project include stream bank restoration or contain elements of Low Impact 
Development, such as vegetated filter strips, bio-retention, rain gardens, or porous pavement? 

  

Sec. 320 - Does the project restore, protect, and enhance coastal natural resources?   

Sec. 320 - Does the project improve water quality?   

Sec. 320 - Does the project enhance public access?   

Sec. 320 - Does the project improve onshore infrastructure and environmental management?   



Sec. 320 - Does the project mitigate erosion and stabilize shorelines?   

Sec. 320 - Does the project educate the public on the importance of coastal natural resources?   

All Proj. - In the past 5 years, has an asset management plan been adopted by the entity’s 
governing body? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Is the entity planning to prepare an asset management plan as part of the proposed 
project? 

Yes 1.00 

All Proj. - Has asset management training been administered to the entity’s governing body and 
employees? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Does the proposed project address specific targets, goals, or measures in a water 
conservation or drought contingency plan that has been adopted by the entity’s governing body 
within the past 5 years? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Does the proposed project address specific goals in a system-wide or plant-wide energy 
assessment, audit, or optimization study that has been conducted within the past three years? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Does the proposed project implement elements contained in a state or regional water 
plan, integrated water resource management plan, regional facility plan, regionalization or 
consolidation plan, or TMDL implementation plan? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Entity qualifies as a disadvantaged community. No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Will a majority of the funds being requested from the SRF for the project be used to 
implement measures to reduce the demand for publically owned treatment works capacity through 
water conservation, efficiency, or reuse? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - For a qualified nonprofit, will a majority of the funds being requested from the SRF for 
the project be used to assist owners and operators of small and medium POTWs? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Will a majority of the funds being requested from the SRF for the project be used to 
implement innovative approaches to manage, reduce, treat, or recapture stormwater or 
subsurface drainage water? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Will a majority of the funds being requested from the SRF for the project be used to 
implement reuse or recycling wastewater, stormwater, or subsurface drainage water? If yes, 
please explain. 

No 0.00 

       Rating: 1.00 

         
 



 

Authority:   McCamey      

PIF #: 12262 Program: CWSRF PPL Year: 2018 

Related PIFs:    

Project Name:  Emergency Storage Pond Improvements 

Project Type:  POTW Project Phase:  Planning Design & Construction 

Project Description:  The project is to design and construct a storage pond at the City's WWTP. The pond's storage volume is to be 
24.45 acre feet for storage prior to irrigation. The concept of using effluent to irrigate is innovative and KSA may be looking to evaluate 
synthetic pond liners. The City of McCamey is planning to use this loan for the preliminary engineering report, asset management, all 
phases of design, construction administration, project representation, and actual construction cost.  

 

 Start Date Completion 
Date 

Phase Cost  

Planning:   $97,925.00 Green Project:   No 

Acquisition:   $0.00 Green Amount:   $0.00 

Design:   $75,100.00  

Est. 
Construction: 

10/01/2018 11/01/2019 $1,334,800.00  

 

Project Rating:        

Criteria 
 

     Answer Score 

Sec. 212 - Is the work required by a schedule that is imposed by court order, EPA administrative 
order,  TCEQ enforcement order, or participation in SSO Initiative? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Does the project involve extending service (centralized or alternative system) to 
populated areas of an existing developed community that are not served by a centralized 
collection system? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Has a public health official found that a nuisance dangerous to public health and safety 
exists resulting from water supply and sanitation problems in the area to be served by the project? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Is a water body impacted by the proposed project listed in a Watershed Protection Plan 
that is under development or has been accepted by the TCEQ or TSSWCB? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Will the project include innovative or alternative types of collection or treatment 
technology? 

Yes 15.00 

Sec. 212 - Does the project involve more stringent permit limitations? No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Does the project result in regionalization?  (See specific criteria) No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Does the proposed project involve a facility that requires expansion of its hydraulic 
capacity or removal of extraneous flow? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - The proposed project impacts a water body that does not meet applicable water quality 
standards. (refer to water bodies listed as Category 4a, 5a, 5b, or 5c in the latest Watershed 
Action Planning Strategy Table).  

No 0.00 

Sec. 319 - Has a public health official found that a nuisance dangerous to public health and safety 
exists resulting from water supply and sanitation problems in the area to be served by the 
proposed project? 

  

Sec. 319 - Does a threat exist to an aquifer or groundwater that may be impacted by the proposed 
project? 

  

Sec. 319 - Is a water body impacted by the proposed project listed in a Watershed Protection Plan 
that is under development or has been accepted by the TCEQ or TSSWCB? 

  

Sec. 319 - The proposed project impacts a water body that does not meet applicable water quality 
standards. (refer to water bodies listed as Category 4a, 5a, 5b, or 5c in the latest Watershed 
Action Planning Strategy Table).  

  

Sec. 319 - Does the project include stream bank restoration or contain elements of Low Impact 
Development, such as vegetated filter strips, bio-retention, rain gardens, or porous pavement? 

  

Sec. 320 - Does the project restore, protect, and enhance coastal natural resources?   

Sec. 320 - Does the project improve water quality?   

Sec. 320 - Does the project enhance public access?   



Sec. 320 - Does the project improve onshore infrastructure and environmental management?   

Sec. 320 - Does the project mitigate erosion and stabilize shorelines?   

Sec. 320 - Does the project educate the public on the importance of coastal natural resources?   

All Proj. - In the past 5 years, has an asset management plan been adopted by the entity’s 
governing body? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Is the entity planning to prepare an asset management plan as part of the proposed 
project? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Has asset management training been administered to the entity’s governing body and 
employees? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Does the proposed project address specific targets, goals, or measures in a water 
conservation or drought contingency plan that has been adopted by the entity’s governing body 
within the past 5 years? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Does the proposed project address specific goals in a system-wide or plant-wide energy 
assessment, audit, or optimization study that has been conducted within the past three years? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Does the proposed project implement elements contained in a state or regional water 
plan, integrated water resource management plan, regional facility plan, regionalization or 
consolidation plan, or TMDL implementation plan? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Entity qualifies as a disadvantaged community. No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Will a majority of the funds being requested from the SRF for the project be used to 
implement measures to reduce the demand for publically owned treatment works capacity through 
water conservation, efficiency, or reuse? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - For a qualified nonprofit, will a majority of the funds being requested from the SRF for 
the project be used to assist owners and operators of small and medium POTWs? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Will a majority of the funds being requested from the SRF for the project be used to 
implement innovative approaches to manage, reduce, treat, or recapture stormwater or 
subsurface drainage water? 

  

All Proj. - Will a majority of the funds being requested from the SRF for the project be used to 
implement reuse or recycling wastewater, stormwater, or subsurface drainage water? If yes, 
please explain. 

  

       Rating: 15.00 

         
 



 

Authority:   Pearland      

PIF #: 12263 Program: CWSRF PPL Year: 2018 

Related PIFs:    

Project Name:  John Hargrove WRF Intermediate (10-year) Expansion Project 

Project Type:  POTW Project Phase:  Design & Construction 

Project Description:  The project consists of expanding the John Hargrove Water Reclamation Facility's treatment capacity from 4 
MGD average daily flow to 9 MGD. The expansion includes new influent pumps and force mains; a new headworks structure that 
houses two fine screens and a new grit removal system with bypass channels and flow splitting weirs; rehabilitation of the four existing 
SBRs and construction of four new SBRs, new SBR blowers; four new tertiary filters; two new UV contact channels and UV system; 
two new aerated sludge holding tanks; and a new sludge dewatering building that will house two belt filter presses, polymer system, 
and conveyors. The project includes diverting flow from three service areas and routing the flows to the John Hargrove WRF after the 
expansion. Flows will be diverted from the Longwood WWTF, Southdown WWWTP, and Brazoria County Municipal Utility District No. 
3 WWTF service areas. Ultimately, these three WWTFs will be removed from service. Funding is sought for the design and 
construction phases of the project. It is estimated that the design will require 12 months, and the construction will be completed in 36 
months.  

 

 Start Date Completion 
Date 

Phase Cost  

Planning:   $0.00 Green Project:   No 

Acquisition:   $0.00 Green Amount:   $0.00 

Design:   $7,000,000.00  

Est. 
Construction: 

06/15/2018 06/15/2021 $68,000,000.00  

 

Project Rating:        

Criteria 
 

     Answer Score 

Sec. 212 - Is the work required by a schedule that is imposed by court order, EPA administrative 
order,  TCEQ enforcement order, or participation in SSO Initiative? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Does the project involve extending service (centralized or alternative system) to 
populated areas of an existing developed community that are not served by a centralized 
collection system? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Has a public health official found that a nuisance dangerous to public health and safety 
exists resulting from water supply and sanitation problems in the area to be served by the project? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Is a water body impacted by the proposed project listed in a Watershed Protection Plan 
that is under development or has been accepted by the TCEQ or TSSWCB? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Will the project include innovative or alternative types of collection or treatment 
technology? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Does the project involve more stringent permit limitations? No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Does the project result in regionalization?  (See specific criteria) Yes 10.00 

Sec. 212 - Does the proposed project involve a facility that requires expansion of its hydraulic 
capacity or removal of extraneous flow? 

% permitted 
capacity is ≥ 
90% and proj. 
improves 
problem 

30.00 

Sec. 212 - The proposed project impacts a water body that does not meet applicable water quality 
standards. (refer to water bodies listed as Category 4a, 5a, 5b, or 5c in the latest Watershed 
Action Planning Strategy Table).  

Priority 4a 50.00 

Sec. 319 - Has a public health official found that a nuisance dangerous to public health and safety 
exists resulting from water supply and sanitation problems in the area to be served by the 
proposed project? 

  

Sec. 319 - Does a threat exist to an aquifer or groundwater that may be impacted by the proposed 
project? 

  

Sec. 319 - Is a water body impacted by the proposed project listed in a Watershed Protection Plan 
that is under development or has been accepted by the TCEQ or TSSWCB? 

  

Sec. 319 - The proposed project impacts a water body that does not meet applicable water quality 
standards. (refer to water bodies listed as Category 4a, 5a, 5b, or 5c in the latest Watershed 

  



Action Planning Strategy Table).  

Sec. 319 - Does the project include stream bank restoration or contain elements of Low Impact 
Development, such as vegetated filter strips, bio-retention, rain gardens, or porous pavement? 

  

Sec. 320 - Does the project restore, protect, and enhance coastal natural resources?   

Sec. 320 - Does the project improve water quality?   

Sec. 320 - Does the project enhance public access?   

Sec. 320 - Does the project improve onshore infrastructure and environmental management?   

Sec. 320 - Does the project mitigate erosion and stabilize shorelines?   

Sec. 320 - Does the project educate the public on the importance of coastal natural resources?   

All Proj. - In the past 5 years, has an asset management plan been adopted by the entity’s 
governing body? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Is the entity planning to prepare an asset management plan as part of the proposed 
project? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Has asset management training been administered to the entity’s governing body and 
employees? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Does the proposed project address specific targets, goals, or measures in a water 
conservation or drought contingency plan that has been adopted by the entity’s governing body 
within the past 5 years? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Does the proposed project address specific goals in a system-wide or plant-wide energy 
assessment, audit, or optimization study that has been conducted within the past three years? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Does the proposed project implement elements contained in a state or regional water 
plan, integrated water resource management plan, regional facility plan, regionalization or 
consolidation plan, or TMDL implementation plan? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Entity qualifies as a disadvantaged community. No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Will a majority of the funds being requested from the SRF for the project be used to 
implement measures to reduce the demand for publically owned treatment works capacity through 
water conservation, efficiency, or reuse? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - For a qualified nonprofit, will a majority of the funds being requested from the SRF for 
the project be used to assist owners and operators of small and medium POTWs? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Will a majority of the funds being requested from the SRF for the project be used to 
implement innovative approaches to manage, reduce, treat, or recapture stormwater or 
subsurface drainage water? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Will a majority of the funds being requested from the SRF for the project be used to 
implement reuse or recycling wastewater, stormwater, or subsurface drainage water? If yes, 
please explain. 

No 0.00 

       Rating: 90.00 

         
 



 

Authority:   Pineland      

PIF #: 12264 Program: CWSRF PPL Year: 2018 

Related PIFs:    

Project Name:  WWTP Improvements 

Project Type:  POTW Project Phase:  Planning Design & Construction 

Project Description:  Proposed project is for Planning and Design of replacement of the City of Pineland's existing WWTP.  The 
existing WWTP has been in operation for approximately 23 years and is reaching the end of its useful life.  The City has also been 
treating industrial wastewater from a nearby industrial facility and improvements are required to continue treatment of municipal and 
industrial wastewater. 

 

 Start Date Completion 
Date 

Phase Cost  

Planning:   $120,000.00 Green Project:   No 

Acquisition:  03/01/2018 $0.00 Green Amount:   $0.00 

Design:   $113,500.00  

Est. 
Construction: 

05/01/2018 10/01/2018 $1,516,500.00  

 

Project Rating:        

Criteria 
 

     Answer Score 

Sec. 212 - Is the work required by a schedule that is imposed by court order, EPA administrative 
order,  TCEQ enforcement order, or participation in SSO Initiative? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Does the project involve extending service (centralized or alternative system) to 
populated areas of an existing developed community that are not served by a centralized 
collection system? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Has a public health official found that a nuisance dangerous to public health and safety 
exists resulting from water supply and sanitation problems in the area to be served by the project? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Is a water body impacted by the proposed project listed in a Watershed Protection Plan 
that is under development or has been accepted by the TCEQ or TSSWCB? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Will the project include innovative or alternative types of collection or treatment 
technology? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Does the project involve more stringent permit limitations? No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Does the project result in regionalization?  (See specific criteria) No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Does the proposed project involve a facility that requires expansion of its hydraulic 
capacity or removal of extraneous flow? 

% permitted 
capacity is ≥ 
90% and proj. 
improves 
problem 

30.00 

Sec. 212 - The proposed project impacts a water body that does not meet applicable water quality 
standards. (refer to water bodies listed as Category 4a, 5a, 5b, or 5c in the latest Watershed 
Action Planning Strategy Table).  

Non-Priority 5b 20.00 

Sec. 319 - Has a public health official found that a nuisance dangerous to public health and safety 
exists resulting from water supply and sanitation problems in the area to be served by the 
proposed project? 

  

Sec. 319 - Does a threat exist to an aquifer or groundwater that may be impacted by the proposed 
project? 

  

Sec. 319 - Is a water body impacted by the proposed project listed in a Watershed Protection Plan 
that is under development or has been accepted by the TCEQ or TSSWCB? 

  

Sec. 319 - The proposed project impacts a water body that does not meet applicable water quality 
standards. (refer to water bodies listed as Category 4a, 5a, 5b, or 5c in the latest Watershed 
Action Planning Strategy Table).  

  

Sec. 319 - Does the project include stream bank restoration or contain elements of Low Impact 
Development, such as vegetated filter strips, bio-retention, rain gardens, or porous pavement? 

  

Sec. 320 - Does the project restore, protect, and enhance coastal natural resources?   



Sec. 320 - Does the project improve water quality?   

Sec. 320 - Does the project enhance public access?   

Sec. 320 - Does the project improve onshore infrastructure and environmental management?   

Sec. 320 - Does the project mitigate erosion and stabilize shorelines?   

Sec. 320 - Does the project educate the public on the importance of coastal natural resources?   

All Proj. - In the past 5 years, has an asset management plan been adopted by the entity’s 
governing body? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Is the entity planning to prepare an asset management plan as part of the proposed 
project? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Has asset management training been administered to the entity’s governing body and 
employees? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Does the proposed project address specific targets, goals, or measures in a water 
conservation or drought contingency plan that has been adopted by the entity’s governing body 
within the past 5 years? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Does the proposed project address specific goals in a system-wide or plant-wide energy 
assessment, audit, or optimization study that has been conducted within the past three years? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Does the proposed project implement elements contained in a state or regional water 
plan, integrated water resource management plan, regional facility plan, regionalization or 
consolidation plan, or TMDL implementation plan? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Entity qualifies as a disadvantaged community. Yes 10.00 

Sec. 212 - Will a majority of the funds being requested from the SRF for the project be used to 
implement measures to reduce the demand for publically owned treatment works capacity through 
water conservation, efficiency, or reuse? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - For a qualified nonprofit, will a majority of the funds being requested from the SRF for 
the project be used to assist owners and operators of small and medium POTWs? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Will a majority of the funds being requested from the SRF for the project be used to 
implement innovative approaches to manage, reduce, treat, or recapture stormwater or 
subsurface drainage water? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Will a majority of the funds being requested from the SRF for the project be used to 
implement reuse or recycling wastewater, stormwater, or subsurface drainage water? If yes, 
please explain. 

No 0.00 

       Rating: 60.00 

         
 



 

Authority:   San Benito      

PIF #: 12265 Program: CWSRF PPL Year: 2018 

Related PIFs:    

Project Name:  Sanitary Sewer Collection & Pumping Systems Improvements 

Project Type:  POTW Project Phase:  P A D & Construction 

Project Description:  This project includes improvements to the City's sanitary sewer collection (cleaning, repairing and/or installing 
new gravity mains & manholes) and pumping systems (lift station rehabilitations or replacements). A portion of this work is considered 
the Phase II Sanitary Sewer Overflow Initiative Improvements.  An Asset Management Plan and modeling of the wastewater collection 
& pumping systems are proposed as a part of this funding request. 

 

 Start Date Completion 
Date 

Phase Cost  

Planning:   $255,000.00 Green Project:   No 

Acquisition:  06/30/2018 $7,000.00 Green Amount:   $0.00 

Design:   $670,450.00  

Est. 
Construction: 

11/02/2018 12/01/2019 $6,110,000.00  

 

Project Rating:        

Criteria 
 

     Answer Score 

Sec. 212 - Is the work required by a schedule that is imposed by court order, EPA administrative 
order,  TCEQ enforcement order, or participation in SSO Initiative? 

SSO Plan 20.00 

Sec. 212 - Does the project involve extending service (centralized or alternative system) to 
populated areas of an existing developed community that are not served by a centralized 
collection system? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Has a public health official found that a nuisance dangerous to public health and safety 
exists resulting from water supply and sanitation problems in the area to be served by the project? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Is a water body impacted by the proposed project listed in a Watershed Protection Plan 
that is under development or has been accepted by the TCEQ or TSSWCB? 

Accepted 10.00 

Sec. 212 - Will the project include innovative or alternative types of collection or treatment 
technology? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Does the project involve more stringent permit limitations? No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Does the project result in regionalization?  (See specific criteria) No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Does the proposed project involve a facility that requires expansion of its hydraulic 
capacity or removal of extraneous flow? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - The proposed project impacts a water body that does not meet applicable water quality 
standards. (refer to water bodies listed as Category 4a, 5a, 5b, or 5c in the latest Watershed 
Action Planning Strategy Table).  

Non-Priority 5b 20.00 

Sec. 319 - Has a public health official found that a nuisance dangerous to public health and safety 
exists resulting from water supply and sanitation problems in the area to be served by the 
proposed project? 

  

Sec. 319 - Does a threat exist to an aquifer or groundwater that may be impacted by the proposed 
project? 

  

Sec. 319 - Is a water body impacted by the proposed project listed in a Watershed Protection Plan 
that is under development or has been accepted by the TCEQ or TSSWCB? 

  

Sec. 319 - The proposed project impacts a water body that does not meet applicable water quality 
standards. (refer to water bodies listed as Category 4a, 5a, 5b, or 5c in the latest Watershed 
Action Planning Strategy Table).  

  

Sec. 319 - Does the project include stream bank restoration or contain elements of Low Impact 
Development, such as vegetated filter strips, bio-retention, rain gardens, or porous pavement? 

  

Sec. 320 - Does the project restore, protect, and enhance coastal natural resources?   

Sec. 320 - Does the project improve water quality?   

Sec. 320 - Does the project enhance public access?   



Sec. 320 - Does the project improve onshore infrastructure and environmental management?   

Sec. 320 - Does the project mitigate erosion and stabilize shorelines?   

Sec. 320 - Does the project educate the public on the importance of coastal natural resources?   

All Proj. - In the past 5 years, has an asset management plan been adopted by the entity’s 
governing body? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Is the entity planning to prepare an asset management plan as part of the proposed 
project? 

Yes 1.00 

All Proj. - Has asset management training been administered to the entity’s governing body and 
employees? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Does the proposed project address specific targets, goals, or measures in a water 
conservation or drought contingency plan that has been adopted by the entity’s governing body 
within the past 5 years? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Does the proposed project address specific goals in a system-wide or plant-wide energy 
assessment, audit, or optimization study that has been conducted within the past three years? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Does the proposed project implement elements contained in a state or regional water 
plan, integrated water resource management plan, regional facility plan, regionalization or 
consolidation plan, or TMDL implementation plan? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Entity qualifies as a disadvantaged community. Yes 10.00 

Sec. 212 - Will a majority of the funds being requested from the SRF for the project be used to 
implement measures to reduce the demand for publically owned treatment works capacity through 
water conservation, efficiency, or reuse? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - For a qualified nonprofit, will a majority of the funds being requested from the SRF for 
the project be used to assist owners and operators of small and medium POTWs? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Will a majority of the funds being requested from the SRF for the project be used to 
implement innovative approaches to manage, reduce, treat, or recapture stormwater or 
subsurface drainage water? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Will a majority of the funds being requested from the SRF for the project be used to 
implement reuse or recycling wastewater, stormwater, or subsurface drainage water? If yes, 
please explain. 

No 0.00 

       Rating: 61.00 

         
 



 

Authority:   San Juan      

PIF #: 12266 Program: CWSRF PPL Year: 2018 

Related PIFs:    

Project Name:  Lift Station Rehabilitation 

Project Type:  POTW Project Phase:  Construction 

Project Description:  This project application will fund construction only.The project will rehabilitate/replace/enlarge 6 lift stations and 
the construction of associated force mains to address capacity issues within the current wastewater collection system.Due to the 
inability of these lift stations to pump during rain events, there has been raw water spills, overcharging manholes and back ups into 
residences. 

 

 Start Date Completion 
Date 

Phase Cost  

Planning:   $0.00 Green Project:   No 

Acquisition:   $0.00 Green Amount:   $0.00 

Design:   $0.00  

Est. 
Construction: 

01/01/2018 12/31/2018 $8,555,000.00  

 

Project Rating:        

Criteria 
 

     Answer Score 

Sec. 212 - Is the work required by a schedule that is imposed by court order, EPA administrative 
order,  TCEQ enforcement order, or participation in SSO Initiative? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Does the project involve extending service (centralized or alternative system) to 
populated areas of an existing developed community that are not served by a centralized 
collection system? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Has a public health official found that a nuisance dangerous to public health and safety 
exists resulting from water supply and sanitation problems in the area to be served by the project? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Is a water body impacted by the proposed project listed in a Watershed Protection Plan 
that is under development or has been accepted by the TCEQ or TSSWCB? 

Accepted 10.00 

Sec. 212 - Will the project include innovative or alternative types of collection or treatment 
technology? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Does the project involve more stringent permit limitations? No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Does the project result in regionalization?  (See specific criteria) No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Does the proposed project involve a facility that requires expansion of its hydraulic 
capacity or removal of extraneous flow? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - The proposed project impacts a water body that does not meet applicable water quality 
standards. (refer to water bodies listed as Category 4a, 5a, 5b, or 5c in the latest Watershed 
Action Planning Strategy Table).  

Non-Priority 5b 20.00 

Sec. 319 - Has a public health official found that a nuisance dangerous to public health and safety 
exists resulting from water supply and sanitation problems in the area to be served by the 
proposed project? 

  

Sec. 319 - Does a threat exist to an aquifer or groundwater that may be impacted by the proposed 
project? 

  

Sec. 319 - Is a water body impacted by the proposed project listed in a Watershed Protection Plan 
that is under development or has been accepted by the TCEQ or TSSWCB? 

  

Sec. 319 - The proposed project impacts a water body that does not meet applicable water quality 
standards. (refer to water bodies listed as Category 4a, 5a, 5b, or 5c in the latest Watershed 
Action Planning Strategy Table).  

  

Sec. 319 - Does the project include stream bank restoration or contain elements of Low Impact 
Development, such as vegetated filter strips, bio-retention, rain gardens, or porous pavement? 

  

Sec. 320 - Does the project restore, protect, and enhance coastal natural resources?   

Sec. 320 - Does the project improve water quality?   

Sec. 320 - Does the project enhance public access?   



Sec. 320 - Does the project improve onshore infrastructure and environmental management?   

Sec. 320 - Does the project mitigate erosion and stabilize shorelines?   

Sec. 320 - Does the project educate the public on the importance of coastal natural resources?   

All Proj. - In the past 5 years, has an asset management plan been adopted by the entity’s 
governing body? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Is the entity planning to prepare an asset management plan as part of the proposed 
project? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Has asset management training been administered to the entity’s governing body and 
employees? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Does the proposed project address specific targets, goals, or measures in a water 
conservation or drought contingency plan that has been adopted by the entity’s governing body 
within the past 5 years? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Does the proposed project address specific goals in a system-wide or plant-wide energy 
assessment, audit, or optimization study that has been conducted within the past three years? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Does the proposed project implement elements contained in a state or regional water 
plan, integrated water resource management plan, regional facility plan, regionalization or 
consolidation plan, or TMDL implementation plan? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Entity qualifies as a disadvantaged community. Yes 20.00 

Sec. 212 - Will a majority of the funds being requested from the SRF for the project be used to 
implement measures to reduce the demand for publically owned treatment works capacity through 
water conservation, efficiency, or reuse? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - For a qualified nonprofit, will a majority of the funds being requested from the SRF for 
the project be used to assist owners and operators of small and medium POTWs? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Will a majority of the funds being requested from the SRF for the project be used to 
implement innovative approaches to manage, reduce, treat, or recapture stormwater or 
subsurface drainage water? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Will a majority of the funds being requested from the SRF for the project be used to 
implement reuse or recycling wastewater, stormwater, or subsurface drainage water? If yes, 
please explain. 

No 0.00 

       Rating: 50.00 

         
 



 

Authority:   Snook      

PIF #: 12267 Program: CWSRF PPL Year: 2018 

Related PIFs:    

Project Name:  WWTP Improvements and Expansion 

Project Type:  POTW Project Phase:  Planning Design & Construction 

Project Description:  PROJECT FOR FUNDING: Wastewater treatment plant improvements and expansion on the site of the existing 
wastewater treatment plant.  ALTERNATIVE TECHNOLOGY: Use of treated effluent for plant wash-down.  INNOVATIVE 
TECHNOLOGY: None. 

 

 Start Date Completion 
Date 

Phase Cost  

Planning:   $57,500.00 Green Project:   No 

Acquisition:   $0.00 Green Amount:   $0.00 

Design:   $310,600.00  

Est. 
Construction: 

03/01/2019 10/01/2020 $1,992,000.00  

 

Project Rating:        

Criteria 
 

     Answer Score 

Sec. 212 - Is the work required by a schedule that is imposed by court order, EPA administrative 
order,  TCEQ enforcement order, or participation in SSO Initiative? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Does the project involve extending service (centralized or alternative system) to 
populated areas of an existing developed community that are not served by a centralized 
collection system? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Has a public health official found that a nuisance dangerous to public health and safety 
exists resulting from water supply and sanitation problems in the area to be served by the project? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Is a water body impacted by the proposed project listed in a Watershed Protection Plan 
that is under development or has been accepted by the TCEQ or TSSWCB? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Will the project include innovative or alternative types of collection or treatment 
technology? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Does the project involve more stringent permit limitations? No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Does the project result in regionalization?  (See specific criteria) No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Does the proposed project involve a facility that requires expansion of its hydraulic 
capacity or removal of extraneous flow? 

% permitted 
capacity is ≥ 
75% and < 
90% and proj. 
improves 
problem 

20.00 

Sec. 212 - The proposed project impacts a water body that does not meet applicable water quality 
standards. (refer to water bodies listed as Category 4a, 5a, 5b, or 5c in the latest Watershed 
Action Planning Strategy Table).  

No 0.00 

Sec. 319 - Has a public health official found that a nuisance dangerous to public health and safety 
exists resulting from water supply and sanitation problems in the area to be served by the 
proposed project? 

  

Sec. 319 - Does a threat exist to an aquifer or groundwater that may be impacted by the proposed 
project? 

  

Sec. 319 - Is a water body impacted by the proposed project listed in a Watershed Protection Plan 
that is under development or has been accepted by the TCEQ or TSSWCB? 

  

Sec. 319 - The proposed project impacts a water body that does not meet applicable water quality 
standards. (refer to water bodies listed as Category 4a, 5a, 5b, or 5c in the latest Watershed 
Action Planning Strategy Table).  

  

Sec. 319 - Does the project include stream bank restoration or contain elements of Low Impact 
Development, such as vegetated filter strips, bio-retention, rain gardens, or porous pavement? 

  

Sec. 320 - Does the project restore, protect, and enhance coastal natural resources?   



Sec. 320 - Does the project improve water quality?   

Sec. 320 - Does the project enhance public access?   

Sec. 320 - Does the project improve onshore infrastructure and environmental management?   

Sec. 320 - Does the project mitigate erosion and stabilize shorelines?   

Sec. 320 - Does the project educate the public on the importance of coastal natural resources?   

All Proj. - In the past 5 years, has an asset management plan been adopted by the entity’s 
governing body? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Is the entity planning to prepare an asset management plan as part of the proposed 
project? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Has asset management training been administered to the entity’s governing body and 
employees? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Does the proposed project address specific targets, goals, or measures in a water 
conservation or drought contingency plan that has been adopted by the entity’s governing body 
within the past 5 years? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Does the proposed project address specific goals in a system-wide or plant-wide energy 
assessment, audit, or optimization study that has been conducted within the past three years? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Does the proposed project implement elements contained in a state or regional water 
plan, integrated water resource management plan, regional facility plan, regionalization or 
consolidation plan, or TMDL implementation plan? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Entity qualifies as a disadvantaged community. No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Will a majority of the funds being requested from the SRF for the project be used to 
implement measures to reduce the demand for publically owned treatment works capacity through 
water conservation, efficiency, or reuse? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - For a qualified nonprofit, will a majority of the funds being requested from the SRF for 
the project be used to assist owners and operators of small and medium POTWs? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Will a majority of the funds being requested from the SRF for the project be used to 
implement innovative approaches to manage, reduce, treat, or recapture stormwater or 
subsurface drainage water? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Will a majority of the funds being requested from the SRF for the project be used to 
implement reuse or recycling wastewater, stormwater, or subsurface drainage water? If yes, 
please explain. 

No 0.00 

       Rating: 20.00 

         
 



 

Authority:   Springtown      

PIF #: 12268 Program: CWSRF PPL Year: 2018 

Related PIFs:    

Project Name:  Wastewater Line Rehab and Replacement 

Project Type:  POTW Project Phase:  Construction 

Project Description:  Replace aging sanitary sewer infrastructure to address inflow/infiltration and relocate. The improvements 
replace approximately 4,800 LF of old clay tile sanitary sewer lines with new sanitary sewer lines.  

 

 Start Date Completion 
Date 

Phase Cost  

Planning:   $0.00 Green Project:   Yes-BC 

Acquisition:   $0.00 Green Amount:   $420,450.00 

Design:  07/31/2017 $0.00  

Est. 
Construction: 

08/01/2017 08/01/2018 $925,000.00  

 

Project Rating:        

Criteria 
 

     Answer Score 

Sec. 212 - Is the work required by a schedule that is imposed by court order, EPA administrative 
order,  TCEQ enforcement order, or participation in SSO Initiative? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Does the project involve extending service (centralized or alternative system) to 
populated areas of an existing developed community that are not served by a centralized 
collection system? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Has a public health official found that a nuisance dangerous to public health and safety 
exists resulting from water supply and sanitation problems in the area to be served by the project? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Is a water body impacted by the proposed project listed in a Watershed Protection Plan 
that is under development or has been accepted by the TCEQ or TSSWCB? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Will the project include innovative or alternative types of collection or treatment 
technology? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Does the project involve more stringent permit limitations? No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Does the project result in regionalization?  (See specific criteria) No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Does the proposed project involve a facility that requires expansion of its hydraulic 
capacity or removal of extraneous flow? 

% permitted 
capacity is ≥ 
90% and proj. 
improves 
problem 

30.00 

Sec. 212 - The proposed project impacts a water body that does not meet applicable water quality 
standards. (refer to water bodies listed as Category 4a, 5a, 5b, or 5c in the latest Watershed 
Action Planning Strategy Table).  

No 0.00 

Sec. 319 - Has a public health official found that a nuisance dangerous to public health and safety 
exists resulting from water supply and sanitation problems in the area to be served by the 
proposed project? 

  

Sec. 319 - Does a threat exist to an aquifer or groundwater that may be impacted by the proposed 
project? 

  

Sec. 319 - Is a water body impacted by the proposed project listed in a Watershed Protection Plan 
that is under development or has been accepted by the TCEQ or TSSWCB? 

  

Sec. 319 - The proposed project impacts a water body that does not meet applicable water quality 
standards. (refer to water bodies listed as Category 4a, 5a, 5b, or 5c in the latest Watershed 
Action Planning Strategy Table).  

  

Sec. 319 - Does the project include stream bank restoration or contain elements of Low Impact 
Development, such as vegetated filter strips, bio-retention, rain gardens, or porous pavement? 

  

Sec. 320 - Does the project restore, protect, and enhance coastal natural resources?   

Sec. 320 - Does the project improve water quality?   



Sec. 320 - Does the project enhance public access?   

Sec. 320 - Does the project improve onshore infrastructure and environmental management?   

Sec. 320 - Does the project mitigate erosion and stabilize shorelines?   

Sec. 320 - Does the project educate the public on the importance of coastal natural resources?   

All Proj. - In the past 5 years, has an asset management plan been adopted by the entity’s 
governing body? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Is the entity planning to prepare an asset management plan as part of the proposed 
project? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Has asset management training been administered to the entity’s governing body and 
employees? 

Yes 1.00 

All Proj. - Does the proposed project address specific targets, goals, or measures in a water 
conservation or drought contingency plan that has been adopted by the entity’s governing body 
within the past 5 years? 

Yes 1.00 

All Proj. - Does the proposed project address specific goals in a system-wide or plant-wide energy 
assessment, audit, or optimization study that has been conducted within the past three years? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Does the proposed project implement elements contained in a state or regional water 
plan, integrated water resource management plan, regional facility plan, regionalization or 
consolidation plan, or TMDL implementation plan? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Entity qualifies as a disadvantaged community. No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Will a majority of the funds being requested from the SRF for the project be used to 
implement measures to reduce the demand for publically owned treatment works capacity through 
water conservation, efficiency, or reuse? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - For a qualified nonprofit, will a majority of the funds being requested from the SRF for 
the project be used to assist owners and operators of small and medium POTWs? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Will a majority of the funds being requested from the SRF for the project be used to 
implement innovative approaches to manage, reduce, treat, or recapture stormwater or 
subsurface drainage water? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Will a majority of the funds being requested from the SRF for the project be used to 
implement reuse or recycling wastewater, stormwater, or subsurface drainage water? If yes, 
please explain. 

No 0.00 

       Rating: 32.00 

         
 



 

Authority:   Taylor      

PIF #: 12269 Program: CWSRF PPL Year: 2018 

Related PIFs:    

Project Name:  Taylor Storm Water Improvements: Various Locations 

Project Type:  Nonpoint Source Project Phase:  Acquisition Design & Construction 

Project Description:  The City of Taylor has experienced continued flooding events over its history. The significant flooding that 
occurred during the May 2015 Memorial Day storm event compounded with previous events has impacted many single family 
structures around the City. Halff was hired by the City to conduct preliminary analysis of locations all over the City in order to identify 
what improvements and associated costs are needed to mitigate existing structures from continued flooding. Upon completion f the 
preliminary analysis, Halff identified proposed improvements such as new underground storm drain facilities, roadside swales, 
incorporation of curb and gutter for certain rural roadways, proposed FEM floodplain modifications and maintenance, and regional 
detention facility. The storm water projects as part of this application will improve routing of runoff, reduce peak discharge volumes, 
remove approximately 65 existing structures from local and FEMA floodplains, all resulting in improved public safety and welfare for 
the citizens of Taylor. The proposed project funding requested as part of this application includes acquisition (easements), design and 
construction.  

 

 Start Date Completion 
Date 

Phase Cost  

Planning:   $0.00 Green Project:   No 

Acquisition:  11/01/2019 $482,000.00 Green Amount:   $0.00 

Design:   $540,000.00  

Est. 
Construction: 

11/01/2019 11/01/2020 $4,532,000.00  

 

Project Rating:        

Criteria 
 

     Answer Score 

Sec. 212 - Is the work required by a schedule that is imposed by court order, EPA administrative 
order,  TCEQ enforcement order, or participation in SSO Initiative? 

N/A 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Does the project involve extending service (centralized or alternative system) to 
populated areas of an existing developed community that are not served by a centralized 
collection system? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Has a public health official found that a nuisance dangerous to public health and safety 
exists resulting from water supply and sanitation problems in the area to be served by the project? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Is a water body impacted by the proposed project listed in a Watershed Protection Plan 
that is under development or has been accepted by the TCEQ or TSSWCB? 

  

Sec. 212 - Will the project include innovative or alternative types of collection or treatment 
technology? 

  

Sec. 212 - Does the project involve more stringent permit limitations?   

Sec. 212 - Does the project result in regionalization?  (See specific criteria)   

Sec. 212 - Does the proposed project involve a facility that requires expansion of its hydraulic 
capacity or removal of extraneous flow? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - The proposed project impacts a water body that does not meet applicable water quality 
standards. (refer to water bodies listed as Category 4a, 5a, 5b, or 5c in the latest Watershed 
Action Planning Strategy Table).  

  

Sec. 319 - Has a public health official found that a nuisance dangerous to public health and safety 
exists resulting from water supply and sanitation problems in the area to be served by the 
proposed project? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 319 - Does a threat exist to an aquifer or groundwater that may be impacted by the proposed 
project? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 319 - Is a water body impacted by the proposed project listed in a Watershed Protection Plan 
that is under development or has been accepted by the TCEQ or TSSWCB? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 319 - The proposed project impacts a water body that does not meet applicable water quality 
standards. (refer to water bodies listed as Category 4a, 5a, 5b, or 5c in the latest Watershed 
Action Planning Strategy Table).  

No 0.00 



Sec. 319 - Does the project include stream bank restoration or contain elements of Low Impact 
Development, such as vegetated filter strips, bio-retention, rain gardens, or porous pavement? 

Yes 30.00 

Sec. 320 - Does the project restore, protect, and enhance coastal natural resources?   

Sec. 320 - Does the project improve water quality?   

Sec. 320 - Does the project enhance public access?   

Sec. 320 - Does the project improve onshore infrastructure and environmental management?   

Sec. 320 - Does the project mitigate erosion and stabilize shorelines?   

Sec. 320 - Does the project educate the public on the importance of coastal natural resources?   

All Proj. - In the past 5 years, has an asset management plan been adopted by the entity’s 
governing body? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Is the entity planning to prepare an asset management plan as part of the proposed 
project? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Has asset management training been administered to the entity’s governing body and 
employees? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Does the proposed project address specific targets, goals, or measures in a water 
conservation or drought contingency plan that has been adopted by the entity’s governing body 
within the past 5 years? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Does the proposed project address specific goals in a system-wide or plant-wide energy 
assessment, audit, or optimization study that has been conducted within the past three years? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Does the proposed project implement elements contained in a state or regional water 
plan, integrated water resource management plan, regional facility plan, regionalization or 
consolidation plan, or TMDL implementation plan? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Entity qualifies as a disadvantaged community. No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Will a majority of the funds being requested from the SRF for the project be used to 
implement measures to reduce the demand for publically owned treatment works capacity through 
water conservation, efficiency, or reuse? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - For a qualified nonprofit, will a majority of the funds being requested from the SRF for 
the project be used to assist owners and operators of small and medium POTWs? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Will a majority of the funds being requested from the SRF for the project be used to 
implement innovative approaches to manage, reduce, treat, or recapture stormwater or 
subsurface drainage water? 

Yes 15.00 

All Proj. - Will a majority of the funds being requested from the SRF for the project be used to 
implement reuse or recycling wastewater, stormwater, or subsurface drainage water? If yes, 
please explain. 

No 0.00 

       Rating: 45.00 

         
 



 

Authority:   Valley MUD # 2      

PIF #: 12270 Program: CWSRF PPL Year: 2018 

Related PIFs:    

Project Name:  Wastewater Collection Rehabilitation Project 

Project Type:  POTW Project Phase:  Planning Design & Construction 

Project Description:  Valley Municipal Utility District No. 2 (VMUD2) is proposing a much needed sanitary sewer collection system 
rehabilitation project to improve or replace portions of th aging and deteriorating collection system. The project includes the lining or 
replacing of approximately 19,800 linear feet of VC pipe with HDPE, CIPP or PVC and approximately 45 manholes. The existing 
collection system, originally installed in the 1970's, includes VC collection pipe which over time has shifted and altered the original 
designed slope resulting in flat, shallow, or reverse grades. The existing grades do not meet the current TCEQ minimum slope 
requirements causing system backups and low-velocity flow rates. These affects will eventually lead to the creation of toxic and 
destructive gases which will lead to further deterioration of the collection system and potential system failure. The proposed project will 
require both design and construction funds to complete the improvements.  

 

 Start Date Completion 
Date 

Phase Cost  

Planning:   $27,160.00 Green Project:   No 

Acquisition:   $0.00 Green Amount:   $0.00 

Design:   $236,000.00  

Est. 
Construction: 

01/01/2018 12/01/2018 $3,329,000.00  

 

Project Rating:        

Criteria 
 

     Answer Score 

Sec. 212 - Is the work required by a schedule that is imposed by court order, EPA administrative 
order,  TCEQ enforcement order, or participation in SSO Initiative? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Does the project involve extending service (centralized or alternative system) to 
populated areas of an existing developed community that are not served by a centralized 
collection system? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Has a public health official found that a nuisance dangerous to public health and safety 
exists resulting from water supply and sanitation problems in the area to be served by the project? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Is a water body impacted by the proposed project listed in a Watershed Protection Plan 
that is under development or has been accepted by the TCEQ or TSSWCB? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Will the project include innovative or alternative types of collection or treatment 
technology? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Does the project involve more stringent permit limitations? No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Does the project result in regionalization?  (See specific criteria) No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Does the proposed project involve a facility that requires expansion of its hydraulic 
capacity or removal of extraneous flow? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - The proposed project impacts a water body that does not meet applicable water quality 
standards. (refer to water bodies listed as Category 4a, 5a, 5b, or 5c in the latest Watershed 
Action Planning Strategy Table).  

Priority 5c 20.00 

Sec. 319 - Has a public health official found that a nuisance dangerous to public health and safety 
exists resulting from water supply and sanitation problems in the area to be served by the 
proposed project? 

  

Sec. 319 - Does a threat exist to an aquifer or groundwater that may be impacted by the proposed 
project? 

  

Sec. 319 - Is a water body impacted by the proposed project listed in a Watershed Protection Plan 
that is under development or has been accepted by the TCEQ or TSSWCB? 

  

Sec. 319 - The proposed project impacts a water body that does not meet applicable water quality 
standards. (refer to water bodies listed as Category 4a, 5a, 5b, or 5c in the latest Watershed 
Action Planning Strategy Table).  

  

Sec. 319 - Does the project include stream bank restoration or contain elements of Low Impact 
Development, such as vegetated filter strips, bio-retention, rain gardens, or porous pavement? 

  

Sec. 320 - Does the project restore, protect, and enhance coastal natural resources?   



Sec. 320 - Does the project improve water quality?   

Sec. 320 - Does the project enhance public access?   

Sec. 320 - Does the project improve onshore infrastructure and environmental management?   

Sec. 320 - Does the project mitigate erosion and stabilize shorelines?   

Sec. 320 - Does the project educate the public on the importance of coastal natural resources?   

All Proj. - In the past 5 years, has an asset management plan been adopted by the entity’s 
governing body? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Is the entity planning to prepare an asset management plan as part of the proposed 
project? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Has asset management training been administered to the entity’s governing body and 
employees? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Does the proposed project address specific targets, goals, or measures in a water 
conservation or drought contingency plan that has been adopted by the entity’s governing body 
within the past 5 years? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Does the proposed project address specific goals in a system-wide or plant-wide energy 
assessment, audit, or optimization study that has been conducted within the past three years? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Does the proposed project implement elements contained in a state or regional water 
plan, integrated water resource management plan, regional facility plan, regionalization or 
consolidation plan, or TMDL implementation plan? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Entity qualifies as a disadvantaged community. No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Will a majority of the funds being requested from the SRF for the project be used to 
implement measures to reduce the demand for publically owned treatment works capacity through 
water conservation, efficiency, or reuse? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - For a qualified nonprofit, will a majority of the funds being requested from the SRF for 
the project be used to assist owners and operators of small and medium POTWs? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Will a majority of the funds being requested from the SRF for the project be used to 
implement innovative approaches to manage, reduce, treat, or recapture stormwater or 
subsurface drainage water? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Will a majority of the funds being requested from the SRF for the project be used to 
implement reuse or recycling wastewater, stormwater, or subsurface drainage water? If yes, 
please explain. 

No 0.00 

       Rating: 20.00 

         
 



 

Authority:   Vernon      

PIF #: 12271 Program: CWSRF PPL Year: 2018 

Related PIFs:    

Project Name:  WWTP Improvements 

Project Type:  POTW Project Phase:  Planning Design & Construction 

Project Description:  The project in the IUP includes improvements to the City's WWTP.  The plant aged and almost every plant is 
need of rehabilitation or replacement.  The attached Notice of Violation list shows that the plant has had instances in the past few 
years of failing to meet permit limits.  This is due to the dilapidated state of many plant components.  The City is proposing, to 
rehabilitate both the primary and secondary clarifier, add a second primary clarifier, replace headworks units including, grit removal 
and bar screen, rehabilitate the main lift station, rehabilitate the existing sand filers, replace the belt press and rehabilitate and add 
control and automation processes throughout the plant.  The City is also proposing to install 8 miles of treated effluent line from the 
WWTP for beneficial reuse. 

 

 Start Date Completion 
Date 

Phase Cost  

Planning:   $250,000.00 Green Project:   No 

Acquisition:   $0.00 Green Amount:   $0.00 

Design:   $440,000.00  

Est. 
Construction: 

06/01/2019 06/01/2020 $6,010,000.00  

 

Project Rating:        

Criteria 
 

     Answer Score 

Sec. 212 - Is the work required by a schedule that is imposed by court order, EPA administrative 
order,  TCEQ enforcement order, or participation in SSO Initiative? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Does the project involve extending service (centralized or alternative system) to 
populated areas of an existing developed community that are not served by a centralized 
collection system? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Has a public health official found that a nuisance dangerous to public health and safety 
exists resulting from water supply and sanitation problems in the area to be served by the project? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Is a water body impacted by the proposed project listed in a Watershed Protection Plan 
that is under development or has been accepted by the TCEQ or TSSWCB? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Will the project include innovative or alternative types of collection or treatment 
technology? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Does the project involve more stringent permit limitations? Yes 30.00 

Sec. 212 - Does the project result in regionalization?  (See specific criteria) No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Does the proposed project involve a facility that requires expansion of its hydraulic 
capacity or removal of extraneous flow? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - The proposed project impacts a water body that does not meet applicable water quality 
standards. (refer to water bodies listed as Category 4a, 5a, 5b, or 5c in the latest Watershed 
Action Planning Strategy Table).  

No 0.00 

Sec. 319 - Has a public health official found that a nuisance dangerous to public health and safety 
exists resulting from water supply and sanitation problems in the area to be served by the 
proposed project? 

  

Sec. 319 - Does a threat exist to an aquifer or groundwater that may be impacted by the proposed 
project? 

  

Sec. 319 - Is a water body impacted by the proposed project listed in a Watershed Protection Plan 
that is under development or has been accepted by the TCEQ or TSSWCB? 

  

Sec. 319 - The proposed project impacts a water body that does not meet applicable water quality 
standards. (refer to water bodies listed as Category 4a, 5a, 5b, or 5c in the latest Watershed 
Action Planning Strategy Table).  

  

Sec. 319 - Does the project include stream bank restoration or contain elements of Low Impact 
Development, such as vegetated filter strips, bio-retention, rain gardens, or porous pavement? 

  

Sec. 320 - Does the project restore, protect, and enhance coastal natural resources?   



Sec. 320 - Does the project improve water quality?   

Sec. 320 - Does the project enhance public access?   

Sec. 320 - Does the project improve onshore infrastructure and environmental management?   

Sec. 320 - Does the project mitigate erosion and stabilize shorelines?   

Sec. 320 - Does the project educate the public on the importance of coastal natural resources?   

All Proj. - In the past 5 years, has an asset management plan been adopted by the entity’s 
governing body? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Is the entity planning to prepare an asset management plan as part of the proposed 
project? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Has asset management training been administered to the entity’s governing body and 
employees? 

Yes 1.00 

All Proj. - Does the proposed project address specific targets, goals, or measures in a water 
conservation or drought contingency plan that has been adopted by the entity’s governing body 
within the past 5 years? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Does the proposed project address specific goals in a system-wide or plant-wide energy 
assessment, audit, or optimization study that has been conducted within the past three years? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Does the proposed project implement elements contained in a state or regional water 
plan, integrated water resource management plan, regional facility plan, regionalization or 
consolidation plan, or TMDL implementation plan? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Entity qualifies as a disadvantaged community. Yes 10.00 

Sec. 212 - Will a majority of the funds being requested from the SRF for the project be used to 
implement measures to reduce the demand for publically owned treatment works capacity through 
water conservation, efficiency, or reuse? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - For a qualified nonprofit, will a majority of the funds being requested from the SRF for 
the project be used to assist owners and operators of small and medium POTWs? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Will a majority of the funds being requested from the SRF for the project be used to 
implement innovative approaches to manage, reduce, treat, or recapture stormwater or 
subsurface drainage water? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Will a majority of the funds being requested from the SRF for the project be used to 
implement reuse or recycling wastewater, stormwater, or subsurface drainage water? If yes, 
please explain. 

No 0.00 

       Rating: 41.00 

         
 



 

Authority:   Acton MUD      

PIF #: 12326 Program: CWSRF PPL Year: 2018 

Related PIFs:    

Project Name:  WWTP #2 (Pecan Plantation) Expansion 

Project Type:  POTW Project Phase:  Planning Design & Construction 

Project Description:  Existing facilities at the Pecan Plantation WWTP will need to be expanded in order to effectively and efficiently 
process additional flows due to growth in the system. 

 

 Start Date Completion 
Date 

Phase Cost  

Planning:   $321,000.00 Green Project:   Yes-BC 

Acquisition:   $0.00 Green Amount:   $6,652,000.00 

Design:   $478,000.00  

Est. 
Construction: 

03/04/2019 12/25/2020 $5,853,000.00  

 

Project Rating:        

Criteria 
 

     Answer Score 

Sec. 212 - Is the work required by a schedule that is imposed by court order, EPA administrative 
order,  TCEQ enforcement order, or participation in SSO Initiative? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Does the project involve extending service (centralized or alternative system) to 
populated areas of an existing developed community that are not served by a centralized 
collection system? 

Yes 11.00 

Sec. 212 - Has a public health official found that a nuisance dangerous to public health and safety 
exists resulting from water supply and sanitation problems in the area to be served by the project? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Is a water body impacted by the proposed project listed in a Watershed Protection Plan 
that is under development or has been accepted by the TCEQ or TSSWCB? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Will the project include innovative or alternative types of collection or treatment 
technology? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Does the project involve more stringent permit limitations? No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Does the project result in regionalization?  (See specific criteria) No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Does the proposed project involve a facility that requires expansion of its hydraulic 
capacity or removal of extraneous flow? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - The proposed project impacts a water body that does not meet applicable water quality 
standards. (refer to water bodies listed as Category 4a, 5a, 5b, or 5c in the latest Watershed 
Action Planning Strategy Table).  

No 0.00 

Sec. 319 - Has a public health official found that a nuisance dangerous to public health and safety 
exists resulting from water supply and sanitation problems in the area to be served by the 
proposed project? 

  

Sec. 319 - Does a threat exist to an aquifer or groundwater that may be impacted by the proposed 
project? 

  

Sec. 319 - Is a water body impacted by the proposed project listed in a Watershed Protection Plan 
that is under development or has been accepted by the TCEQ or TSSWCB? 

  

Sec. 319 - The proposed project impacts a water body that does not meet applicable water quality 
standards. (refer to water bodies listed as Category 4a, 5a, 5b, or 5c in the latest Watershed 
Action Planning Strategy Table).  

  

Sec. 319 - Does the project include stream bank restoration or contain elements of Low Impact 
Development, such as vegetated filter strips, bio-retention, rain gardens, or porous pavement? 

  

Sec. 320 - Does the project restore, protect, and enhance coastal natural resources?   

Sec. 320 - Does the project improve water quality?   

Sec. 320 - Does the project enhance public access?   

Sec. 320 - Does the project improve onshore infrastructure and environmental management?   



Sec. 320 - Does the project mitigate erosion and stabilize shorelines?   

Sec. 320 - Does the project educate the public on the importance of coastal natural resources?   

All Proj. - In the past 5 years, has an asset management plan been adopted by the entity’s 
governing body? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Is the entity planning to prepare an asset management plan as part of the proposed 
project? 

Yes 1.00 

All Proj. - Has asset management training been administered to the entity’s governing body and 
employees? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Does the proposed project address specific targets, goals, or measures in a water 
conservation or drought contingency plan that has been adopted by the entity’s governing body 
within the past 5 years? 

Yes 1.00 

All Proj. - Does the proposed project address specific goals in a system-wide or plant-wide energy 
assessment, audit, or optimization study that has been conducted within the past three years? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Does the proposed project implement elements contained in a state or regional water 
plan, integrated water resource management plan, regional facility plan, regionalization or 
consolidation plan, or TMDL implementation plan? 

Yes 2.00 

All Proj. - Entity qualifies as a disadvantaged community. No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Will a majority of the funds being requested from the SRF for the project be used to 
implement measures to reduce the demand for publically owned treatment works capacity through 
water conservation, efficiency, or reuse? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - For a qualified nonprofit, will a majority of the funds being requested from the SRF for 
the project be used to assist owners and operators of small and medium POTWs? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Will a majority of the funds being requested from the SRF for the project be used to 
implement innovative approaches to manage, reduce, treat, or recapture stormwater or 
subsurface drainage water? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Will a majority of the funds being requested from the SRF for the project be used to 
implement reuse or recycling wastewater, stormwater, or subsurface drainage water? If yes, 
please explain. 

No 0.00 

       Rating: 15.00 

         
 



 

Authority:   Acton MUD      

PIF #: 12327 Program: CWSRF PPL Year: 2018 

Related PIFs:    

Project Name:  AMUD 2018 Collection System Improvements 

Project Type:  POTW Project Phase:  Planning Design & Construction 

Project Description:  Acton MUD is proposing to expand their sewer collection system to include several neighborhoods near Lake 
Granbury which are currently served by old, dilapidated, leaking septic tanks. 

 

 Start Date Completion 
Date 

Phase Cost  

Planning:   $318,000.00 Green Project:   Yes-BC 

Acquisition:   $0.00 Green Amount:   $12,060,000.00 

Design:   $716,000.00  

Est. 
Construction: 

03/04/2019 04/24/2020 $11,026,000.00  

 

Project Rating:        

Criteria 
 

     Answer Score 

Sec. 212 - Is the work required by a schedule that is imposed by court order, EPA administrative 
order,  TCEQ enforcement order, or participation in SSO Initiative? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Does the project involve extending service (centralized or alternative system) to 
populated areas of an existing developed community that are not served by a centralized 
collection system? 

Yes 11.00 

Sec. 212 - Has a public health official found that a nuisance dangerous to public health and safety 
exists resulting from water supply and sanitation problems in the area to be served by the project? 

N/A 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Is a water body impacted by the proposed project listed in a Watershed Protection Plan 
that is under development or has been accepted by the TCEQ or TSSWCB? 

Accepted 10.00 

Sec. 212 - Will the project include innovative or alternative types of collection or treatment 
technology? 

Yes 15.00 

Sec. 212 - Does the project involve more stringent permit limitations? No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Does the project result in regionalization?  (See specific criteria) Yes 10.00 

Sec. 212 - Does the proposed project involve a facility that requires expansion of its hydraulic 
capacity or removal of extraneous flow? 

N/A 0.00 

Sec. 212 - The proposed project impacts a water body that does not meet applicable water quality 
standards. (refer to water bodies listed as Category 4a, 5a, 5b, or 5c in the latest Watershed 
Action Planning Strategy Table).  

No 0.00 

Sec. 319 - Has a public health official found that a nuisance dangerous to public health and safety 
exists resulting from water supply and sanitation problems in the area to be served by the 
proposed project? 

  

Sec. 319 - Does a threat exist to an aquifer or groundwater that may be impacted by the proposed 
project? 

  

Sec. 319 - Is a water body impacted by the proposed project listed in a Watershed Protection Plan 
that is under development or has been accepted by the TCEQ or TSSWCB? 

  

Sec. 319 - The proposed project impacts a water body that does not meet applicable water quality 
standards. (refer to water bodies listed as Category 4a, 5a, 5b, or 5c in the latest Watershed 
Action Planning Strategy Table).  

  

Sec. 319 - Does the project include stream bank restoration or contain elements of Low Impact 
Development, such as vegetated filter strips, bio-retention, rain gardens, or porous pavement? 

  

Sec. 320 - Does the project restore, protect, and enhance coastal natural resources?   

Sec. 320 - Does the project improve water quality?   

Sec. 320 - Does the project enhance public access?   

Sec. 320 - Does the project improve onshore infrastructure and environmental management?   



Sec. 320 - Does the project mitigate erosion and stabilize shorelines?   

Sec. 320 - Does the project educate the public on the importance of coastal natural resources?   

All Proj. - In the past 5 years, has an asset management plan been adopted by the entity’s 
governing body? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Is the entity planning to prepare an asset management plan as part of the proposed 
project? 

Yes 1.00 

All Proj. - Has asset management training been administered to the entity’s governing body and 
employees? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Does the proposed project address specific targets, goals, or measures in a water 
conservation or drought contingency plan that has been adopted by the entity’s governing body 
within the past 5 years? 

Yes 1.00 

All Proj. - Does the proposed project address specific goals in a system-wide or plant-wide energy 
assessment, audit, or optimization study that has been conducted within the past three years? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Does the proposed project implement elements contained in a state or regional water 
plan, integrated water resource management plan, regional facility plan, regionalization or 
consolidation plan, or TMDL implementation plan? 

Yes 2.00 

All Proj. - Entity qualifies as a disadvantaged community. No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Will a majority of the funds being requested from the SRF for the project be used to 
implement measures to reduce the demand for publically owned treatment works capacity through 
water conservation, efficiency, or reuse? 

Yes 5.00 

Sec. 212 - For a qualified nonprofit, will a majority of the funds being requested from the SRF for 
the project be used to assist owners and operators of small and medium POTWs? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Will a majority of the funds being requested from the SRF for the project be used to 
implement innovative approaches to manage, reduce, treat, or recapture stormwater or 
subsurface drainage water? 

  

All Proj. - Will a majority of the funds being requested from the SRF for the project be used to 
implement reuse or recycling wastewater, stormwater, or subsurface drainage water? If yes, 
please explain. 

  

       Rating: 55.00 

         
 



 

Authority:   Acton MUD      

PIF #: 12328 Program: CWSRF PPL Year: 2018 

Related PIFs:    

Project Name:  WWTP No. 1 (De Cordova Bend) Expansion 

Project Type:  POTW Project Phase:  Construction 

Project Description:  The areas serviced by the AMUD's De Cordova Bend Wastewater Treatment Plant (WWTP No. 1) are 
continuing to grow and expand.  The WWTP expansion is necessary to treat the additional flows that will be produced due to the new 
developments in this area. AMUD is requesting funding for construction in this funding cycle. 

 

 Start Date Completion 
Date 

Phase Cost  

Planning:   $0.00 Green Project:   Yes-BC 

Acquisition:   $0.00 Green Amount:   $8,065,000.00 

Design:  08/25/2017 $0.00  

Est. 
Construction: 

03/02/2018 12/27/2019 $8,065,000.00  

 

Project Rating:        

Criteria 
 

     Answer Score 

Sec. 212 - Is the work required by a schedule that is imposed by court order, EPA administrative 
order,  TCEQ enforcement order, or participation in SSO Initiative? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Does the project involve extending service (centralized or alternative system) to 
populated areas of an existing developed community that are not served by a centralized 
collection system? 

Yes 11.00 

Sec. 212 - Has a public health official found that a nuisance dangerous to public health and safety 
exists resulting from water supply and sanitation problems in the area to be served by the project? 

N/A 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Is a water body impacted by the proposed project listed in a Watershed Protection Plan 
that is under development or has been accepted by the TCEQ or TSSWCB? 

Accepted 10.00 

Sec. 212 - Will the project include innovative or alternative types of collection or treatment 
technology? 

N/A 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Does the project involve more stringent permit limitations? No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Does the project result in regionalization?  (See specific criteria) No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Does the proposed project involve a facility that requires expansion of its hydraulic 
capacity or removal of extraneous flow? 

% permitted 
capacity is ≥ 
90% and proj. 
improves 
problem 

30.00 

Sec. 212 - The proposed project impacts a water body that does not meet applicable water quality 
standards. (refer to water bodies listed as Category 4a, 5a, 5b, or 5c in the latest Watershed 
Action Planning Strategy Table).  

No 0.00 

Sec. 319 - Has a public health official found that a nuisance dangerous to public health and safety 
exists resulting from water supply and sanitation problems in the area to be served by the 
proposed project? 

  

Sec. 319 - Does a threat exist to an aquifer or groundwater that may be impacted by the proposed 
project? 

  

Sec. 319 - Is a water body impacted by the proposed project listed in a Watershed Protection Plan 
that is under development or has been accepted by the TCEQ or TSSWCB? 

  

Sec. 319 - The proposed project impacts a water body that does not meet applicable water quality 
standards. (refer to water bodies listed as Category 4a, 5a, 5b, or 5c in the latest Watershed 
Action Planning Strategy Table).  

  

Sec. 319 - Does the project include stream bank restoration or contain elements of Low Impact 
Development, such as vegetated filter strips, bio-retention, rain gardens, or porous pavement? 

  

Sec. 320 - Does the project restore, protect, and enhance coastal natural resources?   

Sec. 320 - Does the project improve water quality?   



Sec. 320 - Does the project enhance public access?   

Sec. 320 - Does the project improve onshore infrastructure and environmental management?   

Sec. 320 - Does the project mitigate erosion and stabilize shorelines?   

Sec. 320 - Does the project educate the public on the importance of coastal natural resources?   

All Proj. - In the past 5 years, has an asset management plan been adopted by the entity’s 
governing body? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Is the entity planning to prepare an asset management plan as part of the proposed 
project? 

Yes 1.00 

All Proj. - Has asset management training been administered to the entity’s governing body and 
employees? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Does the proposed project address specific targets, goals, or measures in a water 
conservation or drought contingency plan that has been adopted by the entity’s governing body 
within the past 5 years? 

Yes 1.00 

All Proj. - Does the proposed project address specific goals in a system-wide or plant-wide energy 
assessment, audit, or optimization study that has been conducted within the past three years? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Does the proposed project implement elements contained in a state or regional water 
plan, integrated water resource management plan, regional facility plan, regionalization or 
consolidation plan, or TMDL implementation plan? 

Yes 2.00 

All Proj. - Entity qualifies as a disadvantaged community. No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Will a majority of the funds being requested from the SRF for the project be used to 
implement measures to reduce the demand for publically owned treatment works capacity through 
water conservation, efficiency, or reuse? 

Yes 5.00 

Sec. 212 - For a qualified nonprofit, will a majority of the funds being requested from the SRF for 
the project be used to assist owners and operators of small and medium POTWs? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Will a majority of the funds being requested from the SRF for the project be used to 
implement innovative approaches to manage, reduce, treat, or recapture stormwater or 
subsurface drainage water? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Will a majority of the funds being requested from the SRF for the project be used to 
implement reuse or recycling wastewater, stormwater, or subsurface drainage water? If yes, 
please explain. 

Yes 5.00 

       Rating: 65.00 

         
 



 

Authority:   Albany      

PIF #: 12329 Program: CWSRF PPL Year: 2018 

Related PIFs:    

Project Name:  Albany 2018 Wastewater System Improvements 

Project Type:  POTW Project Phase:  Planning Design & Construction 

Project Description:  The City of Albany needs to replace or rehab multiple components of its collection system and WWTP. 

 

 Start Date Completion 
Date 

Phase Cost  

Planning:   $432,000.00 Green Project:   Yes-BC 

Acquisition:   $0.00 Green Amount:   $7,995,000.00 

Design:   $401,000.00  

Est. 
Construction: 

09/03/2018 08/30/2019 $7,162,000.00  

 

Project Rating:        

Criteria 
 

     Answer Score 

Sec. 212 - Is the work required by a schedule that is imposed by court order, EPA administrative 
order,  TCEQ enforcement order, or participation in SSO Initiative? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Does the project involve extending service (centralized or alternative system) to 
populated areas of an existing developed community that are not served by a centralized 
collection system? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Has a public health official found that a nuisance dangerous to public health and safety 
exists resulting from water supply and sanitation problems in the area to be served by the project? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Is a water body impacted by the proposed project listed in a Watershed Protection Plan 
that is under development or has been accepted by the TCEQ or TSSWCB? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Will the project include innovative or alternative types of collection or treatment 
technology? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Does the project involve more stringent permit limitations? N/A 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Does the project result in regionalization?  (See specific criteria) N/A 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Does the proposed project involve a facility that requires expansion of its hydraulic 
capacity or removal of extraneous flow? 

% permitted 
capacity is ≥ 
65% and < 
75% and proj. 
improves 
problem 

15.00 

Sec. 212 - The proposed project impacts a water body that does not meet applicable water quality 
standards. (refer to water bodies listed as Category 4a, 5a, 5b, or 5c in the latest Watershed 
Action Planning Strategy Table).  

No 0.00 

Sec. 319 - Has a public health official found that a nuisance dangerous to public health and safety 
exists resulting from water supply and sanitation problems in the area to be served by the 
proposed project? 

  

Sec. 319 - Does a threat exist to an aquifer or groundwater that may be impacted by the proposed 
project? 

  

Sec. 319 - Is a water body impacted by the proposed project listed in a Watershed Protection Plan 
that is under development or has been accepted by the TCEQ or TSSWCB? 

  

Sec. 319 - The proposed project impacts a water body that does not meet applicable water quality 
standards. (refer to water bodies listed as Category 4a, 5a, 5b, or 5c in the latest Watershed 
Action Planning Strategy Table).  

  

Sec. 319 - Does the project include stream bank restoration or contain elements of Low Impact 
Development, such as vegetated filter strips, bio-retention, rain gardens, or porous pavement? 

  

Sec. 320 - Does the project restore, protect, and enhance coastal natural resources?   

Sec. 320 - Does the project improve water quality?   



Sec. 320 - Does the project enhance public access?   

Sec. 320 - Does the project improve onshore infrastructure and environmental management?   

Sec. 320 - Does the project mitigate erosion and stabilize shorelines?   

Sec. 320 - Does the project educate the public on the importance of coastal natural resources?   

All Proj. - In the past 5 years, has an asset management plan been adopted by the entity’s 
governing body? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Is the entity planning to prepare an asset management plan as part of the proposed 
project? 

Yes 1.00 

All Proj. - Has asset management training been administered to the entity’s governing body and 
employees? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Does the proposed project address specific targets, goals, or measures in a water 
conservation or drought contingency plan that has been adopted by the entity’s governing body 
within the past 5 years? 

Yes 1.00 

All Proj. - Does the proposed project address specific goals in a system-wide or plant-wide energy 
assessment, audit, or optimization study that has been conducted within the past three years? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Does the proposed project implement elements contained in a state or regional water 
plan, integrated water resource management plan, regional facility plan, regionalization or 
consolidation plan, or TMDL implementation plan? 

Yes 2.00 

All Proj. - Entity qualifies as a disadvantaged community. No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Will a majority of the funds being requested from the SRF for the project be used to 
implement measures to reduce the demand for publically owned treatment works capacity through 
water conservation, efficiency, or reuse? 

Yes 5.00 

Sec. 212 - For a qualified nonprofit, will a majority of the funds being requested from the SRF for 
the project be used to assist owners and operators of small and medium POTWs? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Will a majority of the funds being requested from the SRF for the project be used to 
implement innovative approaches to manage, reduce, treat, or recapture stormwater or 
subsurface drainage water? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Will a majority of the funds being requested from the SRF for the project be used to 
implement reuse or recycling wastewater, stormwater, or subsurface drainage water? If yes, 
please explain. 

Yes 5.00 

       Rating: 29.00 

         
 



 

Authority:   Alma      

PIF #: 12330 Program: CWSRF PPL Year: 2018 

Related PIFs:    

Project Name:  Construct New Wastewater Treatment Plant and Collection System 

Project Type:  POTW Project Phase:  P A D & Construction 

Project Description:  The new plant and collection systems will serve residences and business that are currently on local septic 
facilties. The new system will collect and treat wastewater from future developments.  

 

 Start Date Completion 
Date 

Phase Cost  

Planning:   $200,000.00 Green Project:   No 

Acquisition:  12/31/2017 $65,000.00 Green Amount:   $0.00 

Design:   $250,000.00  

Est. 
Construction: 

06/01/2018 04/30/2019 $4,040,000.00  

 

Project Rating:        

Criteria 
 

     Answer Score 

Sec. 212 - Is the work required by a schedule that is imposed by court order, EPA administrative 
order,  TCEQ enforcement order, or participation in SSO Initiative? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Does the project involve extending service (centralized or alternative system) to 
populated areas of an existing developed community that are not served by a centralized 
collection system? 

Yes 11.00 

Sec. 212 - Has a public health official found that a nuisance dangerous to public health and safety 
exists resulting from water supply and sanitation problems in the area to be served by the project? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Is a water body impacted by the proposed project listed in a Watershed Protection Plan 
that is under development or has been accepted by the TCEQ or TSSWCB? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Will the project include innovative or alternative types of collection or treatment 
technology? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Does the project involve more stringent permit limitations? N/A 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Does the project result in regionalization?  (See specific criteria) No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Does the proposed project involve a facility that requires expansion of its hydraulic 
capacity or removal of extraneous flow? 

N/A 0.00 

Sec. 212 - The proposed project impacts a water body that does not meet applicable water quality 
standards. (refer to water bodies listed as Category 4a, 5a, 5b, or 5c in the latest Watershed 
Action Planning Strategy Table).  

N/A 0.00 

Sec. 319 - Has a public health official found that a nuisance dangerous to public health and safety 
exists resulting from water supply and sanitation problems in the area to be served by the 
proposed project? 

  

Sec. 319 - Does a threat exist to an aquifer or groundwater that may be impacted by the proposed 
project? 

  

Sec. 319 - Is a water body impacted by the proposed project listed in a Watershed Protection Plan 
that is under development or has been accepted by the TCEQ or TSSWCB? 

  

Sec. 319 - The proposed project impacts a water body that does not meet applicable water quality 
standards. (refer to water bodies listed as Category 4a, 5a, 5b, or 5c in the latest Watershed 
Action Planning Strategy Table).  

  

Sec. 319 - Does the project include stream bank restoration or contain elements of Low Impact 
Development, such as vegetated filter strips, bio-retention, rain gardens, or porous pavement? 

  

Sec. 320 - Does the project restore, protect, and enhance coastal natural resources?   

Sec. 320 - Does the project improve water quality?   

Sec. 320 - Does the project enhance public access?   

Sec. 320 - Does the project improve onshore infrastructure and environmental management?   



Sec. 320 - Does the project mitigate erosion and stabilize shorelines?   

Sec. 320 - Does the project educate the public on the importance of coastal natural resources?   

All Proj. - In the past 5 years, has an asset management plan been adopted by the entity’s 
governing body? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Is the entity planning to prepare an asset management plan as part of the proposed 
project? 

Yes 1.00 

All Proj. - Has asset management training been administered to the entity’s governing body and 
employees? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Does the proposed project address specific targets, goals, or measures in a water 
conservation or drought contingency plan that has been adopted by the entity’s governing body 
within the past 5 years? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Does the proposed project address specific goals in a system-wide or plant-wide energy 
assessment, audit, or optimization study that has been conducted within the past three years? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Does the proposed project implement elements contained in a state or regional water 
plan, integrated water resource management plan, regional facility plan, regionalization or 
consolidation plan, or TMDL implementation plan? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Entity qualifies as a disadvantaged community. No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Will a majority of the funds being requested from the SRF for the project be used to 
implement measures to reduce the demand for publically owned treatment works capacity through 
water conservation, efficiency, or reuse? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - For a qualified nonprofit, will a majority of the funds being requested from the SRF for 
the project be used to assist owners and operators of small and medium POTWs? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Will a majority of the funds being requested from the SRF for the project be used to 
implement innovative approaches to manage, reduce, treat, or recapture stormwater or 
subsurface drainage water? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Will a majority of the funds being requested from the SRF for the project be used to 
implement reuse or recycling wastewater, stormwater, or subsurface drainage water? If yes, 
please explain. 

No 0.00 

       Rating: 12.00 

         
 



 

Authority:   Alto      

PIF #: 12331 Program: CWSRF PPL Year: 2018 

Related PIFs:    

Project Name:  Waste Water Treatment Facility Improvements 

Project Type:  POTW Project Phase:  Planning Design & Construction 

Project Description:  Rehabilitation of Primary Aeration Basin, Yard Piping and Influent Lift Station. Installation of new Secondary 
Clarifier. Develop Asset Management Plan. 

 

 Start Date Completion 
Date 

Phase Cost  

Planning:   $41,512.00 Green Project:   No 

Acquisition:   $0.00 Green Amount:   $0.00 

Design:   $177,212.00  

Est. 
Construction: 

06/01/2018 03/01/2019 $1,781,276.00  

 

Project Rating:        

Criteria 
 

     Answer Score 

Sec. 212 - Is the work required by a schedule that is imposed by court order, EPA administrative 
order,  TCEQ enforcement order, or participation in SSO Initiative? 

Orders 30.00 

Sec. 212 - Does the project involve extending service (centralized or alternative system) to 
populated areas of an existing developed community that are not served by a centralized 
collection system? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Has a public health official found that a nuisance dangerous to public health and safety 
exists resulting from water supply and sanitation problems in the area to be served by the project? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Is a water body impacted by the proposed project listed in a Watershed Protection Plan 
that is under development or has been accepted by the TCEQ or TSSWCB? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Will the project include innovative or alternative types of collection or treatment 
technology? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Does the project involve more stringent permit limitations? No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Does the project result in regionalization?  (See specific criteria) No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Does the proposed project involve a facility that requires expansion of its hydraulic 
capacity or removal of extraneous flow? 

% permitted 
capacity is ≥ 
90% and proj. 
improves 
problem 

30.00 

Sec. 212 - The proposed project impacts a water body that does not meet applicable water quality 
standards. (refer to water bodies listed as Category 4a, 5a, 5b, or 5c in the latest Watershed 
Action Planning Strategy Table).  

No 0.00 

Sec. 319 - Has a public health official found that a nuisance dangerous to public health and safety 
exists resulting from water supply and sanitation problems in the area to be served by the 
proposed project? 

  

Sec. 319 - Does a threat exist to an aquifer or groundwater that may be impacted by the proposed 
project? 

  

Sec. 319 - Is a water body impacted by the proposed project listed in a Watershed Protection Plan 
that is under development or has been accepted by the TCEQ or TSSWCB? 

  

Sec. 319 - The proposed project impacts a water body that does not meet applicable water quality 
standards. (refer to water bodies listed as Category 4a, 5a, 5b, or 5c in the latest Watershed 
Action Planning Strategy Table).  

  

Sec. 319 - Does the project include stream bank restoration or contain elements of Low Impact 
Development, such as vegetated filter strips, bio-retention, rain gardens, or porous pavement? 

  

Sec. 320 - Does the project restore, protect, and enhance coastal natural resources?   

Sec. 320 - Does the project improve water quality?   



Sec. 320 - Does the project enhance public access?   

Sec. 320 - Does the project improve onshore infrastructure and environmental management?   

Sec. 320 - Does the project mitigate erosion and stabilize shorelines?   

Sec. 320 - Does the project educate the public on the importance of coastal natural resources?   

All Proj. - In the past 5 years, has an asset management plan been adopted by the entity’s 
governing body? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Is the entity planning to prepare an asset management plan as part of the proposed 
project? 

Yes 1.00 

All Proj. - Has asset management training been administered to the entity’s governing body and 
employees? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Does the proposed project address specific targets, goals, or measures in a water 
conservation or drought contingency plan that has been adopted by the entity’s governing body 
within the past 5 years? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Does the proposed project address specific goals in a system-wide or plant-wide energy 
assessment, audit, or optimization study that has been conducted within the past three years? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Does the proposed project implement elements contained in a state or regional water 
plan, integrated water resource management plan, regional facility plan, regionalization or 
consolidation plan, or TMDL implementation plan? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Entity qualifies as a disadvantaged community. Yes 10.00 

Sec. 212 - Will a majority of the funds being requested from the SRF for the project be used to 
implement measures to reduce the demand for publically owned treatment works capacity through 
water conservation, efficiency, or reuse? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - For a qualified nonprofit, will a majority of the funds being requested from the SRF for 
the project be used to assist owners and operators of small and medium POTWs? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Will a majority of the funds being requested from the SRF for the project be used to 
implement innovative approaches to manage, reduce, treat, or recapture stormwater or 
subsurface drainage water? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Will a majority of the funds being requested from the SRF for the project be used to 
implement reuse or recycling wastewater, stormwater, or subsurface drainage water? If yes, 
please explain. 

No 0.00 

       Rating: 71.00 

         
 



 

Authority:   Alton      

PIF #: 12332 Program: CWSRF PPL Year: 2018 

Related PIFs:    

Project Name:  City of Alton Wastewater Treatment Plant Improvements Project 

Project Type:  POTW Project Phase:  P A D & Construction 

Project Description:  The City of Alton is requesting funding from the Texas Water Development Board in order to construct a 
wastewater treatment plant in their CCN and provide wastewater treatment for existing disadvantaged areas.  

 

 Start Date Completion 
Date 

Phase Cost  

Planning:   $423,500.00 Green Project:   Yes-BC 

Acquisition:   $455,000.00 Green Amount:   $1,557,500.00 

Design:   $786,760.00  

Est. 
Construction: 

01/31/2018 02/28/2019 $10,390,770.00  

 

Project Rating:        

Criteria 
 

     Answer Score 

Sec. 212 - Is the work required by a schedule that is imposed by court order, EPA administrative 
order,  TCEQ enforcement order, or participation in SSO Initiative? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Does the project involve extending service (centralized or alternative system) to 
populated areas of an existing developed community that are not served by a centralized 
collection system? 

Yes 11.00 

Sec. 212 - Has a public health official found that a nuisance dangerous to public health and safety 
exists resulting from water supply and sanitation problems in the area to be served by the project? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Is a water body impacted by the proposed project listed in a Watershed Protection Plan 
that is under development or has been accepted by the TCEQ or TSSWCB? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Will the project include innovative or alternative types of collection or treatment 
technology? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Does the project involve more stringent permit limitations? No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Does the project result in regionalization?  (See specific criteria) No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Does the proposed project involve a facility that requires expansion of its hydraulic 
capacity or removal of extraneous flow? 

N/A 0.00 

Sec. 212 - The proposed project impacts a water body that does not meet applicable water quality 
standards. (refer to water bodies listed as Category 4a, 5a, 5b, or 5c in the latest Watershed 
Action Planning Strategy Table).  

N/A 0.00 

Sec. 319 - Has a public health official found that a nuisance dangerous to public health and safety 
exists resulting from water supply and sanitation problems in the area to be served by the 
proposed project? 

  

Sec. 319 - Does a threat exist to an aquifer or groundwater that may be impacted by the proposed 
project? 

  

Sec. 319 - Is a water body impacted by the proposed project listed in a Watershed Protection Plan 
that is under development or has been accepted by the TCEQ or TSSWCB? 

  

Sec. 319 - The proposed project impacts a water body that does not meet applicable water quality 
standards. (refer to water bodies listed as Category 4a, 5a, 5b, or 5c in the latest Watershed 
Action Planning Strategy Table).  

  

Sec. 319 - Does the project include stream bank restoration or contain elements of Low Impact 
Development, such as vegetated filter strips, bio-retention, rain gardens, or porous pavement? 

  

Sec. 320 - Does the project restore, protect, and enhance coastal natural resources?   

Sec. 320 - Does the project improve water quality?   

Sec. 320 - Does the project enhance public access?   

Sec. 320 - Does the project improve onshore infrastructure and environmental management?   



Sec. 320 - Does the project mitigate erosion and stabilize shorelines?   

Sec. 320 - Does the project educate the public on the importance of coastal natural resources?   

All Proj. - In the past 5 years, has an asset management plan been adopted by the entity’s 
governing body? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Is the entity planning to prepare an asset management plan as part of the proposed 
project? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Has asset management training been administered to the entity’s governing body and 
employees? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Does the proposed project address specific targets, goals, or measures in a water 
conservation or drought contingency plan that has been adopted by the entity’s governing body 
within the past 5 years? 

Yes 1.00 

All Proj. - Does the proposed project address specific goals in a system-wide or plant-wide energy 
assessment, audit, or optimization study that has been conducted within the past three years? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Does the proposed project implement elements contained in a state or regional water 
plan, integrated water resource management plan, regional facility plan, regionalization or 
consolidation plan, or TMDL implementation plan? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Entity qualifies as a disadvantaged community. Yes 10.00 

Sec. 212 - Will a majority of the funds being requested from the SRF for the project be used to 
implement measures to reduce the demand for publically owned treatment works capacity through 
water conservation, efficiency, or reuse? 

Yes 5.00 

Sec. 212 - For a qualified nonprofit, will a majority of the funds being requested from the SRF for 
the project be used to assist owners and operators of small and medium POTWs? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Will a majority of the funds being requested from the SRF for the project be used to 
implement innovative approaches to manage, reduce, treat, or recapture stormwater or 
subsurface drainage water? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Will a majority of the funds being requested from the SRF for the project be used to 
implement reuse or recycling wastewater, stormwater, or subsurface drainage water? If yes, 
please explain. 

No 0.00 

       Rating: 27.00 

         
 



 

Authority:   Brady      

PIF #: 12333 Program: CWSRF PPL Year: 2018 

Related PIFs:    

Project Name:  City of Brady,  WWTP Replacement Project 

Project Type:  POTW Project Phase:  Construction 

Project Description:  WWTP Replacement Project - full replacement of existing WWTP placed into service circa 1963 era with 
minimal beneficial improvements. 

 

 Start Date Completion 
Date 

Phase Cost  

Planning:   $0.00 Green Project:   No 

Acquisition:   $0.00 Green Amount:   $0.00 

Design:   $0.00  

Est. 
Construction: 

12/31/2018 01/22/2021 $9,000,000.00  

 

Project Rating:        

Criteria 
 

     Answer Score 

Sec. 212 - Is the work required by a schedule that is imposed by court order, EPA administrative 
order,  TCEQ enforcement order, or participation in SSO Initiative? 

Orders 30.00 

Sec. 212 - Does the project involve extending service (centralized or alternative system) to 
populated areas of an existing developed community that are not served by a centralized 
collection system? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Has a public health official found that a nuisance dangerous to public health and safety 
exists resulting from water supply and sanitation problems in the area to be served by the project? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Is a water body impacted by the proposed project listed in a Watershed Protection Plan 
that is under development or has been accepted by the TCEQ or TSSWCB? 

Accepted 10.00 

Sec. 212 - Will the project include innovative or alternative types of collection or treatment 
technology? 

Yes 15.00 

Sec. 212 - Does the project involve more stringent permit limitations? No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Does the project result in regionalization?  (See specific criteria) No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Does the proposed project involve a facility that requires expansion of its hydraulic 
capacity or removal of extraneous flow? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - The proposed project impacts a water body that does not meet applicable water quality 
standards. (refer to water bodies listed as Category 4a, 5a, 5b, or 5c in the latest Watershed 
Action Planning Strategy Table).  

Non-Priority 5c 10.00 

Sec. 319 - Has a public health official found that a nuisance dangerous to public health and safety 
exists resulting from water supply and sanitation problems in the area to be served by the 
proposed project? 

  

Sec. 319 - Does a threat exist to an aquifer or groundwater that may be impacted by the proposed 
project? 

  

Sec. 319 - Is a water body impacted by the proposed project listed in a Watershed Protection Plan 
that is under development or has been accepted by the TCEQ or TSSWCB? 

  

Sec. 319 - The proposed project impacts a water body that does not meet applicable water quality 
standards. (refer to water bodies listed as Category 4a, 5a, 5b, or 5c in the latest Watershed 
Action Planning Strategy Table).  

  

Sec. 319 - Does the project include stream bank restoration or contain elements of Low Impact 
Development, such as vegetated filter strips, bio-retention, rain gardens, or porous pavement? 

  

Sec. 320 - Does the project restore, protect, and enhance coastal natural resources?   

Sec. 320 - Does the project improve water quality?   

Sec. 320 - Does the project enhance public access?   

Sec. 320 - Does the project improve onshore infrastructure and environmental management?   



Sec. 320 - Does the project mitigate erosion and stabilize shorelines?   

Sec. 320 - Does the project educate the public on the importance of coastal natural resources?   

All Proj. - In the past 5 years, has an asset management plan been adopted by the entity’s 
governing body? 

Yes 5.00 

All Proj. - Is the entity planning to prepare an asset management plan as part of the proposed 
project? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Has asset management training been administered to the entity’s governing body and 
employees? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Does the proposed project address specific targets, goals, or measures in a water 
conservation or drought contingency plan that has been adopted by the entity’s governing body 
within the past 5 years? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Does the proposed project address specific goals in a system-wide or plant-wide energy 
assessment, audit, or optimization study that has been conducted within the past three years? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Does the proposed project implement elements contained in a state or regional water 
plan, integrated water resource management plan, regional facility plan, regionalization or 
consolidation plan, or TMDL implementation plan? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Entity qualifies as a disadvantaged community. Yes 10.00 

Sec. 212 - Will a majority of the funds being requested from the SRF for the project be used to 
implement measures to reduce the demand for publically owned treatment works capacity through 
water conservation, efficiency, or reuse? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - For a qualified nonprofit, will a majority of the funds being requested from the SRF for 
the project be used to assist owners and operators of small and medium POTWs? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Will a majority of the funds being requested from the SRF for the project be used to 
implement innovative approaches to manage, reduce, treat, or recapture stormwater or 
subsurface drainage water? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Will a majority of the funds being requested from the SRF for the project be used to 
implement reuse or recycling wastewater, stormwater, or subsurface drainage water? If yes, 
please explain. 

No 0.00 

       Rating: 80.00 

         
 



 

Authority:   Brookshire MWD      

PIF #: 12334 Program: CWSRF PPL Year: 2018 

Related PIFs:    

Project Name:  Urgent Need Replace Failing Clay Wastewater Collection Pipe 

Project Type:  POTW Project Phase:  Design & Construction 

Project Description:  Brookshire Municipal Water District proposes  to replace 8-inch diameter clay wastewater collection pipe with 
in-situ installation of a 12-inch diameter high density polyethylene pipe utilizing pipe bursting techniques, to provide a seamless 
construction program in the busy FM 1489 corridor.   Failing pipe replacement will eliminate manhole surcharges to surface waters 
during storm events, decrease the 40% increases in flow to the wastewater plant during storm events and decrease the likelihood of 
plugged pipes. 

 

 Start Date Completion 
Date 

Phase Cost  

Planning:   $0.00 Green Project:   No 

Acquisition:   $0.00 Green Amount:   $0.00 

Design:   $32,400.00  

Est. 
Construction: 

01/15/2018 05/01/2018 $307,800.00  

 

Project Rating:        

Criteria 
 

     Answer Score 

Sec. 212 - Is the work required by a schedule that is imposed by court order, EPA administrative 
order,  TCEQ enforcement order, or participation in SSO Initiative? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Does the project involve extending service (centralized or alternative system) to 
populated areas of an existing developed community that are not served by a centralized 
collection system? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Has a public health official found that a nuisance dangerous to public health and safety 
exists resulting from water supply and sanitation problems in the area to be served by the project? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Is a water body impacted by the proposed project listed in a Watershed Protection Plan 
that is under development or has been accepted by the TCEQ or TSSWCB? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Will the project include innovative or alternative types of collection or treatment 
technology? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Does the project involve more stringent permit limitations? No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Does the project result in regionalization?  (See specific criteria) No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Does the proposed project involve a facility that requires expansion of its hydraulic 
capacity or removal of extraneous flow? 

% permitted 
capacity is ≥ 
90% and proj. 
improves 
problem 

30.00 

Sec. 212 - The proposed project impacts a water body that does not meet applicable water quality 
standards. (refer to water bodies listed as Category 4a, 5a, 5b, or 5c in the latest Watershed 
Action Planning Strategy Table).  

No 0.00 

Sec. 319 - Has a public health official found that a nuisance dangerous to public health and safety 
exists resulting from water supply and sanitation problems in the area to be served by the 
proposed project? 

  

Sec. 319 - Does a threat exist to an aquifer or groundwater that may be impacted by the proposed 
project? 

  

Sec. 319 - Is a water body impacted by the proposed project listed in a Watershed Protection Plan 
that is under development or has been accepted by the TCEQ or TSSWCB? 

  

Sec. 319 - The proposed project impacts a water body that does not meet applicable water quality 
standards. (refer to water bodies listed as Category 4a, 5a, 5b, or 5c in the latest Watershed 
Action Planning Strategy Table).  

  

Sec. 319 - Does the project include stream bank restoration or contain elements of Low Impact 
Development, such as vegetated filter strips, bio-retention, rain gardens, or porous pavement? 

  

Sec. 320 - Does the project restore, protect, and enhance coastal natural resources?   



Sec. 320 - Does the project improve water quality?   

Sec. 320 - Does the project enhance public access?   

Sec. 320 - Does the project improve onshore infrastructure and environmental management?   

Sec. 320 - Does the project mitigate erosion and stabilize shorelines?   

Sec. 320 - Does the project educate the public on the importance of coastal natural resources?   

All Proj. - In the past 5 years, has an asset management plan been adopted by the entity’s 
governing body? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Is the entity planning to prepare an asset management plan as part of the proposed 
project? 

Yes 1.00 

All Proj. - Has asset management training been administered to the entity’s governing body and 
employees? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Does the proposed project address specific targets, goals, or measures in a water 
conservation or drought contingency plan that has been adopted by the entity’s governing body 
within the past 5 years? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Does the proposed project address specific goals in a system-wide or plant-wide energy 
assessment, audit, or optimization study that has been conducted within the past three years? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Does the proposed project implement elements contained in a state or regional water 
plan, integrated water resource management plan, regional facility plan, regionalization or 
consolidation plan, or TMDL implementation plan? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Entity qualifies as a disadvantaged community. Yes 10.00 

Sec. 212 - Will a majority of the funds being requested from the SRF for the project be used to 
implement measures to reduce the demand for publically owned treatment works capacity through 
water conservation, efficiency, or reuse? 

Yes 5.00 

Sec. 212 - For a qualified nonprofit, will a majority of the funds being requested from the SRF for 
the project be used to assist owners and operators of small and medium POTWs? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Will a majority of the funds being requested from the SRF for the project be used to 
implement innovative approaches to manage, reduce, treat, or recapture stormwater or 
subsurface drainage water? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Will a majority of the funds being requested from the SRF for the project be used to 
implement reuse or recycling wastewater, stormwater, or subsurface drainage water? If yes, 
please explain. 

No 0.00 

       Rating: 46.00 

         
 



 

Authority:   Buckholts      

PIF #: 12335 Program: CWSRF PPL Year: 2018 

Related PIFs:    

Project Name:  Wastewater System and Drainage Improvements 

Project Type:  POTW Project Phase:  P A D & Construction 

Project Description:  The project includes the replacement of the existing wastewater treatment plant with a new, energy efficient, 
package plant, as well as improvements to the wastewater collection system to reduce I/I. 

 

 Start Date Completion 
Date 

Phase Cost  

Planning:   $327,000.00 Green Project:   No 

Acquisition:   $43,000.00 Green Amount:   $0.00 

Design:   $188,000.00  

Est. 
Construction: 

04/02/2018 03/08/2019 $2,028,000.00  

 

Project Rating:        

Criteria 
 

     Answer Score 

Sec. 212 - Is the work required by a schedule that is imposed by court order, EPA administrative 
order,  TCEQ enforcement order, or participation in SSO Initiative? 

N/A 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Does the project involve extending service (centralized or alternative system) to 
populated areas of an existing developed community that are not served by a centralized 
collection system? 

N/A 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Has a public health official found that a nuisance dangerous to public health and safety 
exists resulting from water supply and sanitation problems in the area to be served by the project? 

N/A 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Is a water body impacted by the proposed project listed in a Watershed Protection Plan 
that is under development or has been accepted by the TCEQ or TSSWCB? 

N/A 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Will the project include innovative or alternative types of collection or treatment 
technology? 

N/A 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Does the project involve more stringent permit limitations? N/A 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Does the project result in regionalization?  (See specific criteria) No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Does the proposed project involve a facility that requires expansion of its hydraulic 
capacity or removal of extraneous flow? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - The proposed project impacts a water body that does not meet applicable water quality 
standards. (refer to water bodies listed as Category 4a, 5a, 5b, or 5c in the latest Watershed 
Action Planning Strategy Table).  

No 0.00 

Sec. 319 - Has a public health official found that a nuisance dangerous to public health and safety 
exists resulting from water supply and sanitation problems in the area to be served by the 
proposed project? 

  

Sec. 319 - Does a threat exist to an aquifer or groundwater that may be impacted by the proposed 
project? 

  

Sec. 319 - Is a water body impacted by the proposed project listed in a Watershed Protection Plan 
that is under development or has been accepted by the TCEQ or TSSWCB? 

  

Sec. 319 - The proposed project impacts a water body that does not meet applicable water quality 
standards. (refer to water bodies listed as Category 4a, 5a, 5b, or 5c in the latest Watershed 
Action Planning Strategy Table).  

  

Sec. 319 - Does the project include stream bank restoration or contain elements of Low Impact 
Development, such as vegetated filter strips, bio-retention, rain gardens, or porous pavement? 

  

Sec. 320 - Does the project restore, protect, and enhance coastal natural resources?   

Sec. 320 - Does the project improve water quality?   

Sec. 320 - Does the project enhance public access?   

Sec. 320 - Does the project improve onshore infrastructure and environmental management?   



Sec. 320 - Does the project mitigate erosion and stabilize shorelines?   

Sec. 320 - Does the project educate the public on the importance of coastal natural resources?   

All Proj. - In the past 5 years, has an asset management plan been adopted by the entity’s 
governing body? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Is the entity planning to prepare an asset management plan as part of the proposed 
project? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Has asset management training been administered to the entity’s governing body and 
employees? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Does the proposed project address specific targets, goals, or measures in a water 
conservation or drought contingency plan that has been adopted by the entity’s governing body 
within the past 5 years? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Does the proposed project address specific goals in a system-wide or plant-wide energy 
assessment, audit, or optimization study that has been conducted within the past three years? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Does the proposed project implement elements contained in a state or regional water 
plan, integrated water resource management plan, regional facility plan, regionalization or 
consolidation plan, or TMDL implementation plan? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Entity qualifies as a disadvantaged community. Yes 10.00 

Sec. 212 - Will a majority of the funds being requested from the SRF for the project be used to 
implement measures to reduce the demand for publically owned treatment works capacity through 
water conservation, efficiency, or reuse? 

Yes 5.00 

Sec. 212 - For a qualified nonprofit, will a majority of the funds being requested from the SRF for 
the project be used to assist owners and operators of small and medium POTWs? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Will a majority of the funds being requested from the SRF for the project be used to 
implement innovative approaches to manage, reduce, treat, or recapture stormwater or 
subsurface drainage water? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Will a majority of the funds being requested from the SRF for the project be used to 
implement reuse or recycling wastewater, stormwater, or subsurface drainage water? If yes, 
please explain. 

No 0.00 

       Rating: 15.00 

         
 



 

Authority:   China      

PIF #: 12336 Program: CWSRF PPL Year: 2018 

Related PIFs:    

Project Name:  2018 TWDB CWSRF Sanitary Sewer System Improvements 

Project Type:  POTW Project Phase:  Planning Design & Construction 

Project Description:  The City plans to construct a new 6" sanitary sewer force main from the existing lift station #5.  The City also 
plans to replace two (2) existing submersible pumps in lift station #5.  The City plans to design / implement a new sanitary sewer GIS 
system. 

 

 Start Date Completion 
Date 

Phase Cost  

Planning:   $105,000.00 Green Project:   No 

Acquisition:   $0.00 Green Amount:   $0.00 

Design:   $85,000.00  

Est. 
Construction: 

06/01/2018 12/31/2018 $703,000.00  

 

Project Rating:        

Criteria 
 

     Answer Score 

Sec. 212 - Is the work required by a schedule that is imposed by court order, EPA administrative 
order,  TCEQ enforcement order, or participation in SSO Initiative? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Does the project involve extending service (centralized or alternative system) to 
populated areas of an existing developed community that are not served by a centralized 
collection system? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Has a public health official found that a nuisance dangerous to public health and safety 
exists resulting from water supply and sanitation problems in the area to be served by the project? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Is a water body impacted by the proposed project listed in a Watershed Protection Plan 
that is under development or has been accepted by the TCEQ or TSSWCB? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Will the project include innovative or alternative types of collection or treatment 
technology? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Does the project involve more stringent permit limitations? No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Does the project result in regionalization?  (See specific criteria) No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Does the proposed project involve a facility that requires expansion of its hydraulic 
capacity or removal of extraneous flow? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - The proposed project impacts a water body that does not meet applicable water quality 
standards. (refer to water bodies listed as Category 4a, 5a, 5b, or 5c in the latest Watershed 
Action Planning Strategy Table).  

N/A 0.00 

Sec. 319 - Has a public health official found that a nuisance dangerous to public health and safety 
exists resulting from water supply and sanitation problems in the area to be served by the 
proposed project? 

  

Sec. 319 - Does a threat exist to an aquifer or groundwater that may be impacted by the proposed 
project? 

  

Sec. 319 - Is a water body impacted by the proposed project listed in a Watershed Protection Plan 
that is under development or has been accepted by the TCEQ or TSSWCB? 

  

Sec. 319 - The proposed project impacts a water body that does not meet applicable water quality 
standards. (refer to water bodies listed as Category 4a, 5a, 5b, or 5c in the latest Watershed 
Action Planning Strategy Table).  

  

Sec. 319 - Does the project include stream bank restoration or contain elements of Low Impact 
Development, such as vegetated filter strips, bio-retention, rain gardens, or porous pavement? 

  

Sec. 320 - Does the project restore, protect, and enhance coastal natural resources?   

Sec. 320 - Does the project improve water quality?   

Sec. 320 - Does the project enhance public access?   

Sec. 320 - Does the project improve onshore infrastructure and environmental management?   



Sec. 320 - Does the project mitigate erosion and stabilize shorelines?   

Sec. 320 - Does the project educate the public on the importance of coastal natural resources?   

All Proj. - In the past 5 years, has an asset management plan been adopted by the entity’s 
governing body? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Is the entity planning to prepare an asset management plan as part of the proposed 
project? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Has asset management training been administered to the entity’s governing body and 
employees? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Does the proposed project address specific targets, goals, or measures in a water 
conservation or drought contingency plan that has been adopted by the entity’s governing body 
within the past 5 years? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Does the proposed project address specific goals in a system-wide or plant-wide energy 
assessment, audit, or optimization study that has been conducted within the past three years? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Does the proposed project implement elements contained in a state or regional water 
plan, integrated water resource management plan, regional facility plan, regionalization or 
consolidation plan, or TMDL implementation plan? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Entity qualifies as a disadvantaged community. Yes 10.00 

Sec. 212 - Will a majority of the funds being requested from the SRF for the project be used to 
implement measures to reduce the demand for publically owned treatment works capacity through 
water conservation, efficiency, or reuse? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - For a qualified nonprofit, will a majority of the funds being requested from the SRF for 
the project be used to assist owners and operators of small and medium POTWs? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Will a majority of the funds being requested from the SRF for the project be used to 
implement innovative approaches to manage, reduce, treat, or recapture stormwater or 
subsurface drainage water? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Will a majority of the funds being requested from the SRF for the project be used to 
implement reuse or recycling wastewater, stormwater, or subsurface drainage water? If yes, 
please explain. 

No 0.00 

       Rating: 10.00 

         
 



 

Authority:   Cisco      

PIF #: 12337 Program: CWSRF PPL Year: 2018 

Related PIFs:    

Project Name:  2018 CWSRF Improvements - Construction 

Project Type:  POTW Project Phase:  Construction 

Project Description:  The City of Cisco (City) is addressing the need for upgrades to both its collection system and wastewater 
treatment plant (WWTP). Two of the City’s lift stations have reached the end of their useful life and are in severely deteriorated 
condition, and the City's WWTP has experienced ongoing difficulty in complying with its BOD5 permit limits. 

 

 Start Date Completion 
Date 

Phase Cost  

Planning:   $0.00 Green Project:   Yes-BC 

Acquisition:   $0.00 Green Amount:   $5,839,000.00 

Design:  07/28/2017 $0.00  

Est. 
Construction: 

03/01/2018 10/25/2019 $5,839,000.00  

 

Project Rating:        

Criteria 
 

     Answer Score 

Sec. 212 - Is the work required by a schedule that is imposed by court order, EPA administrative 
order,  TCEQ enforcement order, or participation in SSO Initiative? 

Orders 30.00 

Sec. 212 - Does the project involve extending service (centralized or alternative system) to 
populated areas of an existing developed community that are not served by a centralized 
collection system? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Has a public health official found that a nuisance dangerous to public health and safety 
exists resulting from water supply and sanitation problems in the area to be served by the project? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Is a water body impacted by the proposed project listed in a Watershed Protection Plan 
that is under development or has been accepted by the TCEQ or TSSWCB? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Will the project include innovative or alternative types of collection or treatment 
technology? 

Yes 15.00 

Sec. 212 - Does the project involve more stringent permit limitations? Yes 30.00 

Sec. 212 - Does the project result in regionalization?  (See specific criteria) No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Does the proposed project involve a facility that requires expansion of its hydraulic 
capacity or removal of extraneous flow? 

% permitted 
capacity is ≥ 
90% and proj. 
improves 
problem 

30.00 

Sec. 212 - The proposed project impacts a water body that does not meet applicable water quality 
standards. (refer to water bodies listed as Category 4a, 5a, 5b, or 5c in the latest Watershed 
Action Planning Strategy Table).  

No 0.00 

Sec. 319 - Has a public health official found that a nuisance dangerous to public health and safety 
exists resulting from water supply and sanitation problems in the area to be served by the 
proposed project? 

  

Sec. 319 - Does a threat exist to an aquifer or groundwater that may be impacted by the proposed 
project? 

  

Sec. 319 - Is a water body impacted by the proposed project listed in a Watershed Protection Plan 
that is under development or has been accepted by the TCEQ or TSSWCB? 

  

Sec. 319 - The proposed project impacts a water body that does not meet applicable water quality 
standards. (refer to water bodies listed as Category 4a, 5a, 5b, or 5c in the latest Watershed 
Action Planning Strategy Table).  

  

Sec. 319 - Does the project include stream bank restoration or contain elements of Low Impact 
Development, such as vegetated filter strips, bio-retention, rain gardens, or porous pavement? 

  

Sec. 320 - Does the project restore, protect, and enhance coastal natural resources?   

Sec. 320 - Does the project improve water quality?   



Sec. 320 - Does the project enhance public access?   

Sec. 320 - Does the project improve onshore infrastructure and environmental management?   

Sec. 320 - Does the project mitigate erosion and stabilize shorelines?   

Sec. 320 - Does the project educate the public on the importance of coastal natural resources?   

All Proj. - In the past 5 years, has an asset management plan been adopted by the entity’s 
governing body? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Is the entity planning to prepare an asset management plan as part of the proposed 
project? 

Yes 1.00 

All Proj. - Has asset management training been administered to the entity’s governing body and 
employees? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Does the proposed project address specific targets, goals, or measures in a water 
conservation or drought contingency plan that has been adopted by the entity’s governing body 
within the past 5 years? 

Yes 1.00 

All Proj. - Does the proposed project address specific goals in a system-wide or plant-wide energy 
assessment, audit, or optimization study that has been conducted within the past three years? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Does the proposed project implement elements contained in a state or regional water 
plan, integrated water resource management plan, regional facility plan, regionalization or 
consolidation plan, or TMDL implementation plan? 

Yes 2.00 

All Proj. - Entity qualifies as a disadvantaged community. Yes 10.00 

Sec. 212 - Will a majority of the funds being requested from the SRF for the project be used to 
implement measures to reduce the demand for publically owned treatment works capacity through 
water conservation, efficiency, or reuse? 

Yes 5.00 

Sec. 212 - For a qualified nonprofit, will a majority of the funds being requested from the SRF for 
the project be used to assist owners and operators of small and medium POTWs? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Will a majority of the funds being requested from the SRF for the project be used to 
implement innovative approaches to manage, reduce, treat, or recapture stormwater or 
subsurface drainage water? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Will a majority of the funds being requested from the SRF for the project be used to 
implement reuse or recycling wastewater, stormwater, or subsurface drainage water? If yes, 
please explain. 

Yes 5.00 

       Rating: 129.00 

         
 



 

Authority:   Coahoma      

PIF #: 12338 Program: CWSRF PPL Year: 2018 

Related PIFs:    

Project Name:  Coahoma 2018 Wastewater Improvements 

Project Type:  POTW Project Phase:  Planning Design & Construction 

Project Description:  The proposed project includes improvements to the City's WWTP and WW collection system. 

 

 Start Date Completion 
Date 

Phase Cost  

Planning:   $111,000.00 Green Project:   Yes-BC 

Acquisition:   $0.00 Green Amount:   $2,980,000.00 

Design:   $249,000.00  

Est. 
Construction: 

09/03/2018 12/27/2019 $2,620,000.00  

 

Project Rating:        

Criteria 
 

     Answer Score 

Sec. 212 - Is the work required by a schedule that is imposed by court order, EPA administrative 
order,  TCEQ enforcement order, or participation in SSO Initiative? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Does the project involve extending service (centralized or alternative system) to 
populated areas of an existing developed community that are not served by a centralized 
collection system? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Has a public health official found that a nuisance dangerous to public health and safety 
exists resulting from water supply and sanitation problems in the area to be served by the project? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Is a water body impacted by the proposed project listed in a Watershed Protection Plan 
that is under development or has been accepted by the TCEQ or TSSWCB? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Will the project include innovative or alternative types of collection or treatment 
technology? 

Yes 15.00 

Sec. 212 - Does the project involve more stringent permit limitations? No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Does the project result in regionalization?  (See specific criteria) No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Does the proposed project involve a facility that requires expansion of its hydraulic 
capacity or removal of extraneous flow? 

N/A 0.00 

Sec. 212 - The proposed project impacts a water body that does not meet applicable water quality 
standards. (refer to water bodies listed as Category 4a, 5a, 5b, or 5c in the latest Watershed 
Action Planning Strategy Table).  

N/A 0.00 

Sec. 319 - Has a public health official found that a nuisance dangerous to public health and safety 
exists resulting from water supply and sanitation problems in the area to be served by the 
proposed project? 

  

Sec. 319 - Does a threat exist to an aquifer or groundwater that may be impacted by the proposed 
project? 

  

Sec. 319 - Is a water body impacted by the proposed project listed in a Watershed Protection Plan 
that is under development or has been accepted by the TCEQ or TSSWCB? 

  

Sec. 319 - The proposed project impacts a water body that does not meet applicable water quality 
standards. (refer to water bodies listed as Category 4a, 5a, 5b, or 5c in the latest Watershed 
Action Planning Strategy Table).  

  

Sec. 319 - Does the project include stream bank restoration or contain elements of Low Impact 
Development, such as vegetated filter strips, bio-retention, rain gardens, or porous pavement? 

  

Sec. 320 - Does the project restore, protect, and enhance coastal natural resources?   

Sec. 320 - Does the project improve water quality?   

Sec. 320 - Does the project enhance public access?   

Sec. 320 - Does the project improve onshore infrastructure and environmental management?   

Sec. 320 - Does the project mitigate erosion and stabilize shorelines?   



Sec. 320 - Does the project educate the public on the importance of coastal natural resources?   

All Proj. - In the past 5 years, has an asset management plan been adopted by the entity’s 
governing body? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Is the entity planning to prepare an asset management plan as part of the proposed 
project? 

Yes 1.00 

All Proj. - Has asset management training been administered to the entity’s governing body and 
employees? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Does the proposed project address specific targets, goals, or measures in a water 
conservation or drought contingency plan that has been adopted by the entity’s governing body 
within the past 5 years? 

Yes 1.00 

All Proj. - Does the proposed project address specific goals in a system-wide or plant-wide energy 
assessment, audit, or optimization study that has been conducted within the past three years? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Does the proposed project implement elements contained in a state or regional water 
plan, integrated water resource management plan, regional facility plan, regionalization or 
consolidation plan, or TMDL implementation plan? 

Yes 2.00 

All Proj. - Entity qualifies as a disadvantaged community. No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Will a majority of the funds being requested from the SRF for the project be used to 
implement measures to reduce the demand for publically owned treatment works capacity through 
water conservation, efficiency, or reuse? 

Yes 5.00 

Sec. 212 - For a qualified nonprofit, will a majority of the funds being requested from the SRF for 
the project be used to assist owners and operators of small and medium POTWs? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Will a majority of the funds being requested from the SRF for the project be used to 
implement innovative approaches to manage, reduce, treat, or recapture stormwater or 
subsurface drainage water? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Will a majority of the funds being requested from the SRF for the project be used to 
implement reuse or recycling wastewater, stormwater, or subsurface drainage water? If yes, 
please explain. 

No 0.00 

       Rating: 24.00 

         
 



 

Authority:   Comanche      

PIF #: 12339 Program: CWSRF PPL Year: 2018 

Related PIFs:    

Project Name:  Collection System Improvements 

Project Type:  POTW Project Phase:  Planning Design & Construction 

Project Description:  Replace existing sewer line to mitigate inflow and infiltration. 

 

 Start Date Completion 
Date 

Phase Cost  

Planning:   $60,000.00 Green Project:   Yes-BC 

Acquisition:   $0.00 Green Amount:   $425,000.00 

Design:   $47,400.00  

Est. 
Construction: 

01/01/2018 07/01/2018 $317,600.00  

 

Project Rating:        

Criteria 
 

     Answer Score 

Sec. 212 - Is the work required by a schedule that is imposed by court order, EPA administrative 
order,  TCEQ enforcement order, or participation in SSO Initiative? 

Orders 30.00 

Sec. 212 - Does the project involve extending service (centralized or alternative system) to 
populated areas of an existing developed community that are not served by a centralized 
collection system? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Has a public health official found that a nuisance dangerous to public health and safety 
exists resulting from water supply and sanitation problems in the area to be served by the project? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Is a water body impacted by the proposed project listed in a Watershed Protection Plan 
that is under development or has been accepted by the TCEQ or TSSWCB? 

Accepted 10.00 

Sec. 212 - Will the project include innovative or alternative types of collection or treatment 
technology? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Does the project involve more stringent permit limitations? No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Does the project result in regionalization?  (See specific criteria) No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Does the proposed project involve a facility that requires expansion of its hydraulic 
capacity or removal of extraneous flow? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - The proposed project impacts a water body that does not meet applicable water quality 
standards. (refer to water bodies listed as Category 4a, 5a, 5b, or 5c in the latest Watershed 
Action Planning Strategy Table).  

Priority 5b 30.00 

Sec. 319 - Has a public health official found that a nuisance dangerous to public health and safety 
exists resulting from water supply and sanitation problems in the area to be served by the 
proposed project? 

  

Sec. 319 - Does a threat exist to an aquifer or groundwater that may be impacted by the proposed 
project? 

  

Sec. 319 - Is a water body impacted by the proposed project listed in a Watershed Protection Plan 
that is under development or has been accepted by the TCEQ or TSSWCB? 

  

Sec. 319 - The proposed project impacts a water body that does not meet applicable water quality 
standards. (refer to water bodies listed as Category 4a, 5a, 5b, or 5c in the latest Watershed 
Action Planning Strategy Table).  

  

Sec. 319 - Does the project include stream bank restoration or contain elements of Low Impact 
Development, such as vegetated filter strips, bio-retention, rain gardens, or porous pavement? 

  

Sec. 320 - Does the project restore, protect, and enhance coastal natural resources?   

Sec. 320 - Does the project improve water quality?   

Sec. 320 - Does the project enhance public access?   

Sec. 320 - Does the project improve onshore infrastructure and environmental management?   

Sec. 320 - Does the project mitigate erosion and stabilize shorelines?   



Sec. 320 - Does the project educate the public on the importance of coastal natural resources?   

All Proj. - In the past 5 years, has an asset management plan been adopted by the entity’s 
governing body? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Is the entity planning to prepare an asset management plan as part of the proposed 
project? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Has asset management training been administered to the entity’s governing body and 
employees? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Does the proposed project address specific targets, goals, or measures in a water 
conservation or drought contingency plan that has been adopted by the entity’s governing body 
within the past 5 years? 

Yes 1.00 

All Proj. - Does the proposed project address specific goals in a system-wide or plant-wide energy 
assessment, audit, or optimization study that has been conducted within the past three years? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Does the proposed project implement elements contained in a state or regional water 
plan, integrated water resource management plan, regional facility plan, regionalization or 
consolidation plan, or TMDL implementation plan? 

Yes 2.00 

All Proj. - Entity qualifies as a disadvantaged community. Yes 10.00 

Sec. 212 - Will a majority of the funds being requested from the SRF for the project be used to 
implement measures to reduce the demand for publically owned treatment works capacity through 
water conservation, efficiency, or reuse? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - For a qualified nonprofit, will a majority of the funds being requested from the SRF for 
the project be used to assist owners and operators of small and medium POTWs? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Will a majority of the funds being requested from the SRF for the project be used to 
implement innovative approaches to manage, reduce, treat, or recapture stormwater or 
subsurface drainage water? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Will a majority of the funds being requested from the SRF for the project be used to 
implement reuse or recycling wastewater, stormwater, or subsurface drainage water? If yes, 
please explain. 

No 0.00 

       Rating: 83.00 

         
 



 

Authority:   Combes      

PIF #: 12340 Program: CWSRF PPL Year: 2018 

Related PIFs:    

Project Name:  Combes Waste Water  System Improvements 

Project Type:  POTW Project Phase:  P A D & Construction 

Project Description:  Rehabilitation of existing lift stations, automation through SCADA, first time sewer service; and design and 
construction of a .75 MGD  wastewater treatment plant including a 25KW renewable energy photovoltaic array. 

 

 Start Date Completion 
Date 

Phase Cost  

Planning:   $813,812.40 Green Project:   No 

Acquisition:  10/01/2018 $378,329.70 Green Amount:   $0.00 

Design:   $1,776,907.00  

Est. 
Construction: 

10/01/2018 09/30/2020 $12,095,790.00  

 

Project Rating:        

Criteria 
 

     Answer Score 

Sec. 212 - Is the work required by a schedule that is imposed by court order, EPA administrative 
order,  TCEQ enforcement order, or participation in SSO Initiative? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Does the project involve extending service (centralized or alternative system) to 
populated areas of an existing developed community that are not served by a centralized 
collection system? 

Yes 11.00 

Sec. 212 - Has a public health official found that a nuisance dangerous to public health and safety 
exists resulting from water supply and sanitation problems in the area to be served by the project? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Is a water body impacted by the proposed project listed in a Watershed Protection Plan 
that is under development or has been accepted by the TCEQ or TSSWCB? 

Accepted 10.00 

Sec. 212 - Will the project include innovative or alternative types of collection or treatment 
technology? 

Yes 15.00 

Sec. 212 - Does the project involve more stringent permit limitations? No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Does the project result in regionalization?  (See specific criteria) No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Does the proposed project involve a facility that requires expansion of its hydraulic 
capacity or removal of extraneous flow? 

N/A 0.00 

Sec. 212 - The proposed project impacts a water body that does not meet applicable water quality 
standards. (refer to water bodies listed as Category 4a, 5a, 5b, or 5c in the latest Watershed 
Action Planning Strategy Table).  

N/A 0.00 

Sec. 319 - Has a public health official found that a nuisance dangerous to public health and safety 
exists resulting from water supply and sanitation problems in the area to be served by the 
proposed project? 

  

Sec. 319 - Does a threat exist to an aquifer or groundwater that may be impacted by the proposed 
project? 

  

Sec. 319 - Is a water body impacted by the proposed project listed in a Watershed Protection Plan 
that is under development or has been accepted by the TCEQ or TSSWCB? 

  

Sec. 319 - The proposed project impacts a water body that does not meet applicable water quality 
standards. (refer to water bodies listed as Category 4a, 5a, 5b, or 5c in the latest Watershed 
Action Planning Strategy Table).  

Priority 5c 20.00 

Sec. 319 - Does the project include stream bank restoration or contain elements of Low Impact 
Development, such as vegetated filter strips, bio-retention, rain gardens, or porous pavement? 

  

Sec. 320 - Does the project restore, protect, and enhance coastal natural resources?   

Sec. 320 - Does the project improve water quality?   

Sec. 320 - Does the project enhance public access?   

Sec. 320 - Does the project improve onshore infrastructure and environmental management?   



Sec. 320 - Does the project mitigate erosion and stabilize shorelines?   

Sec. 320 - Does the project educate the public on the importance of coastal natural resources?   

All Proj. - In the past 5 years, has an asset management plan been adopted by the entity’s 
governing body? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Is the entity planning to prepare an asset management plan as part of the proposed 
project? 

Yes 1.00 

All Proj. - Has asset management training been administered to the entity’s governing body and 
employees? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Does the proposed project address specific targets, goals, or measures in a water 
conservation or drought contingency plan that has been adopted by the entity’s governing body 
within the past 5 years? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Does the proposed project address specific goals in a system-wide or plant-wide energy 
assessment, audit, or optimization study that has been conducted within the past three years? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Does the proposed project implement elements contained in a state or regional water 
plan, integrated water resource management plan, regional facility plan, regionalization or 
consolidation plan, or TMDL implementation plan? 

Yes 2.00 

All Proj. - Entity qualifies as a disadvantaged community. Yes 10.00 

Sec. 212 - Will a majority of the funds being requested from the SRF for the project be used to 
implement measures to reduce the demand for publically owned treatment works capacity through 
water conservation, efficiency, or reuse? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - For a qualified nonprofit, will a majority of the funds being requested from the SRF for 
the project be used to assist owners and operators of small and medium POTWs? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Will a majority of the funds being requested from the SRF for the project be used to 
implement innovative approaches to manage, reduce, treat, or recapture stormwater or 
subsurface drainage water? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Will a majority of the funds being requested from the SRF for the project be used to 
implement reuse or recycling wastewater, stormwater, or subsurface drainage water? If yes, 
please explain. 

No 0.00 

       Rating: 69.00 

         
 



 

Authority:   Corrigan      

PIF #: 12341 Program: CWSRF PPL Year: 2018 

Related PIFs:    

Project Name:  WWTP Expansion 

Project Type:  POTW Project Phase:  P A D & Construction 

Project Description:  Expand Wastewater Treatment Plant to accommodate residential and industrial growth, as well as replace 
existing deteriorating treatment units. Improvements to existing lift station, adding manholes to improve accessibility, and Asset 
Management Plan. 

 

 Start Date Completion 
Date 

Phase Cost  

Planning:   $180,400.00 Green Project:   No 

Acquisition:  12/31/2017 $21,000.00 Green Amount:   $0.00 

Design:   $159,800.00  

Est. 
Construction: 

09/01/2018 09/01/2019 $3,469,900.00  

 

Project Rating:        

Criteria 
 

     Answer Score 

Sec. 212 - Is the work required by a schedule that is imposed by court order, EPA administrative 
order,  TCEQ enforcement order, or participation in SSO Initiative? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Does the project involve extending service (centralized or alternative system) to 
populated areas of an existing developed community that are not served by a centralized 
collection system? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Has a public health official found that a nuisance dangerous to public health and safety 
exists resulting from water supply and sanitation problems in the area to be served by the project? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Is a water body impacted by the proposed project listed in a Watershed Protection Plan 
that is under development or has been accepted by the TCEQ or TSSWCB? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Will the project include innovative or alternative types of collection or treatment 
technology? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Does the project involve more stringent permit limitations? No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Does the project result in regionalization?  (See specific criteria) No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Does the proposed project involve a facility that requires expansion of its hydraulic 
capacity or removal of extraneous flow? 

% permitted 
capacity is ≥ 
75% and < 
90% and proj. 
improves 
problem 

20.00 

Sec. 212 - The proposed project impacts a water body that does not meet applicable water quality 
standards. (refer to water bodies listed as Category 4a, 5a, 5b, or 5c in the latest Watershed 
Action Planning Strategy Table).  

Priority 5c 20.00 

Sec. 319 - Has a public health official found that a nuisance dangerous to public health and safety 
exists resulting from water supply and sanitation problems in the area to be served by the 
proposed project? 

  

Sec. 319 - Does a threat exist to an aquifer or groundwater that may be impacted by the proposed 
project? 

  

Sec. 319 - Is a water body impacted by the proposed project listed in a Watershed Protection Plan 
that is under development or has been accepted by the TCEQ or TSSWCB? 

  

Sec. 319 - The proposed project impacts a water body that does not meet applicable water quality 
standards. (refer to water bodies listed as Category 4a, 5a, 5b, or 5c in the latest Watershed 
Action Planning Strategy Table).  

  

Sec. 319 - Does the project include stream bank restoration or contain elements of Low Impact 
Development, such as vegetated filter strips, bio-retention, rain gardens, or porous pavement? 

  

Sec. 320 - Does the project restore, protect, and enhance coastal natural resources?   



Sec. 320 - Does the project improve water quality?   

Sec. 320 - Does the project enhance public access?   

Sec. 320 - Does the project improve onshore infrastructure and environmental management?   

Sec. 320 - Does the project mitigate erosion and stabilize shorelines?   

Sec. 320 - Does the project educate the public on the importance of coastal natural resources?   

All Proj. - In the past 5 years, has an asset management plan been adopted by the entity’s 
governing body? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Is the entity planning to prepare an asset management plan as part of the proposed 
project? 

Yes 1.00 

All Proj. - Has asset management training been administered to the entity’s governing body and 
employees? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Does the proposed project address specific targets, goals, or measures in a water 
conservation or drought contingency plan that has been adopted by the entity’s governing body 
within the past 5 years? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Does the proposed project address specific goals in a system-wide or plant-wide energy 
assessment, audit, or optimization study that has been conducted within the past three years? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Does the proposed project implement elements contained in a state or regional water 
plan, integrated water resource management plan, regional facility plan, regionalization or 
consolidation plan, or TMDL implementation plan? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Entity qualifies as a disadvantaged community. Yes 10.00 

Sec. 212 - Will a majority of the funds being requested from the SRF for the project be used to 
implement measures to reduce the demand for publically owned treatment works capacity through 
water conservation, efficiency, or reuse? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - For a qualified nonprofit, will a majority of the funds being requested from the SRF for 
the project be used to assist owners and operators of small and medium POTWs? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Will a majority of the funds being requested from the SRF for the project be used to 
implement innovative approaches to manage, reduce, treat, or recapture stormwater or 
subsurface drainage water? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Will a majority of the funds being requested from the SRF for the project be used to 
implement reuse or recycling wastewater, stormwater, or subsurface drainage water? If yes, 
please explain. 

No 0.00 

       Rating: 51.00 

         
 



 

Authority:   Covington      

PIF #: 12342 Program: CWSRF PPL Year: 2018 

Related PIFs:    

Project Name:  Upgrade Wastewater Treatment Plant 

Project Type:  POTW Project Phase:  Planning Design & Construction 

Project Description:  The City's current lagoon type treatment system is difficult to maintain for current TCEQ permit thresholds. The 
plant needs to be upgraded to a more conventional type treatment to maintain permit status and to provide capacity for recent growth. 

 

 Start Date Completion 
Date 

Phase Cost  

Planning:   $72,500.00 Green Project:   No 

Acquisition:   $0.00 Green Amount:   $0.00 

Design:   $50,000.00  

Est. 
Construction: 

07/01/2018 03/01/2019 $637,500.00  

 

Project Rating:        

Criteria 
 

     Answer Score 

Sec. 212 - Is the work required by a schedule that is imposed by court order, EPA administrative 
order,  TCEQ enforcement order, or participation in SSO Initiative? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Does the project involve extending service (centralized or alternative system) to 
populated areas of an existing developed community that are not served by a centralized 
collection system? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Has a public health official found that a nuisance dangerous to public health and safety 
exists resulting from water supply and sanitation problems in the area to be served by the project? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Is a water body impacted by the proposed project listed in a Watershed Protection Plan 
that is under development or has been accepted by the TCEQ or TSSWCB? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Will the project include innovative or alternative types of collection or treatment 
technology? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Does the project involve more stringent permit limitations? No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Does the project result in regionalization?  (See specific criteria) No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Does the proposed project involve a facility that requires expansion of its hydraulic 
capacity or removal of extraneous flow? 

% permitted 
capacity is ≥ 
75% and < 
90% and proj. 
improves 
problem 

20.00 

Sec. 212 - The proposed project impacts a water body that does not meet applicable water quality 
standards. (refer to water bodies listed as Category 4a, 5a, 5b, or 5c in the latest Watershed 
Action Planning Strategy Table).  

No 0.00 

Sec. 319 - Has a public health official found that a nuisance dangerous to public health and safety 
exists resulting from water supply and sanitation problems in the area to be served by the 
proposed project? 

  

Sec. 319 - Does a threat exist to an aquifer or groundwater that may be impacted by the proposed 
project? 

  

Sec. 319 - Is a water body impacted by the proposed project listed in a Watershed Protection Plan 
that is under development or has been accepted by the TCEQ or TSSWCB? 

  

Sec. 319 - The proposed project impacts a water body that does not meet applicable water quality 
standards. (refer to water bodies listed as Category 4a, 5a, 5b, or 5c in the latest Watershed 
Action Planning Strategy Table).  

  

Sec. 319 - Does the project include stream bank restoration or contain elements of Low Impact 
Development, such as vegetated filter strips, bio-retention, rain gardens, or porous pavement? 

  

Sec. 320 - Does the project restore, protect, and enhance coastal natural resources?   

Sec. 320 - Does the project improve water quality?   



Sec. 320 - Does the project enhance public access?   

Sec. 320 - Does the project improve onshore infrastructure and environmental management?   

Sec. 320 - Does the project mitigate erosion and stabilize shorelines?   

Sec. 320 - Does the project educate the public on the importance of coastal natural resources?   

All Proj. - In the past 5 years, has an asset management plan been adopted by the entity’s 
governing body? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Is the entity planning to prepare an asset management plan as part of the proposed 
project? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Has asset management training been administered to the entity’s governing body and 
employees? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Does the proposed project address specific targets, goals, or measures in a water 
conservation or drought contingency plan that has been adopted by the entity’s governing body 
within the past 5 years? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Does the proposed project address specific goals in a system-wide or plant-wide energy 
assessment, audit, or optimization study that has been conducted within the past three years? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Does the proposed project implement elements contained in a state or regional water 
plan, integrated water resource management plan, regional facility plan, regionalization or 
consolidation plan, or TMDL implementation plan? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Entity qualifies as a disadvantaged community. No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Will a majority of the funds being requested from the SRF for the project be used to 
implement measures to reduce the demand for publically owned treatment works capacity through 
water conservation, efficiency, or reuse? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - For a qualified nonprofit, will a majority of the funds being requested from the SRF for 
the project be used to assist owners and operators of small and medium POTWs? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Will a majority of the funds being requested from the SRF for the project be used to 
implement innovative approaches to manage, reduce, treat, or recapture stormwater or 
subsurface drainage water? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Will a majority of the funds being requested from the SRF for the project be used to 
implement reuse or recycling wastewater, stormwater, or subsurface drainage water? If yes, 
please explain. 

No 0.00 

       Rating: 20.00 

         
 



 

Authority:   Del Rio      

PIF #: 12343 Program: CWSRF PPL Year: 2018 

Related PIFs:    

Project Name:  Collection System Improvements 

Project Type:  POTW Project Phase:  P A D & Construction 

Project Description:  This project was partially funded under 73639. This application is for the remaining work effort. To correct a 
history of operational problems in the collection system including blocked and collapsed lines and overflowing lift stations, and areas 
utilizing septic systems, the proposed project will correct these issues through improvements to the network. This will include replacing 
collection pipes identified as having a history of failure or likely to fail in the near future, providing service to areas currently without 
centralized sewer service, and the elimination of lift stations that have a history of overflow problems. 

 

 Start Date Completion 
Date 

Phase Cost  

Planning:   $262,961.00 Green Project:   No 

Acquisition:  03/01/2018 $1,374,569.00 Green Amount:   $0.00 

Design:   $6,872,842.00  

Est. 
Construction: 

07/01/2019 07/01/2021 $72,164,830.00  

 

Project Rating:        

Criteria 
 

     Answer Score 

Sec. 212 - Is the work required by a schedule that is imposed by court order, EPA administrative 
order,  TCEQ enforcement order, or participation in SSO Initiative? 

SSO Plan 20.00 

Sec. 212 - Does the project involve extending service (centralized or alternative system) to 
populated areas of an existing developed community that are not served by a centralized 
collection system? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Has a public health official found that a nuisance dangerous to public health and safety 
exists resulting from water supply and sanitation problems in the area to be served by the project? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Is a water body impacted by the proposed project listed in a Watershed Protection Plan 
that is under development or has been accepted by the TCEQ or TSSWCB? 

Accepted 10.00 

Sec. 212 - Will the project include innovative or alternative types of collection or treatment 
technology? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Does the project involve more stringent permit limitations? No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Does the project result in regionalization?  (See specific criteria) No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Does the proposed project involve a facility that requires expansion of its hydraulic 
capacity or removal of extraneous flow? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - The proposed project impacts a water body that does not meet applicable water quality 
standards. (refer to water bodies listed as Category 4a, 5a, 5b, or 5c in the latest Watershed 
Action Planning Strategy Table).  

Non-Priority 5c 10.00 

Sec. 319 - Has a public health official found that a nuisance dangerous to public health and safety 
exists resulting from water supply and sanitation problems in the area to be served by the 
proposed project? 

  

Sec. 319 - Does a threat exist to an aquifer or groundwater that may be impacted by the proposed 
project? 

  

Sec. 319 - Is a water body impacted by the proposed project listed in a Watershed Protection Plan 
that is under development or has been accepted by the TCEQ or TSSWCB? 

  

Sec. 319 - The proposed project impacts a water body that does not meet applicable water quality 
standards. (refer to water bodies listed as Category 4a, 5a, 5b, or 5c in the latest Watershed 
Action Planning Strategy Table).  

  

Sec. 319 - Does the project include stream bank restoration or contain elements of Low Impact 
Development, such as vegetated filter strips, bio-retention, rain gardens, or porous pavement? 

  

Sec. 320 - Does the project restore, protect, and enhance coastal natural resources?   

Sec. 320 - Does the project improve water quality?   



Sec. 320 - Does the project enhance public access?   

Sec. 320 - Does the project improve onshore infrastructure and environmental management?   

Sec. 320 - Does the project mitigate erosion and stabilize shorelines?   

Sec. 320 - Does the project educate the public on the importance of coastal natural resources?   

All Proj. - In the past 5 years, has an asset management plan been adopted by the entity’s 
governing body? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Is the entity planning to prepare an asset management plan as part of the proposed 
project? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Has asset management training been administered to the entity’s governing body and 
employees? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Does the proposed project address specific targets, goals, or measures in a water 
conservation or drought contingency plan that has been adopted by the entity’s governing body 
within the past 5 years? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Does the proposed project address specific goals in a system-wide or plant-wide energy 
assessment, audit, or optimization study that has been conducted within the past three years? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Does the proposed project implement elements contained in a state or regional water 
plan, integrated water resource management plan, regional facility plan, regionalization or 
consolidation plan, or TMDL implementation plan? 

Yes 2.00 

All Proj. - Entity qualifies as a disadvantaged community. No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Will a majority of the funds being requested from the SRF for the project be used to 
implement measures to reduce the demand for publically owned treatment works capacity through 
water conservation, efficiency, or reuse? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - For a qualified nonprofit, will a majority of the funds being requested from the SRF for 
the project be used to assist owners and operators of small and medium POTWs? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Will a majority of the funds being requested from the SRF for the project be used to 
implement innovative approaches to manage, reduce, treat, or recapture stormwater or 
subsurface drainage water? 

  

All Proj. - Will a majority of the funds being requested from the SRF for the project be used to 
implement reuse or recycling wastewater, stormwater, or subsurface drainage water? If yes, 
please explain. 

  

       Rating: 42.00 

         
 



 

Authority:   Del Rio      

PIF #: 12344 Program: CWSRF PPL Year: 2018 

Related PIFs:    

Project Name:  WWTP Improvements 

Project Type:  POTW Project Phase:  Planning Design & Construction 

Project Description:  The proposed WWTP improvements will repair and replace failing equipment where facility operations were 
recently taken over by the public works department. 

 

 Start Date Completion 
Date 

Phase Cost  

Planning:   $34,320.00 Green Project:   No 

Acquisition:   $0.00 Green Amount:   $0.00 

Design:   $1,710,280.00  

Est. 
Construction: 

07/01/2019 07/01/2021 $17,957,940.00  

 

Project Rating:        

Criteria 
 

     Answer Score 

Sec. 212 - Is the work required by a schedule that is imposed by court order, EPA administrative 
order,  TCEQ enforcement order, or participation in SSO Initiative? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Does the project involve extending service (centralized or alternative system) to 
populated areas of an existing developed community that are not served by a centralized 
collection system? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Has a public health official found that a nuisance dangerous to public health and safety 
exists resulting from water supply and sanitation problems in the area to be served by the project? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Is a water body impacted by the proposed project listed in a Watershed Protection Plan 
that is under development or has been accepted by the TCEQ or TSSWCB? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Will the project include innovative or alternative types of collection or treatment 
technology? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Does the project involve more stringent permit limitations? No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Does the project result in regionalization?  (See specific criteria) No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Does the proposed project involve a facility that requires expansion of its hydraulic 
capacity or removal of extraneous flow? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - The proposed project impacts a water body that does not meet applicable water quality 
standards. (refer to water bodies listed as Category 4a, 5a, 5b, or 5c in the latest Watershed 
Action Planning Strategy Table).  

Non-Priority 5c 10.00 

Sec. 319 - Has a public health official found that a nuisance dangerous to public health and safety 
exists resulting from water supply and sanitation problems in the area to be served by the 
proposed project? 

  

Sec. 319 - Does a threat exist to an aquifer or groundwater that may be impacted by the proposed 
project? 

  

Sec. 319 - Is a water body impacted by the proposed project listed in a Watershed Protection Plan 
that is under development or has been accepted by the TCEQ or TSSWCB? 

  

Sec. 319 - The proposed project impacts a water body that does not meet applicable water quality 
standards. (refer to water bodies listed as Category 4a, 5a, 5b, or 5c in the latest Watershed 
Action Planning Strategy Table).  

  

Sec. 319 - Does the project include stream bank restoration or contain elements of Low Impact 
Development, such as vegetated filter strips, bio-retention, rain gardens, or porous pavement? 

  

Sec. 320 - Does the project restore, protect, and enhance coastal natural resources?   

Sec. 320 - Does the project improve water quality?   

Sec. 320 - Does the project enhance public access?   

Sec. 320 - Does the project improve onshore infrastructure and environmental management?   



Sec. 320 - Does the project mitigate erosion and stabilize shorelines?   

Sec. 320 - Does the project educate the public on the importance of coastal natural resources?   

All Proj. - In the past 5 years, has an asset management plan been adopted by the entity’s 
governing body? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Is the entity planning to prepare an asset management plan as part of the proposed 
project? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Has asset management training been administered to the entity’s governing body and 
employees? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Does the proposed project address specific targets, goals, or measures in a water 
conservation or drought contingency plan that has been adopted by the entity’s governing body 
within the past 5 years? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Does the proposed project address specific goals in a system-wide or plant-wide energy 
assessment, audit, or optimization study that has been conducted within the past three years? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Does the proposed project implement elements contained in a state or regional water 
plan, integrated water resource management plan, regional facility plan, regionalization or 
consolidation plan, or TMDL implementation plan? 

Yes 2.00 

All Proj. - Entity qualifies as a disadvantaged community. No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Will a majority of the funds being requested from the SRF for the project be used to 
implement measures to reduce the demand for publically owned treatment works capacity through 
water conservation, efficiency, or reuse? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - For a qualified nonprofit, will a majority of the funds being requested from the SRF for 
the project be used to assist owners and operators of small and medium POTWs? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Will a majority of the funds being requested from the SRF for the project be used to 
implement innovative approaches to manage, reduce, treat, or recapture stormwater or 
subsurface drainage water? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Will a majority of the funds being requested from the SRF for the project be used to 
implement reuse or recycling wastewater, stormwater, or subsurface drainage water? If yes, 
please explain. 

No 0.00 

       Rating: 12.00 

         
 



 

Authority:   Dublin      

PIF #: 12345 Program: CWSRF PPL Year: 2018 

Related PIFs:    

Project Name:  Wastewater Collection System Improvements 

Project Type:  POTW Project Phase:  Planning Design & Construction 

Project Description:  Replacement of existing, deteriorated clay tile sewer lines 

 

 Start Date Completion 
Date 

Phase Cost  

Planning:   $110,000.00 Green Project:   No 

Acquisition:   $0.00 Green Amount:   $0.00 

Design:   $184,600.00  

Est. 
Construction: 

01/15/2018 12/15/2018 $3,205,400.00  

 

Project Rating:        

Criteria 
 

     Answer Score 

Sec. 212 - Is the work required by a schedule that is imposed by court order, EPA administrative 
order,  TCEQ enforcement order, or participation in SSO Initiative? 

Orders 30.00 

Sec. 212 - Does the project involve extending service (centralized or alternative system) to 
populated areas of an existing developed community that are not served by a centralized 
collection system? 

Yes 11.00 

Sec. 212 - Has a public health official found that a nuisance dangerous to public health and safety 
exists resulting from water supply and sanitation problems in the area to be served by the project? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Is a water body impacted by the proposed project listed in a Watershed Protection Plan 
that is under development or has been accepted by the TCEQ or TSSWCB? 

Accepted 10.00 

Sec. 212 - Will the project include innovative or alternative types of collection or treatment 
technology? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Does the project involve more stringent permit limitations? No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Does the project result in regionalization?  (See specific criteria) No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Does the proposed project involve a facility that requires expansion of its hydraulic 
capacity or removal of extraneous flow? 

  

Sec. 212 - The proposed project impacts a water body that does not meet applicable water quality 
standards. (refer to water bodies listed as Category 4a, 5a, 5b, or 5c in the latest Watershed 
Action Planning Strategy Table).  

Non-Priority 5b 20.00 

Sec. 319 - Has a public health official found that a nuisance dangerous to public health and safety 
exists resulting from water supply and sanitation problems in the area to be served by the 
proposed project? 

  

Sec. 319 - Does a threat exist to an aquifer or groundwater that may be impacted by the proposed 
project? 

  

Sec. 319 - Is a water body impacted by the proposed project listed in a Watershed Protection Plan 
that is under development or has been accepted by the TCEQ or TSSWCB? 

  

Sec. 319 - The proposed project impacts a water body that does not meet applicable water quality 
standards. (refer to water bodies listed as Category 4a, 5a, 5b, or 5c in the latest Watershed 
Action Planning Strategy Table).  

  

Sec. 319 - Does the project include stream bank restoration or contain elements of Low Impact 
Development, such as vegetated filter strips, bio-retention, rain gardens, or porous pavement? 

  

Sec. 320 - Does the project restore, protect, and enhance coastal natural resources?   

Sec. 320 - Does the project improve water quality?   

Sec. 320 - Does the project enhance public access?   

Sec. 320 - Does the project improve onshore infrastructure and environmental management?   

Sec. 320 - Does the project mitigate erosion and stabilize shorelines?   



Sec. 320 - Does the project educate the public on the importance of coastal natural resources?   

All Proj. - In the past 5 years, has an asset management plan been adopted by the entity’s 
governing body? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Is the entity planning to prepare an asset management plan as part of the proposed 
project? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Has asset management training been administered to the entity’s governing body and 
employees? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Does the proposed project address specific targets, goals, or measures in a water 
conservation or drought contingency plan that has been adopted by the entity’s governing body 
within the past 5 years? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Does the proposed project address specific goals in a system-wide or plant-wide energy 
assessment, audit, or optimization study that has been conducted within the past three years? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Does the proposed project implement elements contained in a state or regional water 
plan, integrated water resource management plan, regional facility plan, regionalization or 
consolidation plan, or TMDL implementation plan? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Entity qualifies as a disadvantaged community. No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Will a majority of the funds being requested from the SRF for the project be used to 
implement measures to reduce the demand for publically owned treatment works capacity through 
water conservation, efficiency, or reuse? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - For a qualified nonprofit, will a majority of the funds being requested from the SRF for 
the project be used to assist owners and operators of small and medium POTWs? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Will a majority of the funds being requested from the SRF for the project be used to 
implement innovative approaches to manage, reduce, treat, or recapture stormwater or 
subsurface drainage water? 

  

All Proj. - Will a majority of the funds being requested from the SRF for the project be used to 
implement reuse or recycling wastewater, stormwater, or subsurface drainage water? If yes, 
please explain. 

  

       Rating: 71.00 

         
 



 

Authority:   Eagle Pass      

PIF #: 12346 Program: CWSRF PPL Year: 2018 

Related PIFs:    

Project Name:  EPWWS WWTP Improvements 

Project Type:  POTW Project Phase:  Planning Design & Construction 

Project Description:  Wastewater treatment plant improvements to improve energy efficiency and meet capacity and operational 
needs. 

 

 Start Date Completion 
Date 

Phase Cost  

Planning:   $73,216.00 Green Project:   Yes-BC 

Acquisition:   $0.00 Green Amount:   $9,000,000.00 

Design:   $1,913,600.00  

Est. 
Construction: 

07/01/2019 07/01/2021 $20,092,800.00  

 

Project Rating:        

Criteria 
 

     Answer Score 

Sec. 212 - Is the work required by a schedule that is imposed by court order, EPA administrative 
order,  TCEQ enforcement order, or participation in SSO Initiative? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Does the project involve extending service (centralized or alternative system) to 
populated areas of an existing developed community that are not served by a centralized 
collection system? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Has a public health official found that a nuisance dangerous to public health and safety 
exists resulting from water supply and sanitation problems in the area to be served by the project? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Is a water body impacted by the proposed project listed in a Watershed Protection Plan 
that is under development or has been accepted by the TCEQ or TSSWCB? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Will the project include innovative or alternative types of collection or treatment 
technology? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Does the project involve more stringent permit limitations? No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Does the project result in regionalization?  (See specific criteria) No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Does the proposed project involve a facility that requires expansion of its hydraulic 
capacity or removal of extraneous flow? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - The proposed project impacts a water body that does not meet applicable water quality 
standards. (refer to water bodies listed as Category 4a, 5a, 5b, or 5c in the latest Watershed 
Action Planning Strategy Table).  

Non-Priority 5c 10.00 

Sec. 319 - Has a public health official found that a nuisance dangerous to public health and safety 
exists resulting from water supply and sanitation problems in the area to be served by the 
proposed project? 

  

Sec. 319 - Does a threat exist to an aquifer or groundwater that may be impacted by the proposed 
project? 

  

Sec. 319 - Is a water body impacted by the proposed project listed in a Watershed Protection Plan 
that is under development or has been accepted by the TCEQ or TSSWCB? 

  

Sec. 319 - The proposed project impacts a water body that does not meet applicable water quality 
standards. (refer to water bodies listed as Category 4a, 5a, 5b, or 5c in the latest Watershed 
Action Planning Strategy Table).  

  

Sec. 319 - Does the project include stream bank restoration or contain elements of Low Impact 
Development, such as vegetated filter strips, bio-retention, rain gardens, or porous pavement? 

  

Sec. 320 - Does the project restore, protect, and enhance coastal natural resources?   

Sec. 320 - Does the project improve water quality?   

Sec. 320 - Does the project enhance public access?   

Sec. 320 - Does the project improve onshore infrastructure and environmental management?   



Sec. 320 - Does the project mitigate erosion and stabilize shorelines?   

Sec. 320 - Does the project educate the public on the importance of coastal natural resources?   

All Proj. - In the past 5 years, has an asset management plan been adopted by the entity’s 
governing body? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Is the entity planning to prepare an asset management plan as part of the proposed 
project? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Has asset management training been administered to the entity’s governing body and 
employees? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Does the proposed project address specific targets, goals, or measures in a water 
conservation or drought contingency plan that has been adopted by the entity’s governing body 
within the past 5 years? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Does the proposed project address specific goals in a system-wide or plant-wide energy 
assessment, audit, or optimization study that has been conducted within the past three years? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Does the proposed project implement elements contained in a state or regional water 
plan, integrated water resource management plan, regional facility plan, regionalization or 
consolidation plan, or TMDL implementation plan? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Entity qualifies as a disadvantaged community. Yes 10.00 

Sec. 212 - Will a majority of the funds being requested from the SRF for the project be used to 
implement measures to reduce the demand for publically owned treatment works capacity through 
water conservation, efficiency, or reuse? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - For a qualified nonprofit, will a majority of the funds being requested from the SRF for 
the project be used to assist owners and operators of small and medium POTWs? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Will a majority of the funds being requested from the SRF for the project be used to 
implement innovative approaches to manage, reduce, treat, or recapture stormwater or 
subsurface drainage water? 

  

All Proj. - Will a majority of the funds being requested from the SRF for the project be used to 
implement reuse or recycling wastewater, stormwater, or subsurface drainage water? If yes, 
please explain. 

  

       Rating: 20.00 

         
 



 

Authority:   Eden      

PIF #: 12347 Program: CWSRF PPL Year: 2018 

Related PIFs:    

Project Name:  2018 Wastewater System Improvements 

Project Type:  POTW Project Phase:  Planning Design & Construction 

Project Description:  One improvement to the wastewater system that the City of Eden (City) is considering is adding a lift station 
upstream of their existing lift station pumps.  The lift station pumps accept flows from the nearby prison and occasionally get clogged 
up due to debris released by the prison flows.  The City would like to construct an additional lift station between the prison and the lift 
station pumps that is equipped with a mechanical fine screen to filter out any debris that might make their way into the sewer system.  

 

 Start Date Completion 
Date 

Phase Cost  

Planning:   $174,000.00 Green Project:   No 

Acquisition:   $0.00 Green Amount:   $0.00 

Design:   $114,000.00  

Est. 
Construction: 

09/03/2018 12/27/2019 $2,060,000.00  

 

Project Rating:        

Criteria 
 

     Answer Score 

Sec. 212 - Is the work required by a schedule that is imposed by court order, EPA administrative 
order,  TCEQ enforcement order, or participation in SSO Initiative? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Does the project involve extending service (centralized or alternative system) to 
populated areas of an existing developed community that are not served by a centralized 
collection system? 

Yes 11.00 

Sec. 212 - Has a public health official found that a nuisance dangerous to public health and safety 
exists resulting from water supply and sanitation problems in the area to be served by the project? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Is a water body impacted by the proposed project listed in a Watershed Protection Plan 
that is under development or has been accepted by the TCEQ or TSSWCB? 

Accepted 10.00 

Sec. 212 - Will the project include innovative or alternative types of collection or treatment 
technology? 

N/A 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Does the project involve more stringent permit limitations? N/A 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Does the project result in regionalization?  (See specific criteria) N/A 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Does the proposed project involve a facility that requires expansion of its hydraulic 
capacity or removal of extraneous flow? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - The proposed project impacts a water body that does not meet applicable water quality 
standards. (refer to water bodies listed as Category 4a, 5a, 5b, or 5c in the latest Watershed 
Action Planning Strategy Table).  

No 0.00 

Sec. 319 - Has a public health official found that a nuisance dangerous to public health and safety 
exists resulting from water supply and sanitation problems in the area to be served by the 
proposed project? 

  

Sec. 319 - Does a threat exist to an aquifer or groundwater that may be impacted by the proposed 
project? 

  

Sec. 319 - Is a water body impacted by the proposed project listed in a Watershed Protection Plan 
that is under development or has been accepted by the TCEQ or TSSWCB? 

  

Sec. 319 - The proposed project impacts a water body that does not meet applicable water quality 
standards. (refer to water bodies listed as Category 4a, 5a, 5b, or 5c in the latest Watershed 
Action Planning Strategy Table).  

  

Sec. 319 - Does the project include stream bank restoration or contain elements of Low Impact 
Development, such as vegetated filter strips, bio-retention, rain gardens, or porous pavement? 

  

Sec. 320 - Does the project restore, protect, and enhance coastal natural resources?   

Sec. 320 - Does the project improve water quality?   

Sec. 320 - Does the project enhance public access?   



Sec. 320 - Does the project improve onshore infrastructure and environmental management?   

Sec. 320 - Does the project mitigate erosion and stabilize shorelines?   

Sec. 320 - Does the project educate the public on the importance of coastal natural resources?   

All Proj. - In the past 5 years, has an asset management plan been adopted by the entity’s 
governing body? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Is the entity planning to prepare an asset management plan as part of the proposed 
project? 

Yes 1.00 

All Proj. - Has asset management training been administered to the entity’s governing body and 
employees? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Does the proposed project address specific targets, goals, or measures in a water 
conservation or drought contingency plan that has been adopted by the entity’s governing body 
within the past 5 years? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Does the proposed project address specific goals in a system-wide or plant-wide energy 
assessment, audit, or optimization study that has been conducted within the past three years? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Does the proposed project implement elements contained in a state or regional water 
plan, integrated water resource management plan, regional facility plan, regionalization or 
consolidation plan, or TMDL implementation plan? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Entity qualifies as a disadvantaged community. No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Will a majority of the funds being requested from the SRF for the project be used to 
implement measures to reduce the demand for publically owned treatment works capacity through 
water conservation, efficiency, or reuse? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - For a qualified nonprofit, will a majority of the funds being requested from the SRF for 
the project be used to assist owners and operators of small and medium POTWs? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Will a majority of the funds being requested from the SRF for the project be used to 
implement innovative approaches to manage, reduce, treat, or recapture stormwater or 
subsurface drainage water? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Will a majority of the funds being requested from the SRF for the project be used to 
implement reuse or recycling wastewater, stormwater, or subsurface drainage water? If yes, 
please explain. 

No 0.00 

       Rating: 22.00 

         
 



 

Authority:   Ennis      

PIF #: 12348 Program: CWSRF PPL Year: 2018 

Related PIFs:    

Project Name:  Downtown Sewer Line Improvements 1 

Project Type:  POTW Project Phase:  Planning Design & Construction 

Project Description:  Replacement of aged and deteriorated sewerlines and appurtenances within the City of Ennis collection 
system. Preparation and implementation of Asset Management Plan. 

 

 Start Date Completion 
Date 

Phase Cost  

Planning:   $62,500.00 Green Project:   No 

Acquisition:   $0.00 Green Amount:   $0.00 

Design:   $431,480.00  

Est. 
Construction: 

09/01/2018 06/01/2019 $3,578,618.00  

 

Project Rating:        

Criteria 
 

     Answer Score 

Sec. 212 - Is the work required by a schedule that is imposed by court order, EPA administrative 
order,  TCEQ enforcement order, or participation in SSO Initiative? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Does the project involve extending service (centralized or alternative system) to 
populated areas of an existing developed community that are not served by a centralized 
collection system? 

N/A 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Has a public health official found that a nuisance dangerous to public health and safety 
exists resulting from water supply and sanitation problems in the area to be served by the project? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Is a water body impacted by the proposed project listed in a Watershed Protection Plan 
that is under development or has been accepted by the TCEQ or TSSWCB? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Will the project include innovative or alternative types of collection or treatment 
technology? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Does the project involve more stringent permit limitations? No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Does the project result in regionalization?  (See specific criteria) N/A 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Does the proposed project involve a facility that requires expansion of its hydraulic 
capacity or removal of extraneous flow? 

N/A 0.00 

Sec. 212 - The proposed project impacts a water body that does not meet applicable water quality 
standards. (refer to water bodies listed as Category 4a, 5a, 5b, or 5c in the latest Watershed 
Action Planning Strategy Table).  

No 0.00 

Sec. 319 - Has a public health official found that a nuisance dangerous to public health and safety 
exists resulting from water supply and sanitation problems in the area to be served by the 
proposed project? 

  

Sec. 319 - Does a threat exist to an aquifer or groundwater that may be impacted by the proposed 
project? 

  

Sec. 319 - Is a water body impacted by the proposed project listed in a Watershed Protection Plan 
that is under development or has been accepted by the TCEQ or TSSWCB? 

  

Sec. 319 - The proposed project impacts a water body that does not meet applicable water quality 
standards. (refer to water bodies listed as Category 4a, 5a, 5b, or 5c in the latest Watershed 
Action Planning Strategy Table).  

  

Sec. 319 - Does the project include stream bank restoration or contain elements of Low Impact 
Development, such as vegetated filter strips, bio-retention, rain gardens, or porous pavement? 

  

Sec. 320 - Does the project restore, protect, and enhance coastal natural resources?   

Sec. 320 - Does the project improve water quality?   

Sec. 320 - Does the project enhance public access?   

Sec. 320 - Does the project improve onshore infrastructure and environmental management?   



Sec. 320 - Does the project mitigate erosion and stabilize shorelines?   

Sec. 320 - Does the project educate the public on the importance of coastal natural resources?   

All Proj. - In the past 5 years, has an asset management plan been adopted by the entity’s 
governing body? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Is the entity planning to prepare an asset management plan as part of the proposed 
project? 

Yes 1.00 

All Proj. - Has asset management training been administered to the entity’s governing body and 
employees? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Does the proposed project address specific targets, goals, or measures in a water 
conservation or drought contingency plan that has been adopted by the entity’s governing body 
within the past 5 years? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Does the proposed project address specific goals in a system-wide or plant-wide energy 
assessment, audit, or optimization study that has been conducted within the past three years? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Does the proposed project implement elements contained in a state or regional water 
plan, integrated water resource management plan, regional facility plan, regionalization or 
consolidation plan, or TMDL implementation plan? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Entity qualifies as a disadvantaged community. No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Will a majority of the funds being requested from the SRF for the project be used to 
implement measures to reduce the demand for publically owned treatment works capacity through 
water conservation, efficiency, or reuse? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - For a qualified nonprofit, will a majority of the funds being requested from the SRF for 
the project be used to assist owners and operators of small and medium POTWs? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Will a majority of the funds being requested from the SRF for the project be used to 
implement innovative approaches to manage, reduce, treat, or recapture stormwater or 
subsurface drainage water? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Will a majority of the funds being requested from the SRF for the project be used to 
implement reuse or recycling wastewater, stormwater, or subsurface drainage water? If yes, 
please explain. 

No 0.00 

       Rating: 1.00 

         
 



 

Authority:   Ennis      

PIF #: 12349 Program: CWSRF PPL Year: 2018 

Related PIFs:    

Project Name:  Downtown Sewer Line Improvements 2 

Project Type:  POTW Project Phase:  Planning Design & Construction 

Project Description:  Replacement of aged and deteriorated sewerlines and appurtenances within the City of Ennis collection 
system.  Preparation and implementation of Asset Management Plan. 

 

 Start Date Completion 
Date 

Phase Cost  

Planning:   $125,000.00 Green Project:   No 

Acquisition:   $0.00 Green Amount:   $0.00 

Design:   $1,054,040.00  

Est. 
Construction: 

09/01/2018 12/30/2018 $8,750,390.00  

 

Project Rating:        

Criteria 
 

     Answer Score 

Sec. 212 - Is the work required by a schedule that is imposed by court order, EPA administrative 
order,  TCEQ enforcement order, or participation in SSO Initiative? 

N/A 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Does the project involve extending service (centralized or alternative system) to 
populated areas of an existing developed community that are not served by a centralized 
collection system? 

N/A 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Has a public health official found that a nuisance dangerous to public health and safety 
exists resulting from water supply and sanitation problems in the area to be served by the project? 

N/A 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Is a water body impacted by the proposed project listed in a Watershed Protection Plan 
that is under development or has been accepted by the TCEQ or TSSWCB? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Will the project include innovative or alternative types of collection or treatment 
technology? 

N/A 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Does the project involve more stringent permit limitations? N/A 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Does the project result in regionalization?  (See specific criteria) No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Does the proposed project involve a facility that requires expansion of its hydraulic 
capacity or removal of extraneous flow? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - The proposed project impacts a water body that does not meet applicable water quality 
standards. (refer to water bodies listed as Category 4a, 5a, 5b, or 5c in the latest Watershed 
Action Planning Strategy Table).  

No 0.00 

Sec. 319 - Has a public health official found that a nuisance dangerous to public health and safety 
exists resulting from water supply and sanitation problems in the area to be served by the 
proposed project? 

  

Sec. 319 - Does a threat exist to an aquifer or groundwater that may be impacted by the proposed 
project? 

  

Sec. 319 - Is a water body impacted by the proposed project listed in a Watershed Protection Plan 
that is under development or has been accepted by the TCEQ or TSSWCB? 

  

Sec. 319 - The proposed project impacts a water body that does not meet applicable water quality 
standards. (refer to water bodies listed as Category 4a, 5a, 5b, or 5c in the latest Watershed 
Action Planning Strategy Table).  

  

Sec. 319 - Does the project include stream bank restoration or contain elements of Low Impact 
Development, such as vegetated filter strips, bio-retention, rain gardens, or porous pavement? 

  

Sec. 320 - Does the project restore, protect, and enhance coastal natural resources?   

Sec. 320 - Does the project improve water quality?   

Sec. 320 - Does the project enhance public access?   

Sec. 320 - Does the project improve onshore infrastructure and environmental management?   



Sec. 320 - Does the project mitigate erosion and stabilize shorelines?   

Sec. 320 - Does the project educate the public on the importance of coastal natural resources?   

All Proj. - In the past 5 years, has an asset management plan been adopted by the entity’s 
governing body? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Is the entity planning to prepare an asset management plan as part of the proposed 
project? 

Yes 1.00 

All Proj. - Has asset management training been administered to the entity’s governing body and 
employees? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Does the proposed project address specific targets, goals, or measures in a water 
conservation or drought contingency plan that has been adopted by the entity’s governing body 
within the past 5 years? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Does the proposed project address specific goals in a system-wide or plant-wide energy 
assessment, audit, or optimization study that has been conducted within the past three years? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Does the proposed project implement elements contained in a state or regional water 
plan, integrated water resource management plan, regional facility plan, regionalization or 
consolidation plan, or TMDL implementation plan? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Entity qualifies as a disadvantaged community. No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Will a majority of the funds being requested from the SRF for the project be used to 
implement measures to reduce the demand for publically owned treatment works capacity through 
water conservation, efficiency, or reuse? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - For a qualified nonprofit, will a majority of the funds being requested from the SRF for 
the project be used to assist owners and operators of small and medium POTWs? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Will a majority of the funds being requested from the SRF for the project be used to 
implement innovative approaches to manage, reduce, treat, or recapture stormwater or 
subsurface drainage water? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Will a majority of the funds being requested from the SRF for the project be used to 
implement reuse or recycling wastewater, stormwater, or subsurface drainage water? If yes, 
please explain. 

No 0.00 

       Rating: 1.00 

         
 



 

Authority:   Ennis      

PIF #: 12350 Program: CWSRF PPL Year: 2018 

Related PIFs:    

Project Name:  Wastewater Treatment Facility Upgrades 

Project Type:  POTW Project Phase:  Planning Design & Construction 

Project Description:  WWTF Improvements 

 

 Start Date Completion 
Date 

Phase Cost  

Planning:   $225,000.00 Green Project:   No 

Acquisition:   $0.00 Green Amount:   $0.00 

Design:   $525,000.00  

Est. 
Construction: 

06/01/2018 06/03/2019 $5,635,000.00  

 

Project Rating:        

Criteria 
 

     Answer Score 

Sec. 212 - Is the work required by a schedule that is imposed by court order, EPA administrative 
order,  TCEQ enforcement order, or participation in SSO Initiative? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Does the project involve extending service (centralized or alternative system) to 
populated areas of an existing developed community that are not served by a centralized 
collection system? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Has a public health official found that a nuisance dangerous to public health and safety 
exists resulting from water supply and sanitation problems in the area to be served by the project? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Is a water body impacted by the proposed project listed in a Watershed Protection Plan 
that is under development or has been accepted by the TCEQ or TSSWCB? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Will the project include innovative or alternative types of collection or treatment 
technology? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Does the project involve more stringent permit limitations? No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Does the project result in regionalization?  (See specific criteria) No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Does the proposed project involve a facility that requires expansion of its hydraulic 
capacity or removal of extraneous flow? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - The proposed project impacts a water body that does not meet applicable water quality 
standards. (refer to water bodies listed as Category 4a, 5a, 5b, or 5c in the latest Watershed 
Action Planning Strategy Table).  

No 0.00 

Sec. 319 - Has a public health official found that a nuisance dangerous to public health and safety 
exists resulting from water supply and sanitation problems in the area to be served by the 
proposed project? 

  

Sec. 319 - Does a threat exist to an aquifer or groundwater that may be impacted by the proposed 
project? 

  

Sec. 319 - Is a water body impacted by the proposed project listed in a Watershed Protection Plan 
that is under development or has been accepted by the TCEQ or TSSWCB? 

  

Sec. 319 - The proposed project impacts a water body that does not meet applicable water quality 
standards. (refer to water bodies listed as Category 4a, 5a, 5b, or 5c in the latest Watershed 
Action Planning Strategy Table).  

  

Sec. 319 - Does the project include stream bank restoration or contain elements of Low Impact 
Development, such as vegetated filter strips, bio-retention, rain gardens, or porous pavement? 

  

Sec. 320 - Does the project restore, protect, and enhance coastal natural resources?   

Sec. 320 - Does the project improve water quality?   

Sec. 320 - Does the project enhance public access?   

Sec. 320 - Does the project improve onshore infrastructure and environmental management?   

Sec. 320 - Does the project mitigate erosion and stabilize shorelines?   



Sec. 320 - Does the project educate the public on the importance of coastal natural resources?   

All Proj. - In the past 5 years, has an asset management plan been adopted by the entity’s 
governing body? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Is the entity planning to prepare an asset management plan as part of the proposed 
project? 

Yes 1.00 

All Proj. - Has asset management training been administered to the entity’s governing body and 
employees? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Does the proposed project address specific targets, goals, or measures in a water 
conservation or drought contingency plan that has been adopted by the entity’s governing body 
within the past 5 years? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Does the proposed project address specific goals in a system-wide or plant-wide energy 
assessment, audit, or optimization study that has been conducted within the past three years? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Does the proposed project implement elements contained in a state or regional water 
plan, integrated water resource management plan, regional facility plan, regionalization or 
consolidation plan, or TMDL implementation plan? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Entity qualifies as a disadvantaged community. No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Will a majority of the funds being requested from the SRF for the project be used to 
implement measures to reduce the demand for publically owned treatment works capacity through 
water conservation, efficiency, or reuse? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - For a qualified nonprofit, will a majority of the funds being requested from the SRF for 
the project be used to assist owners and operators of small and medium POTWs? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Will a majority of the funds being requested from the SRF for the project be used to 
implement innovative approaches to manage, reduce, treat, or recapture stormwater or 
subsurface drainage water? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Will a majority of the funds being requested from the SRF for the project be used to 
implement reuse or recycling wastewater, stormwater, or subsurface drainage water? If yes, 
please explain. 

No 0.00 

       Rating: 1.00 

         
 



 

Authority:   Evant      

PIF #: 12351 Program: CWSRF PPL Year: 2018 

Related PIFs:    

Project Name:  Evant 2018 Wastewater System Improvements 

Project Type:  POTW Project Phase:  Planning Design & Construction 

Project Description:  The proposed project will restore the aging wastewater treatment plant’s (WWTP) ability to consistently meet its 
permit limits.  The project includes rehabilitation and upgrades to the existing treatment processes, as well as collection system 
improvements to reduce inflow and infiltration.   

 

 Start Date Completion 
Date 

Phase Cost  

Planning:   $178,000.00 Green Project:   Yes-BC 

Acquisition:   $0.00 Green Amount:   $966,000.00 

Design:   $139,000.00  

Est. 
Construction: 

09/03/2018 10/25/2019 $1,479,000.00  

 

Project Rating:        

Criteria 
 

     Answer Score 

Sec. 212 - Is the work required by a schedule that is imposed by court order, EPA administrative 
order,  TCEQ enforcement order, or participation in SSO Initiative? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Does the project involve extending service (centralized or alternative system) to 
populated areas of an existing developed community that are not served by a centralized 
collection system? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Has a public health official found that a nuisance dangerous to public health and safety 
exists resulting from water supply and sanitation problems in the area to be served by the project? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Is a water body impacted by the proposed project listed in a Watershed Protection Plan 
that is under development or has been accepted by the TCEQ or TSSWCB? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Will the project include innovative or alternative types of collection or treatment 
technology? 

Yes 15.00 

Sec. 212 - Does the project involve more stringent permit limitations? No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Does the project result in regionalization?  (See specific criteria) N/A 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Does the proposed project involve a facility that requires expansion of its hydraulic 
capacity or removal of extraneous flow? 

N/A 0.00 

Sec. 212 - The proposed project impacts a water body that does not meet applicable water quality 
standards. (refer to water bodies listed as Category 4a, 5a, 5b, or 5c in the latest Watershed 
Action Planning Strategy Table).  

Non-Priority 5c 10.00 

Sec. 319 - Has a public health official found that a nuisance dangerous to public health and safety 
exists resulting from water supply and sanitation problems in the area to be served by the 
proposed project? 

  

Sec. 319 - Does a threat exist to an aquifer or groundwater that may be impacted by the proposed 
project? 

  

Sec. 319 - Is a water body impacted by the proposed project listed in a Watershed Protection Plan 
that is under development or has been accepted by the TCEQ or TSSWCB? 

  

Sec. 319 - The proposed project impacts a water body that does not meet applicable water quality 
standards. (refer to water bodies listed as Category 4a, 5a, 5b, or 5c in the latest Watershed 
Action Planning Strategy Table).  

  

Sec. 319 - Does the project include stream bank restoration or contain elements of Low Impact 
Development, such as vegetated filter strips, bio-retention, rain gardens, or porous pavement? 

  

Sec. 320 - Does the project restore, protect, and enhance coastal natural resources?   

Sec. 320 - Does the project improve water quality?   

Sec. 320 - Does the project enhance public access?   

Sec. 320 - Does the project improve onshore infrastructure and environmental management?   



Sec. 320 - Does the project mitigate erosion and stabilize shorelines?   

Sec. 320 - Does the project educate the public on the importance of coastal natural resources?   

All Proj. - In the past 5 years, has an asset management plan been adopted by the entity’s 
governing body? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Is the entity planning to prepare an asset management plan as part of the proposed 
project? 

Yes 1.00 

All Proj. - Has asset management training been administered to the entity’s governing body and 
employees? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Does the proposed project address specific targets, goals, or measures in a water 
conservation or drought contingency plan that has been adopted by the entity’s governing body 
within the past 5 years? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Does the proposed project address specific goals in a system-wide or plant-wide energy 
assessment, audit, or optimization study that has been conducted within the past three years? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Does the proposed project implement elements contained in a state or regional water 
plan, integrated water resource management plan, regional facility plan, regionalization or 
consolidation plan, or TMDL implementation plan? 

Yes 2.00 

All Proj. - Entity qualifies as a disadvantaged community. Yes 10.00 

Sec. 212 - Will a majority of the funds being requested from the SRF for the project be used to 
implement measures to reduce the demand for publically owned treatment works capacity through 
water conservation, efficiency, or reuse? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - For a qualified nonprofit, will a majority of the funds being requested from the SRF for 
the project be used to assist owners and operators of small and medium POTWs? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Will a majority of the funds being requested from the SRF for the project be used to 
implement innovative approaches to manage, reduce, treat, or recapture stormwater or 
subsurface drainage water? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Will a majority of the funds being requested from the SRF for the project be used to 
implement reuse or recycling wastewater, stormwater, or subsurface drainage water? If yes, 
please explain. 

No 0.00 

       Rating: 38.00 

         
 



 

Authority:   Fayetteville      

PIF #: 12352 Program: CWSRF PPL Year: 2018 

Related PIFs:    

Project Name:  Sludge Drying Bed and Clay Pipe Replacement 

Project Type:  POTW Project Phase:  Design & Construction 

Project Description:  The City has difficulty treating wastewater to permit standards based on rainfall intrusion into the crumbling clay 
pipes and the open top sludge drying beds.  With the completion of the new lines and the new enclosed sludge drying bed, effluent 
discharged into the stream segment will demonstrate more consistent compliance with permit limits.  Increased sludge handling 
capacity will also provide for an increased wastewater treatment capacity in the existing wastewater treatment plant. 

 

 Start Date Completion 
Date 

Phase Cost  

Planning:   $0.00 Green Project:   No 

Acquisition:   $0.00 Green Amount:   $0.00 

Design:  06/01/2017 $27,000.00  

Est. 
Construction: 

02/26/2018 04/28/2017 $283,000.00  

 

Project Rating:        

Criteria 
 

     Answer Score 

Sec. 212 - Is the work required by a schedule that is imposed by court order, EPA administrative 
order,  TCEQ enforcement order, or participation in SSO Initiative? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Does the project involve extending service (centralized or alternative system) to 
populated areas of an existing developed community that are not served by a centralized 
collection system? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Has a public health official found that a nuisance dangerous to public health and safety 
exists resulting from water supply and sanitation problems in the area to be served by the project? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Is a water body impacted by the proposed project listed in a Watershed Protection Plan 
that is under development or has been accepted by the TCEQ or TSSWCB? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Will the project include innovative or alternative types of collection or treatment 
technology? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Does the project involve more stringent permit limitations? No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Does the project result in regionalization?  (See specific criteria) No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Does the proposed project involve a facility that requires expansion of its hydraulic 
capacity or removal of extraneous flow? 

% permitted 
capacity is ≥ 
65% and < 
75% and proj. 
improves 
problem 

15.00 

Sec. 212 - The proposed project impacts a water body that does not meet applicable water quality 
standards. (refer to water bodies listed as Category 4a, 5a, 5b, or 5c in the latest Watershed 
Action Planning Strategy Table).  

Non-Priority 5c 10.00 

Sec. 319 - Has a public health official found that a nuisance dangerous to public health and safety 
exists resulting from water supply and sanitation problems in the area to be served by the 
proposed project? 

  

Sec. 319 - Does a threat exist to an aquifer or groundwater that may be impacted by the proposed 
project? 

  

Sec. 319 - Is a water body impacted by the proposed project listed in a Watershed Protection Plan 
that is under development or has been accepted by the TCEQ or TSSWCB? 

  

Sec. 319 - The proposed project impacts a water body that does not meet applicable water quality 
standards. (refer to water bodies listed as Category 4a, 5a, 5b, or 5c in the latest Watershed 
Action Planning Strategy Table).  

  

Sec. 319 - Does the project include stream bank restoration or contain elements of Low Impact 
Development, such as vegetated filter strips, bio-retention, rain gardens, or porous pavement? 

  

Sec. 320 - Does the project restore, protect, and enhance coastal natural resources?   



Sec. 320 - Does the project improve water quality?   

Sec. 320 - Does the project enhance public access?   

Sec. 320 - Does the project improve onshore infrastructure and environmental management?   

Sec. 320 - Does the project mitigate erosion and stabilize shorelines?   

Sec. 320 - Does the project educate the public on the importance of coastal natural resources?   

All Proj. - In the past 5 years, has an asset management plan been adopted by the entity’s 
governing body? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Is the entity planning to prepare an asset management plan as part of the proposed 
project? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Has asset management training been administered to the entity’s governing body and 
employees? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Does the proposed project address specific targets, goals, or measures in a water 
conservation or drought contingency plan that has been adopted by the entity’s governing body 
within the past 5 years? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Does the proposed project address specific goals in a system-wide or plant-wide energy 
assessment, audit, or optimization study that has been conducted within the past three years? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Does the proposed project implement elements contained in a state or regional water 
plan, integrated water resource management plan, regional facility plan, regionalization or 
consolidation plan, or TMDL implementation plan? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Entity qualifies as a disadvantaged community. No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Will a majority of the funds being requested from the SRF for the project be used to 
implement measures to reduce the demand for publically owned treatment works capacity through 
water conservation, efficiency, or reuse? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - For a qualified nonprofit, will a majority of the funds being requested from the SRF for 
the project be used to assist owners and operators of small and medium POTWs? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Will a majority of the funds being requested from the SRF for the project be used to 
implement innovative approaches to manage, reduce, treat, or recapture stormwater or 
subsurface drainage water? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Will a majority of the funds being requested from the SRF for the project be used to 
implement reuse or recycling wastewater, stormwater, or subsurface drainage water? If yes, 
please explain. 

No 0.00 

       Rating: 25.00 

         
 



 

Authority:   Fort Stockton      

PIF #: 12353 Program: CWSRF PPL Year: 2018 

Related PIFs:    

Project Name:  Wastewater Treatment Plant Upgrades and Expansion 

Project Type:  POTW Project Phase:  Planning Design & Construction 

Project Description:  The City of Fort Stockton is requesting funds to expand and upgrade the City of Fort Stockton Wastewater 
Treatment Facility and to construct an effluent storage pond at the City-owned Lynaugh Wastewater Treatment Plant. 

 

 Start Date Completion 
Date 

Phase Cost  

Planning:   $322,080.00 Green Project:   No 

Acquisition:   $0.00 Green Amount:   $0.00 

Design:   $1,655,760.00  

Est. 
Construction: 

07/01/2018 07/01/2020 $16,022,160.00  

 

Project Rating:        

Criteria 
 

     Answer Score 

Sec. 212 - Is the work required by a schedule that is imposed by court order, EPA administrative 
order,  TCEQ enforcement order, or participation in SSO Initiative? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Does the project involve extending service (centralized or alternative system) to 
populated areas of an existing developed community that are not served by a centralized 
collection system? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Has a public health official found that a nuisance dangerous to public health and safety 
exists resulting from water supply and sanitation problems in the area to be served by the project? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Is a water body impacted by the proposed project listed in a Watershed Protection Plan 
that is under development or has been accepted by the TCEQ or TSSWCB? 

Accepted 10.00 

Sec. 212 - Will the project include innovative or alternative types of collection or treatment 
technology? 

Yes 15.00 

Sec. 212 - Does the project involve more stringent permit limitations? No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Does the project result in regionalization?  (See specific criteria) No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Does the proposed project involve a facility that requires expansion of its hydraulic 
capacity or removal of extraneous flow? 

Expansion of 
no-discharge 
plant 

15.00 

Sec. 212 - The proposed project impacts a water body that does not meet applicable water quality 
standards. (refer to water bodies listed as Category 4a, 5a, 5b, or 5c in the latest Watershed 
Action Planning Strategy Table).  

No 0.00 

Sec. 319 - Has a public health official found that a nuisance dangerous to public health and safety 
exists resulting from water supply and sanitation problems in the area to be served by the 
proposed project? 

  

Sec. 319 - Does a threat exist to an aquifer or groundwater that may be impacted by the proposed 
project? 

  

Sec. 319 - Is a water body impacted by the proposed project listed in a Watershed Protection Plan 
that is under development or has been accepted by the TCEQ or TSSWCB? 

  

Sec. 319 - The proposed project impacts a water body that does not meet applicable water quality 
standards. (refer to water bodies listed as Category 4a, 5a, 5b, or 5c in the latest Watershed 
Action Planning Strategy Table).  

  

Sec. 319 - Does the project include stream bank restoration or contain elements of Low Impact 
Development, such as vegetated filter strips, bio-retention, rain gardens, or porous pavement? 

  

Sec. 320 - Does the project restore, protect, and enhance coastal natural resources?   

Sec. 320 - Does the project improve water quality?   

Sec. 320 - Does the project enhance public access?   

Sec. 320 - Does the project improve onshore infrastructure and environmental management?   



Sec. 320 - Does the project mitigate erosion and stabilize shorelines?   

Sec. 320 - Does the project educate the public on the importance of coastal natural resources?   

All Proj. - In the past 5 years, has an asset management plan been adopted by the entity’s 
governing body? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Is the entity planning to prepare an asset management plan as part of the proposed 
project? 

Yes 1.00 

All Proj. - Has asset management training been administered to the entity’s governing body and 
employees? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Does the proposed project address specific targets, goals, or measures in a water 
conservation or drought contingency plan that has been adopted by the entity’s governing body 
within the past 5 years? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Does the proposed project address specific goals in a system-wide or plant-wide energy 
assessment, audit, or optimization study that has been conducted within the past three years? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Does the proposed project implement elements contained in a state or regional water 
plan, integrated water resource management plan, regional facility plan, regionalization or 
consolidation plan, or TMDL implementation plan? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Entity qualifies as a disadvantaged community. No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Will a majority of the funds being requested from the SRF for the project be used to 
implement measures to reduce the demand for publically owned treatment works capacity through 
water conservation, efficiency, or reuse? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - For a qualified nonprofit, will a majority of the funds being requested from the SRF for 
the project be used to assist owners and operators of small and medium POTWs? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Will a majority of the funds being requested from the SRF for the project be used to 
implement innovative approaches to manage, reduce, treat, or recapture stormwater or 
subsurface drainage water? 

  

All Proj. - Will a majority of the funds being requested from the SRF for the project be used to 
implement reuse or recycling wastewater, stormwater, or subsurface drainage water? If yes, 
please explain. 

  

       Rating: 41.00 

         
 



 

Authority:   Garrett      

PIF #: 12354 Program: CWSRF PPL Year: 2018 

Related PIFs:    

Project Name:  Construct New Wastewater Treatment Plant 

Project Type:  POTW Project Phase:  P A D & Construction 

Project Description:  The City currently sends its wastewater to the City of Ennis. This arrangement prohibits development. The City 
of Garrett believes it would promote growth and prosperity of their city to own and operate its own treatment plant. 

 

 Start Date Completion 
Date 

Phase Cost  

Planning:   $130,000.00 Green Project:   No 

Acquisition:  12/31/2017 $65,000.00 Green Amount:   $0.00 

Design:   $150,000.00  

Est. 
Construction: 

06/01/2018 03/31/2019 $1,955,000.00  

 

Project Rating:        

Criteria 
 

     Answer Score 

Sec. 212 - Is the work required by a schedule that is imposed by court order, EPA administrative 
order,  TCEQ enforcement order, or participation in SSO Initiative? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Does the project involve extending service (centralized or alternative system) to 
populated areas of an existing developed community that are not served by a centralized 
collection system? 

Yes 11.00 

Sec. 212 - Has a public health official found that a nuisance dangerous to public health and safety 
exists resulting from water supply and sanitation problems in the area to be served by the project? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Is a water body impacted by the proposed project listed in a Watershed Protection Plan 
that is under development or has been accepted by the TCEQ or TSSWCB? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Will the project include innovative or alternative types of collection or treatment 
technology? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Does the project involve more stringent permit limitations? No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Does the project result in regionalization?  (See specific criteria) No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Does the proposed project involve a facility that requires expansion of its hydraulic 
capacity or removal of extraneous flow? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - The proposed project impacts a water body that does not meet applicable water quality 
standards. (refer to water bodies listed as Category 4a, 5a, 5b, or 5c in the latest Watershed 
Action Planning Strategy Table).  

No 0.00 

Sec. 319 - Has a public health official found that a nuisance dangerous to public health and safety 
exists resulting from water supply and sanitation problems in the area to be served by the 
proposed project? 

  

Sec. 319 - Does a threat exist to an aquifer or groundwater that may be impacted by the proposed 
project? 

  

Sec. 319 - Is a water body impacted by the proposed project listed in a Watershed Protection Plan 
that is under development or has been accepted by the TCEQ or TSSWCB? 

  

Sec. 319 - The proposed project impacts a water body that does not meet applicable water quality 
standards. (refer to water bodies listed as Category 4a, 5a, 5b, or 5c in the latest Watershed 
Action Planning Strategy Table).  

  

Sec. 319 - Does the project include stream bank restoration or contain elements of Low Impact 
Development, such as vegetated filter strips, bio-retention, rain gardens, or porous pavement? 

  

Sec. 320 - Does the project restore, protect, and enhance coastal natural resources?   

Sec. 320 - Does the project improve water quality?   

Sec. 320 - Does the project enhance public access?   

Sec. 320 - Does the project improve onshore infrastructure and environmental management?   



Sec. 320 - Does the project mitigate erosion and stabilize shorelines?   

Sec. 320 - Does the project educate the public on the importance of coastal natural resources?   

All Proj. - In the past 5 years, has an asset management plan been adopted by the entity’s 
governing body? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Is the entity planning to prepare an asset management plan as part of the proposed 
project? 

Yes 1.00 

All Proj. - Has asset management training been administered to the entity’s governing body and 
employees? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Does the proposed project address specific targets, goals, or measures in a water 
conservation or drought contingency plan that has been adopted by the entity’s governing body 
within the past 5 years? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Does the proposed project address specific goals in a system-wide or plant-wide energy 
assessment, audit, or optimization study that has been conducted within the past three years? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Does the proposed project implement elements contained in a state or regional water 
plan, integrated water resource management plan, regional facility plan, regionalization or 
consolidation plan, or TMDL implementation plan? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Entity qualifies as a disadvantaged community. Yes 10.00 

Sec. 212 - Will a majority of the funds being requested from the SRF for the project be used to 
implement measures to reduce the demand for publically owned treatment works capacity through 
water conservation, efficiency, or reuse? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - For a qualified nonprofit, will a majority of the funds being requested from the SRF for 
the project be used to assist owners and operators of small and medium POTWs? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Will a majority of the funds being requested from the SRF for the project be used to 
implement innovative approaches to manage, reduce, treat, or recapture stormwater or 
subsurface drainage water? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Will a majority of the funds being requested from the SRF for the project be used to 
implement reuse or recycling wastewater, stormwater, or subsurface drainage water? If yes, 
please explain. 

No 0.00 

       Rating: 22.00 

         
 



 

Authority:   Gladewater      

PIF #: 12355 Program: CWSRF PPL Year: 2018 

Related PIFs:    

Project Name:  Rehabilitation and Improvements at WWTP 

Project Type:  POTW Project Phase:  Planning Design & Construction 

Project Description:  Upgrades and rehabilitation for the City of Gladewater WWTP.Create and implement an asset management 
plan. 

 

 Start Date Completion 
Date 

Phase Cost  

Planning:   $77,500.00 Green Project:   No 

Acquisition:   $0.00 Green Amount:   $0.00 

Design:   $298,200.00  

Est. 
Construction: 

03/01/2018 03/01/2019 $2,476,400.00  

 

Project Rating:        

Criteria 
 

     Answer Score 

Sec. 212 - Is the work required by a schedule that is imposed by court order, EPA administrative 
order,  TCEQ enforcement order, or participation in SSO Initiative? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Does the project involve extending service (centralized or alternative system) to 
populated areas of an existing developed community that are not served by a centralized 
collection system? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Has a public health official found that a nuisance dangerous to public health and safety 
exists resulting from water supply and sanitation problems in the area to be served by the project? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Is a water body impacted by the proposed project listed in a Watershed Protection Plan 
that is under development or has been accepted by the TCEQ or TSSWCB? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Will the project include innovative or alternative types of collection or treatment 
technology? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Does the project involve more stringent permit limitations? No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Does the project result in regionalization?  (See specific criteria) No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Does the proposed project involve a facility that requires expansion of its hydraulic 
capacity or removal of extraneous flow? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - The proposed project impacts a water body that does not meet applicable water quality 
standards. (refer to water bodies listed as Category 4a, 5a, 5b, or 5c in the latest Watershed 
Action Planning Strategy Table).  

Priority 5a 40.00 

Sec. 319 - Has a public health official found that a nuisance dangerous to public health and safety 
exists resulting from water supply and sanitation problems in the area to be served by the 
proposed project? 

  

Sec. 319 - Does a threat exist to an aquifer or groundwater that may be impacted by the proposed 
project? 

  

Sec. 319 - Is a water body impacted by the proposed project listed in a Watershed Protection Plan 
that is under development or has been accepted by the TCEQ or TSSWCB? 

  

Sec. 319 - The proposed project impacts a water body that does not meet applicable water quality 
standards. (refer to water bodies listed as Category 4a, 5a, 5b, or 5c in the latest Watershed 
Action Planning Strategy Table).  

  

Sec. 319 - Does the project include stream bank restoration or contain elements of Low Impact 
Development, such as vegetated filter strips, bio-retention, rain gardens, or porous pavement? 

  

Sec. 320 - Does the project restore, protect, and enhance coastal natural resources?   

Sec. 320 - Does the project improve water quality?   

Sec. 320 - Does the project enhance public access?   

Sec. 320 - Does the project improve onshore infrastructure and environmental management?   



Sec. 320 - Does the project mitigate erosion and stabilize shorelines?   

Sec. 320 - Does the project educate the public on the importance of coastal natural resources?   

All Proj. - In the past 5 years, has an asset management plan been adopted by the entity’s 
governing body? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Is the entity planning to prepare an asset management plan as part of the proposed 
project? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Has asset management training been administered to the entity’s governing body and 
employees? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Does the proposed project address specific targets, goals, or measures in a water 
conservation or drought contingency plan that has been adopted by the entity’s governing body 
within the past 5 years? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Does the proposed project address specific goals in a system-wide or plant-wide energy 
assessment, audit, or optimization study that has been conducted within the past three years? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Does the proposed project implement elements contained in a state or regional water 
plan, integrated water resource management plan, regional facility plan, regionalization or 
consolidation plan, or TMDL implementation plan? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Entity qualifies as a disadvantaged community. Yes 10.00 

Sec. 212 - Will a majority of the funds being requested from the SRF for the project be used to 
implement measures to reduce the demand for publically owned treatment works capacity through 
water conservation, efficiency, or reuse? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - For a qualified nonprofit, will a majority of the funds being requested from the SRF for 
the project be used to assist owners and operators of small and medium POTWs? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Will a majority of the funds being requested from the SRF for the project be used to 
implement innovative approaches to manage, reduce, treat, or recapture stormwater or 
subsurface drainage water? 

  

All Proj. - Will a majority of the funds being requested from the SRF for the project be used to 
implement reuse or recycling wastewater, stormwater, or subsurface drainage water? If yes, 
please explain. 

  

       Rating: 50.00 

         
 



 

Authority:   Graford      

PIF #: 12356 Program: CWSRF PPL Year: 2018 

Related PIFs:    

Project Name:  Manhole Replacement 

Project Type:  POTW Project Phase:  Planning Design & Construction 

Project Description:  Replace manholes to reduce inflow and infiltration in the sewer collection system. 

 

 Start Date Completion 
Date 

Phase Cost  

Planning:   $45,000.00 Green Project:   Yes-BC 

Acquisition:   $0.00 Green Amount:   $215,000.00 

Design:   $27,000.00  

Est. 
Construction: 

11/01/2017 05/01/2018 $143,000.00  

 

Project Rating:        

Criteria 
 

     Answer Score 

Sec. 212 - Is the work required by a schedule that is imposed by court order, EPA administrative 
order,  TCEQ enforcement order, or participation in SSO Initiative? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Does the project involve extending service (centralized or alternative system) to 
populated areas of an existing developed community that are not served by a centralized 
collection system? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Has a public health official found that a nuisance dangerous to public health and safety 
exists resulting from water supply and sanitation problems in the area to be served by the project? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Is a water body impacted by the proposed project listed in a Watershed Protection Plan 
that is under development or has been accepted by the TCEQ or TSSWCB? 

Accepted 10.00 

Sec. 212 - Will the project include innovative or alternative types of collection or treatment 
technology? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Does the project involve more stringent permit limitations? No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Does the project result in regionalization?  (See specific criteria) No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Does the proposed project involve a facility that requires expansion of its hydraulic 
capacity or removal of extraneous flow? 

% permitted 
capacity is ≥ 
75% and < 
90% and proj. 
improves 
problem 

20.00 

Sec. 212 - The proposed project impacts a water body that does not meet applicable water quality 
standards. (refer to water bodies listed as Category 4a, 5a, 5b, or 5c in the latest Watershed 
Action Planning Strategy Table).  

No 0.00 

Sec. 319 - Has a public health official found that a nuisance dangerous to public health and safety 
exists resulting from water supply and sanitation problems in the area to be served by the 
proposed project? 

  

Sec. 319 - Does a threat exist to an aquifer or groundwater that may be impacted by the proposed 
project? 

  

Sec. 319 - Is a water body impacted by the proposed project listed in a Watershed Protection Plan 
that is under development or has been accepted by the TCEQ or TSSWCB? 

  

Sec. 319 - The proposed project impacts a water body that does not meet applicable water quality 
standards. (refer to water bodies listed as Category 4a, 5a, 5b, or 5c in the latest Watershed 
Action Planning Strategy Table).  

  

Sec. 319 - Does the project include stream bank restoration or contain elements of Low Impact 
Development, such as vegetated filter strips, bio-retention, rain gardens, or porous pavement? 

  

Sec. 320 - Does the project restore, protect, and enhance coastal natural resources?   

Sec. 320 - Does the project improve water quality?   



Sec. 320 - Does the project enhance public access?   

Sec. 320 - Does the project improve onshore infrastructure and environmental management?   

Sec. 320 - Does the project mitigate erosion and stabilize shorelines?   

Sec. 320 - Does the project educate the public on the importance of coastal natural resources?   

All Proj. - In the past 5 years, has an asset management plan been adopted by the entity’s 
governing body? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Is the entity planning to prepare an asset management plan as part of the proposed 
project? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Has asset management training been administered to the entity’s governing body and 
employees? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Does the proposed project address specific targets, goals, or measures in a water 
conservation or drought contingency plan that has been adopted by the entity’s governing body 
within the past 5 years? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Does the proposed project address specific goals in a system-wide or plant-wide energy 
assessment, audit, or optimization study that has been conducted within the past three years? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Does the proposed project implement elements contained in a state or regional water 
plan, integrated water resource management plan, regional facility plan, regionalization or 
consolidation plan, or TMDL implementation plan? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Entity qualifies as a disadvantaged community. No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Will a majority of the funds being requested from the SRF for the project be used to 
implement measures to reduce the demand for publically owned treatment works capacity through 
water conservation, efficiency, or reuse? 

Yes 5.00 

Sec. 212 - For a qualified nonprofit, will a majority of the funds being requested from the SRF for 
the project be used to assist owners and operators of small and medium POTWs? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Will a majority of the funds being requested from the SRF for the project be used to 
implement innovative approaches to manage, reduce, treat, or recapture stormwater or 
subsurface drainage water? 

  

All Proj. - Will a majority of the funds being requested from the SRF for the project be used to 
implement reuse or recycling wastewater, stormwater, or subsurface drainage water? If yes, 
please explain. 

  

       Rating: 35.00 

         
 



 

Authority:   Grapeland      

PIF #: 12357 Program: CWSRF PPL Year: 2018 

Related PIFs:    

Project Name:  Upgrade Wastewater Treatment Plant 

Project Type:  POTW Project Phase:  Planning Design & Construction 

Project Description:  The existing plant needs rehabilitation and upgrades to maintain treatment to meet permitted limits. 

 

 Start Date Completion 
Date 

Phase Cost  

Planning:   $150,000.00 Green Project:   No 

Acquisition:   $0.00 Green Amount:   $0.00 

Design:   $300,000.00  

Est. 
Construction: 

06/01/2018 07/31/2019 $5,380,000.00  

 

Project Rating:        

Criteria 
 

     Answer Score 

Sec. 212 - Is the work required by a schedule that is imposed by court order, EPA administrative 
order,  TCEQ enforcement order, or participation in SSO Initiative? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Does the project involve extending service (centralized or alternative system) to 
populated areas of an existing developed community that are not served by a centralized 
collection system? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Has a public health official found that a nuisance dangerous to public health and safety 
exists resulting from water supply and sanitation problems in the area to be served by the project? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Is a water body impacted by the proposed project listed in a Watershed Protection Plan 
that is under development or has been accepted by the TCEQ or TSSWCB? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Will the project include innovative or alternative types of collection or treatment 
technology? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Does the project involve more stringent permit limitations? No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Does the project result in regionalization?  (See specific criteria) No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Does the proposed project involve a facility that requires expansion of its hydraulic 
capacity or removal of extraneous flow? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - The proposed project impacts a water body that does not meet applicable water quality 
standards. (refer to water bodies listed as Category 4a, 5a, 5b, or 5c in the latest Watershed 
Action Planning Strategy Table).  

No 0.00 

Sec. 319 - Has a public health official found that a nuisance dangerous to public health and safety 
exists resulting from water supply and sanitation problems in the area to be served by the 
proposed project? 

  

Sec. 319 - Does a threat exist to an aquifer or groundwater that may be impacted by the proposed 
project? 

  

Sec. 319 - Is a water body impacted by the proposed project listed in a Watershed Protection Plan 
that is under development or has been accepted by the TCEQ or TSSWCB? 

  

Sec. 319 - The proposed project impacts a water body that does not meet applicable water quality 
standards. (refer to water bodies listed as Category 4a, 5a, 5b, or 5c in the latest Watershed 
Action Planning Strategy Table).  

  

Sec. 319 - Does the project include stream bank restoration or contain elements of Low Impact 
Development, such as vegetated filter strips, bio-retention, rain gardens, or porous pavement? 

  

Sec. 320 - Does the project restore, protect, and enhance coastal natural resources?   

Sec. 320 - Does the project improve water quality?   

Sec. 320 - Does the project enhance public access?   

Sec. 320 - Does the project improve onshore infrastructure and environmental management?   

Sec. 320 - Does the project mitigate erosion and stabilize shorelines?   



Sec. 320 - Does the project educate the public on the importance of coastal natural resources?   

All Proj. - In the past 5 years, has an asset management plan been adopted by the entity’s 
governing body? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Is the entity planning to prepare an asset management plan as part of the proposed 
project? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Has asset management training been administered to the entity’s governing body and 
employees? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Does the proposed project address specific targets, goals, or measures in a water 
conservation or drought contingency plan that has been adopted by the entity’s governing body 
within the past 5 years? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Does the proposed project address specific goals in a system-wide or plant-wide energy 
assessment, audit, or optimization study that has been conducted within the past three years? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Does the proposed project implement elements contained in a state or regional water 
plan, integrated water resource management plan, regional facility plan, regionalization or 
consolidation plan, or TMDL implementation plan? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Entity qualifies as a disadvantaged community. Yes 10.00 

Sec. 212 - Will a majority of the funds being requested from the SRF for the project be used to 
implement measures to reduce the demand for publically owned treatment works capacity through 
water conservation, efficiency, or reuse? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - For a qualified nonprofit, will a majority of the funds being requested from the SRF for 
the project be used to assist owners and operators of small and medium POTWs? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Will a majority of the funds being requested from the SRF for the project be used to 
implement innovative approaches to manage, reduce, treat, or recapture stormwater or 
subsurface drainage water? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Will a majority of the funds being requested from the SRF for the project be used to 
implement reuse or recycling wastewater, stormwater, or subsurface drainage water? If yes, 
please explain. 

No 0.00 

       Rating: 10.00 

         
 



 

Authority:   Greater Texoma UA      

PIF #: 12358 Program: CWSRF PPL Year: 2018 

Related PIFs:    

Project Name:  GTUA/City of Gunter Wastewater System Improvements 

Project Type:  POTW Project Phase:  P A D & Construction 

Project Description:  The City of Gunter has received a directive from the TCEQ to upgrade the discharge permit effluent limits at the 
WWTP. More stringent effluent limits will begin in three years.  

 

 Start Date Completion 
Date 

Phase Cost  

Planning:   $543,345.00 Green Project:   No 

Acquisition:  12/31/2018 $300,000.00 Green Amount:   $0.00 

Design:   $1,175,000.00  

Est. 
Construction: 

10/01/2020 10/01/2021 $14,771,050.00  

 

Project Rating:        

Criteria 
 

     Answer Score 

Sec. 212 - Is the work required by a schedule that is imposed by court order, EPA administrative 
order,  TCEQ enforcement order, or participation in SSO Initiative? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Does the project involve extending service (centralized or alternative system) to 
populated areas of an existing developed community that are not served by a centralized 
collection system? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Has a public health official found that a nuisance dangerous to public health and safety 
exists resulting from water supply and sanitation problems in the area to be served by the project? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Is a water body impacted by the proposed project listed in a Watershed Protection Plan 
that is under development or has been accepted by the TCEQ or TSSWCB? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Will the project include innovative or alternative types of collection or treatment 
technology? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Does the project involve more stringent permit limitations? Yes 30.00 

Sec. 212 - Does the project result in regionalization?  (See specific criteria) No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Does the proposed project involve a facility that requires expansion of its hydraulic 
capacity or removal of extraneous flow? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - The proposed project impacts a water body that does not meet applicable water quality 
standards. (refer to water bodies listed as Category 4a, 5a, 5b, or 5c in the latest Watershed 
Action Planning Strategy Table).  

No 0.00 

Sec. 319 - Has a public health official found that a nuisance dangerous to public health and safety 
exists resulting from water supply and sanitation problems in the area to be served by the 
proposed project? 

  

Sec. 319 - Does a threat exist to an aquifer or groundwater that may be impacted by the proposed 
project? 

  

Sec. 319 - Is a water body impacted by the proposed project listed in a Watershed Protection Plan 
that is under development or has been accepted by the TCEQ or TSSWCB? 

  

Sec. 319 - The proposed project impacts a water body that does not meet applicable water quality 
standards. (refer to water bodies listed as Category 4a, 5a, 5b, or 5c in the latest Watershed 
Action Planning Strategy Table).  

  

Sec. 319 - Does the project include stream bank restoration or contain elements of Low Impact 
Development, such as vegetated filter strips, bio-retention, rain gardens, or porous pavement? 

  

Sec. 320 - Does the project restore, protect, and enhance coastal natural resources?   

Sec. 320 - Does the project improve water quality?   

Sec. 320 - Does the project enhance public access?   

Sec. 320 - Does the project improve onshore infrastructure and environmental management?   



Sec. 320 - Does the project mitigate erosion and stabilize shorelines?   

Sec. 320 - Does the project educate the public on the importance of coastal natural resources?   

All Proj. - In the past 5 years, has an asset management plan been adopted by the entity’s 
governing body? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Is the entity planning to prepare an asset management plan as part of the proposed 
project? 

Yes 1.00 

All Proj. - Has asset management training been administered to the entity’s governing body and 
employees? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Does the proposed project address specific targets, goals, or measures in a water 
conservation or drought contingency plan that has been adopted by the entity’s governing body 
within the past 5 years? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Does the proposed project address specific goals in a system-wide or plant-wide energy 
assessment, audit, or optimization study that has been conducted within the past three years? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Does the proposed project implement elements contained in a state or regional water 
plan, integrated water resource management plan, regional facility plan, regionalization or 
consolidation plan, or TMDL implementation plan? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Entity qualifies as a disadvantaged community. No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Will a majority of the funds being requested from the SRF for the project be used to 
implement measures to reduce the demand for publically owned treatment works capacity through 
water conservation, efficiency, or reuse? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - For a qualified nonprofit, will a majority of the funds being requested from the SRF for 
the project be used to assist owners and operators of small and medium POTWs? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Will a majority of the funds being requested from the SRF for the project be used to 
implement innovative approaches to manage, reduce, treat, or recapture stormwater or 
subsurface drainage water? 

  

All Proj. - Will a majority of the funds being requested from the SRF for the project be used to 
implement reuse or recycling wastewater, stormwater, or subsurface drainage water? If yes, 
please explain. 

  

       Rating: 31.00 

         
 



 

Authority:   Guadalupe Blanco RA      

PIF #: 12359 Program: CWSRF PPL Year: 2018 

Related PIFs:    

Project Name:  Guadalupe Valley Hydroelectric System (GVHS) 

Project Type:  Nonpoint Source Project Phase:  Design & Construction 

Project Description:  Replacement of GVHS spill gates in Guadalupe and Gonzales Counties 

 

 Start Date Completion 
Date 

Phase Cost  

Planning:   $0.00 Green Project:   No 

Acquisition:   $0.00 Green Amount:   $0.00 

Design:   $6,420,000.00  

Est. 
Construction: 

09/18/2017 09/19/2022 $64,200,000.00  

 

Project Rating:        

Criteria 
 

     Answer Score 

Sec. 212 - Is the work required by a schedule that is imposed by court order, EPA administrative 
order,  TCEQ enforcement order, or participation in SSO Initiative? 

  

Sec. 212 - Does the project involve extending service (centralized or alternative system) to 
populated areas of an existing developed community that are not served by a centralized 
collection system? 

  

Sec. 212 - Has a public health official found that a nuisance dangerous to public health and safety 
exists resulting from water supply and sanitation problems in the area to be served by the project? 

  

Sec. 212 - Is a water body impacted by the proposed project listed in a Watershed Protection Plan 
that is under development or has been accepted by the TCEQ or TSSWCB? 

  

Sec. 212 - Will the project include innovative or alternative types of collection or treatment 
technology? 

  

Sec. 212 - Does the project involve more stringent permit limitations?   

Sec. 212 - Does the project result in regionalization?  (See specific criteria)   

Sec. 212 - Does the proposed project involve a facility that requires expansion of its hydraulic 
capacity or removal of extraneous flow? 

  

Sec. 212 - The proposed project impacts a water body that does not meet applicable water quality 
standards. (refer to water bodies listed as Category 4a, 5a, 5b, or 5c in the latest Watershed 
Action Planning Strategy Table).  

  

Sec. 319 - Has a public health official found that a nuisance dangerous to public health and safety 
exists resulting from water supply and sanitation problems in the area to be served by the 
proposed project? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 319 - Does a threat exist to an aquifer or groundwater that may be impacted by the proposed 
project? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 319 - Is a water body impacted by the proposed project listed in a Watershed Protection Plan 
that is under development or has been accepted by the TCEQ or TSSWCB? 

Accepted 10.00 

Sec. 319 - The proposed project impacts a water body that does not meet applicable water quality 
standards. (refer to water bodies listed as Category 4a, 5a, 5b, or 5c in the latest Watershed 
Action Planning Strategy Table).  

Priority 4a 50.00 

Sec. 319 - Does the project include stream bank restoration or contain elements of Low Impact 
Development, such as vegetated filter strips, bio-retention, rain gardens, or porous pavement? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 320 - Does the project restore, protect, and enhance coastal natural resources?   

Sec. 320 - Does the project improve water quality?   

Sec. 320 - Does the project enhance public access?   

Sec. 320 - Does the project improve onshore infrastructure and environmental management?   

Sec. 320 - Does the project mitigate erosion and stabilize shorelines?   



Sec. 320 - Does the project educate the public on the importance of coastal natural resources?   

All Proj. - In the past 5 years, has an asset management plan been adopted by the entity’s 
governing body? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Is the entity planning to prepare an asset management plan as part of the proposed 
project? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Has asset management training been administered to the entity’s governing body and 
employees? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Does the proposed project address specific targets, goals, or measures in a water 
conservation or drought contingency plan that has been adopted by the entity’s governing body 
within the past 5 years? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Does the proposed project address specific goals in a system-wide or plant-wide energy 
assessment, audit, or optimization study that has been conducted within the past three years? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Does the proposed project implement elements contained in a state or regional water 
plan, integrated water resource management plan, regional facility plan, regionalization or 
consolidation plan, or TMDL implementation plan? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Entity qualifies as a disadvantaged community. No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Will a majority of the funds being requested from the SRF for the project be used to 
implement measures to reduce the demand for publically owned treatment works capacity through 
water conservation, efficiency, or reuse? 

  

Sec. 212 - For a qualified nonprofit, will a majority of the funds being requested from the SRF for 
the project be used to assist owners and operators of small and medium POTWs? 

  

All Proj. - Will a majority of the funds being requested from the SRF for the project be used to 
implement innovative approaches to manage, reduce, treat, or recapture stormwater or 
subsurface drainage water? 

  

All Proj. - Will a majority of the funds being requested from the SRF for the project be used to 
implement reuse or recycling wastewater, stormwater, or subsurface drainage water? If yes, 
please explain. 

  

       Rating: 60.00 

         
 



 

Authority:   Gustine      

PIF #: 12360 Program: CWSRF PPL Year: 2018 

Related PIFs:    

Project Name:  Lift Station Improvements 

Project Type:  POTW Project Phase:  Planning Design & Construction 

Project Description:  The proposed project consists of making improvements to four existing lift stations. 

 

 Start Date Completion 
Date 

Phase Cost  

Planning:   $45,000.00 Green Project:   No 

Acquisition:   $0.00 Green Amount:   $0.00 

Design:   $41,800.00  

Est. 
Construction: 

01/01/2018 05/01/2017 $193,200.00  

 

Project Rating:        

Criteria 
 

     Answer Score 

Sec. 212 - Is the work required by a schedule that is imposed by court order, EPA administrative 
order,  TCEQ enforcement order, or participation in SSO Initiative? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Does the project involve extending service (centralized or alternative system) to 
populated areas of an existing developed community that are not served by a centralized 
collection system? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Has a public health official found that a nuisance dangerous to public health and safety 
exists resulting from water supply and sanitation problems in the area to be served by the project? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Is a water body impacted by the proposed project listed in a Watershed Protection Plan 
that is under development or has been accepted by the TCEQ or TSSWCB? 

Accepted 10.00 

Sec. 212 - Will the project include innovative or alternative types of collection or treatment 
technology? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Does the project involve more stringent permit limitations? No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Does the project result in regionalization?  (See specific criteria) No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Does the proposed project involve a facility that requires expansion of its hydraulic 
capacity or removal of extraneous flow? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - The proposed project impacts a water body that does not meet applicable water quality 
standards. (refer to water bodies listed as Category 4a, 5a, 5b, or 5c in the latest Watershed 
Action Planning Strategy Table).  

Non-Priority 5b 20.00 

Sec. 319 - Has a public health official found that a nuisance dangerous to public health and safety 
exists resulting from water supply and sanitation problems in the area to be served by the 
proposed project? 

  

Sec. 319 - Does a threat exist to an aquifer or groundwater that may be impacted by the proposed 
project? 

  

Sec. 319 - Is a water body impacted by the proposed project listed in a Watershed Protection Plan 
that is under development or has been accepted by the TCEQ or TSSWCB? 

  

Sec. 319 - The proposed project impacts a water body that does not meet applicable water quality 
standards. (refer to water bodies listed as Category 4a, 5a, 5b, or 5c in the latest Watershed 
Action Planning Strategy Table).  

  

Sec. 319 - Does the project include stream bank restoration or contain elements of Low Impact 
Development, such as vegetated filter strips, bio-retention, rain gardens, or porous pavement? 

  

Sec. 320 - Does the project restore, protect, and enhance coastal natural resources?   

Sec. 320 - Does the project improve water quality?   

Sec. 320 - Does the project enhance public access?   

Sec. 320 - Does the project improve onshore infrastructure and environmental management?   

Sec. 320 - Does the project mitigate erosion and stabilize shorelines?   



Sec. 320 - Does the project educate the public on the importance of coastal natural resources?   

All Proj. - In the past 5 years, has an asset management plan been adopted by the entity’s 
governing body? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Is the entity planning to prepare an asset management plan as part of the proposed 
project? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Has asset management training been administered to the entity’s governing body and 
employees? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Does the proposed project address specific targets, goals, or measures in a water 
conservation or drought contingency plan that has been adopted by the entity’s governing body 
within the past 5 years? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Does the proposed project address specific goals in a system-wide or plant-wide energy 
assessment, audit, or optimization study that has been conducted within the past three years? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Does the proposed project implement elements contained in a state or regional water 
plan, integrated water resource management plan, regional facility plan, regionalization or 
consolidation plan, or TMDL implementation plan? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Entity qualifies as a disadvantaged community. Yes 10.00 

Sec. 212 - Will a majority of the funds being requested from the SRF for the project be used to 
implement measures to reduce the demand for publically owned treatment works capacity through 
water conservation, efficiency, or reuse? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - For a qualified nonprofit, will a majority of the funds being requested from the SRF for 
the project be used to assist owners and operators of small and medium POTWs? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Will a majority of the funds being requested from the SRF for the project be used to 
implement innovative approaches to manage, reduce, treat, or recapture stormwater or 
subsurface drainage water? 

  

All Proj. - Will a majority of the funds being requested from the SRF for the project be used to 
implement reuse or recycling wastewater, stormwater, or subsurface drainage water? If yes, 
please explain. 

No 0.00 

       Rating: 40.00 

         
 



 

Authority:   Harris Co FWSD # 47      

PIF #: 12361 Program: CWSRF PPL Year: 2018 

Related PIFs:    

Project Name:  WWTP Rehabilitation 

Project Type:  POTW Project Phase:  Planning Design & Construction 

Project Description:  WWTP Improvements 

 

 Start Date Completion 
Date 

Phase Cost  

Planning:   $55,000.00 Green Project:   Yes-BC 

Acquisition:   $0.00 Green Amount:   $146,000.00 

Design:   $124,200.00  

Est. 
Construction: 

09/10/2018 04/08/2019 $807,300.00  

 

Project Rating:        

Criteria 
 

     Answer Score 

Sec. 212 - Is the work required by a schedule that is imposed by court order, EPA administrative 
order,  TCEQ enforcement order, or participation in SSO Initiative? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Does the project involve extending service (centralized or alternative system) to 
populated areas of an existing developed community that are not served by a centralized 
collection system? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Has a public health official found that a nuisance dangerous to public health and safety 
exists resulting from water supply and sanitation problems in the area to be served by the project? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Is a water body impacted by the proposed project listed in a Watershed Protection Plan 
that is under development or has been accepted by the TCEQ or TSSWCB? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Will the project include innovative or alternative types of collection or treatment 
technology? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Does the project involve more stringent permit limitations? No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Does the project result in regionalization?  (See specific criteria) No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Does the proposed project involve a facility that requires expansion of its hydraulic 
capacity or removal of extraneous flow? 

% permitted 
capacity is ≥ 
75% and < 
90% and proj. 
improves 
problem 

20.00 

Sec. 212 - The proposed project impacts a water body that does not meet applicable water quality 
standards. (refer to water bodies listed as Category 4a, 5a, 5b, or 5c in the latest Watershed 
Action Planning Strategy Table).  

Non-Priority 5c 10.00 

Sec. 319 - Has a public health official found that a nuisance dangerous to public health and safety 
exists resulting from water supply and sanitation problems in the area to be served by the 
proposed project? 

  

Sec. 319 - Does a threat exist to an aquifer or groundwater that may be impacted by the proposed 
project? 

  

Sec. 319 - Is a water body impacted by the proposed project listed in a Watershed Protection Plan 
that is under development or has been accepted by the TCEQ or TSSWCB? 

  

Sec. 319 - The proposed project impacts a water body that does not meet applicable water quality 
standards. (refer to water bodies listed as Category 4a, 5a, 5b, or 5c in the latest Watershed 
Action Planning Strategy Table).  

  

Sec. 319 - Does the project include stream bank restoration or contain elements of Low Impact 
Development, such as vegetated filter strips, bio-retention, rain gardens, or porous pavement? 

  

Sec. 320 - Does the project restore, protect, and enhance coastal natural resources?   

Sec. 320 - Does the project improve water quality?   



Sec. 320 - Does the project enhance public access?   

Sec. 320 - Does the project improve onshore infrastructure and environmental management?   

Sec. 320 - Does the project mitigate erosion and stabilize shorelines?   

Sec. 320 - Does the project educate the public on the importance of coastal natural resources?   

All Proj. - In the past 5 years, has an asset management plan been adopted by the entity’s 
governing body? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Is the entity planning to prepare an asset management plan as part of the proposed 
project? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Has asset management training been administered to the entity’s governing body and 
employees? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Does the proposed project address specific targets, goals, or measures in a water 
conservation or drought contingency plan that has been adopted by the entity’s governing body 
within the past 5 years? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Does the proposed project address specific goals in a system-wide or plant-wide energy 
assessment, audit, or optimization study that has been conducted within the past three years? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Does the proposed project implement elements contained in a state or regional water 
plan, integrated water resource management plan, regional facility plan, regionalization or 
consolidation plan, or TMDL implementation plan? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Entity qualifies as a disadvantaged community. No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Will a majority of the funds being requested from the SRF for the project be used to 
implement measures to reduce the demand for publically owned treatment works capacity through 
water conservation, efficiency, or reuse? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - For a qualified nonprofit, will a majority of the funds being requested from the SRF for 
the project be used to assist owners and operators of small and medium POTWs? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Will a majority of the funds being requested from the SRF for the project be used to 
implement innovative approaches to manage, reduce, treat, or recapture stormwater or 
subsurface drainage water? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Will a majority of the funds being requested from the SRF for the project be used to 
implement reuse or recycling wastewater, stormwater, or subsurface drainage water? If yes, 
please explain. 

No 0.00 

       Rating: 30.00 

         
 



 

Authority:   Houston      

PIF #: 12362 Program: CWSRF PPL Year: 2018 

Related PIFs:    

Project Name:  Citywide Sanitary Sewer Collection System Rehab 

Project Type:  POTW Project Phase:  Construction 

Project Description:  The project provides for the rehabilitation/replacement of the existing wastewater collection systems citywide 
including: sanitary sewer rehabilitation by sliplining and pipebursting methods, cured-in-place method, or sanitary sewer cleaning and 
televised inspection in support of rehabilitation. It reduces sanitary sewer overflows in the collection system and optimizes its 
performance through replacement and rehabilitation of sewer lines, which contribute to significant inflow and infiltration. 

 

 Start Date Completion 
Date 

Phase Cost  

Planning:   $0.00 Green Project:   No 

Acquisition:   $0.00 Green Amount:   $0.00 

Design:   $0.00  

Est. 
Construction: 

03/01/2018 03/01/2021 $61,710,000.00  

 

Project Rating:        

Criteria 
 

     Answer Score 

Sec. 212 - Is the work required by a schedule that is imposed by court order, EPA administrative 
order,  TCEQ enforcement order, or participation in SSO Initiative? 

Orders 30.00 

Sec. 212 - Does the project involve extending service (centralized or alternative system) to 
populated areas of an existing developed community that are not served by a centralized 
collection system? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Has a public health official found that a nuisance dangerous to public health and safety 
exists resulting from water supply and sanitation problems in the area to be served by the project? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Is a water body impacted by the proposed project listed in a Watershed Protection Plan 
that is under development or has been accepted by the TCEQ or TSSWCB? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Will the project include innovative or alternative types of collection or treatment 
technology? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Does the project involve more stringent permit limitations? No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Does the project result in regionalization?  (See specific criteria)   

Sec. 212 - Does the proposed project involve a facility that requires expansion of its hydraulic 
capacity or removal of extraneous flow? 

% permitted 
capacity is ≥ 
90% and proj. 
improves 
problem 

30.00 

Sec. 212 - The proposed project impacts a water body that does not meet applicable water quality 
standards. (refer to water bodies listed as Category 4a, 5a, 5b, or 5c in the latest Watershed 
Action Planning Strategy Table).  

Priority 5a 40.00 

Sec. 319 - Has a public health official found that a nuisance dangerous to public health and safety 
exists resulting from water supply and sanitation problems in the area to be served by the 
proposed project? 

  

Sec. 319 - Does a threat exist to an aquifer or groundwater that may be impacted by the proposed 
project? 

  

Sec. 319 - Is a water body impacted by the proposed project listed in a Watershed Protection Plan 
that is under development or has been accepted by the TCEQ or TSSWCB? 

  

Sec. 319 - The proposed project impacts a water body that does not meet applicable water quality 
standards. (refer to water bodies listed as Category 4a, 5a, 5b, or 5c in the latest Watershed 
Action Planning Strategy Table).  

  

Sec. 319 - Does the project include stream bank restoration or contain elements of Low Impact 
Development, such as vegetated filter strips, bio-retention, rain gardens, or porous pavement? 

  

Sec. 320 - Does the project restore, protect, and enhance coastal natural resources?   



Sec. 320 - Does the project improve water quality?   

Sec. 320 - Does the project enhance public access?   

Sec. 320 - Does the project improve onshore infrastructure and environmental management?   

Sec. 320 - Does the project mitigate erosion and stabilize shorelines?   

Sec. 320 - Does the project educate the public on the importance of coastal natural resources?   

All Proj. - In the past 5 years, has an asset management plan been adopted by the entity’s 
governing body? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Is the entity planning to prepare an asset management plan as part of the proposed 
project? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Has asset management training been administered to the entity’s governing body and 
employees? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Does the proposed project address specific targets, goals, or measures in a water 
conservation or drought contingency plan that has been adopted by the entity’s governing body 
within the past 5 years? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Does the proposed project address specific goals in a system-wide or plant-wide energy 
assessment, audit, or optimization study that has been conducted within the past three years? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Does the proposed project implement elements contained in a state or regional water 
plan, integrated water resource management plan, regional facility plan, regionalization or 
consolidation plan, or TMDL implementation plan? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Entity qualifies as a disadvantaged community. No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Will a majority of the funds being requested from the SRF for the project be used to 
implement measures to reduce the demand for publically owned treatment works capacity through 
water conservation, efficiency, or reuse? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - For a qualified nonprofit, will a majority of the funds being requested from the SRF for 
the project be used to assist owners and operators of small and medium POTWs? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Will a majority of the funds being requested from the SRF for the project be used to 
implement innovative approaches to manage, reduce, treat, or recapture stormwater or 
subsurface drainage water? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Will a majority of the funds being requested from the SRF for the project be used to 
implement reuse or recycling wastewater, stormwater, or subsurface drainage water? If yes, 
please explain. 

No 0.00 

       Rating: 100.00 

         
 



 

Authority:   Iola      

PIF #: 12363 Program: CWSRF PPL Year: 2018 

Related PIFs:    

Project Name:  First-Time Wastewater Service 

Project Type:  POTW Project Phase:  P A D & Construction 

Project Description:  The project consists of the construction of a first-time sanitary sewer system for the Town of Iola, Texas. The 
system will include a gravity collection system, lift stations, and a wastewater treatment plant. This system is proposed in order to 
eliminate the health, safety, and environmental concerns resulting from untreated wastewater commonly found in yards and ditches in 
the community. 

 

 Start Date Completion 
Date 

Phase Cost  

Planning:   $70,000.00 Green Project:   No 

Acquisition:  01/02/2020 $205,000.00 Green Amount:   $0.00 

Design:   $1,140,000.00  

Est. 
Construction: 

03/01/2020 09/01/2021 $8,080,000.00  

 

Project Rating:        

Criteria 
 

     Answer Score 

Sec. 212 - Is the work required by a schedule that is imposed by court order, EPA administrative 
order,  TCEQ enforcement order, or participation in SSO Initiative? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Does the project involve extending service (centralized or alternative system) to 
populated areas of an existing developed community that are not served by a centralized 
collection system? 

Yes 11.00 

Sec. 212 - Has a public health official found that a nuisance dangerous to public health and safety 
exists resulting from water supply and sanitation problems in the area to be served by the project? 

Yes 30.00 

Sec. 212 - Is a water body impacted by the proposed project listed in a Watershed Protection Plan 
that is under development or has been accepted by the TCEQ or TSSWCB? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Will the project include innovative or alternative types of collection or treatment 
technology? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Does the project involve more stringent permit limitations? N/A 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Does the project result in regionalization?  (See specific criteria) No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Does the proposed project involve a facility that requires expansion of its hydraulic 
capacity or removal of extraneous flow? 

N/A 0.00 

Sec. 212 - The proposed project impacts a water body that does not meet applicable water quality 
standards. (refer to water bodies listed as Category 4a, 5a, 5b, or 5c in the latest Watershed 
Action Planning Strategy Table).  

N/A 0.00 

Sec. 319 - Has a public health official found that a nuisance dangerous to public health and safety 
exists resulting from water supply and sanitation problems in the area to be served by the 
proposed project? 

  

Sec. 319 - Does a threat exist to an aquifer or groundwater that may be impacted by the proposed 
project? 

  

Sec. 319 - Is a water body impacted by the proposed project listed in a Watershed Protection Plan 
that is under development or has been accepted by the TCEQ or TSSWCB? 

  

Sec. 319 - The proposed project impacts a water body that does not meet applicable water quality 
standards. (refer to water bodies listed as Category 4a, 5a, 5b, or 5c in the latest Watershed 
Action Planning Strategy Table).  

  

Sec. 319 - Does the project include stream bank restoration or contain elements of Low Impact 
Development, such as vegetated filter strips, bio-retention, rain gardens, or porous pavement? 

  

Sec. 320 - Does the project restore, protect, and enhance coastal natural resources?   

Sec. 320 - Does the project improve water quality?   

Sec. 320 - Does the project enhance public access?   



Sec. 320 - Does the project improve onshore infrastructure and environmental management?   

Sec. 320 - Does the project mitigate erosion and stabilize shorelines?   

Sec. 320 - Does the project educate the public on the importance of coastal natural resources?   

All Proj. - In the past 5 years, has an asset management plan been adopted by the entity’s 
governing body? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Is the entity planning to prepare an asset management plan as part of the proposed 
project? 

Yes 1.00 

All Proj. - Has asset management training been administered to the entity’s governing body and 
employees? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Does the proposed project address specific targets, goals, or measures in a water 
conservation or drought contingency plan that has been adopted by the entity’s governing body 
within the past 5 years? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Does the proposed project address specific goals in a system-wide or plant-wide energy 
assessment, audit, or optimization study that has been conducted within the past three years? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Does the proposed project implement elements contained in a state or regional water 
plan, integrated water resource management plan, regional facility plan, regionalization or 
consolidation plan, or TMDL implementation plan? 

Yes 2.00 

All Proj. - Entity qualifies as a disadvantaged community. Yes 10.00 

Sec. 212 - Will a majority of the funds being requested from the SRF for the project be used to 
implement measures to reduce the demand for publically owned treatment works capacity through 
water conservation, efficiency, or reuse? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - For a qualified nonprofit, will a majority of the funds being requested from the SRF for 
the project be used to assist owners and operators of small and medium POTWs? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Will a majority of the funds being requested from the SRF for the project be used to 
implement innovative approaches to manage, reduce, treat, or recapture stormwater or 
subsurface drainage water? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Will a majority of the funds being requested from the SRF for the project be used to 
implement reuse or recycling wastewater, stormwater, or subsurface drainage water? If yes, 
please explain. 

No 0.00 

       Rating: 54.00 

         
 



 

Authority:   Kerr County      

PIF #: 12364 Program: CWSRF PPL Year: 2018 

Related PIFs:    

Project Name:  East Kerr County/Center Point Wastewater Collection Project 

Project Type:  POTW Project Phase:  Construction 

Project Description:  Eastern Kerr County and Center Point is currently sewered by septic systems that often malfunction and are on 
lots that are too small. This project brings organized sewer collection to the community to protect public health and the proximate 
Guadalupe River environment. 

 

 Start Date Completion 
Date 

Phase Cost  

Planning:   $0.00 Green Project:   No 

Acquisition:  03/31/2017 $0.00 Green Amount:   $0.00 

Design:   $0.00  

Est. 
Construction: 

05/01/2017 12/31/2019 $23,486,540.00  

 

Project Rating:        

Criteria 
 

     Answer Score 

Sec. 212 - Is the work required by a schedule that is imposed by court order, EPA administrative 
order,  TCEQ enforcement order, or participation in SSO Initiative? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Does the project involve extending service (centralized or alternative system) to 
populated areas of an existing developed community that are not served by a centralized 
collection system? 

Yes 11.00 

Sec. 212 - Has a public health official found that a nuisance dangerous to public health and safety 
exists resulting from water supply and sanitation problems in the area to be served by the project? 

Yes 30.00 

Sec. 212 - Is a water body impacted by the proposed project listed in a Watershed Protection Plan 
that is under development or has been accepted by the TCEQ or TSSWCB? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Will the project include innovative or alternative types of collection or treatment 
technology? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Does the project involve more stringent permit limitations? No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Does the project result in regionalization?  (See specific criteria) Yes 10.00 

Sec. 212 - Does the proposed project involve a facility that requires expansion of its hydraulic 
capacity or removal of extraneous flow? 

N/A 0.00 

Sec. 212 - The proposed project impacts a water body that does not meet applicable water quality 
standards. (refer to water bodies listed as Category 4a, 5a, 5b, or 5c in the latest Watershed 
Action Planning Strategy Table).  

Priority 4a 50.00 

Sec. 319 - Has a public health official found that a nuisance dangerous to public health and safety 
exists resulting from water supply and sanitation problems in the area to be served by the 
proposed project? 

  

Sec. 319 - Does a threat exist to an aquifer or groundwater that may be impacted by the proposed 
project? 

  

Sec. 319 - Is a water body impacted by the proposed project listed in a Watershed Protection Plan 
that is under development or has been accepted by the TCEQ or TSSWCB? 

  

Sec. 319 - The proposed project impacts a water body that does not meet applicable water quality 
standards. (refer to water bodies listed as Category 4a, 5a, 5b, or 5c in the latest Watershed 
Action Planning Strategy Table).  

  

Sec. 319 - Does the project include stream bank restoration or contain elements of Low Impact 
Development, such as vegetated filter strips, bio-retention, rain gardens, or porous pavement? 

  

Sec. 320 - Does the project restore, protect, and enhance coastal natural resources?   

Sec. 320 - Does the project improve water quality?   

Sec. 320 - Does the project enhance public access?   

Sec. 320 - Does the project improve onshore infrastructure and environmental management?   



Sec. 320 - Does the project mitigate erosion and stabilize shorelines?   

Sec. 320 - Does the project educate the public on the importance of coastal natural resources?   

All Proj. - In the past 5 years, has an asset management plan been adopted by the entity’s 
governing body? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Is the entity planning to prepare an asset management plan as part of the proposed 
project? 

Yes 1.00 

All Proj. - Has asset management training been administered to the entity’s governing body and 
employees? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Does the proposed project address specific targets, goals, or measures in a water 
conservation or drought contingency plan that has been adopted by the entity’s governing body 
within the past 5 years? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Does the proposed project address specific goals in a system-wide or plant-wide energy 
assessment, audit, or optimization study that has been conducted within the past three years? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Does the proposed project implement elements contained in a state or regional water 
plan, integrated water resource management plan, regional facility plan, regionalization or 
consolidation plan, or TMDL implementation plan? 

Yes 2.00 

All Proj. - Entity qualifies as a disadvantaged community. Yes 10.00 

Sec. 212 - Will a majority of the funds being requested from the SRF for the project be used to 
implement measures to reduce the demand for publically owned treatment works capacity through 
water conservation, efficiency, or reuse? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - For a qualified nonprofit, will a majority of the funds being requested from the SRF for 
the project be used to assist owners and operators of small and medium POTWs? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Will a majority of the funds being requested from the SRF for the project be used to 
implement innovative approaches to manage, reduce, treat, or recapture stormwater or 
subsurface drainage water? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Will a majority of the funds being requested from the SRF for the project be used to 
implement reuse or recycling wastewater, stormwater, or subsurface drainage water? If yes, 
please explain. 

No 0.00 

       Rating: 114.00 

         
 



 

Authority:   Kirbyville      

PIF #: 12365 Program: CWSRF PPL Year: 2018 

Related PIFs:    

Project Name:  Wastewater Collection System Improvements 

Project Type:  POTW Project Phase:  Planning Design & Construction 

Project Description:  This project intends to rehabilitate portions of the wastewater treatment facility and some lift stations and 
remove and replace a portion to the collection system manholes and collection lines. 

 

 Start Date Completion 
Date 

Phase Cost  

Planning:   $186,000.00 Green Project:   Yes-BC 

Acquisition:  12/30/2017 $0.00 Green Amount:   $1,019,000.00 

Design:   $144,000.00  

Est. 
Construction: 

10/30/2018 05/30/2020 $1,629,500.00  

 

Project Rating:        

Criteria 
 

     Answer Score 

Sec. 212 - Is the work required by a schedule that is imposed by court order, EPA administrative 
order,  TCEQ enforcement order, or participation in SSO Initiative? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Does the project involve extending service (centralized or alternative system) to 
populated areas of an existing developed community that are not served by a centralized 
collection system? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Has a public health official found that a nuisance dangerous to public health and safety 
exists resulting from water supply and sanitation problems in the area to be served by the project? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Is a water body impacted by the proposed project listed in a Watershed Protection Plan 
that is under development or has been accepted by the TCEQ or TSSWCB? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Will the project include innovative or alternative types of collection or treatment 
technology? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Does the project involve more stringent permit limitations? No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Does the project result in regionalization?  (See specific criteria) No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Does the proposed project involve a facility that requires expansion of its hydraulic 
capacity or removal of extraneous flow? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - The proposed project impacts a water body that does not meet applicable water quality 
standards. (refer to water bodies listed as Category 4a, 5a, 5b, or 5c in the latest Watershed 
Action Planning Strategy Table).  

No 0.00 

Sec. 319 - Has a public health official found that a nuisance dangerous to public health and safety 
exists resulting from water supply and sanitation problems in the area to be served by the 
proposed project? 

  

Sec. 319 - Does a threat exist to an aquifer or groundwater that may be impacted by the proposed 
project? 

  

Sec. 319 - Is a water body impacted by the proposed project listed in a Watershed Protection Plan 
that is under development or has been accepted by the TCEQ or TSSWCB? 

  

Sec. 319 - The proposed project impacts a water body that does not meet applicable water quality 
standards. (refer to water bodies listed as Category 4a, 5a, 5b, or 5c in the latest Watershed 
Action Planning Strategy Table).  

  

Sec. 319 - Does the project include stream bank restoration or contain elements of Low Impact 
Development, such as vegetated filter strips, bio-retention, rain gardens, or porous pavement? 

  

Sec. 320 - Does the project restore, protect, and enhance coastal natural resources?   

Sec. 320 - Does the project improve water quality?   

Sec. 320 - Does the project enhance public access?   

Sec. 320 - Does the project improve onshore infrastructure and environmental management?   



Sec. 320 - Does the project mitigate erosion and stabilize shorelines?   

Sec. 320 - Does the project educate the public on the importance of coastal natural resources?   

All Proj. - In the past 5 years, has an asset management plan been adopted by the entity’s 
governing body? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Is the entity planning to prepare an asset management plan as part of the proposed 
project? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Has asset management training been administered to the entity’s governing body and 
employees? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Does the proposed project address specific targets, goals, or measures in a water 
conservation or drought contingency plan that has been adopted by the entity’s governing body 
within the past 5 years? 

Yes 1.00 

All Proj. - Does the proposed project address specific goals in a system-wide or plant-wide energy 
assessment, audit, or optimization study that has been conducted within the past three years? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Does the proposed project implement elements contained in a state or regional water 
plan, integrated water resource management plan, regional facility plan, regionalization or 
consolidation plan, or TMDL implementation plan? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Entity qualifies as a disadvantaged community. Yes 10.00 

Sec. 212 - Will a majority of the funds being requested from the SRF for the project be used to 
implement measures to reduce the demand for publically owned treatment works capacity through 
water conservation, efficiency, or reuse? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - For a qualified nonprofit, will a majority of the funds being requested from the SRF for 
the project be used to assist owners and operators of small and medium POTWs? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Will a majority of the funds being requested from the SRF for the project be used to 
implement innovative approaches to manage, reduce, treat, or recapture stormwater or 
subsurface drainage water? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Will a majority of the funds being requested from the SRF for the project be used to 
implement reuse or recycling wastewater, stormwater, or subsurface drainage water? If yes, 
please explain. 

No 0.00 

       Rating: 11.00 

         
 



 

Authority:   Los Fresnos      

PIF #: 12366 Program: CWSRF PPL Year: 2018 

Related PIFs:    

Project Name:  CWSRF 2018Los Fresnos Wastewater Collection System Improvements & Rehabilitation 

Project Type:  POTW Project Phase:  Construction 

Project Description:  Proposing wastewater improvements which include rehabilitation of existing wastewater infrastructures and 
expansion of its wastewater collection system to unserved areas. The existing population of unserved areas is of 760 with a 20 year 
projection of 1,124. 

 

 Start Date Completion 
Date 

Phase Cost  

Planning:   $0.00 Green Project:   No 

Acquisition:  05/30/2017 $0.00 Green Amount:   $0.00 

Design:   $0.00  

Est. 
Construction: 

04/30/2017 04/30/2019 $6,169,073.00  

 

Project Rating:        

Criteria 
 

     Answer Score 

Sec. 212 - Is the work required by a schedule that is imposed by court order, EPA administrative 
order,  TCEQ enforcement order, or participation in SSO Initiative? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Does the project involve extending service (centralized or alternative system) to 
populated areas of an existing developed community that are not served by a centralized 
collection system? 

Yes 11.00 

Sec. 212 - Has a public health official found that a nuisance dangerous to public health and safety 
exists resulting from water supply and sanitation problems in the area to be served by the project? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Is a water body impacted by the proposed project listed in a Watershed Protection Plan 
that is under development or has been accepted by the TCEQ or TSSWCB? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Will the project include innovative or alternative types of collection or treatment 
technology? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Does the project involve more stringent permit limitations? No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Does the project result in regionalization?  (See specific criteria) No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Does the proposed project involve a facility that requires expansion of its hydraulic 
capacity or removal of extraneous flow? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - The proposed project impacts a water body that does not meet applicable water quality 
standards. (refer to water bodies listed as Category 4a, 5a, 5b, or 5c in the latest Watershed 
Action Planning Strategy Table).  

Non-Priority 5b 20.00 

Sec. 319 - Has a public health official found that a nuisance dangerous to public health and safety 
exists resulting from water supply and sanitation problems in the area to be served by the 
proposed project? 

  

Sec. 319 - Does a threat exist to an aquifer or groundwater that may be impacted by the proposed 
project? 

  

Sec. 319 - Is a water body impacted by the proposed project listed in a Watershed Protection Plan 
that is under development or has been accepted by the TCEQ or TSSWCB? 

  

Sec. 319 - The proposed project impacts a water body that does not meet applicable water quality 
standards. (refer to water bodies listed as Category 4a, 5a, 5b, or 5c in the latest Watershed 
Action Planning Strategy Table).  

  

Sec. 319 - Does the project include stream bank restoration or contain elements of Low Impact 
Development, such as vegetated filter strips, bio-retention, rain gardens, or porous pavement? 

  

Sec. 320 - Does the project restore, protect, and enhance coastal natural resources?   

Sec. 320 - Does the project improve water quality?   

Sec. 320 - Does the project enhance public access?   

Sec. 320 - Does the project improve onshore infrastructure and environmental management?   



Sec. 320 - Does the project mitigate erosion and stabilize shorelines?   

Sec. 320 - Does the project educate the public on the importance of coastal natural resources?   

All Proj. - In the past 5 years, has an asset management plan been adopted by the entity’s 
governing body? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Is the entity planning to prepare an asset management plan as part of the proposed 
project? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Has asset management training been administered to the entity’s governing body and 
employees? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Does the proposed project address specific targets, goals, or measures in a water 
conservation or drought contingency plan that has been adopted by the entity’s governing body 
within the past 5 years? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Does the proposed project address specific goals in a system-wide or plant-wide energy 
assessment, audit, or optimization study that has been conducted within the past three years? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Does the proposed project implement elements contained in a state or regional water 
plan, integrated water resource management plan, regional facility plan, regionalization or 
consolidation plan, or TMDL implementation plan? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Entity qualifies as a disadvantaged community. No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Will a majority of the funds being requested from the SRF for the project be used to 
implement measures to reduce the demand for publically owned treatment works capacity through 
water conservation, efficiency, or reuse? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - For a qualified nonprofit, will a majority of the funds being requested from the SRF for 
the project be used to assist owners and operators of small and medium POTWs? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Will a majority of the funds being requested from the SRF for the project be used to 
implement innovative approaches to manage, reduce, treat, or recapture stormwater or 
subsurface drainage water? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Will a majority of the funds being requested from the SRF for the project be used to 
implement reuse or recycling wastewater, stormwater, or subsurface drainage water? If yes, 
please explain. 

No 0.00 

       Rating: 31.00 

         
 



 

Authority:   Los Fresnos      

PIF #: 12367 Program: CWSRF PPL Year: 2018 

Related PIFs:    

Project Name:  Los Fresnos WWTP Improvements 

Project Type:  POTW Project Phase:  Planning Design & Construction 

Project Description:  Planning, Design, Construction of Improvements to WWTP Headworks, including new bar screen and grit 
removal system. 

 

 Start Date Completion 
Date 

Phase Cost  

Planning:   $80,000.00 Green Project:   No 

Acquisition:   $0.00 Green Amount:   $0.00 

Design:   $121,000.00  

Est. 
Construction: 

01/01/2018 01/01/2019 $1,095,000.00  

 

Project Rating:        

Criteria 
 

     Answer Score 

Sec. 212 - Is the work required by a schedule that is imposed by court order, EPA administrative 
order,  TCEQ enforcement order, or participation in SSO Initiative? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Does the project involve extending service (centralized or alternative system) to 
populated areas of an existing developed community that are not served by a centralized 
collection system? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Has a public health official found that a nuisance dangerous to public health and safety 
exists resulting from water supply and sanitation problems in the area to be served by the project? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Is a water body impacted by the proposed project listed in a Watershed Protection Plan 
that is under development or has been accepted by the TCEQ or TSSWCB? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Will the project include innovative or alternative types of collection or treatment 
technology? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Does the project involve more stringent permit limitations? No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Does the project result in regionalization?  (See specific criteria) No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Does the proposed project involve a facility that requires expansion of its hydraulic 
capacity or removal of extraneous flow? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - The proposed project impacts a water body that does not meet applicable water quality 
standards. (refer to water bodies listed as Category 4a, 5a, 5b, or 5c in the latest Watershed 
Action Planning Strategy Table).  

Non-Priority 5c 10.00 

Sec. 319 - Has a public health official found that a nuisance dangerous to public health and safety 
exists resulting from water supply and sanitation problems in the area to be served by the 
proposed project? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 319 - Does a threat exist to an aquifer or groundwater that may be impacted by the proposed 
project? 

  

Sec. 319 - Is a water body impacted by the proposed project listed in a Watershed Protection Plan 
that is under development or has been accepted by the TCEQ or TSSWCB? 

  

Sec. 319 - The proposed project impacts a water body that does not meet applicable water quality 
standards. (refer to water bodies listed as Category 4a, 5a, 5b, or 5c in the latest Watershed 
Action Planning Strategy Table).  

  

Sec. 319 - Does the project include stream bank restoration or contain elements of Low Impact 
Development, such as vegetated filter strips, bio-retention, rain gardens, or porous pavement? 

  

Sec. 320 - Does the project restore, protect, and enhance coastal natural resources?   

Sec. 320 - Does the project improve water quality?   

Sec. 320 - Does the project enhance public access?   

Sec. 320 - Does the project improve onshore infrastructure and environmental management?   



Sec. 320 - Does the project mitigate erosion and stabilize shorelines?   

Sec. 320 - Does the project educate the public on the importance of coastal natural resources?   

All Proj. - In the past 5 years, has an asset management plan been adopted by the entity’s 
governing body? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Is the entity planning to prepare an asset management plan as part of the proposed 
project? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Has asset management training been administered to the entity’s governing body and 
employees? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Does the proposed project address specific targets, goals, or measures in a water 
conservation or drought contingency plan that has been adopted by the entity’s governing body 
within the past 5 years? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Does the proposed project address specific goals in a system-wide or plant-wide energy 
assessment, audit, or optimization study that has been conducted within the past three years? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Does the proposed project implement elements contained in a state or regional water 
plan, integrated water resource management plan, regional facility plan, regionalization or 
consolidation plan, or TMDL implementation plan? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Entity qualifies as a disadvantaged community. No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Will a majority of the funds being requested from the SRF for the project be used to 
implement measures to reduce the demand for publically owned treatment works capacity through 
water conservation, efficiency, or reuse? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - For a qualified nonprofit, will a majority of the funds being requested from the SRF for 
the project be used to assist owners and operators of small and medium POTWs? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Will a majority of the funds being requested from the SRF for the project be used to 
implement innovative approaches to manage, reduce, treat, or recapture stormwater or 
subsurface drainage water? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Will a majority of the funds being requested from the SRF for the project be used to 
implement reuse or recycling wastewater, stormwater, or subsurface drainage water? If yes, 
please explain. 

No 0.00 

       Rating: 10.00 

         
 



 

Authority:   Lumberton      

PIF #: 12368 Program: CWSRF PPL Year: 2018 

Related PIFs:    

Project Name:  Drainage Infrastructure Improvements 

Project Type:  Nonpoint Source Project Phase:  Planning Design & Construction 

Project Description:  This project proposes to increase the capacity of a restrictive crossing in order to lower velocities through the 
crossing and water surface elevations upstream from the crossing, both of which are intended to reduce sediment and other pollutants 
in the stream and protect the channel from erosion.  The project also proposes to construct a detention pond to alleviate negative 
effects and decrease peak flows in downstream segments. 

 

 Start Date Completion 
Date 

Phase Cost  

Planning:   $393,370.00 Green Project:   No 

Acquisition:  12/30/2018 $0.00 Green Amount:   $0.00 

Design:   $193,000.00  

Est. 
Construction: 

10/01/2018 10/01/2020 $3,908,125.00  

 

Project Rating:        

Criteria 
 

     Answer Score 

Sec. 212 - Is the work required by a schedule that is imposed by court order, EPA administrative 
order,  TCEQ enforcement order, or participation in SSO Initiative? 

  

Sec. 212 - Does the project involve extending service (centralized or alternative system) to 
populated areas of an existing developed community that are not served by a centralized 
collection system? 

  

Sec. 212 - Has a public health official found that a nuisance dangerous to public health and safety 
exists resulting from water supply and sanitation problems in the area to be served by the project? 

  

Sec. 212 - Is a water body impacted by the proposed project listed in a Watershed Protection Plan 
that is under development or has been accepted by the TCEQ or TSSWCB? 

  

Sec. 212 - Will the project include innovative or alternative types of collection or treatment 
technology? 

  

Sec. 212 - Does the project involve more stringent permit limitations?   

Sec. 212 - Does the project result in regionalization?  (See specific criteria)   

Sec. 212 - Does the proposed project involve a facility that requires expansion of its hydraulic 
capacity or removal of extraneous flow? 

  

Sec. 212 - The proposed project impacts a water body that does not meet applicable water quality 
standards. (refer to water bodies listed as Category 4a, 5a, 5b, or 5c in the latest Watershed 
Action Planning Strategy Table).  

  

Sec. 319 - Has a public health official found that a nuisance dangerous to public health and safety 
exists resulting from water supply and sanitation problems in the area to be served by the 
proposed project? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 319 - Does a threat exist to an aquifer or groundwater that may be impacted by the proposed 
project? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 319 - Is a water body impacted by the proposed project listed in a Watershed Protection Plan 
that is under development or has been accepted by the TCEQ or TSSWCB? 

Under 
Development 

5.00 

Sec. 319 - The proposed project impacts a water body that does not meet applicable water quality 
standards. (refer to water bodies listed as Category 4a, 5a, 5b, or 5c in the latest Watershed 
Action Planning Strategy Table).  

Priority 5b 30.00 

Sec. 319 - Does the project include stream bank restoration or contain elements of Low Impact 
Development, such as vegetated filter strips, bio-retention, rain gardens, or porous pavement? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 320 - Does the project restore, protect, and enhance coastal natural resources?   

Sec. 320 - Does the project improve water quality?   

Sec. 320 - Does the project enhance public access?   



Sec. 320 - Does the project improve onshore infrastructure and environmental management?   

Sec. 320 - Does the project mitigate erosion and stabilize shorelines?   

Sec. 320 - Does the project educate the public on the importance of coastal natural resources?   

All Proj. - In the past 5 years, has an asset management plan been adopted by the entity’s 
governing body? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Is the entity planning to prepare an asset management plan as part of the proposed 
project? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Has asset management training been administered to the entity’s governing body and 
employees? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Does the proposed project address specific targets, goals, or measures in a water 
conservation or drought contingency plan that has been adopted by the entity’s governing body 
within the past 5 years? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Does the proposed project address specific goals in a system-wide or plant-wide energy 
assessment, audit, or optimization study that has been conducted within the past three years? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Does the proposed project implement elements contained in a state or regional water 
plan, integrated water resource management plan, regional facility plan, regionalization or 
consolidation plan, or TMDL implementation plan? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Entity qualifies as a disadvantaged community. No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Will a majority of the funds being requested from the SRF for the project be used to 
implement measures to reduce the demand for publically owned treatment works capacity through 
water conservation, efficiency, or reuse? 

  

Sec. 212 - For a qualified nonprofit, will a majority of the funds being requested from the SRF for 
the project be used to assist owners and operators of small and medium POTWs? 

  

All Proj. - Will a majority of the funds being requested from the SRF for the project be used to 
implement innovative approaches to manage, reduce, treat, or recapture stormwater or 
subsurface drainage water? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Will a majority of the funds being requested from the SRF for the project be used to 
implement reuse or recycling wastewater, stormwater, or subsurface drainage water? If yes, 
please explain. 

No 0.00 

       Rating: 35.00 

         
 



 

Authority:   Lyford      

PIF #: 12369 Program: CWSRF PPL Year: 2018 

Related PIFs:    

Project Name:  Lyford Wastewater Collection System Improvements 

Project Type:  POTW Project Phase:  P A D & Construction 

Project Description:  Construction of two sanitary sewer lift stations, sanitary sewer collection extension, and upgrade of four existing 
lift stations. 

 

 Start Date Completion 
Date 

Phase Cost  

Planning:   $208,497.50 Green Project:   Yes-BC 

Acquisition:  10/01/2018 $178,043.20 Green Amount:   $73,000.00 

Design:   $385,622.40  

Est. 
Construction: 

10/01/2018 09/30/2020 $2,304,082.00  

 

Project Rating:        

Criteria 
 

     Answer Score 

Sec. 212 - Is the work required by a schedule that is imposed by court order, EPA administrative 
order,  TCEQ enforcement order, or participation in SSO Initiative? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Does the project involve extending service (centralized or alternative system) to 
populated areas of an existing developed community that are not served by a centralized 
collection system? 

Yes 11.00 

Sec. 212 - Has a public health official found that a nuisance dangerous to public health and safety 
exists resulting from water supply and sanitation problems in the area to be served by the project? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Is a water body impacted by the proposed project listed in a Watershed Protection Plan 
that is under development or has been accepted by the TCEQ or TSSWCB? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Will the project include innovative or alternative types of collection or treatment 
technology? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Does the project involve more stringent permit limitations? No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Does the project result in regionalization?  (See specific criteria) No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Does the proposed project involve a facility that requires expansion of its hydraulic 
capacity or removal of extraneous flow? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - The proposed project impacts a water body that does not meet applicable water quality 
standards. (refer to water bodies listed as Category 4a, 5a, 5b, or 5c in the latest Watershed 
Action Planning Strategy Table).  

No 0.00 

Sec. 319 - Has a public health official found that a nuisance dangerous to public health and safety 
exists resulting from water supply and sanitation problems in the area to be served by the 
proposed project? 

  

Sec. 319 - Does a threat exist to an aquifer or groundwater that may be impacted by the proposed 
project? 

  

Sec. 319 - Is a water body impacted by the proposed project listed in a Watershed Protection Plan 
that is under development or has been accepted by the TCEQ or TSSWCB? 

  

Sec. 319 - The proposed project impacts a water body that does not meet applicable water quality 
standards. (refer to water bodies listed as Category 4a, 5a, 5b, or 5c in the latest Watershed 
Action Planning Strategy Table).  

  

Sec. 319 - Does the project include stream bank restoration or contain elements of Low Impact 
Development, such as vegetated filter strips, bio-retention, rain gardens, or porous pavement? 

  

Sec. 320 - Does the project restore, protect, and enhance coastal natural resources?   

Sec. 320 - Does the project improve water quality?   

Sec. 320 - Does the project enhance public access?   

Sec. 320 - Does the project improve onshore infrastructure and environmental management?   



Sec. 320 - Does the project mitigate erosion and stabilize shorelines?   

Sec. 320 - Does the project educate the public on the importance of coastal natural resources?   

All Proj. - In the past 5 years, has an asset management plan been adopted by the entity’s 
governing body? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Is the entity planning to prepare an asset management plan as part of the proposed 
project? 

Yes 1.00 

All Proj. - Has asset management training been administered to the entity’s governing body and 
employees? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Does the proposed project address specific targets, goals, or measures in a water 
conservation or drought contingency plan that has been adopted by the entity’s governing body 
within the past 5 years? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Does the proposed project address specific goals in a system-wide or plant-wide energy 
assessment, audit, or optimization study that has been conducted within the past three years? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Does the proposed project implement elements contained in a state or regional water 
plan, integrated water resource management plan, regional facility plan, regionalization or 
consolidation plan, or TMDL implementation plan? 

Yes 2.00 

All Proj. - Entity qualifies as a disadvantaged community. Yes 10.00 

Sec. 212 - Will a majority of the funds being requested from the SRF for the project be used to 
implement measures to reduce the demand for publically owned treatment works capacity through 
water conservation, efficiency, or reuse? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - For a qualified nonprofit, will a majority of the funds being requested from the SRF for 
the project be used to assist owners and operators of small and medium POTWs? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Will a majority of the funds being requested from the SRF for the project be used to 
implement innovative approaches to manage, reduce, treat, or recapture stormwater or 
subsurface drainage water? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Will a majority of the funds being requested from the SRF for the project be used to 
implement reuse or recycling wastewater, stormwater, or subsurface drainage water? If yes, 
please explain. 

No 0.00 

       Rating: 24.00 

         
 



 

Authority:   McAllen      

PIF #: 12370 Program: CWSRF PPL Year: 2018 

Related PIFs:    

Project Name:  North WWTP SCADA and Electrical Improvements & Sprague Sewer Phase 1 

Project Type:  POTW Project Phase:  Construction 

Project Description:  Construction of a sanitary sewer trunk line about 30 feet deep to abandon 2 lift stations in the north part of the 
City of McAllen.  Construction of SCADA and electrical upgrades to the North Wastewater Treatment Plant to provide backup power 
reliability and wastewater treatment process and effluent disinfection during a power outage storm event or a power outage/failure of 
the electrical substations feeding the wastewater plant.    

 

 Start Date Completion 
Date 

Phase Cost  

Planning:   $0.00 Green Project:   No 

Acquisition:   $0.00 Green Amount:   $0.00 

Design:   $0.00  

Est. 
Construction: 

05/01/2018 03/01/2019 $7,000,000.00  

 

Project Rating:        

Criteria 
 

     Answer Score 

Sec. 212 - Is the work required by a schedule that is imposed by court order, EPA administrative 
order,  TCEQ enforcement order, or participation in SSO Initiative? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Does the project involve extending service (centralized or alternative system) to 
populated areas of an existing developed community that are not served by a centralized 
collection system? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Has a public health official found that a nuisance dangerous to public health and safety 
exists resulting from water supply and sanitation problems in the area to be served by the project? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Is a water body impacted by the proposed project listed in a Watershed Protection Plan 
that is under development or has been accepted by the TCEQ or TSSWCB? 

Accepted 10.00 

Sec. 212 - Will the project include innovative or alternative types of collection or treatment 
technology? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Does the project involve more stringent permit limitations? No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Does the project result in regionalization?  (See specific criteria) No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Does the proposed project involve a facility that requires expansion of its hydraulic 
capacity or removal of extraneous flow? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - The proposed project impacts a water body that does not meet applicable water quality 
standards. (refer to water bodies listed as Category 4a, 5a, 5b, or 5c in the latest Watershed 
Action Planning Strategy Table).  

  

Sec. 319 - Has a public health official found that a nuisance dangerous to public health and safety 
exists resulting from water supply and sanitation problems in the area to be served by the 
proposed project? 

  

Sec. 319 - Does a threat exist to an aquifer or groundwater that may be impacted by the proposed 
project? 

  

Sec. 319 - Is a water body impacted by the proposed project listed in a Watershed Protection Plan 
that is under development or has been accepted by the TCEQ or TSSWCB? 

  

Sec. 319 - The proposed project impacts a water body that does not meet applicable water quality 
standards. (refer to water bodies listed as Category 4a, 5a, 5b, or 5c in the latest Watershed 
Action Planning Strategy Table).  

  

Sec. 319 - Does the project include stream bank restoration or contain elements of Low Impact 
Development, such as vegetated filter strips, bio-retention, rain gardens, or porous pavement? 

  

Sec. 320 - Does the project restore, protect, and enhance coastal natural resources?   

Sec. 320 - Does the project improve water quality?   

Sec. 320 - Does the project enhance public access?   



Sec. 320 - Does the project improve onshore infrastructure and environmental management?   

Sec. 320 - Does the project mitigate erosion and stabilize shorelines?   

Sec. 320 - Does the project educate the public on the importance of coastal natural resources?   

All Proj. - In the past 5 years, has an asset management plan been adopted by the entity’s 
governing body? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Is the entity planning to prepare an asset management plan as part of the proposed 
project? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Has asset management training been administered to the entity’s governing body and 
employees? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Does the proposed project address specific targets, goals, or measures in a water 
conservation or drought contingency plan that has been adopted by the entity’s governing body 
within the past 5 years? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Does the proposed project address specific goals in a system-wide or plant-wide energy 
assessment, audit, or optimization study that has been conducted within the past three years? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Does the proposed project implement elements contained in a state or regional water 
plan, integrated water resource management plan, regional facility plan, regionalization or 
consolidation plan, or TMDL implementation plan? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Entity qualifies as a disadvantaged community. No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Will a majority of the funds being requested from the SRF for the project be used to 
implement measures to reduce the demand for publically owned treatment works capacity through 
water conservation, efficiency, or reuse? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - For a qualified nonprofit, will a majority of the funds being requested from the SRF for 
the project be used to assist owners and operators of small and medium POTWs? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Will a majority of the funds being requested from the SRF for the project be used to 
implement innovative approaches to manage, reduce, treat, or recapture stormwater or 
subsurface drainage water? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Will a majority of the funds being requested from the SRF for the project be used to 
implement reuse or recycling wastewater, stormwater, or subsurface drainage water? If yes, 
please explain. 

No 0.00 

       Rating: 10.00 

         
 



 

Authority:   Miles      

PIF #: 12371 Program: CWSRF PPL Year: 2018 

Related PIFs:    

Project Name:  Wastewater System Evaluation 

Project Type:  POTW Project Phase:  Planning 

Project Description:  The City of Miles (City) owns and operates a WWTP that consists of an Imhoff Tank and lagoon system. The 
effluent from the WWTP is currently land applied at a nearby site via a TLAP permit. The WWTP is in need of upgrade and/or 
replacement and the City wants to evaluate improvements needed to the WWTP and its collection system. 

 

 Start Date Completion 
Date 

Phase Cost  

Planning:   $200,000.00 Green Project:   Yes-BC 

Acquisition:   $0.00 Green Amount:   $200,000.00 

Design:   $0.00  

Est. 
Construction: 

03/01/2019 09/30/2020 $0.00  

 

Project Rating:        

Criteria 
 

     Answer Score 

Sec. 212 - Is the work required by a schedule that is imposed by court order, EPA administrative 
order,  TCEQ enforcement order, or participation in SSO Initiative? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Does the project involve extending service (centralized or alternative system) to 
populated areas of an existing developed community that are not served by a centralized 
collection system? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Has a public health official found that a nuisance dangerous to public health and safety 
exists resulting from water supply and sanitation problems in the area to be served by the project? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Is a water body impacted by the proposed project listed in a Watershed Protection Plan 
that is under development or has been accepted by the TCEQ or TSSWCB? 

Accepted 10.00 

Sec. 212 - Will the project include innovative or alternative types of collection or treatment 
technology? 

Yes 15.00 

Sec. 212 - Does the project involve more stringent permit limitations? No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Does the project result in regionalization?  (See specific criteria) No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Does the proposed project involve a facility that requires expansion of its hydraulic 
capacity or removal of extraneous flow? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - The proposed project impacts a water body that does not meet applicable water quality 
standards. (refer to water bodies listed as Category 4a, 5a, 5b, or 5c in the latest Watershed 
Action Planning Strategy Table).  

No 0.00 

Sec. 319 - Has a public health official found that a nuisance dangerous to public health and safety 
exists resulting from water supply and sanitation problems in the area to be served by the 
proposed project? 

  

Sec. 319 - Does a threat exist to an aquifer or groundwater that may be impacted by the proposed 
project? 

  

Sec. 319 - Is a water body impacted by the proposed project listed in a Watershed Protection Plan 
that is under development or has been accepted by the TCEQ or TSSWCB? 

  

Sec. 319 - The proposed project impacts a water body that does not meet applicable water quality 
standards. (refer to water bodies listed as Category 4a, 5a, 5b, or 5c in the latest Watershed 
Action Planning Strategy Table).  

  

Sec. 319 - Does the project include stream bank restoration or contain elements of Low Impact 
Development, such as vegetated filter strips, bio-retention, rain gardens, or porous pavement? 

  

Sec. 320 - Does the project restore, protect, and enhance coastal natural resources?   

Sec. 320 - Does the project improve water quality?   

Sec. 320 - Does the project enhance public access?   

Sec. 320 - Does the project improve onshore infrastructure and environmental management?   



Sec. 320 - Does the project mitigate erosion and stabilize shorelines?   

Sec. 320 - Does the project educate the public on the importance of coastal natural resources?   

All Proj. - In the past 5 years, has an asset management plan been adopted by the entity’s 
governing body? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Is the entity planning to prepare an asset management plan as part of the proposed 
project? 

Yes 1.00 

All Proj. - Has asset management training been administered to the entity’s governing body and 
employees? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Does the proposed project address specific targets, goals, or measures in a water 
conservation or drought contingency plan that has been adopted by the entity’s governing body 
within the past 5 years? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Does the proposed project address specific goals in a system-wide or plant-wide energy 
assessment, audit, or optimization study that has been conducted within the past three years? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Does the proposed project implement elements contained in a state or regional water 
plan, integrated water resource management plan, regional facility plan, regionalization or 
consolidation plan, or TMDL implementation plan? 

Yes 2.00 

All Proj. - Entity qualifies as a disadvantaged community. No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Will a majority of the funds being requested from the SRF for the project be used to 
implement measures to reduce the demand for publically owned treatment works capacity through 
water conservation, efficiency, or reuse? 

Yes 5.00 

Sec. 212 - For a qualified nonprofit, will a majority of the funds being requested from the SRF for 
the project be used to assist owners and operators of small and medium POTWs? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Will a majority of the funds being requested from the SRF for the project be used to 
implement innovative approaches to manage, reduce, treat, or recapture stormwater or 
subsurface drainage water? 

  

All Proj. - Will a majority of the funds being requested from the SRF for the project be used to 
implement reuse or recycling wastewater, stormwater, or subsurface drainage water? If yes, 
please explain. 

  

       Rating: 33.00 

         
 



 

Authority:   Millsap      

PIF #: 12372 Program: CWSRF PPL Year: 2018 

Related PIFs:    

Project Name:  New Wastewater System  

Project Type:  POTW Project Phase:  Planning Acquisition & Design 

Project Description:  Install a new wastewater system for the City of Millsap. The City currently does not have a wastewater 
collection and treatment system 

 

 Start Date Completion 
Date 

Phase Cost  

Planning:   $105,000.00 Green Project:   Yes-BC 

Acquisition:  12/29/2017 $80,000.00 Green Amount:   $3,120,000.00 

Design:   $279,000.00  

Est. 
Construction: 

01/01/2018 07/01/2019 $2,656,000.00  

 

Project Rating:        

Criteria 
 

     Answer Score 

Sec. 212 - Is the work required by a schedule that is imposed by court order, EPA administrative 
order,  TCEQ enforcement order, or participation in SSO Initiative? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Does the project involve extending service (centralized or alternative system) to 
populated areas of an existing developed community that are not served by a centralized 
collection system? 

Yes 11.00 

Sec. 212 - Has a public health official found that a nuisance dangerous to public health and safety 
exists resulting from water supply and sanitation problems in the area to be served by the project? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Is a water body impacted by the proposed project listed in a Watershed Protection Plan 
that is under development or has been accepted by the TCEQ or TSSWCB? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Will the project include innovative or alternative types of collection or treatment 
technology? 

Yes 15.00 

Sec. 212 - Does the project involve more stringent permit limitations? No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Does the project result in regionalization?  (See specific criteria) No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Does the proposed project involve a facility that requires expansion of its hydraulic 
capacity or removal of extraneous flow? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - The proposed project impacts a water body that does not meet applicable water quality 
standards. (refer to water bodies listed as Category 4a, 5a, 5b, or 5c in the latest Watershed 
Action Planning Strategy Table).  

No 0.00 

Sec. 319 - Has a public health official found that a nuisance dangerous to public health and safety 
exists resulting from water supply and sanitation problems in the area to be served by the 
proposed project? 

  

Sec. 319 - Does a threat exist to an aquifer or groundwater that may be impacted by the proposed 
project? 

  

Sec. 319 - Is a water body impacted by the proposed project listed in a Watershed Protection Plan 
that is under development or has been accepted by the TCEQ or TSSWCB? 

  

Sec. 319 - The proposed project impacts a water body that does not meet applicable water quality 
standards. (refer to water bodies listed as Category 4a, 5a, 5b, or 5c in the latest Watershed 
Action Planning Strategy Table).  

  

Sec. 319 - Does the project include stream bank restoration or contain elements of Low Impact 
Development, such as vegetated filter strips, bio-retention, rain gardens, or porous pavement? 

  

Sec. 320 - Does the project restore, protect, and enhance coastal natural resources?   

Sec. 320 - Does the project improve water quality?   

Sec. 320 - Does the project enhance public access?   

Sec. 320 - Does the project improve onshore infrastructure and environmental management?   



Sec. 320 - Does the project mitigate erosion and stabilize shorelines?   

Sec. 320 - Does the project educate the public on the importance of coastal natural resources?   

All Proj. - In the past 5 years, has an asset management plan been adopted by the entity’s 
governing body? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Is the entity planning to prepare an asset management plan as part of the proposed 
project? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Has asset management training been administered to the entity’s governing body and 
employees? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Does the proposed project address specific targets, goals, or measures in a water 
conservation or drought contingency plan that has been adopted by the entity’s governing body 
within the past 5 years? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Does the proposed project address specific goals in a system-wide or plant-wide energy 
assessment, audit, or optimization study that has been conducted within the past three years? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Does the proposed project implement elements contained in a state or regional water 
plan, integrated water resource management plan, regional facility plan, regionalization or 
consolidation plan, or TMDL implementation plan? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Entity qualifies as a disadvantaged community. No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Will a majority of the funds being requested from the SRF for the project be used to 
implement measures to reduce the demand for publically owned treatment works capacity through 
water conservation, efficiency, or reuse? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - For a qualified nonprofit, will a majority of the funds being requested from the SRF for 
the project be used to assist owners and operators of small and medium POTWs? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Will a majority of the funds being requested from the SRF for the project be used to 
implement innovative approaches to manage, reduce, treat, or recapture stormwater or 
subsurface drainage water? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Will a majority of the funds being requested from the SRF for the project be used to 
implement reuse or recycling wastewater, stormwater, or subsurface drainage water? If yes, 
please explain. 

Yes 5.00 

       Rating: 31.00 

         
 



 

Authority:   Newton      

PIF #: 12373 Program: CWSRF PPL Year: 2018 

Related PIFs:    

Project Name:  2018 TWDB CWSRF Sanitary Sewer System Improvements 

Project Type:  POTW Project Phase:  Planning Design & Construction 

Project Description:  City plans to rehabilitate the existing downtown area sanitary sewer collection system.  City also plans to 
rehabilitate three (3) existing lift stations and pump into new force main that goes directly to City's WWTP.  City also plans to TV 
section of existing sanitary sewer collection system. 

 

 Start Date Completion 
Date 

Phase Cost  

Planning:   $210,000.00 Green Project:   No 

Acquisition:  03/01/2018 $0.00 Green Amount:   $0.00 

Design:   $150,000.00  

Est. 
Construction: 

09/01/2018 01/01/2020 $1,500,000.00  

 

Project Rating:        

Criteria 
 

     Answer Score 

Sec. 212 - Is the work required by a schedule that is imposed by court order, EPA administrative 
order,  TCEQ enforcement order, or participation in SSO Initiative? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Does the project involve extending service (centralized or alternative system) to 
populated areas of an existing developed community that are not served by a centralized 
collection system? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Has a public health official found that a nuisance dangerous to public health and safety 
exists resulting from water supply and sanitation problems in the area to be served by the project? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Is a water body impacted by the proposed project listed in a Watershed Protection Plan 
that is under development or has been accepted by the TCEQ or TSSWCB? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Will the project include innovative or alternative types of collection or treatment 
technology? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Does the project involve more stringent permit limitations? No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Does the project result in regionalization?  (See specific criteria) No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Does the proposed project involve a facility that requires expansion of its hydraulic 
capacity or removal of extraneous flow? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - The proposed project impacts a water body that does not meet applicable water quality 
standards. (refer to water bodies listed as Category 4a, 5a, 5b, or 5c in the latest Watershed 
Action Planning Strategy Table).  

Non-Priority 5b 20.00 

Sec. 319 - Has a public health official found that a nuisance dangerous to public health and safety 
exists resulting from water supply and sanitation problems in the area to be served by the 
proposed project? 

  

Sec. 319 - Does a threat exist to an aquifer or groundwater that may be impacted by the proposed 
project? 

  

Sec. 319 - Is a water body impacted by the proposed project listed in a Watershed Protection Plan 
that is under development or has been accepted by the TCEQ or TSSWCB? 

  

Sec. 319 - The proposed project impacts a water body that does not meet applicable water quality 
standards. (refer to water bodies listed as Category 4a, 5a, 5b, or 5c in the latest Watershed 
Action Planning Strategy Table).  

  

Sec. 319 - Does the project include stream bank restoration or contain elements of Low Impact 
Development, such as vegetated filter strips, bio-retention, rain gardens, or porous pavement? 

  

Sec. 320 - Does the project restore, protect, and enhance coastal natural resources?   

Sec. 320 - Does the project improve water quality?   

Sec. 320 - Does the project enhance public access?   

Sec. 320 - Does the project improve onshore infrastructure and environmental management?   



Sec. 320 - Does the project mitigate erosion and stabilize shorelines?   

Sec. 320 - Does the project educate the public on the importance of coastal natural resources?   

All Proj. - In the past 5 years, has an asset management plan been adopted by the entity’s 
governing body? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Is the entity planning to prepare an asset management plan as part of the proposed 
project? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Has asset management training been administered to the entity’s governing body and 
employees? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Does the proposed project address specific targets, goals, or measures in a water 
conservation or drought contingency plan that has been adopted by the entity’s governing body 
within the past 5 years? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Does the proposed project address specific goals in a system-wide or plant-wide energy 
assessment, audit, or optimization study that has been conducted within the past three years? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Does the proposed project implement elements contained in a state or regional water 
plan, integrated water resource management plan, regional facility plan, regionalization or 
consolidation plan, or TMDL implementation plan? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Entity qualifies as a disadvantaged community. Yes 10.00 

Sec. 212 - Will a majority of the funds being requested from the SRF for the project be used to 
implement measures to reduce the demand for publically owned treatment works capacity through 
water conservation, efficiency, or reuse? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - For a qualified nonprofit, will a majority of the funds being requested from the SRF for 
the project be used to assist owners and operators of small and medium POTWs? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Will a majority of the funds being requested from the SRF for the project be used to 
implement innovative approaches to manage, reduce, treat, or recapture stormwater or 
subsurface drainage water? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Will a majority of the funds being requested from the SRF for the project be used to 
implement reuse or recycling wastewater, stormwater, or subsurface drainage water? If yes, 
please explain. 

No 0.00 

       Rating: 30.00 

         
 



 

Authority:   North Fort Bend WA      

PIF #: 12374 Program: CWSRF PPL Year: 2018 

Related PIFs:    

Project Name:  Fort Bend MUD County MUD 146/194 Reclaimed Water System Waterlines 

Project Type:  POTW Project Phase:  Construction 

Project Description:  The Reclaimed Water System Waterlines will take the Type I effluent from the Fort Bend County MUD 146 
Wastewater Treatment Plant and distribute it to the irrigation system owned by Fort Bend County MUDs 146 and 194 to use for 
irrigation and amenity lake level management throughout the Districts.  

 

 Start Date Completion 
Date 

Phase Cost  

Planning:   $0.00 Green Project:   Yes-BC 

Acquisition:  01/19/2018 $0.00 Green Amount:   $2,383,000.00 

Design:   $0.00  

Est. 
Construction: 

10/30/2017 06/29/2018 $2,383,000.00  

 

Project Rating:        

Criteria 
 

     Answer Score 

Sec. 212 - Is the work required by a schedule that is imposed by court order, EPA administrative 
order,  TCEQ enforcement order, or participation in SSO Initiative? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Does the project involve extending service (centralized or alternative system) to 
populated areas of an existing developed community that are not served by a centralized 
collection system? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Has a public health official found that a nuisance dangerous to public health and safety 
exists resulting from water supply and sanitation problems in the area to be served by the project? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Is a water body impacted by the proposed project listed in a Watershed Protection Plan 
that is under development or has been accepted by the TCEQ or TSSWCB? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Will the project include innovative or alternative types of collection or treatment 
technology? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Does the project involve more stringent permit limitations? No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Does the project result in regionalization?  (See specific criteria) No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Does the proposed project involve a facility that requires expansion of its hydraulic 
capacity or removal of extraneous flow? 

N/A 0.00 

Sec. 212 - The proposed project impacts a water body that does not meet applicable water quality 
standards. (refer to water bodies listed as Category 4a, 5a, 5b, or 5c in the latest Watershed 
Action Planning Strategy Table).  

No 0.00 

Sec. 319 - Has a public health official found that a nuisance dangerous to public health and safety 
exists resulting from water supply and sanitation problems in the area to be served by the 
proposed project? 

  

Sec. 319 - Does a threat exist to an aquifer or groundwater that may be impacted by the proposed 
project? 

  

Sec. 319 - Is a water body impacted by the proposed project listed in a Watershed Protection Plan 
that is under development or has been accepted by the TCEQ or TSSWCB? 

  

Sec. 319 - The proposed project impacts a water body that does not meet applicable water quality 
standards. (refer to water bodies listed as Category 4a, 5a, 5b, or 5c in the latest Watershed 
Action Planning Strategy Table).  

  

Sec. 319 - Does the project include stream bank restoration or contain elements of Low Impact 
Development, such as vegetated filter strips, bio-retention, rain gardens, or porous pavement? 

  

Sec. 320 - Does the project restore, protect, and enhance coastal natural resources?   

Sec. 320 - Does the project improve water quality?   

Sec. 320 - Does the project enhance public access?   

Sec. 320 - Does the project improve onshore infrastructure and environmental management?   



Sec. 320 - Does the project mitigate erosion and stabilize shorelines?   

Sec. 320 - Does the project educate the public on the importance of coastal natural resources?   

All Proj. - In the past 5 years, has an asset management plan been adopted by the entity’s 
governing body? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Is the entity planning to prepare an asset management plan as part of the proposed 
project? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Has asset management training been administered to the entity’s governing body and 
employees? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Does the proposed project address specific targets, goals, or measures in a water 
conservation or drought contingency plan that has been adopted by the entity’s governing body 
within the past 5 years? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Does the proposed project address specific goals in a system-wide or plant-wide energy 
assessment, audit, or optimization study that has been conducted within the past three years? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Does the proposed project implement elements contained in a state or regional water 
plan, integrated water resource management plan, regional facility plan, regionalization or 
consolidation plan, or TMDL implementation plan? 

Yes 2.00 

All Proj. - Entity qualifies as a disadvantaged community. No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Will a majority of the funds being requested from the SRF for the project be used to 
implement measures to reduce the demand for publically owned treatment works capacity through 
water conservation, efficiency, or reuse? 

Yes 5.00 

Sec. 212 - For a qualified nonprofit, will a majority of the funds being requested from the SRF for 
the project be used to assist owners and operators of small and medium POTWs? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Will a majority of the funds being requested from the SRF for the project be used to 
implement innovative approaches to manage, reduce, treat, or recapture stormwater or 
subsurface drainage water? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Will a majority of the funds being requested from the SRF for the project be used to 
implement reuse or recycling wastewater, stormwater, or subsurface drainage water? If yes, 
please explain. 

Yes 5.00 

       Rating: 12.00 

         
 



 

Authority:   Panorama Village      

PIF #: 12375 Program: CWSRF PPL Year: 2018 

Related PIFs:    

Project Name:  WWTP Replacement 

Project Type:  POTW Project Phase:  Planning Design & Construction 

Project Description:  Removing and replacing 0.40 MGD wastewater treatment plant. 

 

 Start Date Completion 
Date 

Phase Cost  

Planning:   $966,000.00 Green Project:   No 

Acquisition:   $0.00 Green Amount:   $0.00 

Design:   $537,000.00  

Est. 
Construction: 

01/02/2019 04/01/2020 $4,897,000.00  

 

Project Rating:        

Criteria 
 

     Answer Score 

Sec. 212 - Is the work required by a schedule that is imposed by court order, EPA administrative 
order,  TCEQ enforcement order, or participation in SSO Initiative? 

Orders 30.00 

Sec. 212 - Does the project involve extending service (centralized or alternative system) to 
populated areas of an existing developed community that are not served by a centralized 
collection system? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Has a public health official found that a nuisance dangerous to public health and safety 
exists resulting from water supply and sanitation problems in the area to be served by the project? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Is a water body impacted by the proposed project listed in a Watershed Protection Plan 
that is under development or has been accepted by the TCEQ or TSSWCB? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Will the project include innovative or alternative types of collection or treatment 
technology? 

Yes 15.00 

Sec. 212 - Does the project involve more stringent permit limitations? No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Does the project result in regionalization?  (See specific criteria) No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Does the proposed project involve a facility that requires expansion of its hydraulic 
capacity or removal of extraneous flow? 

N/A 0.00 

Sec. 212 - The proposed project impacts a water body that does not meet applicable water quality 
standards. (refer to water bodies listed as Category 4a, 5a, 5b, or 5c in the latest Watershed 
Action Planning Strategy Table).  

Priority 5a 40.00 

Sec. 319 - Has a public health official found that a nuisance dangerous to public health and safety 
exists resulting from water supply and sanitation problems in the area to be served by the 
proposed project? 

  

Sec. 319 - Does a threat exist to an aquifer or groundwater that may be impacted by the proposed 
project? 

  

Sec. 319 - Is a water body impacted by the proposed project listed in a Watershed Protection Plan 
that is under development or has been accepted by the TCEQ or TSSWCB? 

  

Sec. 319 - The proposed project impacts a water body that does not meet applicable water quality 
standards. (refer to water bodies listed as Category 4a, 5a, 5b, or 5c in the latest Watershed 
Action Planning Strategy Table).  

  

Sec. 319 - Does the project include stream bank restoration or contain elements of Low Impact 
Development, such as vegetated filter strips, bio-retention, rain gardens, or porous pavement? 

  

Sec. 320 - Does the project restore, protect, and enhance coastal natural resources?   

Sec. 320 - Does the project improve water quality?   

Sec. 320 - Does the project enhance public access?   

Sec. 320 - Does the project improve onshore infrastructure and environmental management?   

Sec. 320 - Does the project mitigate erosion and stabilize shorelines?   



Sec. 320 - Does the project educate the public on the importance of coastal natural resources?   

All Proj. - In the past 5 years, has an asset management plan been adopted by the entity’s 
governing body? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Is the entity planning to prepare an asset management plan as part of the proposed 
project? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Has asset management training been administered to the entity’s governing body and 
employees? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Does the proposed project address specific targets, goals, or measures in a water 
conservation or drought contingency plan that has been adopted by the entity’s governing body 
within the past 5 years? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Does the proposed project address specific goals in a system-wide or plant-wide energy 
assessment, audit, or optimization study that has been conducted within the past three years? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Does the proposed project implement elements contained in a state or regional water 
plan, integrated water resource management plan, regional facility plan, regionalization or 
consolidation plan, or TMDL implementation plan? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Entity qualifies as a disadvantaged community. No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Will a majority of the funds being requested from the SRF for the project be used to 
implement measures to reduce the demand for publically owned treatment works capacity through 
water conservation, efficiency, or reuse? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - For a qualified nonprofit, will a majority of the funds being requested from the SRF for 
the project be used to assist owners and operators of small and medium POTWs? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Will a majority of the funds being requested from the SRF for the project be used to 
implement innovative approaches to manage, reduce, treat, or recapture stormwater or 
subsurface drainage water? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Will a majority of the funds being requested from the SRF for the project be used to 
implement reuse or recycling wastewater, stormwater, or subsurface drainage water? If yes, 
please explain. 

No 0.00 

       Rating: 85.00 

         
 



 

Authority:   Quitman      

PIF #: 12376 Program: CWSRF PPL Year: 2018 

Related PIFs:    

Project Name:  Wastewater Collection System Improvements 

Project Type:  POTW Project Phase:  P A D & Construction 

Project Description:  Collection system improvements include the replacement of existing deteriorated gravity collection system 
piping consisting of 5,800 Lf of 15-in sewer main and 500 LF or 8-in sewer collection lines. 

 

 Start Date Completion 
Date 

Phase Cost  

Planning:   $498,300.00 Green Project:   No 

Acquisition:  10/10/2019 $40,000.00 Green Amount:   $0.00 

Design:   $60,000.00  

Est. 
Construction: 

03/19/2018 06/18/2018 $723,000.00  

 

Project Rating:        

Criteria 
 

     Answer Score 

Sec. 212 - Is the work required by a schedule that is imposed by court order, EPA administrative 
order,  TCEQ enforcement order, or participation in SSO Initiative? 

N/A 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Does the project involve extending service (centralized or alternative system) to 
populated areas of an existing developed community that are not served by a centralized 
collection system? 

N/A 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Has a public health official found that a nuisance dangerous to public health and safety 
exists resulting from water supply and sanitation problems in the area to be served by the project? 

N/A 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Is a water body impacted by the proposed project listed in a Watershed Protection Plan 
that is under development or has been accepted by the TCEQ or TSSWCB? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Will the project include innovative or alternative types of collection or treatment 
technology? 

N/A 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Does the project involve more stringent permit limitations? N/A 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Does the project result in regionalization?  (See specific criteria) N/A 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Does the proposed project involve a facility that requires expansion of its hydraulic 
capacity or removal of extraneous flow? 

% permitted 
capacity is ≥ 
65% and < 
75% and proj. 
improves 
problem 

15.00 

Sec. 212 - The proposed project impacts a water body that does not meet applicable water quality 
standards. (refer to water bodies listed as Category 4a, 5a, 5b, or 5c in the latest Watershed 
Action Planning Strategy Table).  

No 0.00 

Sec. 319 - Has a public health official found that a nuisance dangerous to public health and safety 
exists resulting from water supply and sanitation problems in the area to be served by the 
proposed project? 

  

Sec. 319 - Does a threat exist to an aquifer or groundwater that may be impacted by the proposed 
project? 

  

Sec. 319 - Is a water body impacted by the proposed project listed in a Watershed Protection Plan 
that is under development or has been accepted by the TCEQ or TSSWCB? 

  

Sec. 319 - The proposed project impacts a water body that does not meet applicable water quality 
standards. (refer to water bodies listed as Category 4a, 5a, 5b, or 5c in the latest Watershed 
Action Planning Strategy Table).  

  

Sec. 319 - Does the project include stream bank restoration or contain elements of Low Impact 
Development, such as vegetated filter strips, bio-retention, rain gardens, or porous pavement? 

  

Sec. 320 - Does the project restore, protect, and enhance coastal natural resources?   

Sec. 320 - Does the project improve water quality?   



Sec. 320 - Does the project enhance public access?   

Sec. 320 - Does the project improve onshore infrastructure and environmental management?   

Sec. 320 - Does the project mitigate erosion and stabilize shorelines?   

Sec. 320 - Does the project educate the public on the importance of coastal natural resources?   

All Proj. - In the past 5 years, has an asset management plan been adopted by the entity’s 
governing body? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Is the entity planning to prepare an asset management plan as part of the proposed 
project? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Has asset management training been administered to the entity’s governing body and 
employees? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Does the proposed project address specific targets, goals, or measures in a water 
conservation or drought contingency plan that has been adopted by the entity’s governing body 
within the past 5 years? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Does the proposed project address specific goals in a system-wide or plant-wide energy 
assessment, audit, or optimization study that has been conducted within the past three years? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Does the proposed project implement elements contained in a state or regional water 
plan, integrated water resource management plan, regional facility plan, regionalization or 
consolidation plan, or TMDL implementation plan? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Entity qualifies as a disadvantaged community. No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Will a majority of the funds being requested from the SRF for the project be used to 
implement measures to reduce the demand for publically owned treatment works capacity through 
water conservation, efficiency, or reuse? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - For a qualified nonprofit, will a majority of the funds being requested from the SRF for 
the project be used to assist owners and operators of small and medium POTWs? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Will a majority of the funds being requested from the SRF for the project be used to 
implement innovative approaches to manage, reduce, treat, or recapture stormwater or 
subsurface drainage water? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Will a majority of the funds being requested from the SRF for the project be used to 
implement reuse or recycling wastewater, stormwater, or subsurface drainage water? If yes, 
please explain. 

No 0.00 

       Rating: 15.00 

         
 



 

Authority:   Rhome      

PIF #: 12377 Program: CWSRF PPL Year: 2018 

Related PIFs:    

Project Name:  Wastewater Treatment Plant and Collection System Improvements 

Project Type:  POTW Project Phase:  Planning Design & Construction 

Project Description:  Make needed improvements to the west wastewater treatment plant to be within TCEQ compliance 

 

 Start Date Completion 
Date 

Phase Cost  

Planning:   $205,000.00 Green Project:   Yes-BC 

Acquisition:   $0.00 Green Amount:   $1,450,000.00 

Design:   $162,000.00  

Est. 
Construction: 

01/01/2018 10/01/2018 $1,083,000.00  

 

Project Rating:        

Criteria 
 

     Answer Score 

Sec. 212 - Is the work required by a schedule that is imposed by court order, EPA administrative 
order,  TCEQ enforcement order, or participation in SSO Initiative? 

Orders 30.00 

Sec. 212 - Does the project involve extending service (centralized or alternative system) to 
populated areas of an existing developed community that are not served by a centralized 
collection system? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Has a public health official found that a nuisance dangerous to public health and safety 
exists resulting from water supply and sanitation problems in the area to be served by the project? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Is a water body impacted by the proposed project listed in a Watershed Protection Plan 
that is under development or has been accepted by the TCEQ or TSSWCB? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Will the project include innovative or alternative types of collection or treatment 
technology? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Does the project involve more stringent permit limitations? No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Does the project result in regionalization?  (See specific criteria) N/A 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Does the proposed project involve a facility that requires expansion of its hydraulic 
capacity or removal of extraneous flow? 

% permitted 
capacity is ≥ 
90% and proj. 
improves 
problem 

30.00 

Sec. 212 - The proposed project impacts a water body that does not meet applicable water quality 
standards. (refer to water bodies listed as Category 4a, 5a, 5b, or 5c in the latest Watershed 
Action Planning Strategy Table).  

Non-Priority 5b 20.00 

Sec. 319 - Has a public health official found that a nuisance dangerous to public health and safety 
exists resulting from water supply and sanitation problems in the area to be served by the 
proposed project? 

  

Sec. 319 - Does a threat exist to an aquifer or groundwater that may be impacted by the proposed 
project? 

  

Sec. 319 - Is a water body impacted by the proposed project listed in a Watershed Protection Plan 
that is under development or has been accepted by the TCEQ or TSSWCB? 

  

Sec. 319 - The proposed project impacts a water body that does not meet applicable water quality 
standards. (refer to water bodies listed as Category 4a, 5a, 5b, or 5c in the latest Watershed 
Action Planning Strategy Table).  

  

Sec. 319 - Does the project include stream bank restoration or contain elements of Low Impact 
Development, such as vegetated filter strips, bio-retention, rain gardens, or porous pavement? 

  

Sec. 320 - Does the project restore, protect, and enhance coastal natural resources?   

Sec. 320 - Does the project improve water quality?   

Sec. 320 - Does the project enhance public access?   



Sec. 320 - Does the project improve onshore infrastructure and environmental management?   

Sec. 320 - Does the project mitigate erosion and stabilize shorelines?   

Sec. 320 - Does the project educate the public on the importance of coastal natural resources?   

All Proj. - In the past 5 years, has an asset management plan been adopted by the entity’s 
governing body? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Is the entity planning to prepare an asset management plan as part of the proposed 
project? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Has asset management training been administered to the entity’s governing body and 
employees? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Does the proposed project address specific targets, goals, or measures in a water 
conservation or drought contingency plan that has been adopted by the entity’s governing body 
within the past 5 years? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Does the proposed project address specific goals in a system-wide or plant-wide energy 
assessment, audit, or optimization study that has been conducted within the past three years? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Does the proposed project implement elements contained in a state or regional water 
plan, integrated water resource management plan, regional facility plan, regionalization or 
consolidation plan, or TMDL implementation plan? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Entity qualifies as a disadvantaged community. No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Will a majority of the funds being requested from the SRF for the project be used to 
implement measures to reduce the demand for publically owned treatment works capacity through 
water conservation, efficiency, or reuse? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - For a qualified nonprofit, will a majority of the funds being requested from the SRF for 
the project be used to assist owners and operators of small and medium POTWs? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Will a majority of the funds being requested from the SRF for the project be used to 
implement innovative approaches to manage, reduce, treat, or recapture stormwater or 
subsurface drainage water? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Will a majority of the funds being requested from the SRF for the project be used to 
implement reuse or recycling wastewater, stormwater, or subsurface drainage water? If yes, 
please explain. 

No 0.00 

       Rating: 80.00 

         
 



 

Authority:   Rogers      

PIF #: 12378 Program: CWSRF PPL Year: 2018 

Related PIFs:    

Project Name:  2018 Wastewater Collection and Treatment System Improvements 

Project Type:  POTW Project Phase:  P A D & Construction 

Project Description:  Rehabilitation of wastewater  collection system to improve system reliability and reduce inflow and infiltration.  
Improvements to treatment works to bring plant into compliance with TCEQ rules. 

 

 Start Date Completion 
Date 

Phase Cost  

Planning:   $57,000.00 Green Project:   No 

Acquisition:   $0.00 Green Amount:   $0.00 

Design:  06/01/2017 $93,000.00  

Est. 
Construction: 

03/01/2018 12/31/2018 $987,000.00  

 

Project Rating:        

Criteria 
 

     Answer Score 

Sec. 212 - Is the work required by a schedule that is imposed by court order, EPA administrative 
order,  TCEQ enforcement order, or participation in SSO Initiative? 

Orders 30.00 

Sec. 212 - Does the project involve extending service (centralized or alternative system) to 
populated areas of an existing developed community that are not served by a centralized 
collection system? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Has a public health official found that a nuisance dangerous to public health and safety 
exists resulting from water supply and sanitation problems in the area to be served by the project? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Is a water body impacted by the proposed project listed in a Watershed Protection Plan 
that is under development or has been accepted by the TCEQ or TSSWCB? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Will the project include innovative or alternative types of collection or treatment 
technology? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Does the project involve more stringent permit limitations? No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Does the project result in regionalization?  (See specific criteria) No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Does the proposed project involve a facility that requires expansion of its hydraulic 
capacity or removal of extraneous flow? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - The proposed project impacts a water body that does not meet applicable water quality 
standards. (refer to water bodies listed as Category 4a, 5a, 5b, or 5c in the latest Watershed 
Action Planning Strategy Table).  

Non-Priority 5c 10.00 

Sec. 319 - Has a public health official found that a nuisance dangerous to public health and safety 
exists resulting from water supply and sanitation problems in the area to be served by the 
proposed project? 

  

Sec. 319 - Does a threat exist to an aquifer or groundwater that may be impacted by the proposed 
project? 

  

Sec. 319 - Is a water body impacted by the proposed project listed in a Watershed Protection Plan 
that is under development or has been accepted by the TCEQ or TSSWCB? 

  

Sec. 319 - The proposed project impacts a water body that does not meet applicable water quality 
standards. (refer to water bodies listed as Category 4a, 5a, 5b, or 5c in the latest Watershed 
Action Planning Strategy Table).  

  

Sec. 319 - Does the project include stream bank restoration or contain elements of Low Impact 
Development, such as vegetated filter strips, bio-retention, rain gardens, or porous pavement? 

  

Sec. 320 - Does the project restore, protect, and enhance coastal natural resources?   

Sec. 320 - Does the project improve water quality?   

Sec. 320 - Does the project enhance public access?   

Sec. 320 - Does the project improve onshore infrastructure and environmental management?   



Sec. 320 - Does the project mitigate erosion and stabilize shorelines?   

Sec. 320 - Does the project educate the public on the importance of coastal natural resources?   

All Proj. - In the past 5 years, has an asset management plan been adopted by the entity’s 
governing body? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Is the entity planning to prepare an asset management plan as part of the proposed 
project? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Has asset management training been administered to the entity’s governing body and 
employees? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Does the proposed project address specific targets, goals, or measures in a water 
conservation or drought contingency plan that has been adopted by the entity’s governing body 
within the past 5 years? 

Yes 1.00 

All Proj. - Does the proposed project address specific goals in a system-wide or plant-wide energy 
assessment, audit, or optimization study that has been conducted within the past three years? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Does the proposed project implement elements contained in a state or regional water 
plan, integrated water resource management plan, regional facility plan, regionalization or 
consolidation plan, or TMDL implementation plan? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Entity qualifies as a disadvantaged community. No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Will a majority of the funds being requested from the SRF for the project be used to 
implement measures to reduce the demand for publically owned treatment works capacity through 
water conservation, efficiency, or reuse? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - For a qualified nonprofit, will a majority of the funds being requested from the SRF for 
the project be used to assist owners and operators of small and medium POTWs? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Will a majority of the funds being requested from the SRF for the project be used to 
implement innovative approaches to manage, reduce, treat, or recapture stormwater or 
subsurface drainage water? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Will a majority of the funds being requested from the SRF for the project be used to 
implement reuse or recycling wastewater, stormwater, or subsurface drainage water? If yes, 
please explain. 

No 0.00 

       Rating: 41.00 

         
 



 

Authority:   Roma      

PIF #: 12379 Program: CWSRF PPL Year: 2018 

Related PIFs:    

Project Name:  Roma 2018 Wastewater Improvements 

Project Type:  POTW Project Phase:  Planning Design & Construction 

Project Description:  The proposed project consists of improvements to the City's WWTP and one of its lift stations within its 
collection system. 

 

 Start Date Completion 
Date 

Phase Cost  

Planning:   $166,000.00 Green Project:   Yes-BC 

Acquisition:   $0.00 Green Amount:   $2,432,000.00 

Design:   $130,000.00  

Est. 
Construction: 

09/03/2018 12/27/2019 $2,136,000.00  

 

Project Rating:        

Criteria 
 

     Answer Score 

Sec. 212 - Is the work required by a schedule that is imposed by court order, EPA administrative 
order,  TCEQ enforcement order, or participation in SSO Initiative? 

Orders 30.00 

Sec. 212 - Does the project involve extending service (centralized or alternative system) to 
populated areas of an existing developed community that are not served by a centralized 
collection system? 

N/A 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Has a public health official found that a nuisance dangerous to public health and safety 
exists resulting from water supply and sanitation problems in the area to be served by the project? 

N/A 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Is a water body impacted by the proposed project listed in a Watershed Protection Plan 
that is under development or has been accepted by the TCEQ or TSSWCB? 

N/A 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Will the project include innovative or alternative types of collection or treatment 
technology? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Does the project involve more stringent permit limitations? N/A 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Does the project result in regionalization?  (See specific criteria) N/A 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Does the proposed project involve a facility that requires expansion of its hydraulic 
capacity or removal of extraneous flow? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - The proposed project impacts a water body that does not meet applicable water quality 
standards. (refer to water bodies listed as Category 4a, 5a, 5b, or 5c in the latest Watershed 
Action Planning Strategy Table).  

Non-Priority 5c 10.00 

Sec. 319 - Has a public health official found that a nuisance dangerous to public health and safety 
exists resulting from water supply and sanitation problems in the area to be served by the 
proposed project? 

  

Sec. 319 - Does a threat exist to an aquifer or groundwater that may be impacted by the proposed 
project? 

  

Sec. 319 - Is a water body impacted by the proposed project listed in a Watershed Protection Plan 
that is under development or has been accepted by the TCEQ or TSSWCB? 

  

Sec. 319 - The proposed project impacts a water body that does not meet applicable water quality 
standards. (refer to water bodies listed as Category 4a, 5a, 5b, or 5c in the latest Watershed 
Action Planning Strategy Table).  

  

Sec. 319 - Does the project include stream bank restoration or contain elements of Low Impact 
Development, such as vegetated filter strips, bio-retention, rain gardens, or porous pavement? 

  

Sec. 320 - Does the project restore, protect, and enhance coastal natural resources?   

Sec. 320 - Does the project improve water quality?   

Sec. 320 - Does the project enhance public access?   

Sec. 320 - Does the project improve onshore infrastructure and environmental management?   



Sec. 320 - Does the project mitigate erosion and stabilize shorelines?   

Sec. 320 - Does the project educate the public on the importance of coastal natural resources?   

All Proj. - In the past 5 years, has an asset management plan been adopted by the entity’s 
governing body? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Is the entity planning to prepare an asset management plan as part of the proposed 
project? 

Yes 1.00 

All Proj. - Has asset management training been administered to the entity’s governing body and 
employees? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Does the proposed project address specific targets, goals, or measures in a water 
conservation or drought contingency plan that has been adopted by the entity’s governing body 
within the past 5 years? 

Yes 1.00 

All Proj. - Does the proposed project address specific goals in a system-wide or plant-wide energy 
assessment, audit, or optimization study that has been conducted within the past three years? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Does the proposed project implement elements contained in a state or regional water 
plan, integrated water resource management plan, regional facility plan, regionalization or 
consolidation plan, or TMDL implementation plan? 

Yes 2.00 

All Proj. - Entity qualifies as a disadvantaged community. Yes 10.00 

Sec. 212 - Will a majority of the funds being requested from the SRF for the project be used to 
implement measures to reduce the demand for publically owned treatment works capacity through 
water conservation, efficiency, or reuse? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - For a qualified nonprofit, will a majority of the funds being requested from the SRF for 
the project be used to assist owners and operators of small and medium POTWs? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Will a majority of the funds being requested from the SRF for the project be used to 
implement innovative approaches to manage, reduce, treat, or recapture stormwater or 
subsurface drainage water? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Will a majority of the funds being requested from the SRF for the project be used to 
implement reuse or recycling wastewater, stormwater, or subsurface drainage water? If yes, 
please explain. 

Yes 5.00 

       Rating: 59.00 

         
 



 

Authority:   Royalwood MUD      

PIF #: 12380 Program: CWSRF PPL Year: 2018 

Related PIFs:    

Project Name:  WWTP Improvements 

Project Type:  POTW Project Phase:  Planning Design & Construction 

Project Description:  General Upgrade and Improvements to WWTP 

 

 Start Date Completion 
Date 

Phase Cost  

Planning:   $96,080.00 Green Project:   No 

Acquisition:   $0.00 Green Amount:   $0.00 

Design:   $94,500.00  

Est. 
Construction: 

05/21/2018 03/18/2019 $614,250.00  

 

Project Rating:        

Criteria 
 

     Answer Score 

Sec. 212 - Is the work required by a schedule that is imposed by court order, EPA administrative 
order,  TCEQ enforcement order, or participation in SSO Initiative? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Does the project involve extending service (centralized or alternative system) to 
populated areas of an existing developed community that are not served by a centralized 
collection system? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Has a public health official found that a nuisance dangerous to public health and safety 
exists resulting from water supply and sanitation problems in the area to be served by the project? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Is a water body impacted by the proposed project listed in a Watershed Protection Plan 
that is under development or has been accepted by the TCEQ or TSSWCB? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Will the project include innovative or alternative types of collection or treatment 
technology? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Does the project involve more stringent permit limitations? No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Does the project result in regionalization?  (See specific criteria) No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Does the proposed project involve a facility that requires expansion of its hydraulic 
capacity or removal of extraneous flow? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - The proposed project impacts a water body that does not meet applicable water quality 
standards. (refer to water bodies listed as Category 4a, 5a, 5b, or 5c in the latest Watershed 
Action Planning Strategy Table).  

Non-Priority 5a 30.00 

Sec. 319 - Has a public health official found that a nuisance dangerous to public health and safety 
exists resulting from water supply and sanitation problems in the area to be served by the 
proposed project? 

  

Sec. 319 - Does a threat exist to an aquifer or groundwater that may be impacted by the proposed 
project? 

  

Sec. 319 - Is a water body impacted by the proposed project listed in a Watershed Protection Plan 
that is under development or has been accepted by the TCEQ or TSSWCB? 

  

Sec. 319 - The proposed project impacts a water body that does not meet applicable water quality 
standards. (refer to water bodies listed as Category 4a, 5a, 5b, or 5c in the latest Watershed 
Action Planning Strategy Table).  

  

Sec. 319 - Does the project include stream bank restoration or contain elements of Low Impact 
Development, such as vegetated filter strips, bio-retention, rain gardens, or porous pavement? 

  

Sec. 320 - Does the project restore, protect, and enhance coastal natural resources?   

Sec. 320 - Does the project improve water quality?   

Sec. 320 - Does the project enhance public access?   

Sec. 320 - Does the project improve onshore infrastructure and environmental management?   

Sec. 320 - Does the project mitigate erosion and stabilize shorelines?   



Sec. 320 - Does the project educate the public on the importance of coastal natural resources?   

All Proj. - In the past 5 years, has an asset management plan been adopted by the entity’s 
governing body? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Is the entity planning to prepare an asset management plan as part of the proposed 
project? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Has asset management training been administered to the entity’s governing body and 
employees? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Does the proposed project address specific targets, goals, or measures in a water 
conservation or drought contingency plan that has been adopted by the entity’s governing body 
within the past 5 years? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Does the proposed project address specific goals in a system-wide or plant-wide energy 
assessment, audit, or optimization study that has been conducted within the past three years? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Does the proposed project implement elements contained in a state or regional water 
plan, integrated water resource management plan, regional facility plan, regionalization or 
consolidation plan, or TMDL implementation plan? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Entity qualifies as a disadvantaged community. No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Will a majority of the funds being requested from the SRF for the project be used to 
implement measures to reduce the demand for publically owned treatment works capacity through 
water conservation, efficiency, or reuse? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - For a qualified nonprofit, will a majority of the funds being requested from the SRF for 
the project be used to assist owners and operators of small and medium POTWs? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Will a majority of the funds being requested from the SRF for the project be used to 
implement innovative approaches to manage, reduce, treat, or recapture stormwater or 
subsurface drainage water? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Will a majority of the funds being requested from the SRF for the project be used to 
implement reuse or recycling wastewater, stormwater, or subsurface drainage water? If yes, 
please explain. 

No 0.00 

       Rating: 30.00 

         
 



 

Authority:   San Antonio Water System      

PIF #: 12381 Program: CWSRF PPL Year: 2018 

Related PIFs:    

Project Name:  E-20 Wurzbach Parkway: Jones Maltsberger to Nacogdoches Phase 1 

Project Type:  POTW Project Phase:  Construction 

Project Description:  The E-20 project consists of approximately four miles of 12-inch to 42-inch wastewater pipeline which will be 
replaced and upsized to 36 to 54-inch diameter pipe to address severe capacity issues that currently result in sanitary sewer overflows 
(SSOs).  

 

 Start Date Completion 
Date 

Phase Cost  

Planning:   $0.00 Green Project:   No 

Acquisition:  06/04/2018 $0.00 Green Amount:   $0.00 

Design:  06/26/2017 $0.00  

Est. 
Construction: 

11/12/2018 05/04/2020 $19,336,890.00  

 

Project Rating:        

Criteria 
 

     Answer Score 

Sec. 212 - Is the work required by a schedule that is imposed by court order, EPA administrative 
order,  TCEQ enforcement order, or participation in SSO Initiative? 

Orders 30.00 

Sec. 212 - Does the project involve extending service (centralized or alternative system) to 
populated areas of an existing developed community that are not served by a centralized 
collection system? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Has a public health official found that a nuisance dangerous to public health and safety 
exists resulting from water supply and sanitation problems in the area to be served by the project? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Is a water body impacted by the proposed project listed in a Watershed Protection Plan 
that is under development or has been accepted by the TCEQ or TSSWCB? 

Accepted 10.00 

Sec. 212 - Will the project include innovative or alternative types of collection or treatment 
technology? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Does the project involve more stringent permit limitations? No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Does the project result in regionalization?  (See specific criteria) No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Does the proposed project involve a facility that requires expansion of its hydraulic 
capacity or removal of extraneous flow? 

N/A 0.00 

Sec. 212 - The proposed project impacts a water body that does not meet applicable water quality 
standards. (refer to water bodies listed as Category 4a, 5a, 5b, or 5c in the latest Watershed 
Action Planning Strategy Table).  

Priority 4a 50.00 

Sec. 319 - Has a public health official found that a nuisance dangerous to public health and safety 
exists resulting from water supply and sanitation problems in the area to be served by the 
proposed project? 

  

Sec. 319 - Does a threat exist to an aquifer or groundwater that may be impacted by the proposed 
project? 

  

Sec. 319 - Is a water body impacted by the proposed project listed in a Watershed Protection Plan 
that is under development or has been accepted by the TCEQ or TSSWCB? 

  

Sec. 319 - The proposed project impacts a water body that does not meet applicable water quality 
standards. (refer to water bodies listed as Category 4a, 5a, 5b, or 5c in the latest Watershed 
Action Planning Strategy Table).  

  

Sec. 319 - Does the project include stream bank restoration or contain elements of Low Impact 
Development, such as vegetated filter strips, bio-retention, rain gardens, or porous pavement? 

  

Sec. 320 - Does the project restore, protect, and enhance coastal natural resources?   

Sec. 320 - Does the project improve water quality?   

Sec. 320 - Does the project enhance public access?   

Sec. 320 - Does the project improve onshore infrastructure and environmental management?   



Sec. 320 - Does the project mitigate erosion and stabilize shorelines?   

Sec. 320 - Does the project educate the public on the importance of coastal natural resources?   

All Proj. - In the past 5 years, has an asset management plan been adopted by the entity’s 
governing body? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Is the entity planning to prepare an asset management plan as part of the proposed 
project? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Has asset management training been administered to the entity’s governing body and 
employees? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Does the proposed project address specific targets, goals, or measures in a water 
conservation or drought contingency plan that has been adopted by the entity’s governing body 
within the past 5 years? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Does the proposed project address specific goals in a system-wide or plant-wide energy 
assessment, audit, or optimization study that has been conducted within the past three years? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Does the proposed project implement elements contained in a state or regional water 
plan, integrated water resource management plan, regional facility plan, regionalization or 
consolidation plan, or TMDL implementation plan? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Entity qualifies as a disadvantaged community. No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Will a majority of the funds being requested from the SRF for the project be used to 
implement measures to reduce the demand for publically owned treatment works capacity through 
water conservation, efficiency, or reuse? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - For a qualified nonprofit, will a majority of the funds being requested from the SRF for 
the project be used to assist owners and operators of small and medium POTWs? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Will a majority of the funds being requested from the SRF for the project be used to 
implement innovative approaches to manage, reduce, treat, or recapture stormwater or 
subsurface drainage water? 

  

All Proj. - Will a majority of the funds being requested from the SRF for the project be used to 
implement reuse or recycling wastewater, stormwater, or subsurface drainage water? If yes, 
please explain. 

  

       Rating: 90.00 

         
 



 

Authority:   San Antonio Water System      

PIF #: 12382 Program: CWSRF PPL Year: 2018 

Related PIFs:    

Project Name:  E-19 Sewer Main Rehab Phase 2 

Project Type:  POTW Project Phase:  Construction 

Project Description:  New open-cut construction of 3 miles of sewer main. 

 

 Start Date Completion 
Date 

Phase Cost  

Planning:   $0.00 Green Project:   No 

Acquisition:  02/02/2018 $0.00 Green Amount:   $0.00 

Design:   $0.00  

Est. 
Construction: 

02/19/2018 02/14/2020 $33,740,400.00  

 

Project Rating:        

Criteria 
 

     Answer Score 

Sec. 212 - Is the work required by a schedule that is imposed by court order, EPA administrative 
order,  TCEQ enforcement order, or participation in SSO Initiative? 

Orders 30.00 

Sec. 212 - Does the project involve extending service (centralized or alternative system) to 
populated areas of an existing developed community that are not served by a centralized 
collection system? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Has a public health official found that a nuisance dangerous to public health and safety 
exists resulting from water supply and sanitation problems in the area to be served by the project? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Is a water body impacted by the proposed project listed in a Watershed Protection Plan 
that is under development or has been accepted by the TCEQ or TSSWCB? 

Accepted 10.00 

Sec. 212 - Will the project include innovative or alternative types of collection or treatment 
technology? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Does the project involve more stringent permit limitations? No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Does the project result in regionalization?  (See specific criteria) No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Does the proposed project involve a facility that requires expansion of its hydraulic 
capacity or removal of extraneous flow? 

N/A 0.00 

Sec. 212 - The proposed project impacts a water body that does not meet applicable water quality 
standards. (refer to water bodies listed as Category 4a, 5a, 5b, or 5c in the latest Watershed 
Action Planning Strategy Table).  

Priority 4a 50.00 

Sec. 319 - Has a public health official found that a nuisance dangerous to public health and safety 
exists resulting from water supply and sanitation problems in the area to be served by the 
proposed project? 

  

Sec. 319 - Does a threat exist to an aquifer or groundwater that may be impacted by the proposed 
project? 

  

Sec. 319 - Is a water body impacted by the proposed project listed in a Watershed Protection Plan 
that is under development or has been accepted by the TCEQ or TSSWCB? 

  

Sec. 319 - The proposed project impacts a water body that does not meet applicable water quality 
standards. (refer to water bodies listed as Category 4a, 5a, 5b, or 5c in the latest Watershed 
Action Planning Strategy Table).  

  

Sec. 319 - Does the project include stream bank restoration or contain elements of Low Impact 
Development, such as vegetated filter strips, bio-retention, rain gardens, or porous pavement? 

  

Sec. 320 - Does the project restore, protect, and enhance coastal natural resources?   

Sec. 320 - Does the project improve water quality?   

Sec. 320 - Does the project enhance public access?   

Sec. 320 - Does the project improve onshore infrastructure and environmental management?   

Sec. 320 - Does the project mitigate erosion and stabilize shorelines?   



Sec. 320 - Does the project educate the public on the importance of coastal natural resources?   

All Proj. - In the past 5 years, has an asset management plan been adopted by the entity’s 
governing body? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Is the entity planning to prepare an asset management plan as part of the proposed 
project? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Has asset management training been administered to the entity’s governing body and 
employees? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Does the proposed project address specific targets, goals, or measures in a water 
conservation or drought contingency plan that has been adopted by the entity’s governing body 
within the past 5 years? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Does the proposed project address specific goals in a system-wide or plant-wide energy 
assessment, audit, or optimization study that has been conducted within the past three years? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Does the proposed project implement elements contained in a state or regional water 
plan, integrated water resource management plan, regional facility plan, regionalization or 
consolidation plan, or TMDL implementation plan? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Entity qualifies as a disadvantaged community. No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Will a majority of the funds being requested from the SRF for the project be used to 
implement measures to reduce the demand for publically owned treatment works capacity through 
water conservation, efficiency, or reuse? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - For a qualified nonprofit, will a majority of the funds being requested from the SRF for 
the project be used to assist owners and operators of small and medium POTWs? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Will a majority of the funds being requested from the SRF for the project be used to 
implement innovative approaches to manage, reduce, treat, or recapture stormwater or 
subsurface drainage water? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Will a majority of the funds being requested from the SRF for the project be used to 
implement reuse or recycling wastewater, stormwater, or subsurface drainage water? If yes, 
please explain. 

No 0.00 

       Rating: 90.00 

         
 



 

Authority:   San Diego MUD # 1      

PIF #: 12383 Program: CWSRF PPL Year: 2018 

Related PIFs:    

Project Name:  WWTP Improvements, Lift Stations, and Sanitary Sewer System Improvements 

Project Type:  POTW Project Phase:  Planning & Design 

Project Description:  The project consists of improvements to the District's Wastewater Treatment Plant, Lift Stations, Sanitary 
Sewer collection lines, trunk lines, and manholes throughout the District's system. The project also smoke testing and the preparation 
and development of an Asset Management Plan for the District, which would include a sanitary sewer model of the existing system. 

 

 Start Date Completion 
Date 

Phase Cost  

Planning:   $195,000.00 Green Project:   Yes-BC 

Acquisition:   $0.00 Green Amount:   $2,000,000.00 

Design:   $195,000.00  

Est. 
Construction: 

06/01/2018 11/01/2019 $0.00  

 

Project Rating:        

Criteria 
 

     Answer Score 

Sec. 212 - Is the work required by a schedule that is imposed by court order, EPA administrative 
order,  TCEQ enforcement order, or participation in SSO Initiative? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Does the project involve extending service (centralized or alternative system) to 
populated areas of an existing developed community that are not served by a centralized 
collection system? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Has a public health official found that a nuisance dangerous to public health and safety 
exists resulting from water supply and sanitation problems in the area to be served by the project? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Is a water body impacted by the proposed project listed in a Watershed Protection Plan 
that is under development or has been accepted by the TCEQ or TSSWCB? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Will the project include innovative or alternative types of collection or treatment 
technology? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Does the project involve more stringent permit limitations? No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Does the project result in regionalization?  (See specific criteria) No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Does the proposed project involve a facility that requires expansion of its hydraulic 
capacity or removal of extraneous flow? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - The proposed project impacts a water body that does not meet applicable water quality 
standards. (refer to water bodies listed as Category 4a, 5a, 5b, or 5c in the latest Watershed 
Action Planning Strategy Table).  

N/A 0.00 

Sec. 319 - Has a public health official found that a nuisance dangerous to public health and safety 
exists resulting from water supply and sanitation problems in the area to be served by the 
proposed project? 

  

Sec. 319 - Does a threat exist to an aquifer or groundwater that may be impacted by the proposed 
project? 

  

Sec. 319 - Is a water body impacted by the proposed project listed in a Watershed Protection Plan 
that is under development or has been accepted by the TCEQ or TSSWCB? 

  

Sec. 319 - The proposed project impacts a water body that does not meet applicable water quality 
standards. (refer to water bodies listed as Category 4a, 5a, 5b, or 5c in the latest Watershed 
Action Planning Strategy Table).  

  

Sec. 319 - Does the project include stream bank restoration or contain elements of Low Impact 
Development, such as vegetated filter strips, bio-retention, rain gardens, or porous pavement? 

  

Sec. 320 - Does the project restore, protect, and enhance coastal natural resources?   

Sec. 320 - Does the project improve water quality?   

Sec. 320 - Does the project enhance public access?   

Sec. 320 - Does the project improve onshore infrastructure and environmental management?   



Sec. 320 - Does the project mitigate erosion and stabilize shorelines?   

Sec. 320 - Does the project educate the public on the importance of coastal natural resources?   

All Proj. - In the past 5 years, has an asset management plan been adopted by the entity’s 
governing body? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Is the entity planning to prepare an asset management plan as part of the proposed 
project? 

Yes 1.00 

All Proj. - Has asset management training been administered to the entity’s governing body and 
employees? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Does the proposed project address specific targets, goals, or measures in a water 
conservation or drought contingency plan that has been adopted by the entity’s governing body 
within the past 5 years? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Does the proposed project address specific goals in a system-wide or plant-wide energy 
assessment, audit, or optimization study that has been conducted within the past three years? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Does the proposed project implement elements contained in a state or regional water 
plan, integrated water resource management plan, regional facility plan, regionalization or 
consolidation plan, or TMDL implementation plan? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Entity qualifies as a disadvantaged community. Yes 10.00 

Sec. 212 - Will a majority of the funds being requested from the SRF for the project be used to 
implement measures to reduce the demand for publically owned treatment works capacity through 
water conservation, efficiency, or reuse? 

Yes 5.00 

Sec. 212 - For a qualified nonprofit, will a majority of the funds being requested from the SRF for 
the project be used to assist owners and operators of small and medium POTWs? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Will a majority of the funds being requested from the SRF for the project be used to 
implement innovative approaches to manage, reduce, treat, or recapture stormwater or 
subsurface drainage water? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Will a majority of the funds being requested from the SRF for the project be used to 
implement reuse or recycling wastewater, stormwater, or subsurface drainage water? If yes, 
please explain. 

No 0.00 

       Rating: 16.00 

         
 



 

Authority:   San Marcos      

PIF #: 12384 Program: CWSRF PPL Year: 2018 

Related PIFs:    

Project Name:  Upper San Marcos NPS Land Acquisition 

Project Type:  Nonpoint Source Project Phase:  Planning & Acquisition 

Project Description:  The Upper San Marcos River is impaired for Total Dissolved Solids. Based upon the results of multiple plans to 
improve water quality in the Edwards Aquifer and San Marcos River, the City is proposing to acquire properties to mitigate non point 
source pollution to the Edwards Aquifer and the San Marcos Springs and River. 

 

 Start Date Completion 
Date 

Phase Cost  

Planning:   $200,000.00 Green Project:   Yes-BC 

Acquisition:  05/21/2018 $4,200,000.00 Green Amount:   $4,000,000.00 

Design:   $0.00  

Est. 
Construction: 

02/21/2018 06/15/2018 $0.00  

 

Project Rating:        

Criteria 
 

     Answer Score 

Sec. 212 - Is the work required by a schedule that is imposed by court order, EPA administrative 
order,  TCEQ enforcement order, or participation in SSO Initiative? 

  

Sec. 212 - Does the project involve extending service (centralized or alternative system) to 
populated areas of an existing developed community that are not served by a centralized 
collection system? 

  

Sec. 212 - Has a public health official found that a nuisance dangerous to public health and safety 
exists resulting from water supply and sanitation problems in the area to be served by the project? 

  

Sec. 212 - Is a water body impacted by the proposed project listed in a Watershed Protection Plan 
that is under development or has been accepted by the TCEQ or TSSWCB? 

  

Sec. 212 - Will the project include innovative or alternative types of collection or treatment 
technology? 

  

Sec. 212 - Does the project involve more stringent permit limitations?   

Sec. 212 - Does the project result in regionalization?  (See specific criteria)   

Sec. 212 - Does the proposed project involve a facility that requires expansion of its hydraulic 
capacity or removal of extraneous flow? 

  

Sec. 212 - The proposed project impacts a water body that does not meet applicable water quality 
standards. (refer to water bodies listed as Category 4a, 5a, 5b, or 5c in the latest Watershed 
Action Planning Strategy Table).  

  

Sec. 319 - Has a public health official found that a nuisance dangerous to public health and safety 
exists resulting from water supply and sanitation problems in the area to be served by the 
proposed project? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 319 - Does a threat exist to an aquifer or groundwater that may be impacted by the proposed 
project? 

Yes 20.00 

Sec. 319 - Is a water body impacted by the proposed project listed in a Watershed Protection Plan 
that is under development or has been accepted by the TCEQ or TSSWCB? 

Under 
Development 

5.00 

Sec. 319 - The proposed project impacts a water body that does not meet applicable water quality 
standards. (refer to water bodies listed as Category 4a, 5a, 5b, or 5c in the latest Watershed 
Action Planning Strategy Table).  

Priority 5c 20.00 

Sec. 319 - Does the project include stream bank restoration or contain elements of Low Impact 
Development, such as vegetated filter strips, bio-retention, rain gardens, or porous pavement? 

Yes 30.00 

Sec. 320 - Does the project restore, protect, and enhance coastal natural resources?   

Sec. 320 - Does the project improve water quality?   

Sec. 320 - Does the project enhance public access?   

Sec. 320 - Does the project improve onshore infrastructure and environmental management?   



Sec. 320 - Does the project mitigate erosion and stabilize shorelines?   

Sec. 320 - Does the project educate the public on the importance of coastal natural resources?   

All Proj. - In the past 5 years, has an asset management plan been adopted by the entity’s 
governing body? 

Yes 5.00 

All Proj. - Is the entity planning to prepare an asset management plan as part of the proposed 
project? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Has asset management training been administered to the entity’s governing body and 
employees? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Does the proposed project address specific targets, goals, or measures in a water 
conservation or drought contingency plan that has been adopted by the entity’s governing body 
within the past 5 years? 

Yes 1.00 

All Proj. - Does the proposed project address specific goals in a system-wide or plant-wide energy 
assessment, audit, or optimization study that has been conducted within the past three years? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Does the proposed project implement elements contained in a state or regional water 
plan, integrated water resource management plan, regional facility plan, regionalization or 
consolidation plan, or TMDL implementation plan? 

Yes 2.00 

All Proj. - Entity qualifies as a disadvantaged community. Yes 10.00 

Sec. 212 - Will a majority of the funds being requested from the SRF for the project be used to 
implement measures to reduce the demand for publically owned treatment works capacity through 
water conservation, efficiency, or reuse? 

  

Sec. 212 - For a qualified nonprofit, will a majority of the funds being requested from the SRF for 
the project be used to assist owners and operators of small and medium POTWs? 

  

All Proj. - Will a majority of the funds being requested from the SRF for the project be used to 
implement innovative approaches to manage, reduce, treat, or recapture stormwater or 
subsurface drainage water? 

  

All Proj. - Will a majority of the funds being requested from the SRF for the project be used to 
implement reuse or recycling wastewater, stormwater, or subsurface drainage water? If yes, 
please explain. 

  

       Rating: 93.00 

         
 



 

Authority:   Sandbranch      

PIF #: 12385 Program: CWSRF PPL Year: 2018 

Related PIFs:    

Project Name:  New Wastewater System 

Project Type:  POTW Project Phase:  P A D & Construction 

Project Description:  Install a wastewater system in an existing impoverish development in Dallas County 

 

 Start Date Completion 
Date 

Phase Cost  

Planning:   $30,000.00 Green Project:   Yes-BC 

Acquisition:  12/29/2017 $250,000.00 Green Amount:   $750,000.00 

Design:  12/29/2017 $230,000.00  

Est. 
Construction: 

01/01/2018 12/31/2019 $2,490,000.00  

 

Project Rating:        

Criteria 
 

     Answer Score 

Sec. 212 - Is the work required by a schedule that is imposed by court order, EPA administrative 
order,  TCEQ enforcement order, or participation in SSO Initiative? 

  

Sec. 212 - Does the project involve extending service (centralized or alternative system) to 
populated areas of an existing developed community that are not served by a centralized 
collection system? 

  

Sec. 212 - Has a public health official found that a nuisance dangerous to public health and safety 
exists resulting from water supply and sanitation problems in the area to be served by the project? 

  

Sec. 212 - Is a water body impacted by the proposed project listed in a Watershed Protection Plan 
that is under development or has been accepted by the TCEQ or TSSWCB? 

  

Sec. 212 - Will the project include innovative or alternative types of collection or treatment 
technology? 

  

Sec. 212 - Does the project involve more stringent permit limitations?   

Sec. 212 - Does the project result in regionalization?  (See specific criteria)   

Sec. 212 - Does the proposed project involve a facility that requires expansion of its hydraulic 
capacity or removal of extraneous flow? 

  

Sec. 212 - The proposed project impacts a water body that does not meet applicable water quality 
standards. (refer to water bodies listed as Category 4a, 5a, 5b, or 5c in the latest Watershed 
Action Planning Strategy Table).  

  

Sec. 319 - Has a public health official found that a nuisance dangerous to public health and safety 
exists resulting from water supply and sanitation problems in the area to be served by the 
proposed project? 

  

Sec. 319 - Does a threat exist to an aquifer or groundwater that may be impacted by the proposed 
project? 

  

Sec. 319 - Is a water body impacted by the proposed project listed in a Watershed Protection Plan 
that is under development or has been accepted by the TCEQ or TSSWCB? 

  

Sec. 319 - The proposed project impacts a water body that does not meet applicable water quality 
standards. (refer to water bodies listed as Category 4a, 5a, 5b, or 5c in the latest Watershed 
Action Planning Strategy Table).  

  

Sec. 319 - Does the project include stream bank restoration or contain elements of Low Impact 
Development, such as vegetated filter strips, bio-retention, rain gardens, or porous pavement? 

  

Sec. 320 - Does the project restore, protect, and enhance coastal natural resources?   

Sec. 320 - Does the project improve water quality?   

Sec. 320 - Does the project enhance public access?   

Sec. 320 - Does the project improve onshore infrastructure and environmental management?   

Sec. 320 - Does the project mitigate erosion and stabilize shorelines?   



Sec. 320 - Does the project educate the public on the importance of coastal natural resources?   

All Proj. - In the past 5 years, has an asset management plan been adopted by the entity’s 
governing body? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Is the entity planning to prepare an asset management plan as part of the proposed 
project? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Has asset management training been administered to the entity’s governing body and 
employees? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Does the proposed project address specific targets, goals, or measures in a water 
conservation or drought contingency plan that has been adopted by the entity’s governing body 
within the past 5 years? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Does the proposed project address specific goals in a system-wide or plant-wide energy 
assessment, audit, or optimization study that has been conducted within the past three years? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Does the proposed project implement elements contained in a state or regional water 
plan, integrated water resource management plan, regional facility plan, regionalization or 
consolidation plan, or TMDL implementation plan? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Entity qualifies as a disadvantaged community. No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Will a majority of the funds being requested from the SRF for the project be used to 
implement measures to reduce the demand for publically owned treatment works capacity through 
water conservation, efficiency, or reuse? 

  

Sec. 212 - For a qualified nonprofit, will a majority of the funds being requested from the SRF for 
the project be used to assist owners and operators of small and medium POTWs? 

  

All Proj. - Will a majority of the funds being requested from the SRF for the project be used to 
implement innovative approaches to manage, reduce, treat, or recapture stormwater or 
subsurface drainage water? 

  

All Proj. - Will a majority of the funds being requested from the SRF for the project be used to 
implement reuse or recycling wastewater, stormwater, or subsurface drainage water? If yes, 
please explain. 

  

       Rating: 0.00 

         
 



 

Authority:   Santa Anna      

PIF #: 12386 Program: CWSRF PPL Year: 2018 

Related PIFs:    

Project Name:  Santa Anna 2018 Wastewater Collection System Improvements 

Project Type:  POTW Project Phase:  Planning Design & Construction 

Project Description:  The proposed project includes replacement of aging sewer lines in the collection system. 

 

 Start Date Completion 
Date 

Phase Cost  

Planning:   $84,000.00 Green Project:   No 

Acquisition:   $0.00 Green Amount:   $0.00 

Design:   $86,000.00  

Est. 
Construction: 

09/03/2018 04/26/2019 $619,000.00  

 

Project Rating:        

Criteria 
 

     Answer Score 

Sec. 212 - Is the work required by a schedule that is imposed by court order, EPA administrative 
order,  TCEQ enforcement order, or participation in SSO Initiative? 

N/A 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Does the project involve extending service (centralized or alternative system) to 
populated areas of an existing developed community that are not served by a centralized 
collection system? 

N/A 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Has a public health official found that a nuisance dangerous to public health and safety 
exists resulting from water supply and sanitation problems in the area to be served by the project? 

N/A 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Is a water body impacted by the proposed project listed in a Watershed Protection Plan 
that is under development or has been accepted by the TCEQ or TSSWCB? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Will the project include innovative or alternative types of collection or treatment 
technology? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Does the project involve more stringent permit limitations? No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Does the project result in regionalization?  (See specific criteria) No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Does the proposed project involve a facility that requires expansion of its hydraulic 
capacity or removal of extraneous flow? 

N/A 0.00 

Sec. 212 - The proposed project impacts a water body that does not meet applicable water quality 
standards. (refer to water bodies listed as Category 4a, 5a, 5b, or 5c in the latest Watershed 
Action Planning Strategy Table).  

N/A 0.00 

Sec. 319 - Has a public health official found that a nuisance dangerous to public health and safety 
exists resulting from water supply and sanitation problems in the area to be served by the 
proposed project? 

  

Sec. 319 - Does a threat exist to an aquifer or groundwater that may be impacted by the proposed 
project? 

  

Sec. 319 - Is a water body impacted by the proposed project listed in a Watershed Protection Plan 
that is under development or has been accepted by the TCEQ or TSSWCB? 

  

Sec. 319 - The proposed project impacts a water body that does not meet applicable water quality 
standards. (refer to water bodies listed as Category 4a, 5a, 5b, or 5c in the latest Watershed 
Action Planning Strategy Table).  

  

Sec. 319 - Does the project include stream bank restoration or contain elements of Low Impact 
Development, such as vegetated filter strips, bio-retention, rain gardens, or porous pavement? 

  

Sec. 320 - Does the project restore, protect, and enhance coastal natural resources?   

Sec. 320 - Does the project improve water quality?   

Sec. 320 - Does the project enhance public access?   

Sec. 320 - Does the project improve onshore infrastructure and environmental management?   

Sec. 320 - Does the project mitigate erosion and stabilize shorelines?   



Sec. 320 - Does the project educate the public on the importance of coastal natural resources?   

All Proj. - In the past 5 years, has an asset management plan been adopted by the entity’s 
governing body? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Is the entity planning to prepare an asset management plan as part of the proposed 
project? 

Yes 1.00 

All Proj. - Has asset management training been administered to the entity’s governing body and 
employees? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Does the proposed project address specific targets, goals, or measures in a water 
conservation or drought contingency plan that has been adopted by the entity’s governing body 
within the past 5 years? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Does the proposed project address specific goals in a system-wide or plant-wide energy 
assessment, audit, or optimization study that has been conducted within the past three years? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Does the proposed project implement elements contained in a state or regional water 
plan, integrated water resource management plan, regional facility plan, regionalization or 
consolidation plan, or TMDL implementation plan? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Entity qualifies as a disadvantaged community. Yes 10.00 

Sec. 212 - Will a majority of the funds being requested from the SRF for the project be used to 
implement measures to reduce the demand for publically owned treatment works capacity through 
water conservation, efficiency, or reuse? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - For a qualified nonprofit, will a majority of the funds being requested from the SRF for 
the project be used to assist owners and operators of small and medium POTWs? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Will a majority of the funds being requested from the SRF for the project be used to 
implement innovative approaches to manage, reduce, treat, or recapture stormwater or 
subsurface drainage water? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Will a majority of the funds being requested from the SRF for the project be used to 
implement reuse or recycling wastewater, stormwater, or subsurface drainage water? If yes, 
please explain. 

No 0.00 

       Rating: 11.00 

         
 



 

Authority:   Seguin      

PIF #: 12387 Program: CWSRF PPL Year: 2018 

Related PIFs:    

Project Name:  2018 System Replacements 

Project Type:  POTW Project Phase:  Construction 

Project Description:   

 

 Start Date Completion 
Date 

Phase Cost  

Planning:   $0.00 Green Project:   Yes-BC 

Acquisition:   $0.00 Green Amount:   $2,780,497.00 

Design:   $0.00  

Est. 
Construction: 

06/01/2018 12/01/2020 $3,115,181.00  

 

Project Rating:        

Criteria 
 

     Answer Score 

Sec. 212 - Is the work required by a schedule that is imposed by court order, EPA administrative 
order,  TCEQ enforcement order, or participation in SSO Initiative? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Does the project involve extending service (centralized or alternative system) to 
populated areas of an existing developed community that are not served by a centralized 
collection system? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Has a public health official found that a nuisance dangerous to public health and safety 
exists resulting from water supply and sanitation problems in the area to be served by the project? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Is a water body impacted by the proposed project listed in a Watershed Protection Plan 
that is under development or has been accepted by the TCEQ or TSSWCB? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Will the project include innovative or alternative types of collection or treatment 
technology? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Does the project involve more stringent permit limitations? No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Does the project result in regionalization?  (See specific criteria) No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Does the proposed project involve a facility that requires expansion of its hydraulic 
capacity or removal of extraneous flow? 

N/A 0.00 

Sec. 212 - The proposed project impacts a water body that does not meet applicable water quality 
standards. (refer to water bodies listed as Category 4a, 5a, 5b, or 5c in the latest Watershed 
Action Planning Strategy Table).  

No 0.00 

Sec. 319 - Has a public health official found that a nuisance dangerous to public health and safety 
exists resulting from water supply and sanitation problems in the area to be served by the 
proposed project? 

  

Sec. 319 - Does a threat exist to an aquifer or groundwater that may be impacted by the proposed 
project? 

  

Sec. 319 - Is a water body impacted by the proposed project listed in a Watershed Protection Plan 
that is under development or has been accepted by the TCEQ or TSSWCB? 

  

Sec. 319 - The proposed project impacts a water body that does not meet applicable water quality 
standards. (refer to water bodies listed as Category 4a, 5a, 5b, or 5c in the latest Watershed 
Action Planning Strategy Table).  

  

Sec. 319 - Does the project include stream bank restoration or contain elements of Low Impact 
Development, such as vegetated filter strips, bio-retention, rain gardens, or porous pavement? 

  

Sec. 320 - Does the project restore, protect, and enhance coastal natural resources?   

Sec. 320 - Does the project improve water quality?   

Sec. 320 - Does the project enhance public access?   

Sec. 320 - Does the project improve onshore infrastructure and environmental management?   

Sec. 320 - Does the project mitigate erosion and stabilize shorelines?   



Sec. 320 - Does the project educate the public on the importance of coastal natural resources?   

All Proj. - In the past 5 years, has an asset management plan been adopted by the entity’s 
governing body? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Is the entity planning to prepare an asset management plan as part of the proposed 
project? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Has asset management training been administered to the entity’s governing body and 
employees? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Does the proposed project address specific targets, goals, or measures in a water 
conservation or drought contingency plan that has been adopted by the entity’s governing body 
within the past 5 years? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Does the proposed project address specific goals in a system-wide or plant-wide energy 
assessment, audit, or optimization study that has been conducted within the past three years? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Does the proposed project implement elements contained in a state or regional water 
plan, integrated water resource management plan, regional facility plan, regionalization or 
consolidation plan, or TMDL implementation plan? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Entity qualifies as a disadvantaged community. Yes 10.00 

Sec. 212 - Will a majority of the funds being requested from the SRF for the project be used to 
implement measures to reduce the demand for publically owned treatment works capacity through 
water conservation, efficiency, or reuse? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - For a qualified nonprofit, will a majority of the funds being requested from the SRF for 
the project be used to assist owners and operators of small and medium POTWs? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Will a majority of the funds being requested from the SRF for the project be used to 
implement innovative approaches to manage, reduce, treat, or recapture stormwater or 
subsurface drainage water? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Will a majority of the funds being requested from the SRF for the project be used to 
implement reuse or recycling wastewater, stormwater, or subsurface drainage water? If yes, 
please explain. 

No 0.00 

       Rating: 10.00 

         
 



 

Authority:   Smithville      

PIF #: 12388 Program: CWSRF PPL Year: 2018 

Related PIFs:    

Project Name:  Storm Water Improvements: East Detention Pond 

Project Type:  Nonpoint Source Project Phase:  Acquisition Design & Construction 

Project Description:  Preliminary analysis results indicate average 100-year flooding depths ranging from approximately 2 to 4 feet in 
areas of town experiencing drainage problems during severe rainfall events. To reduce flooding within the areas of the City that 
continue to experience flooding during extreme storm events, the proposed project will consist of a regional detention/retention pond 
and improvements to a culvert that creates significant backwater.  

 

 Start Date Completion 
Date 

Phase Cost  

Planning:   $0.00 Green Project:   No 

Acquisition:  03/01/2019 $1,023,000.00 Green Amount:   $0.00 

Design:   $447,700.00  

Est. 
Construction: 

03/01/2018 03/01/2019 $3,025,000.00  

 

Project Rating:        

Criteria 
 

     Answer Score 

Sec. 212 - Is the work required by a schedule that is imposed by court order, EPA administrative 
order,  TCEQ enforcement order, or participation in SSO Initiative? 

  

Sec. 212 - Does the project involve extending service (centralized or alternative system) to 
populated areas of an existing developed community that are not served by a centralized 
collection system? 

  

Sec. 212 - Has a public health official found that a nuisance dangerous to public health and safety 
exists resulting from water supply and sanitation problems in the area to be served by the project? 

  

Sec. 212 - Is a water body impacted by the proposed project listed in a Watershed Protection Plan 
that is under development or has been accepted by the TCEQ or TSSWCB? 

  

Sec. 212 - Will the project include innovative or alternative types of collection or treatment 
technology? 

  

Sec. 212 - Does the project involve more stringent permit limitations?   

Sec. 212 - Does the project result in regionalization?  (See specific criteria)   

Sec. 212 - Does the proposed project involve a facility that requires expansion of its hydraulic 
capacity or removal of extraneous flow? 

  

Sec. 212 - The proposed project impacts a water body that does not meet applicable water quality 
standards. (refer to water bodies listed as Category 4a, 5a, 5b, or 5c in the latest Watershed 
Action Planning Strategy Table).  

  

Sec. 319 - Has a public health official found that a nuisance dangerous to public health and safety 
exists resulting from water supply and sanitation problems in the area to be served by the 
proposed project? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 319 - Does a threat exist to an aquifer or groundwater that may be impacted by the proposed 
project? 

Yes 20.00 

Sec. 319 - Is a water body impacted by the proposed project listed in a Watershed Protection Plan 
that is under development or has been accepted by the TCEQ or TSSWCB? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 319 - The proposed project impacts a water body that does not meet applicable water quality 
standards. (refer to water bodies listed as Category 4a, 5a, 5b, or 5c in the latest Watershed 
Action Planning Strategy Table).  

No 0.00 

Sec. 319 - Does the project include stream bank restoration or contain elements of Low Impact 
Development, such as vegetated filter strips, bio-retention, rain gardens, or porous pavement? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 320 - Does the project restore, protect, and enhance coastal natural resources?   

Sec. 320 - Does the project improve water quality?   

Sec. 320 - Does the project enhance public access?   



Sec. 320 - Does the project improve onshore infrastructure and environmental management?   

Sec. 320 - Does the project mitigate erosion and stabilize shorelines?   

Sec. 320 - Does the project educate the public on the importance of coastal natural resources?   

All Proj. - In the past 5 years, has an asset management plan been adopted by the entity’s 
governing body? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Is the entity planning to prepare an asset management plan as part of the proposed 
project? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Has asset management training been administered to the entity’s governing body and 
employees? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Does the proposed project address specific targets, goals, or measures in a water 
conservation or drought contingency plan that has been adopted by the entity’s governing body 
within the past 5 years? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Does the proposed project address specific goals in a system-wide or plant-wide energy 
assessment, audit, or optimization study that has been conducted within the past three years? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Does the proposed project implement elements contained in a state or regional water 
plan, integrated water resource management plan, regional facility plan, regionalization or 
consolidation plan, or TMDL implementation plan? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Entity qualifies as a disadvantaged community. No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Will a majority of the funds being requested from the SRF for the project be used to 
implement measures to reduce the demand for publically owned treatment works capacity through 
water conservation, efficiency, or reuse? 

  

Sec. 212 - For a qualified nonprofit, will a majority of the funds being requested from the SRF for 
the project be used to assist owners and operators of small and medium POTWs? 

  

All Proj. - Will a majority of the funds being requested from the SRF for the project be used to 
implement innovative approaches to manage, reduce, treat, or recapture stormwater or 
subsurface drainage water? 

Yes 15.00 

All Proj. - Will a majority of the funds being requested from the SRF for the project be used to 
implement reuse or recycling wastewater, stormwater, or subsurface drainage water? If yes, 
please explain. 

No 0.00 

       Rating: 35.00 

         
 



 

Authority:   Stamford      

PIF #: 12389 Program: CWSRF PPL Year: 2018 

Related PIFs:    

Project Name:  Stamford 2018 Wastewater System Improvements 

Project Type:  POTW Project Phase:  Planning Design & Construction 

Project Description:  The proposed project includes replacement of an existing lift station and replacement of aging sewer lines in 
the collection system.   

 

 Start Date Completion 
Date 

Phase Cost  

Planning:   $211,000.00 Green Project:   No 

Acquisition:   $0.00 Green Amount:   $0.00 

Design:   $294,000.00  

Est. 
Construction: 

09/03/2018 12/27/2019 $3,193,000.00  

 

Project Rating:        

Criteria 
 

     Answer Score 

Sec. 212 - Is the work required by a schedule that is imposed by court order, EPA administrative 
order,  TCEQ enforcement order, or participation in SSO Initiative? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Does the project involve extending service (centralized or alternative system) to 
populated areas of an existing developed community that are not served by a centralized 
collection system? 

N/A 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Has a public health official found that a nuisance dangerous to public health and safety 
exists resulting from water supply and sanitation problems in the area to be served by the project? 

N/A 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Is a water body impacted by the proposed project listed in a Watershed Protection Plan 
that is under development or has been accepted by the TCEQ or TSSWCB? 

N/A 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Will the project include innovative or alternative types of collection or treatment 
technology? 

N/A 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Does the project involve more stringent permit limitations? N/A 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Does the project result in regionalization?  (See specific criteria) N/A 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Does the proposed project involve a facility that requires expansion of its hydraulic 
capacity or removal of extraneous flow? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - The proposed project impacts a water body that does not meet applicable water quality 
standards. (refer to water bodies listed as Category 4a, 5a, 5b, or 5c in the latest Watershed 
Action Planning Strategy Table).  

  

Sec. 319 - Has a public health official found that a nuisance dangerous to public health and safety 
exists resulting from water supply and sanitation problems in the area to be served by the 
proposed project? 

  

Sec. 319 - Does a threat exist to an aquifer or groundwater that may be impacted by the proposed 
project? 

  

Sec. 319 - Is a water body impacted by the proposed project listed in a Watershed Protection Plan 
that is under development or has been accepted by the TCEQ or TSSWCB? 

  

Sec. 319 - The proposed project impacts a water body that does not meet applicable water quality 
standards. (refer to water bodies listed as Category 4a, 5a, 5b, or 5c in the latest Watershed 
Action Planning Strategy Table).  

  

Sec. 319 - Does the project include stream bank restoration or contain elements of Low Impact 
Development, such as vegetated filter strips, bio-retention, rain gardens, or porous pavement? 

  

Sec. 320 - Does the project restore, protect, and enhance coastal natural resources?   

Sec. 320 - Does the project improve water quality?   

Sec. 320 - Does the project enhance public access?   

Sec. 320 - Does the project improve onshore infrastructure and environmental management?   



Sec. 320 - Does the project mitigate erosion and stabilize shorelines?   

Sec. 320 - Does the project educate the public on the importance of coastal natural resources?   

All Proj. - In the past 5 years, has an asset management plan been adopted by the entity’s 
governing body? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Is the entity planning to prepare an asset management plan as part of the proposed 
project? 

Yes 1.00 

All Proj. - Has asset management training been administered to the entity’s governing body and 
employees? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Does the proposed project address specific targets, goals, or measures in a water 
conservation or drought contingency plan that has been adopted by the entity’s governing body 
within the past 5 years? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Does the proposed project address specific goals in a system-wide or plant-wide energy 
assessment, audit, or optimization study that has been conducted within the past three years? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Does the proposed project implement elements contained in a state or regional water 
plan, integrated water resource management plan, regional facility plan, regionalization or 
consolidation plan, or TMDL implementation plan? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Entity qualifies as a disadvantaged community. Yes 10.00 

Sec. 212 - Will a majority of the funds being requested from the SRF for the project be used to 
implement measures to reduce the demand for publically owned treatment works capacity through 
water conservation, efficiency, or reuse? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - For a qualified nonprofit, will a majority of the funds being requested from the SRF for 
the project be used to assist owners and operators of small and medium POTWs? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Will a majority of the funds being requested from the SRF for the project be used to 
implement innovative approaches to manage, reduce, treat, or recapture stormwater or 
subsurface drainage water? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Will a majority of the funds being requested from the SRF for the project be used to 
implement reuse or recycling wastewater, stormwater, or subsurface drainage water? If yes, 
please explain. 

No 0.00 

       Rating: 11.00 

         
 



 

Authority:   Stephenville      

PIF #: 12390 Program: CWSRF PPL Year: 2018 

Related PIFs:    

Project Name:  Eastside Sewer Project 

Project Type:  POTW Project Phase:  Acquisition Design & Construction 

Project Description:  Transfer of approximately 30% of sanitary sewer collection system loading, eliminating a critical capacity 
burden downstream and relieving SSO's on the existing collection system.  Replacement of deteriorated clay tile collection system to 
address inflow/infiltration.  Reuse from WWTP to City Park and future growth.  Expansion of collection system extension to 
underserved areas and un-served areas along the 281 corridor.  The project result will provide service to areas where student housing 
has been developed to accommodate Tarleton State University students..  

 

 Start Date Completion 
Date 

Phase Cost  

Planning:   $0.00 Green Project:   Yes-BC 

Acquisition:  12/31/2017 $900,000.00 Green Amount:   $1,050,000.00 

Design:  03/31/2017 $701,000.00  

Est. 
Construction: 

03/01/2018 09/30/2020 $15,430,000.00  

 

Project Rating:        

Criteria 
 

     Answer Score 

Sec. 212 - Is the work required by a schedule that is imposed by court order, EPA administrative 
order,  TCEQ enforcement order, or participation in SSO Initiative? 

SSO Plan 20.00 

Sec. 212 - Does the project involve extending service (centralized or alternative system) to 
populated areas of an existing developed community that are not served by a centralized 
collection system? 

Yes 11.00 

Sec. 212 - Has a public health official found that a nuisance dangerous to public health and safety 
exists resulting from water supply and sanitation problems in the area to be served by the project? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Is a water body impacted by the proposed project listed in a Watershed Protection Plan 
that is under development or has been accepted by the TCEQ or TSSWCB? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Will the project include innovative or alternative types of collection or treatment 
technology? 

Yes 15.00 

Sec. 212 - Does the project involve more stringent permit limitations? N/A 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Does the project result in regionalization?  (See specific criteria) Yes 10.00 

Sec. 212 - Does the proposed project involve a facility that requires expansion of its hydraulic 
capacity or removal of extraneous flow? 

N/A 0.00 

Sec. 212 - The proposed project impacts a water body that does not meet applicable water quality 
standards. (refer to water bodies listed as Category 4a, 5a, 5b, or 5c in the latest Watershed 
Action Planning Strategy Table).  

Non-Priority 5b 20.00 

Sec. 319 - Has a public health official found that a nuisance dangerous to public health and safety 
exists resulting from water supply and sanitation problems in the area to be served by the 
proposed project? 

  

Sec. 319 - Does a threat exist to an aquifer or groundwater that may be impacted by the proposed 
project? 

  

Sec. 319 - Is a water body impacted by the proposed project listed in a Watershed Protection Plan 
that is under development or has been accepted by the TCEQ or TSSWCB? 

  

Sec. 319 - The proposed project impacts a water body that does not meet applicable water quality 
standards. (refer to water bodies listed as Category 4a, 5a, 5b, or 5c in the latest Watershed 
Action Planning Strategy Table).  

  

Sec. 319 - Does the project include stream bank restoration or contain elements of Low Impact 
Development, such as vegetated filter strips, bio-retention, rain gardens, or porous pavement? 

  

Sec. 320 - Does the project restore, protect, and enhance coastal natural resources?   

Sec. 320 - Does the project improve water quality?   



Sec. 320 - Does the project enhance public access?   

Sec. 320 - Does the project improve onshore infrastructure and environmental management?   

Sec. 320 - Does the project mitigate erosion and stabilize shorelines?   

Sec. 320 - Does the project educate the public on the importance of coastal natural resources?   

All Proj. - In the past 5 years, has an asset management plan been adopted by the entity’s 
governing body? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Is the entity planning to prepare an asset management plan as part of the proposed 
project? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Has asset management training been administered to the entity’s governing body and 
employees? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Does the proposed project address specific targets, goals, or measures in a water 
conservation or drought contingency plan that has been adopted by the entity’s governing body 
within the past 5 years? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Does the proposed project address specific goals in a system-wide or plant-wide energy 
assessment, audit, or optimization study that has been conducted within the past three years? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Does the proposed project implement elements contained in a state or regional water 
plan, integrated water resource management plan, regional facility plan, regionalization or 
consolidation plan, or TMDL implementation plan? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Entity qualifies as a disadvantaged community. No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Will a majority of the funds being requested from the SRF for the project be used to 
implement measures to reduce the demand for publically owned treatment works capacity through 
water conservation, efficiency, or reuse? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - For a qualified nonprofit, will a majority of the funds being requested from the SRF for 
the project be used to assist owners and operators of small and medium POTWs? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Will a majority of the funds being requested from the SRF for the project be used to 
implement innovative approaches to manage, reduce, treat, or recapture stormwater or 
subsurface drainage water? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Will a majority of the funds being requested from the SRF for the project be used to 
implement reuse or recycling wastewater, stormwater, or subsurface drainage water? If yes, 
please explain. 

No 0.00 

       Rating: 76.00 

         
 



 

Authority:   Sullivan City      

PIF #: 12391 Program: CWSRF PPL Year: 2018 

Related PIFs:    

Project Name:  Sullivan City Drainage Master Plan 

Project Type:  Nonpoint Source Project Phase:  Planning 

Project Description:  The drainage master plan will incorporate a full study of all drainage within the City Limits.  All catchments, 
roadways and detentions will be analyzed and inefficiencies will be described in the report. 

 

 Start Date Completion 
Date 

Phase Cost  

Planning:   $319,000.00 Green Project:   No 

Acquisition:   $0.00 Green Amount:   $0.00 

Design:   $0.00  

Est. 
Construction: 

01/01/2018 12/31/2017 $0.00  

 

Project Rating:        

Criteria 
 

     Answer Score 

Sec. 212 - Is the work required by a schedule that is imposed by court order, EPA administrative 
order,  TCEQ enforcement order, or participation in SSO Initiative? 

  

Sec. 212 - Does the project involve extending service (centralized or alternative system) to 
populated areas of an existing developed community that are not served by a centralized 
collection system? 

  

Sec. 212 - Has a public health official found that a nuisance dangerous to public health and safety 
exists resulting from water supply and sanitation problems in the area to be served by the project? 

  

Sec. 212 - Is a water body impacted by the proposed project listed in a Watershed Protection Plan 
that is under development or has been accepted by the TCEQ or TSSWCB? 

  

Sec. 212 - Will the project include innovative or alternative types of collection or treatment 
technology? 

  

Sec. 212 - Does the project involve more stringent permit limitations?   

Sec. 212 - Does the project result in regionalization?  (See specific criteria)   

Sec. 212 - Does the proposed project involve a facility that requires expansion of its hydraulic 
capacity or removal of extraneous flow? 

  

Sec. 212 - The proposed project impacts a water body that does not meet applicable water quality 
standards. (refer to water bodies listed as Category 4a, 5a, 5b, or 5c in the latest Watershed 
Action Planning Strategy Table).  

  

Sec. 319 - Has a public health official found that a nuisance dangerous to public health and safety 
exists resulting from water supply and sanitation problems in the area to be served by the 
proposed project? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 319 - Does a threat exist to an aquifer or groundwater that may be impacted by the proposed 
project? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 319 - Is a water body impacted by the proposed project listed in a Watershed Protection Plan 
that is under development or has been accepted by the TCEQ or TSSWCB? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 319 - The proposed project impacts a water body that does not meet applicable water quality 
standards. (refer to water bodies listed as Category 4a, 5a, 5b, or 5c in the latest Watershed 
Action Planning Strategy Table).  

No 0.00 

Sec. 319 - Does the project include stream bank restoration or contain elements of Low Impact 
Development, such as vegetated filter strips, bio-retention, rain gardens, or porous pavement? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 320 - Does the project restore, protect, and enhance coastal natural resources?   

Sec. 320 - Does the project improve water quality?   

Sec. 320 - Does the project enhance public access?   

Sec. 320 - Does the project improve onshore infrastructure and environmental management?   



Sec. 320 - Does the project mitigate erosion and stabilize shorelines?   

Sec. 320 - Does the project educate the public on the importance of coastal natural resources?   

All Proj. - In the past 5 years, has an asset management plan been adopted by the entity’s 
governing body? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Is the entity planning to prepare an asset management plan as part of the proposed 
project? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Has asset management training been administered to the entity’s governing body and 
employees? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Does the proposed project address specific targets, goals, or measures in a water 
conservation or drought contingency plan that has been adopted by the entity’s governing body 
within the past 5 years? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Does the proposed project address specific goals in a system-wide or plant-wide energy 
assessment, audit, or optimization study that has been conducted within the past three years? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Does the proposed project implement elements contained in a state or regional water 
plan, integrated water resource management plan, regional facility plan, regionalization or 
consolidation plan, or TMDL implementation plan? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Entity qualifies as a disadvantaged community. Yes 10.00 

Sec. 212 - Will a majority of the funds being requested from the SRF for the project be used to 
implement measures to reduce the demand for publically owned treatment works capacity through 
water conservation, efficiency, or reuse? 

  

Sec. 212 - For a qualified nonprofit, will a majority of the funds being requested from the SRF for 
the project be used to assist owners and operators of small and medium POTWs? 

  

All Proj. - Will a majority of the funds being requested from the SRF for the project be used to 
implement innovative approaches to manage, reduce, treat, or recapture stormwater or 
subsurface drainage water? 

Yes 15.00 

All Proj. - Will a majority of the funds being requested from the SRF for the project be used to 
implement reuse or recycling wastewater, stormwater, or subsurface drainage water? If yes, 
please explain. 

No 0.00 

       Rating: 25.00 

         
 



 

Authority:   Sunbelt FWSD      

PIF #: 12392 Program: CWSRF PPL Year: 2018 

Related PIFs:    

Project Name:  Oakwilde Wastewater Treatment Facility Modifications for 0.70 MGD Treatment Capacity 

Project Type:  POTW Project Phase:  Construction 

Project Description:  Funding is for construction of the Oakwilde Wastewater Treatment Facility to address shortfall in funding 
originally received under TWDB Loan 21691. Facility was delayed with resulting impact on construction cost. 

 

 Start Date Completion 
Date 

Phase Cost  

Planning:   $0.00 Green Project:   No 

Acquisition:   $0.00 Green Amount:   $0.00 

Design:   $0.00  

Est. 
Construction: 

11/30/2017 04/30/2019 $7,565,000.00  

 

Project Rating:        

Criteria 
 

     Answer Score 

Sec. 212 - Is the work required by a schedule that is imposed by court order, EPA administrative 
order,  TCEQ enforcement order, or participation in SSO Initiative? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Does the project involve extending service (centralized or alternative system) to 
populated areas of an existing developed community that are not served by a centralized 
collection system? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Has a public health official found that a nuisance dangerous to public health and safety 
exists resulting from water supply and sanitation problems in the area to be served by the project? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Is a water body impacted by the proposed project listed in a Watershed Protection Plan 
that is under development or has been accepted by the TCEQ or TSSWCB? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Will the project include innovative or alternative types of collection or treatment 
technology? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Does the project involve more stringent permit limitations? No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Does the project result in regionalization?  (See specific criteria) No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Does the proposed project involve a facility that requires expansion of its hydraulic 
capacity or removal of extraneous flow? 

% permitted 
capacity is ≥ 
75% and < 
90% and proj. 
improves 
problem 

20.00 

Sec. 212 - The proposed project impacts a water body that does not meet applicable water quality 
standards. (refer to water bodies listed as Category 4a, 5a, 5b, or 5c in the latest Watershed 
Action Planning Strategy Table).  

Priority 5a 40.00 

Sec. 319 - Has a public health official found that a nuisance dangerous to public health and safety 
exists resulting from water supply and sanitation problems in the area to be served by the 
proposed project? 

  

Sec. 319 - Does a threat exist to an aquifer or groundwater that may be impacted by the proposed 
project? 

  

Sec. 319 - Is a water body impacted by the proposed project listed in a Watershed Protection Plan 
that is under development or has been accepted by the TCEQ or TSSWCB? 

  

Sec. 319 - The proposed project impacts a water body that does not meet applicable water quality 
standards. (refer to water bodies listed as Category 4a, 5a, 5b, or 5c in the latest Watershed 
Action Planning Strategy Table).  

  

Sec. 319 - Does the project include stream bank restoration or contain elements of Low Impact 
Development, such as vegetated filter strips, bio-retention, rain gardens, or porous pavement? 

  

Sec. 320 - Does the project restore, protect, and enhance coastal natural resources?   

Sec. 320 - Does the project improve water quality?   



Sec. 320 - Does the project enhance public access?   

Sec. 320 - Does the project improve onshore infrastructure and environmental management?   

Sec. 320 - Does the project mitigate erosion and stabilize shorelines?   

Sec. 320 - Does the project educate the public on the importance of coastal natural resources?   

All Proj. - In the past 5 years, has an asset management plan been adopted by the entity’s 
governing body? 

Yes 5.00 

All Proj. - Is the entity planning to prepare an asset management plan as part of the proposed 
project? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Has asset management training been administered to the entity’s governing body and 
employees? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Does the proposed project address specific targets, goals, or measures in a water 
conservation or drought contingency plan that has been adopted by the entity’s governing body 
within the past 5 years? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Does the proposed project address specific goals in a system-wide or plant-wide energy 
assessment, audit, or optimization study that has been conducted within the past three years? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Does the proposed project implement elements contained in a state or regional water 
plan, integrated water resource management plan, regional facility plan, regionalization or 
consolidation plan, or TMDL implementation plan? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Entity qualifies as a disadvantaged community. Yes 10.00 

Sec. 212 - Will a majority of the funds being requested from the SRF for the project be used to 
implement measures to reduce the demand for publically owned treatment works capacity through 
water conservation, efficiency, or reuse? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - For a qualified nonprofit, will a majority of the funds being requested from the SRF for 
the project be used to assist owners and operators of small and medium POTWs? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Will a majority of the funds being requested from the SRF for the project be used to 
implement innovative approaches to manage, reduce, treat, or recapture stormwater or 
subsurface drainage water? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Will a majority of the funds being requested from the SRF for the project be used to 
implement reuse or recycling wastewater, stormwater, or subsurface drainage water? If yes, 
please explain. 

No 0.00 

       Rating: 75.00 

         
 



 

Authority:   Troy      

PIF #: 12393 Program: CWSRF PPL Year: 2018 

Related PIFs:    

Project Name:  City of Troy Wastewater Treatment Plant Expansion 

Project Type:  POTW Project Phase:  Planning Design & Construction 

Project Description:  City of Troy Wastewater Treatment Plant Expansion 

 

 Start Date Completion 
Date 

Phase Cost  

Planning:   $235,000.00 Green Project:   No 

Acquisition:   $0.00 Green Amount:   $0.00 

Design:   $395,000.00  

Est. 
Construction: 

08/01/2018 01/01/2020 $3,650,000.00  

 

Project Rating:        

Criteria 
 

     Answer Score 

Sec. 212 - Is the work required by a schedule that is imposed by court order, EPA administrative 
order,  TCEQ enforcement order, or participation in SSO Initiative? 

N/A 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Does the project involve extending service (centralized or alternative system) to 
populated areas of an existing developed community that are not served by a centralized 
collection system? 

N/A 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Has a public health official found that a nuisance dangerous to public health and safety 
exists resulting from water supply and sanitation problems in the area to be served by the project? 

N/A 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Is a water body impacted by the proposed project listed in a Watershed Protection Plan 
that is under development or has been accepted by the TCEQ or TSSWCB? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Will the project include innovative or alternative types of collection or treatment 
technology? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Does the project involve more stringent permit limitations? No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Does the project result in regionalization?  (See specific criteria) No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Does the proposed project involve a facility that requires expansion of its hydraulic 
capacity or removal of extraneous flow? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - The proposed project impacts a water body that does not meet applicable water quality 
standards. (refer to water bodies listed as Category 4a, 5a, 5b, or 5c in the latest Watershed 
Action Planning Strategy Table).  

Non-Priority 5b 20.00 

Sec. 319 - Has a public health official found that a nuisance dangerous to public health and safety 
exists resulting from water supply and sanitation problems in the area to be served by the 
proposed project? 

  

Sec. 319 - Does a threat exist to an aquifer or groundwater that may be impacted by the proposed 
project? 

  

Sec. 319 - Is a water body impacted by the proposed project listed in a Watershed Protection Plan 
that is under development or has been accepted by the TCEQ or TSSWCB? 

  

Sec. 319 - The proposed project impacts a water body that does not meet applicable water quality 
standards. (refer to water bodies listed as Category 4a, 5a, 5b, or 5c in the latest Watershed 
Action Planning Strategy Table).  

  

Sec. 319 - Does the project include stream bank restoration or contain elements of Low Impact 
Development, such as vegetated filter strips, bio-retention, rain gardens, or porous pavement? 

  

Sec. 320 - Does the project restore, protect, and enhance coastal natural resources?   

Sec. 320 - Does the project improve water quality?   

Sec. 320 - Does the project enhance public access?   

Sec. 320 - Does the project improve onshore infrastructure and environmental management?   

Sec. 320 - Does the project mitigate erosion and stabilize shorelines?   



Sec. 320 - Does the project educate the public on the importance of coastal natural resources?   

All Proj. - In the past 5 years, has an asset management plan been adopted by the entity’s 
governing body? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Is the entity planning to prepare an asset management plan as part of the proposed 
project? 

Yes 1.00 

All Proj. - Has asset management training been administered to the entity’s governing body and 
employees? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Does the proposed project address specific targets, goals, or measures in a water 
conservation or drought contingency plan that has been adopted by the entity’s governing body 
within the past 5 years? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Does the proposed project address specific goals in a system-wide or plant-wide energy 
assessment, audit, or optimization study that has been conducted within the past three years? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Does the proposed project implement elements contained in a state or regional water 
plan, integrated water resource management plan, regional facility plan, regionalization or 
consolidation plan, or TMDL implementation plan? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Entity qualifies as a disadvantaged community. No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Will a majority of the funds being requested from the SRF for the project be used to 
implement measures to reduce the demand for publically owned treatment works capacity through 
water conservation, efficiency, or reuse? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - For a qualified nonprofit, will a majority of the funds being requested from the SRF for 
the project be used to assist owners and operators of small and medium POTWs? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Will a majority of the funds being requested from the SRF for the project be used to 
implement innovative approaches to manage, reduce, treat, or recapture stormwater or 
subsurface drainage water? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Will a majority of the funds being requested from the SRF for the project be used to 
implement reuse or recycling wastewater, stormwater, or subsurface drainage water? If yes, 
please explain. 

No 0.00 

       Rating: 21.00 

         
 



 

Authority:   Upper Leon River MWD      

PIF #: 12394 Program: CWSRF PPL Year: 2018 

Related PIFs:    

Project Name:  ULRMWD 2018 WWTP Improvements 

Project Type:  POTW Project Phase:  Planning Design & Construction 

Project Description:  The project involves improving clarification, solids handling and solids dewatering at the existing WWTP. 

 

 Start Date Completion 
Date 

Phase Cost  

Planning:   $236,000.00 Green Project:   Yes-BC 

Acquisition:   $0.00 Green Amount:   $782,300.00 

Design:   $110,000.00  

Est. 
Construction: 

09/03/2018 10/25/2019 $2,001,000.00  

 

Project Rating:        

Criteria 
 

     Answer Score 

Sec. 212 - Is the work required by a schedule that is imposed by court order, EPA administrative 
order,  TCEQ enforcement order, or participation in SSO Initiative? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Does the project involve extending service (centralized or alternative system) to 
populated areas of an existing developed community that are not served by a centralized 
collection system? 

N/A 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Has a public health official found that a nuisance dangerous to public health and safety 
exists resulting from water supply and sanitation problems in the area to be served by the project? 

N/A 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Is a water body impacted by the proposed project listed in a Watershed Protection Plan 
that is under development or has been accepted by the TCEQ or TSSWCB? 

N/A 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Will the project include innovative or alternative types of collection or treatment 
technology? 

N/A 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Does the project involve more stringent permit limitations? N/A 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Does the project result in regionalization?  (See specific criteria) N/A 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Does the proposed project involve a facility that requires expansion of its hydraulic 
capacity or removal of extraneous flow? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - The proposed project impacts a water body that does not meet applicable water quality 
standards. (refer to water bodies listed as Category 4a, 5a, 5b, or 5c in the latest Watershed 
Action Planning Strategy Table).  

Priority 5b 30.00 

Sec. 319 - Has a public health official found that a nuisance dangerous to public health and safety 
exists resulting from water supply and sanitation problems in the area to be served by the 
proposed project? 

  

Sec. 319 - Does a threat exist to an aquifer or groundwater that may be impacted by the proposed 
project? 

  

Sec. 319 - Is a water body impacted by the proposed project listed in a Watershed Protection Plan 
that is under development or has been accepted by the TCEQ or TSSWCB? 

  

Sec. 319 - The proposed project impacts a water body that does not meet applicable water quality 
standards. (refer to water bodies listed as Category 4a, 5a, 5b, or 5c in the latest Watershed 
Action Planning Strategy Table).  

N/A 0.00 

Sec. 319 - Does the project include stream bank restoration or contain elements of Low Impact 
Development, such as vegetated filter strips, bio-retention, rain gardens, or porous pavement? 

  

Sec. 320 - Does the project restore, protect, and enhance coastal natural resources?   

Sec. 320 - Does the project improve water quality?   

Sec. 320 - Does the project enhance public access?   

Sec. 320 - Does the project improve onshore infrastructure and environmental management?   

Sec. 320 - Does the project mitigate erosion and stabilize shorelines?   



Sec. 320 - Does the project educate the public on the importance of coastal natural resources?   

All Proj. - In the past 5 years, has an asset management plan been adopted by the entity’s 
governing body? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Is the entity planning to prepare an asset management plan as part of the proposed 
project? 

Yes 1.00 

All Proj. - Has asset management training been administered to the entity’s governing body and 
employees? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Does the proposed project address specific targets, goals, or measures in a water 
conservation or drought contingency plan that has been adopted by the entity’s governing body 
within the past 5 years? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Does the proposed project address specific goals in a system-wide or plant-wide energy 
assessment, audit, or optimization study that has been conducted within the past three years? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Does the proposed project implement elements contained in a state or regional water 
plan, integrated water resource management plan, regional facility plan, regionalization or 
consolidation plan, or TMDL implementation plan? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Entity qualifies as a disadvantaged community. Yes 10.00 

Sec. 212 - Will a majority of the funds being requested from the SRF for the project be used to 
implement measures to reduce the demand for publically owned treatment works capacity through 
water conservation, efficiency, or reuse? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - For a qualified nonprofit, will a majority of the funds being requested from the SRF for 
the project be used to assist owners and operators of small and medium POTWs? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Will a majority of the funds being requested from the SRF for the project be used to 
implement innovative approaches to manage, reduce, treat, or recapture stormwater or 
subsurface drainage water? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Will a majority of the funds being requested from the SRF for the project be used to 
implement reuse or recycling wastewater, stormwater, or subsurface drainage water? If yes, 
please explain. 

No 0.00 

       Rating: 41.00 

         
 



 

Authority:   Valley Mills      

PIF #: 12395 Program: CWSRF PPL Year: 2018 

Related PIFs:    

Project Name:  Valley Mills 2018 WWTP Improvements 

Project Type:  POTW Project Phase:  Planning Design & Construction 

Project Description:  The proposed project includes an upgrade of existing processes at the City’s existing WWTP, as well as 
replacement of two existing lift stations in the collection system. 

 

 Start Date Completion 
Date 

Phase Cost  

Planning:   $168,000.00 Green Project:   Yes-BC 

Acquisition:   $0.00 Green Amount:   $3,015,000.00 

Design:   $143,000.00  

Est. 
Construction: 

09/03/2018 08/30/2019 $2,704,000.00  

 

Project Rating:        

Criteria 
 

     Answer Score 

Sec. 212 - Is the work required by a schedule that is imposed by court order, EPA administrative 
order,  TCEQ enforcement order, or participation in SSO Initiative? 

Orders 30.00 

Sec. 212 - Does the project involve extending service (centralized or alternative system) to 
populated areas of an existing developed community that are not served by a centralized 
collection system? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Has a public health official found that a nuisance dangerous to public health and safety 
exists resulting from water supply and sanitation problems in the area to be served by the project? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Is a water body impacted by the proposed project listed in a Watershed Protection Plan 
that is under development or has been accepted by the TCEQ or TSSWCB? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Will the project include innovative or alternative types of collection or treatment 
technology? 

Yes 15.00 

Sec. 212 - Does the project involve more stringent permit limitations? No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Does the project result in regionalization?  (See specific criteria) No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Does the proposed project involve a facility that requires expansion of its hydraulic 
capacity or removal of extraneous flow? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - The proposed project impacts a water body that does not meet applicable water quality 
standards. (refer to water bodies listed as Category 4a, 5a, 5b, or 5c in the latest Watershed 
Action Planning Strategy Table).  

N/A 0.00 

Sec. 319 - Has a public health official found that a nuisance dangerous to public health and safety 
exists resulting from water supply and sanitation problems in the area to be served by the 
proposed project? 

  

Sec. 319 - Does a threat exist to an aquifer or groundwater that may be impacted by the proposed 
project? 

  

Sec. 319 - Is a water body impacted by the proposed project listed in a Watershed Protection Plan 
that is under development or has been accepted by the TCEQ or TSSWCB? 

  

Sec. 319 - The proposed project impacts a water body that does not meet applicable water quality 
standards. (refer to water bodies listed as Category 4a, 5a, 5b, or 5c in the latest Watershed 
Action Planning Strategy Table).  

  

Sec. 319 - Does the project include stream bank restoration or contain elements of Low Impact 
Development, such as vegetated filter strips, bio-retention, rain gardens, or porous pavement? 

  

Sec. 320 - Does the project restore, protect, and enhance coastal natural resources?   

Sec. 320 - Does the project improve water quality?   

Sec. 320 - Does the project enhance public access?   

Sec. 320 - Does the project improve onshore infrastructure and environmental management?   



Sec. 320 - Does the project mitigate erosion and stabilize shorelines?   

Sec. 320 - Does the project educate the public on the importance of coastal natural resources?   

All Proj. - In the past 5 years, has an asset management plan been adopted by the entity’s 
governing body? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Is the entity planning to prepare an asset management plan as part of the proposed 
project? 

Yes 1.00 

All Proj. - Has asset management training been administered to the entity’s governing body and 
employees? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Does the proposed project address specific targets, goals, or measures in a water 
conservation or drought contingency plan that has been adopted by the entity’s governing body 
within the past 5 years? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Does the proposed project address specific goals in a system-wide or plant-wide energy 
assessment, audit, or optimization study that has been conducted within the past three years? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Does the proposed project implement elements contained in a state or regional water 
plan, integrated water resource management plan, regional facility plan, regionalization or 
consolidation plan, or TMDL implementation plan? 

Yes 2.00 

All Proj. - Entity qualifies as a disadvantaged community. No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Will a majority of the funds being requested from the SRF for the project be used to 
implement measures to reduce the demand for publically owned treatment works capacity through 
water conservation, efficiency, or reuse? 

Yes 5.00 

Sec. 212 - For a qualified nonprofit, will a majority of the funds being requested from the SRF for 
the project be used to assist owners and operators of small and medium POTWs? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Will a majority of the funds being requested from the SRF for the project be used to 
implement innovative approaches to manage, reduce, treat, or recapture stormwater or 
subsurface drainage water? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Will a majority of the funds being requested from the SRF for the project be used to 
implement reuse or recycling wastewater, stormwater, or subsurface drainage water? If yes, 
please explain. 

No 0.00 

       Rating: 53.00 

         
 



 

Authority:   Victoria Co WCID # 1      

PIF #: 12396 Program: CWSRF PPL Year: 2018 

Related PIFs:    

Project Name:  Wastewater Treatment Plant Expansion 

Project Type:  POTW Project Phase:  Planning Design & Construction 

Project Description:  Discharge flow measurements of the Bloomington WWTP were measured at 75% of the permitted daily 
average for 5 consecutive months in 2016.  These measurements have triggered the initiation of  engineering and financial planning to 
expand the WWTP per the Operational Requirements of the TCEQ wastewater discharge permit. The VCWCID No. 1 proposes to 
expand the capacity of the wastewater treatment plant to in order to properly treat the wastewater flow anticipated with future growth 
and be in compliance with TCEQ discharge permit parameters. 

 

 Start Date Completion 
Date 

Phase Cost  

Planning:   $115,000.00 Green Project:   No 

Acquisition:   $0.00 Green Amount:   $0.00 

Design:   $140,000.00  

Est. 
Construction: 

01/01/2019 07/01/2019 $1,745,000.00  

 

Project Rating:        

Criteria 
 

     Answer Score 

Sec. 212 - Is the work required by a schedule that is imposed by court order, EPA administrative 
order,  TCEQ enforcement order, or participation in SSO Initiative? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Does the project involve extending service (centralized or alternative system) to 
populated areas of an existing developed community that are not served by a centralized 
collection system? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Has a public health official found that a nuisance dangerous to public health and safety 
exists resulting from water supply and sanitation problems in the area to be served by the project? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Is a water body impacted by the proposed project listed in a Watershed Protection Plan 
that is under development or has been accepted by the TCEQ or TSSWCB? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Will the project include innovative or alternative types of collection or treatment 
technology? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Does the project involve more stringent permit limitations? No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Does the project result in regionalization?  (See specific criteria) No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Does the proposed project involve a facility that requires expansion of its hydraulic 
capacity or removal of extraneous flow? 

% permitted 
capacity is ≥ 
75% and < 
90% and proj. 
improves 
problem 

20.00 

Sec. 212 - The proposed project impacts a water body that does not meet applicable water quality 
standards. (refer to water bodies listed as Category 4a, 5a, 5b, or 5c in the latest Watershed 
Action Planning Strategy Table).  

No 0.00 

Sec. 319 - Has a public health official found that a nuisance dangerous to public health and safety 
exists resulting from water supply and sanitation problems in the area to be served by the 
proposed project? 

  

Sec. 319 - Does a threat exist to an aquifer or groundwater that may be impacted by the proposed 
project? 

  

Sec. 319 - Is a water body impacted by the proposed project listed in a Watershed Protection Plan 
that is under development or has been accepted by the TCEQ or TSSWCB? 

  

Sec. 319 - The proposed project impacts a water body that does not meet applicable water quality 
standards. (refer to water bodies listed as Category 4a, 5a, 5b, or 5c in the latest Watershed 
Action Planning Strategy Table).  

  

Sec. 319 - Does the project include stream bank restoration or contain elements of Low Impact 
Development, such as vegetated filter strips, bio-retention, rain gardens, or porous pavement? 

  



Sec. 320 - Does the project restore, protect, and enhance coastal natural resources?   

Sec. 320 - Does the project improve water quality?   

Sec. 320 - Does the project enhance public access?   

Sec. 320 - Does the project improve onshore infrastructure and environmental management?   

Sec. 320 - Does the project mitigate erosion and stabilize shorelines?   

Sec. 320 - Does the project educate the public on the importance of coastal natural resources?   

All Proj. - In the past 5 years, has an asset management plan been adopted by the entity’s 
governing body? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Is the entity planning to prepare an asset management plan as part of the proposed 
project? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Has asset management training been administered to the entity’s governing body and 
employees? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Does the proposed project address specific targets, goals, or measures in a water 
conservation or drought contingency plan that has been adopted by the entity’s governing body 
within the past 5 years? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Does the proposed project address specific goals in a system-wide or plant-wide energy 
assessment, audit, or optimization study that has been conducted within the past three years? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Does the proposed project implement elements contained in a state or regional water 
plan, integrated water resource management plan, regional facility plan, regionalization or 
consolidation plan, or TMDL implementation plan? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Entity qualifies as a disadvantaged community. Yes 10.00 

Sec. 212 - Will a majority of the funds being requested from the SRF for the project be used to 
implement measures to reduce the demand for publically owned treatment works capacity through 
water conservation, efficiency, or reuse? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - For a qualified nonprofit, will a majority of the funds being requested from the SRF for 
the project be used to assist owners and operators of small and medium POTWs? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Will a majority of the funds being requested from the SRF for the project be used to 
implement innovative approaches to manage, reduce, treat, or recapture stormwater or 
subsurface drainage water? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Will a majority of the funds being requested from the SRF for the project be used to 
implement reuse or recycling wastewater, stormwater, or subsurface drainage water? If yes, 
please explain. 

No 0.00 

       Rating: 30.00 

         
 



 

Authority:   Victoria Co WCID # 1      

PIF #: 12397 Program: CWSRF PPL Year: 2018 

Related PIFs:    

Project Name:  Backup Electrical Power for WWTP and collection system 

Project Type:  POTW Project Phase:  Planning Design & Construction 

Project Description:  The Victoria County WCID No. 1 has been notified by AEP (electrical supplier) that the automatic switching dual 
electrical power feed to the Bloomington WWTP is not functioning properly and can no longer be serviced. In order to assure 
compliance with TAC 217.36 to provide emergency power for the plant, the proposed project will provide a backup electrical power 
generator and transfer switch with sufficient capacity to run the WWTP and Office with a next-phase capacity expansion. In addition, a 
portable trailer-mounted generator will be purchased which is capable of being transported as needed to power each lift station in the 
collection system during a power outage. Funding is sought for planning, design and construction. 

 

 Start Date Completion 
Date 

Phase Cost  

Planning:   $20,000.00 Green Project:   No 

Acquisition:   $0.00 Green Amount:   $0.00 

Design:   $18,000.00  

Est. 
Construction: 

03/01/2018 07/01/2018 $212,000.00  

 

Project Rating:        

Criteria 
 

     Answer Score 

Sec. 212 - Is the work required by a schedule that is imposed by court order, EPA administrative 
order,  TCEQ enforcement order, or participation in SSO Initiative? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Does the project involve extending service (centralized or alternative system) to 
populated areas of an existing developed community that are not served by a centralized 
collection system? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Has a public health official found that a nuisance dangerous to public health and safety 
exists resulting from water supply and sanitation problems in the area to be served by the project? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Is a water body impacted by the proposed project listed in a Watershed Protection Plan 
that is under development or has been accepted by the TCEQ or TSSWCB? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Will the project include innovative or alternative types of collection or treatment 
technology? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Does the project involve more stringent permit limitations? No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Does the project result in regionalization?  (See specific criteria) No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Does the proposed project involve a facility that requires expansion of its hydraulic 
capacity or removal of extraneous flow? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - The proposed project impacts a water body that does not meet applicable water quality 
standards. (refer to water bodies listed as Category 4a, 5a, 5b, or 5c in the latest Watershed 
Action Planning Strategy Table).  

No 0.00 

Sec. 319 - Has a public health official found that a nuisance dangerous to public health and safety 
exists resulting from water supply and sanitation problems in the area to be served by the 
proposed project? 

  

Sec. 319 - Does a threat exist to an aquifer or groundwater that may be impacted by the proposed 
project? 

  

Sec. 319 - Is a water body impacted by the proposed project listed in a Watershed Protection Plan 
that is under development or has been accepted by the TCEQ or TSSWCB? 

  

Sec. 319 - The proposed project impacts a water body that does not meet applicable water quality 
standards. (refer to water bodies listed as Category 4a, 5a, 5b, or 5c in the latest Watershed 
Action Planning Strategy Table).  

  

Sec. 319 - Does the project include stream bank restoration or contain elements of Low Impact 
Development, such as vegetated filter strips, bio-retention, rain gardens, or porous pavement? 

  

Sec. 320 - Does the project restore, protect, and enhance coastal natural resources?   

Sec. 320 - Does the project improve water quality?   



Sec. 320 - Does the project enhance public access?   

Sec. 320 - Does the project improve onshore infrastructure and environmental management?   

Sec. 320 - Does the project mitigate erosion and stabilize shorelines?   

Sec. 320 - Does the project educate the public on the importance of coastal natural resources?   

All Proj. - In the past 5 years, has an asset management plan been adopted by the entity’s 
governing body? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Is the entity planning to prepare an asset management plan as part of the proposed 
project? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Has asset management training been administered to the entity’s governing body and 
employees? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Does the proposed project address specific targets, goals, or measures in a water 
conservation or drought contingency plan that has been adopted by the entity’s governing body 
within the past 5 years? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Does the proposed project address specific goals in a system-wide or plant-wide energy 
assessment, audit, or optimization study that has been conducted within the past three years? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Does the proposed project implement elements contained in a state or regional water 
plan, integrated water resource management plan, regional facility plan, regionalization or 
consolidation plan, or TMDL implementation plan? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Entity qualifies as a disadvantaged community. Yes 10.00 

Sec. 212 - Will a majority of the funds being requested from the SRF for the project be used to 
implement measures to reduce the demand for publically owned treatment works capacity through 
water conservation, efficiency, or reuse? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - For a qualified nonprofit, will a majority of the funds being requested from the SRF for 
the project be used to assist owners and operators of small and medium POTWs? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Will a majority of the funds being requested from the SRF for the project be used to 
implement innovative approaches to manage, reduce, treat, or recapture stormwater or 
subsurface drainage water? 

  

All Proj. - Will a majority of the funds being requested from the SRF for the project be used to 
implement reuse or recycling wastewater, stormwater, or subsurface drainage water? If yes, 
please explain. 

No 0.00 

       Rating: 10.00 

         
 



 

Authority:   Wharton      

PIF #: 12398 Program: CWSRF PPL Year: 2018 

Related PIFs:    

Project Name:  Levee Project 

Project Type:  Nonpoint Source Project Phase:  P A D & Construction 

Project Description:  The City has a history of flooding from the Colorado River. After completing this portion of the Levee System 
the City will provide 10 year flood protection to approximately 400 homes. 

 

 Start Date Completion 
Date 

Phase Cost  

Planning:   $48,000.00 Green Project:   No 

Acquisition:  06/01/2018 $623,107.00 Green Amount:   $0.00 

Design:  10/01/2013 $94,500.00  

Est. 
Construction: 

06/01/2018 06/01/2020 $6,105,658.00  

 

Project Rating:        

Criteria 
 

     Answer Score 

Sec. 212 - Is the work required by a schedule that is imposed by court order, EPA administrative 
order,  TCEQ enforcement order, or participation in SSO Initiative? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Does the project involve extending service (centralized or alternative system) to 
populated areas of an existing developed community that are not served by a centralized 
collection system? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Has a public health official found that a nuisance dangerous to public health and safety 
exists resulting from water supply and sanitation problems in the area to be served by the project? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Is a water body impacted by the proposed project listed in a Watershed Protection Plan 
that is under development or has been accepted by the TCEQ or TSSWCB? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Will the project include innovative or alternative types of collection or treatment 
technology? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Does the project involve more stringent permit limitations? N/A 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Does the project result in regionalization?  (See specific criteria) N/A 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Does the proposed project involve a facility that requires expansion of its hydraulic 
capacity or removal of extraneous flow? 

N/A 0.00 

Sec. 212 - The proposed project impacts a water body that does not meet applicable water quality 
standards. (refer to water bodies listed as Category 4a, 5a, 5b, or 5c in the latest Watershed 
Action Planning Strategy Table).  

N/A 0.00 

Sec. 319 - Has a public health official found that a nuisance dangerous to public health and safety 
exists resulting from water supply and sanitation problems in the area to be served by the 
proposed project? 

N/A 0.00 

Sec. 319 - Does a threat exist to an aquifer or groundwater that may be impacted by the proposed 
project? 

N/A 0.00 

Sec. 319 - Is a water body impacted by the proposed project listed in a Watershed Protection Plan 
that is under development or has been accepted by the TCEQ or TSSWCB? 

N/A 0.00 

Sec. 319 - The proposed project impacts a water body that does not meet applicable water quality 
standards. (refer to water bodies listed as Category 4a, 5a, 5b, or 5c in the latest Watershed 
Action Planning Strategy Table).  

N/A 0.00 

Sec. 319 - Does the project include stream bank restoration or contain elements of Low Impact 
Development, such as vegetated filter strips, bio-retention, rain gardens, or porous pavement? 

N/A 0.00 

Sec. 320 - Does the project restore, protect, and enhance coastal natural resources? N/A 0.00 

Sec. 320 - Does the project improve water quality? N/A 0.00 

Sec. 320 - Does the project enhance public access? N/A 0.00 

Sec. 320 - Does the project improve onshore infrastructure and environmental management? N/A 0.00 



Sec. 320 - Does the project mitigate erosion and stabilize shorelines? N/A 0.00 

Sec. 320 - Does the project educate the public on the importance of coastal natural resources? N/A 0.00 

All Proj. - In the past 5 years, has an asset management plan been adopted by the entity’s 
governing body? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Is the entity planning to prepare an asset management plan as part of the proposed 
project? 

Yes 1.00 

All Proj. - Has asset management training been administered to the entity’s governing body and 
employees? 

Yes 1.00 

All Proj. - Does the proposed project address specific targets, goals, or measures in a water 
conservation or drought contingency plan that has been adopted by the entity’s governing body 
within the past 5 years? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Does the proposed project address specific goals in a system-wide or plant-wide energy 
assessment, audit, or optimization study that has been conducted within the past three years? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Does the proposed project implement elements contained in a state or regional water 
plan, integrated water resource management plan, regional facility plan, regionalization or 
consolidation plan, or TMDL implementation plan? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Entity qualifies as a disadvantaged community. Yes 10.00 

Sec. 212 - Will a majority of the funds being requested from the SRF for the project be used to 
implement measures to reduce the demand for publically owned treatment works capacity through 
water conservation, efficiency, or reuse? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - For a qualified nonprofit, will a majority of the funds being requested from the SRF for 
the project be used to assist owners and operators of small and medium POTWs? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Will a majority of the funds being requested from the SRF for the project be used to 
implement innovative approaches to manage, reduce, treat, or recapture stormwater or 
subsurface drainage water? 

Yes 15.00 

All Proj. - Will a majority of the funds being requested from the SRF for the project be used to 
implement reuse or recycling wastewater, stormwater, or subsurface drainage water? If yes, 
please explain. 

No 0.00 

       Rating: 27.00 

         
 



 

Authority:   Whitney      

PIF #: 12399 Program: CWSRF PPL Year: 2018 

Related PIFs:    

Project Name:  Whitney Wastewater System Master Plan 

Project Type:  POTW Project Phase:  Planning 

Project Description:  Whitney Wastewater System Master Plan 

 

 Start Date Completion 
Date 

Phase Cost  

Planning:   $120,000.00 Green Project:   No 

Acquisition:   $0.00 Green Amount:   $0.00 

Design:   $0.00  

Est. 
Construction: 

10/02/2017 03/30/2018 $0.00  

 

Project Rating:        

Criteria 
 

     Answer Score 

Sec. 212 - Is the work required by a schedule that is imposed by court order, EPA administrative 
order,  TCEQ enforcement order, or participation in SSO Initiative? 

N/A 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Does the project involve extending service (centralized or alternative system) to 
populated areas of an existing developed community that are not served by a centralized 
collection system? 

N/A 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Has a public health official found that a nuisance dangerous to public health and safety 
exists resulting from water supply and sanitation problems in the area to be served by the project? 

N/A 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Is a water body impacted by the proposed project listed in a Watershed Protection Plan 
that is under development or has been accepted by the TCEQ or TSSWCB? 

N/A 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Will the project include innovative or alternative types of collection or treatment 
technology? 

N/A 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Does the project involve more stringent permit limitations? N/A 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Does the project result in regionalization?  (See specific criteria) N/A 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Does the proposed project involve a facility that requires expansion of its hydraulic 
capacity or removal of extraneous flow? 

N/A 0.00 

Sec. 212 - The proposed project impacts a water body that does not meet applicable water quality 
standards. (refer to water bodies listed as Category 4a, 5a, 5b, or 5c in the latest Watershed 
Action Planning Strategy Table).  

N/A 0.00 

Sec. 319 - Has a public health official found that a nuisance dangerous to public health and safety 
exists resulting from water supply and sanitation problems in the area to be served by the 
proposed project? 

  

Sec. 319 - Does a threat exist to an aquifer or groundwater that may be impacted by the proposed 
project? 

  

Sec. 319 - Is a water body impacted by the proposed project listed in a Watershed Protection Plan 
that is under development or has been accepted by the TCEQ or TSSWCB? 

  

Sec. 319 - The proposed project impacts a water body that does not meet applicable water quality 
standards. (refer to water bodies listed as Category 4a, 5a, 5b, or 5c in the latest Watershed 
Action Planning Strategy Table).  

  

Sec. 319 - Does the project include stream bank restoration or contain elements of Low Impact 
Development, such as vegetated filter strips, bio-retention, rain gardens, or porous pavement? 

  

Sec. 320 - Does the project restore, protect, and enhance coastal natural resources?   

Sec. 320 - Does the project improve water quality?   

Sec. 320 - Does the project enhance public access?   

Sec. 320 - Does the project improve onshore infrastructure and environmental management?   

Sec. 320 - Does the project mitigate erosion and stabilize shorelines?   



Sec. 320 - Does the project educate the public on the importance of coastal natural resources?   

All Proj. - In the past 5 years, has an asset management plan been adopted by the entity’s 
governing body? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Is the entity planning to prepare an asset management plan as part of the proposed 
project? 

Yes 1.00 

All Proj. - Has asset management training been administered to the entity’s governing body and 
employees? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Does the proposed project address specific targets, goals, or measures in a water 
conservation or drought contingency plan that has been adopted by the entity’s governing body 
within the past 5 years? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Does the proposed project address specific goals in a system-wide or plant-wide energy 
assessment, audit, or optimization study that has been conducted within the past three years? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Does the proposed project implement elements contained in a state or regional water 
plan, integrated water resource management plan, regional facility plan, regionalization or 
consolidation plan, or TMDL implementation plan? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Entity qualifies as a disadvantaged community. No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Will a majority of the funds being requested from the SRF for the project be used to 
implement measures to reduce the demand for publically owned treatment works capacity through 
water conservation, efficiency, or reuse? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - For a qualified nonprofit, will a majority of the funds being requested from the SRF for 
the project be used to assist owners and operators of small and medium POTWs? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Will a majority of the funds being requested from the SRF for the project be used to 
implement innovative approaches to manage, reduce, treat, or recapture stormwater or 
subsurface drainage water? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Will a majority of the funds being requested from the SRF for the project be used to 
implement reuse or recycling wastewater, stormwater, or subsurface drainage water? If yes, 
please explain. 

No 0.00 

       Rating: 1.00 

         
 



 

Authority:   Winters      

PIF #: 12400 Program: CWSRF PPL Year: 2018 

Related PIFs:    

Project Name:  Winters 2018 Wastewater Improvements 

Project Type:  POTW Project Phase:  Planning Design & Construction 

Project Description:  The existing wastewater collection system improvements suffers from significant infiltration and inflow (I&I), pipe 
blockages and collapsed manholes.  The City is applying for funding to help address identified problem areas and restore the integrity 
and reliability within the collection system 

 

 Start Date Completion 
Date 

Phase Cost  

Planning:   $176,000.00 Green Project:   Yes-BC 

Acquisition:   $0.00 Green Amount:   $2,575,000.00 

Design:   $112,000.00  

Est. 
Construction: 

09/03/2018 12/27/2019 $2,287,000.00  

 

Project Rating:        

Criteria 
 

     Answer Score 

Sec. 212 - Is the work required by a schedule that is imposed by court order, EPA administrative 
order,  TCEQ enforcement order, or participation in SSO Initiative? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Does the project involve extending service (centralized or alternative system) to 
populated areas of an existing developed community that are not served by a centralized 
collection system? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Has a public health official found that a nuisance dangerous to public health and safety 
exists resulting from water supply and sanitation problems in the area to be served by the project? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Is a water body impacted by the proposed project listed in a Watershed Protection Plan 
that is under development or has been accepted by the TCEQ or TSSWCB? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Will the project include innovative or alternative types of collection or treatment 
technology? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Does the project involve more stringent permit limitations? No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Does the project result in regionalization?  (See specific criteria) No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Does the proposed project involve a facility that requires expansion of its hydraulic 
capacity or removal of extraneous flow? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - The proposed project impacts a water body that does not meet applicable water quality 
standards. (refer to water bodies listed as Category 4a, 5a, 5b, or 5c in the latest Watershed 
Action Planning Strategy Table).  

No 0.00 

Sec. 319 - Has a public health official found that a nuisance dangerous to public health and safety 
exists resulting from water supply and sanitation problems in the area to be served by the 
proposed project? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 319 - Does a threat exist to an aquifer or groundwater that may be impacted by the proposed 
project? 

  

Sec. 319 - Is a water body impacted by the proposed project listed in a Watershed Protection Plan 
that is under development or has been accepted by the TCEQ or TSSWCB? 

  

Sec. 319 - The proposed project impacts a water body that does not meet applicable water quality 
standards. (refer to water bodies listed as Category 4a, 5a, 5b, or 5c in the latest Watershed 
Action Planning Strategy Table).  

  

Sec. 319 - Does the project include stream bank restoration or contain elements of Low Impact 
Development, such as vegetated filter strips, bio-retention, rain gardens, or porous pavement? 

  

Sec. 320 - Does the project restore, protect, and enhance coastal natural resources?   

Sec. 320 - Does the project improve water quality?   

Sec. 320 - Does the project enhance public access?   

Sec. 320 - Does the project improve onshore infrastructure and environmental management?   



Sec. 320 - Does the project mitigate erosion and stabilize shorelines?   

Sec. 320 - Does the project educate the public on the importance of coastal natural resources?   

All Proj. - In the past 5 years, has an asset management plan been adopted by the entity’s 
governing body? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Is the entity planning to prepare an asset management plan as part of the proposed 
project? 

Yes 1.00 

All Proj. - Has asset management training been administered to the entity’s governing body and 
employees? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Does the proposed project address specific targets, goals, or measures in a water 
conservation or drought contingency plan that has been adopted by the entity’s governing body 
within the past 5 years? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Does the proposed project address specific goals in a system-wide or plant-wide energy 
assessment, audit, or optimization study that has been conducted within the past three years? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Does the proposed project implement elements contained in a state or regional water 
plan, integrated water resource management plan, regional facility plan, regionalization or 
consolidation plan, or TMDL implementation plan? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Entity qualifies as a disadvantaged community. Yes 10.00 

Sec. 212 - Will a majority of the funds being requested from the SRF for the project be used to 
implement measures to reduce the demand for publically owned treatment works capacity through 
water conservation, efficiency, or reuse? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - For a qualified nonprofit, will a majority of the funds being requested from the SRF for 
the project be used to assist owners and operators of small and medium POTWs? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Will a majority of the funds being requested from the SRF for the project be used to 
implement innovative approaches to manage, reduce, treat, or recapture stormwater or 
subsurface drainage water? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Will a majority of the funds being requested from the SRF for the project be used to 
implement reuse or recycling wastewater, stormwater, or subsurface drainage water? If yes, 
please explain. 

No 0.00 

       Rating: 11.00 

         
 



 

Authority:   Wolfe City      

PIF #: 12401 Program: CWSRF PPL Year: 2018 

Related PIFs:    

Project Name:  Entire Collection and Wastewater Treatment System Improvements 

Project Type:  POTW Project Phase:  Planning Design & Construction 

Project Description:  The project consists of planning, design and construction phases for improvement to the City's entire collection 
system and wastewater treatment plant.  

 

 Start Date Completion 
Date 

Phase Cost  

Planning:   $225,000.00 Green Project:   Yes-BC 

Acquisition:   $0.00 Green Amount:   $5,000,000.00 

Design:  10/31/2017 $408,000.00  

Est. 
Construction: 

01/01/2018 09/01/2017 $4,367,000.00  

 

Project Rating:        

Criteria 
 

     Answer Score 

Sec. 212 - Is the work required by a schedule that is imposed by court order, EPA administrative 
order,  TCEQ enforcement order, or participation in SSO Initiative? 

Orders 30.00 

Sec. 212 - Does the project involve extending service (centralized or alternative system) to 
populated areas of an existing developed community that are not served by a centralized 
collection system? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Has a public health official found that a nuisance dangerous to public health and safety 
exists resulting from water supply and sanitation problems in the area to be served by the project? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Is a water body impacted by the proposed project listed in a Watershed Protection Plan 
that is under development or has been accepted by the TCEQ or TSSWCB? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Will the project include innovative or alternative types of collection or treatment 
technology? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Does the project involve more stringent permit limitations? No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Does the project result in regionalization?  (See specific criteria) No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Does the proposed project involve a facility that requires expansion of its hydraulic 
capacity or removal of extraneous flow? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - The proposed project impacts a water body that does not meet applicable water quality 
standards. (refer to water bodies listed as Category 4a, 5a, 5b, or 5c in the latest Watershed 
Action Planning Strategy Table).  

No 0.00 

Sec. 319 - Has a public health official found that a nuisance dangerous to public health and safety 
exists resulting from water supply and sanitation problems in the area to be served by the 
proposed project? 

  

Sec. 319 - Does a threat exist to an aquifer or groundwater that may be impacted by the proposed 
project? 

  

Sec. 319 - Is a water body impacted by the proposed project listed in a Watershed Protection Plan 
that is under development or has been accepted by the TCEQ or TSSWCB? 

  

Sec. 319 - The proposed project impacts a water body that does not meet applicable water quality 
standards. (refer to water bodies listed as Category 4a, 5a, 5b, or 5c in the latest Watershed 
Action Planning Strategy Table).  

  

Sec. 319 - Does the project include stream bank restoration or contain elements of Low Impact 
Development, such as vegetated filter strips, bio-retention, rain gardens, or porous pavement? 

  

Sec. 320 - Does the project restore, protect, and enhance coastal natural resources?   

Sec. 320 - Does the project improve water quality?   

Sec. 320 - Does the project enhance public access?   

Sec. 320 - Does the project improve onshore infrastructure and environmental management?   



Sec. 320 - Does the project mitigate erosion and stabilize shorelines?   

Sec. 320 - Does the project educate the public on the importance of coastal natural resources?   

All Proj. - In the past 5 years, has an asset management plan been adopted by the entity’s 
governing body? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Is the entity planning to prepare an asset management plan as part of the proposed 
project? 

Yes 1.00 

All Proj. - Has asset management training been administered to the entity’s governing body and 
employees? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Does the proposed project address specific targets, goals, or measures in a water 
conservation or drought contingency plan that has been adopted by the entity’s governing body 
within the past 5 years? 

Yes 1.00 

All Proj. - Does the proposed project address specific goals in a system-wide or plant-wide energy 
assessment, audit, or optimization study that has been conducted within the past three years? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Does the proposed project implement elements contained in a state or regional water 
plan, integrated water resource management plan, regional facility plan, regionalization or 
consolidation plan, or TMDL implementation plan? 

Yes 2.00 

All Proj. - Entity qualifies as a disadvantaged community. Yes 10.00 

Sec. 212 - Will a majority of the funds being requested from the SRF for the project be used to 
implement measures to reduce the demand for publically owned treatment works capacity through 
water conservation, efficiency, or reuse? 

Yes 5.00 

Sec. 212 - For a qualified nonprofit, will a majority of the funds being requested from the SRF for 
the project be used to assist owners and operators of small and medium POTWs? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Will a majority of the funds being requested from the SRF for the project be used to 
implement innovative approaches to manage, reduce, treat, or recapture stormwater or 
subsurface drainage water? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Will a majority of the funds being requested from the SRF for the project be used to 
implement reuse or recycling wastewater, stormwater, or subsurface drainage water? If yes, 
please explain. 

No 0.00 

       Rating: 49.00 

         
 



 

Authority:   Woodloch      

PIF #: 12402 Program: CWSRF PPL Year: 2018 

Related PIFs:    

Project Name:  WWTP and Sanitary Sewer Line Replacements 

Project Type:  POTW Project Phase:  Planning Design & Construction 

Project Description:  Construction of a 0.15 MGD wastewater treatment plant and replacing 15 manholes and approximately 5,050 
LF of sanitary sewer line. 

 

 Start Date Completion 
Date 

Phase Cost  

Planning:   $448,000.00 Green Project:   No 

Acquisition:   $0.00 Green Amount:   $0.00 

Design:   $203,600.00  

Est. 
Construction: 

08/01/2019 07/31/2020 $2,078,400.00  

 

Project Rating:        

Criteria 
 

     Answer Score 

Sec. 212 - Is the work required by a schedule that is imposed by court order, EPA administrative 
order,  TCEQ enforcement order, or participation in SSO Initiative? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Does the project involve extending service (centralized or alternative system) to 
populated areas of an existing developed community that are not served by a centralized 
collection system? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Has a public health official found that a nuisance dangerous to public health and safety 
exists resulting from water supply and sanitation problems in the area to be served by the project? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Is a water body impacted by the proposed project listed in a Watershed Protection Plan 
that is under development or has been accepted by the TCEQ or TSSWCB? 

  

Sec. 212 - Will the project include innovative or alternative types of collection or treatment 
technology? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Does the project involve more stringent permit limitations? No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Does the project result in regionalization?  (See specific criteria) No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Does the proposed project involve a facility that requires expansion of its hydraulic 
capacity or removal of extraneous flow? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - The proposed project impacts a water body that does not meet applicable water quality 
standards. (refer to water bodies listed as Category 4a, 5a, 5b, or 5c in the latest Watershed 
Action Planning Strategy Table).  

Priority 5a 40.00 

Sec. 319 - Has a public health official found that a nuisance dangerous to public health and safety 
exists resulting from water supply and sanitation problems in the area to be served by the 
proposed project? 

  

Sec. 319 - Does a threat exist to an aquifer or groundwater that may be impacted by the proposed 
project? 

  

Sec. 319 - Is a water body impacted by the proposed project listed in a Watershed Protection Plan 
that is under development or has been accepted by the TCEQ or TSSWCB? 

  

Sec. 319 - The proposed project impacts a water body that does not meet applicable water quality 
standards. (refer to water bodies listed as Category 4a, 5a, 5b, or 5c in the latest Watershed 
Action Planning Strategy Table).  

  

Sec. 319 - Does the project include stream bank restoration or contain elements of Low Impact 
Development, such as vegetated filter strips, bio-retention, rain gardens, or porous pavement? 

  

Sec. 320 - Does the project restore, protect, and enhance coastal natural resources?   

Sec. 320 - Does the project improve water quality?   

Sec. 320 - Does the project enhance public access?   

Sec. 320 - Does the project improve onshore infrastructure and environmental management?   



Sec. 320 - Does the project mitigate erosion and stabilize shorelines?   

Sec. 320 - Does the project educate the public on the importance of coastal natural resources?   

All Proj. - In the past 5 years, has an asset management plan been adopted by the entity’s 
governing body? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Is the entity planning to prepare an asset management plan as part of the proposed 
project? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Has asset management training been administered to the entity’s governing body and 
employees? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Does the proposed project address specific targets, goals, or measures in a water 
conservation or drought contingency plan that has been adopted by the entity’s governing body 
within the past 5 years? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Does the proposed project address specific goals in a system-wide or plant-wide energy 
assessment, audit, or optimization study that has been conducted within the past three years? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Does the proposed project implement elements contained in a state or regional water 
plan, integrated water resource management plan, regional facility plan, regionalization or 
consolidation plan, or TMDL implementation plan? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Entity qualifies as a disadvantaged community. Yes 10.00 

Sec. 212 - Will a majority of the funds being requested from the SRF for the project be used to 
implement measures to reduce the demand for publically owned treatment works capacity through 
water conservation, efficiency, or reuse? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - For a qualified nonprofit, will a majority of the funds being requested from the SRF for 
the project be used to assist owners and operators of small and medium POTWs? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Will a majority of the funds being requested from the SRF for the project be used to 
implement innovative approaches to manage, reduce, treat, or recapture stormwater or 
subsurface drainage water? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Will a majority of the funds being requested from the SRF for the project be used to 
implement reuse or recycling wastewater, stormwater, or subsurface drainage water? If yes, 
please explain. 

No 0.00 

       Rating: 50.00 

         
 



 

Authority:   Vinton      

PIF #: 12403 Program: CWSRF PPL Year: 2018 

Related PIFs:    

Project Name:  Village of Vinton Centralized Waste Water Collection System 

Project Type:  POTW Project Phase:  Construction 

Project Description:  The Village of Vinton does not have a centralized wastewater collections system and residents currently use 
on-site sewage facilities. The Village proposes to install a first-time sanitary sewer collection system, lift station, etc. to allow transport 
of the Village's sewage to El Paso's Northwest Wastewater Treatment Plant for final treatment. 

 

 Start Date Completion 
Date 

Phase Cost  

Planning:   $0.00 Green Project:   No 

Acquisition:  12/01/2017 $0.00 Green Amount:   $0.00 

Design:  10/31/2017 $0.00  

Est. 
Construction: 

09/03/2018 09/07/2020 $22,805,000.00  

 

Project Rating:        

Criteria 
 

     Answer Score 

Sec. 212 - Is the work required by a schedule that is imposed by court order, EPA administrative 
order,  TCEQ enforcement order, or participation in SSO Initiative? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Does the project involve extending service (centralized or alternative system) to 
populated areas of an existing developed community that are not served by a centralized 
collection system? 

Yes 11.00 

Sec. 212 - Has a public health official found that a nuisance dangerous to public health and safety 
exists resulting from water supply and sanitation problems in the area to be served by the project? 

Yes 30.00 

Sec. 212 - Is a water body impacted by the proposed project listed in a Watershed Protection Plan 
that is under development or has been accepted by the TCEQ or TSSWCB? 

Accepted 10.00 

Sec. 212 - Will the project include innovative or alternative types of collection or treatment 
technology? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Does the project involve more stringent permit limitations? No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Does the project result in regionalization?  (See specific criteria) Yes 10.00 

Sec. 212 - Does the proposed project involve a facility that requires expansion of its hydraulic 
capacity or removal of extraneous flow? 

N/A 0.00 

Sec. 212 - The proposed project impacts a water body that does not meet applicable water quality 
standards. (refer to water bodies listed as Category 4a, 5a, 5b, or 5c in the latest Watershed 
Action Planning Strategy Table).  

Priority 5c 20.00 

Sec. 319 - Has a public health official found that a nuisance dangerous to public health and safety 
exists resulting from water supply and sanitation problems in the area to be served by the 
proposed project? 

  

Sec. 319 - Does a threat exist to an aquifer or groundwater that may be impacted by the proposed 
project? 

  

Sec. 319 - Is a water body impacted by the proposed project listed in a Watershed Protection Plan 
that is under development or has been accepted by the TCEQ or TSSWCB? 

  

Sec. 319 - The proposed project impacts a water body that does not meet applicable water quality 
standards. (refer to water bodies listed as Category 4a, 5a, 5b, or 5c in the latest Watershed 
Action Planning Strategy Table).  

  

Sec. 319 - Does the project include stream bank restoration or contain elements of Low Impact 
Development, such as vegetated filter strips, bio-retention, rain gardens, or porous pavement? 

  

Sec. 320 - Does the project restore, protect, and enhance coastal natural resources?   

Sec. 320 - Does the project improve water quality?   

Sec. 320 - Does the project enhance public access?   

Sec. 320 - Does the project improve onshore infrastructure and environmental management?   



Sec. 320 - Does the project mitigate erosion and stabilize shorelines?   

Sec. 320 - Does the project educate the public on the importance of coastal natural resources?   

All Proj. - In the past 5 years, has an asset management plan been adopted by the entity’s 
governing body? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Is the entity planning to prepare an asset management plan as part of the proposed 
project? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Has asset management training been administered to the entity’s governing body and 
employees? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Does the proposed project address specific targets, goals, or measures in a water 
conservation or drought contingency plan that has been adopted by the entity’s governing body 
within the past 5 years? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Does the proposed project address specific goals in a system-wide or plant-wide energy 
assessment, audit, or optimization study that has been conducted within the past three years? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Does the proposed project implement elements contained in a state or regional water 
plan, integrated water resource management plan, regional facility plan, regionalization or 
consolidation plan, or TMDL implementation plan? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Entity qualifies as a disadvantaged community. Yes 10.00 

Sec. 212 - Will a majority of the funds being requested from the SRF for the project be used to 
implement measures to reduce the demand for publically owned treatment works capacity through 
water conservation, efficiency, or reuse? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - For a qualified nonprofit, will a majority of the funds being requested from the SRF for 
the project be used to assist owners and operators of small and medium POTWs? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Will a majority of the funds being requested from the SRF for the project be used to 
implement innovative approaches to manage, reduce, treat, or recapture stormwater or 
subsurface drainage water? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Will a majority of the funds being requested from the SRF for the project be used to 
implement reuse or recycling wastewater, stormwater, or subsurface drainage water? If yes, 
please explain. 

No 0.00 

       Rating: 91.00 

         
 



 

Authority:   North Houston District      

PIF #: 12506 Program: CWSRF PPL Year: 2018 

Related PIFs:    

Project Name:  North Houston Multi-Year Storm Water and Flood Remediation Project 

Project Type:  Nonpoint Source Project Phase:  Planning Design & Construction 

Project Description:  The proposed project is second phase of a project to remove a 232 unit apartment complex from the floodway 
that flooded during the April 2016 Tax Day Floods (DR-4269). Arbor Court Apartments was the most extensively dmaaged of over 10 
apartment complex that flooded in the Greenspoint area of North Houston. The first phase of the project will be funded by CDBG-DR 
funds and will acquire and demolish the complex. The second phase, the subject of this PIF, is to build a local detention basin to assist 
in flood mitigation and water quality enhancement and as a necessary prerequisite to a major storm water project on adjacent Greens 
Road. See excerpts from engineer's report. The project is a non-point source project that will benefit Greens Bayou Above Title 
(Segment 10167), an impaired water body. It has Green Project elements.  

 

 Start Date Completion 
Date 

Phase Cost  

Planning:   $75,000.00 Green Project:   Yes-BC 

Acquisition:  03/01/2018 $0.00 Green Amount:   $3,985,000.00 

Design:   $510,000.00  

Est. 
Construction: 

07/01/2018 03/31/2019 $3,400,000.00  

 

Project Rating:        

Criteria 
 

     Answer Score 

Sec. 212 - Is the work required by a schedule that is imposed by court order, EPA administrative 
order,  TCEQ enforcement order, or participation in SSO Initiative? 

  

Sec. 212 - Does the project involve extending service (centralized or alternative system) to 
populated areas of an existing developed community that are not served by a centralized 
collection system? 

  

Sec. 212 - Has a public health official found that a nuisance dangerous to public health and safety 
exists resulting from water supply and sanitation problems in the area to be served by the project? 

  

Sec. 212 - Is a water body impacted by the proposed project listed in a Watershed Protection Plan 
that is under development or has been accepted by the TCEQ or TSSWCB? 

  

Sec. 212 - Will the project include innovative or alternative types of collection or treatment 
technology? 

  

Sec. 212 - Does the project involve more stringent permit limitations?   

Sec. 212 - Does the project result in regionalization?  (See specific criteria)   

Sec. 212 - Does the proposed project involve a facility that requires expansion of its hydraulic 
capacity or removal of extraneous flow? 

  

Sec. 212 - The proposed project impacts a water body that does not meet applicable water quality 
standards. (refer to water bodies listed as Category 4a, 5a, 5b, or 5c in the latest Watershed 
Action Planning Strategy Table).  

  

Sec. 319 - Has a public health official found that a nuisance dangerous to public health and safety 
exists resulting from water supply and sanitation problems in the area to be served by the 
proposed project? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 319 - Does a threat exist to an aquifer or groundwater that may be impacted by the proposed 
project? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 319 - Is a water body impacted by the proposed project listed in a Watershed Protection Plan 
that is under development or has been accepted by the TCEQ or TSSWCB? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 319 - The proposed project impacts a water body that does not meet applicable water quality 
standards. (refer to water bodies listed as Category 4a, 5a, 5b, or 5c in the latest Watershed 
Action Planning Strategy Table).  

Priority 5a 40.00 

Sec. 319 - Does the project include stream bank restoration or contain elements of Low Impact 
Development, such as vegetated filter strips, bio-retention, rain gardens, or porous pavement? 

Yes 30.00 

Sec. 320 - Does the project restore, protect, and enhance coastal natural resources?   



Sec. 320 - Does the project improve water quality?   

Sec. 320 - Does the project enhance public access?   

Sec. 320 - Does the project improve onshore infrastructure and environmental management?   

Sec. 320 - Does the project mitigate erosion and stabilize shorelines?   

Sec. 320 - Does the project educate the public on the importance of coastal natural resources?   

All Proj. - In the past 5 years, has an asset management plan been adopted by the entity’s 
governing body? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Is the entity planning to prepare an asset management plan as part of the proposed 
project? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Has asset management training been administered to the entity’s governing body and 
employees? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Does the proposed project address specific targets, goals, or measures in a water 
conservation or drought contingency plan that has been adopted by the entity’s governing body 
within the past 5 years? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Does the proposed project address specific goals in a system-wide or plant-wide energy 
assessment, audit, or optimization study that has been conducted within the past three years? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Does the proposed project implement elements contained in a state or regional water 
plan, integrated water resource management plan, regional facility plan, regionalization or 
consolidation plan, or TMDL implementation plan? 

Yes 2.00 

All Proj. - Entity qualifies as a disadvantaged community. No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Will a majority of the funds being requested from the SRF for the project be used to 
implement measures to reduce the demand for publically owned treatment works capacity through 
water conservation, efficiency, or reuse? 

  

Sec. 212 - For a qualified nonprofit, will a majority of the funds being requested from the SRF for 
the project be used to assist owners and operators of small and medium POTWs? 

  

All Proj. - Will a majority of the funds being requested from the SRF for the project be used to 
implement innovative approaches to manage, reduce, treat, or recapture stormwater or 
subsurface drainage water? 

  

All Proj. - Will a majority of the funds being requested from the SRF for the project be used to 
implement reuse or recycling wastewater, stormwater, or subsurface drainage water? If yes, 
please explain. 

  

       Rating: 72.00 

         
 



 

Authority:   Ysleta del Sur Pueblo       

PIF #: 12507 Program: CWSRF PPL Year: 2018 

Related PIFs:    

Project Name:  YDSP Advanced Wastewater Treatment Plant - EDAP 

Project Type:  POTW Project Phase:  P A D & Construction 

Project Description:  An ecomomic distress area project. 

 

 Start Date Completion 
Date 

Phase Cost  

Planning:   $499,998.00 Green Project:   Yes-BC 

Acquisition:   $500,000.00 Green Amount:   $799,998.00 

Design:   $500,000.00  

Est. 
Construction: 

08/01/2018 01/30/2019 $3,000,000.00  

 

Project Rating:        

Criteria 
 

     Answer Score 

Sec. 212 - Is the work required by a schedule that is imposed by court order, EPA administrative 
order,  TCEQ enforcement order, or participation in SSO Initiative? 

N/A 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Does the project involve extending service (centralized or alternative system) to 
populated areas of an existing developed community that are not served by a centralized 
collection system? 

Yes 11.00 

Sec. 212 - Has a public health official found that a nuisance dangerous to public health and safety 
exists resulting from water supply and sanitation problems in the area to be served by the project? 

N/A 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Is a water body impacted by the proposed project listed in a Watershed Protection Plan 
that is under development or has been accepted by the TCEQ or TSSWCB? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Will the project include innovative or alternative types of collection or treatment 
technology? 

Yes 15.00 

Sec. 212 - Does the project involve more stringent permit limitations? N/A 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Does the project result in regionalization?  (See specific criteria) No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Does the proposed project involve a facility that requires expansion of its hydraulic 
capacity or removal of extraneous flow? 

N/A 0.00 

Sec. 212 - The proposed project impacts a water body that does not meet applicable water quality 
standards. (refer to water bodies listed as Category 4a, 5a, 5b, or 5c in the latest Watershed 
Action Planning Strategy Table).  

Priority 5c 20.00 

Sec. 319 - Has a public health official found that a nuisance dangerous to public health and safety 
exists resulting from water supply and sanitation problems in the area to be served by the 
proposed project? 

  

Sec. 319 - Does a threat exist to an aquifer or groundwater that may be impacted by the proposed 
project? 

  

Sec. 319 - Is a water body impacted by the proposed project listed in a Watershed Protection Plan 
that is under development or has been accepted by the TCEQ or TSSWCB? 

  

Sec. 319 - The proposed project impacts a water body that does not meet applicable water quality 
standards. (refer to water bodies listed as Category 4a, 5a, 5b, or 5c in the latest Watershed 
Action Planning Strategy Table).  

  

Sec. 319 - Does the project include stream bank restoration or contain elements of Low Impact 
Development, such as vegetated filter strips, bio-retention, rain gardens, or porous pavement? 

  

Sec. 320 - Does the project restore, protect, and enhance coastal natural resources?   

Sec. 320 - Does the project improve water quality?   

Sec. 320 - Does the project enhance public access?   

Sec. 320 - Does the project improve onshore infrastructure and environmental management?   

Sec. 320 - Does the project mitigate erosion and stabilize shorelines?   



Sec. 320 - Does the project educate the public on the importance of coastal natural resources?   

All Proj. - In the past 5 years, has an asset management plan been adopted by the entity’s 
governing body? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Is the entity planning to prepare an asset management plan as part of the proposed 
project? 

Yes 1.00 

All Proj. - Has asset management training been administered to the entity’s governing body and 
employees? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Does the proposed project address specific targets, goals, or measures in a water 
conservation or drought contingency plan that has been adopted by the entity’s governing body 
within the past 5 years? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Does the proposed project address specific goals in a system-wide or plant-wide energy 
assessment, audit, or optimization study that has been conducted within the past three years? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Does the proposed project implement elements contained in a state or regional water 
plan, integrated water resource management plan, regional facility plan, regionalization or 
consolidation plan, or TMDL implementation plan? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Entity qualifies as a disadvantaged community. Yes 10.00 

Sec. 212 - Will a majority of the funds being requested from the SRF for the project be used to 
implement measures to reduce the demand for publically owned treatment works capacity through 
water conservation, efficiency, or reuse? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - For a qualified nonprofit, will a majority of the funds being requested from the SRF for 
the project be used to assist owners and operators of small and medium POTWs? 

Yes 5.00 

All Proj. - Will a majority of the funds being requested from the SRF for the project be used to 
implement innovative approaches to manage, reduce, treat, or recapture stormwater or 
subsurface drainage water? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Will a majority of the funds being requested from the SRF for the project be used to 
implement reuse or recycling wastewater, stormwater, or subsurface drainage water? If yes, 
please explain. 

No 0.00 

       Rating: 62.00 

         
 



 

Authority:   Chandler      

PIF #: 12512 Program: CWSRF PPL Year: 2018 

Related PIFs:    

Project Name:  New WWTF Headworks 

Project Type:  POTW Project Phase:  Planning Design & Construction 

Project Description:  Project includes Mechanical Bar Screen, Manual Grit Chamber and Removal and Relocation of Barscreen. 

 

 Start Date Completion 
Date 

Phase Cost  

Planning:   $23,937.00 Green Project:   No 

Acquisition:   $0.00 Green Amount:   $0.00 

Design:   $112,769.00  

Est. 
Construction: 

03/01/2019 09/30/2019 $927,574.00  

 

Project Rating:        

Criteria 
 

     Answer Score 

Sec. 212 - Is the work required by a schedule that is imposed by court order, EPA administrative 
order,  TCEQ enforcement order, or participation in SSO Initiative? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Does the project involve extending service (centralized or alternative system) to 
populated areas of an existing developed community that are not served by a centralized 
collection system? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Has a public health official found that a nuisance dangerous to public health and safety 
exists resulting from water supply and sanitation problems in the area to be served by the project? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Is a water body impacted by the proposed project listed in a Watershed Protection Plan 
that is under development or has been accepted by the TCEQ or TSSWCB? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Will the project include innovative or alternative types of collection or treatment 
technology? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Does the project involve more stringent permit limitations? No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Does the project result in regionalization?  (See specific criteria) No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Does the proposed project involve a facility that requires expansion of its hydraulic 
capacity or removal of extraneous flow? 

N/A 0.00 

Sec. 212 - The proposed project impacts a water body that does not meet applicable water quality 
standards. (refer to water bodies listed as Category 4a, 5a, 5b, or 5c in the latest Watershed 
Action Planning Strategy Table).  

No 0.00 

Sec. 319 - Has a public health official found that a nuisance dangerous to public health and safety 
exists resulting from water supply and sanitation problems in the area to be served by the 
proposed project? 

  

Sec. 319 - Does a threat exist to an aquifer or groundwater that may be impacted by the proposed 
project? 

  

Sec. 319 - Is a water body impacted by the proposed project listed in a Watershed Protection Plan 
that is under development or has been accepted by the TCEQ or TSSWCB? 

  

Sec. 319 - The proposed project impacts a water body that does not meet applicable water quality 
standards. (refer to water bodies listed as Category 4a, 5a, 5b, or 5c in the latest Watershed 
Action Planning Strategy Table).  

  

Sec. 319 - Does the project include stream bank restoration or contain elements of Low Impact 
Development, such as vegetated filter strips, bio-retention, rain gardens, or porous pavement? 

  

Sec. 320 - Does the project restore, protect, and enhance coastal natural resources?   

Sec. 320 - Does the project improve water quality?   

Sec. 320 - Does the project enhance public access?   

Sec. 320 - Does the project improve onshore infrastructure and environmental management?   

Sec. 320 - Does the project mitigate erosion and stabilize shorelines?   



Sec. 320 - Does the project educate the public on the importance of coastal natural resources?   

All Proj. - In the past 5 years, has an asset management plan been adopted by the entity’s 
governing body? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Is the entity planning to prepare an asset management plan as part of the proposed 
project? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Has asset management training been administered to the entity’s governing body and 
employees? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Does the proposed project address specific targets, goals, or measures in a water 
conservation or drought contingency plan that has been adopted by the entity’s governing body 
within the past 5 years? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Does the proposed project address specific goals in a system-wide or plant-wide energy 
assessment, audit, or optimization study that has been conducted within the past three years? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Does the proposed project implement elements contained in a state or regional water 
plan, integrated water resource management plan, regional facility plan, regionalization or 
consolidation plan, or TMDL implementation plan? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Entity qualifies as a disadvantaged community. No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - Will a majority of the funds being requested from the SRF for the project be used to 
implement measures to reduce the demand for publically owned treatment works capacity through 
water conservation, efficiency, or reuse? 

No 0.00 

Sec. 212 - For a qualified nonprofit, will a majority of the funds being requested from the SRF for 
the project be used to assist owners and operators of small and medium POTWs? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Will a majority of the funds being requested from the SRF for the project be used to 
implement innovative approaches to manage, reduce, treat, or recapture stormwater or 
subsurface drainage water? 

No 0.00 

All Proj. - Will a majority of the funds being requested from the SRF for the project be used to 
implement reuse or recycling wastewater, stormwater, or subsurface drainage water? If yes, 
please explain. 

No 0.00 

       Rating: 0.00 

         
 

 


